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1 Schemat& diagram of xenon atoms distributed within the ct-cagesqeNa.A zeolite.
2 Benzene adsorbs with notable distortions on Pt(lll). Top panel shows side v&wparallel to surface, exhibiting a buckling (bending) distortion.

Bottom panel shows view perpendicular to surface, illustrating location of benzene relative to metal atoms. Note expanded carbon.carbon bond
lengths, relative to the gas phase value of 1.40/[. ilydrogen atom positions are guessed.

3 Computer generated structure of the enzyme subtil&inas modified by site-directed mutagenesis to improve its activity and lifetime. Surface amino
acid residue that are practical targetsfor further modifications are shown.

4 Transformation.zone morphology, indicated by the vohunefraction oftranaformed monoclinic phase, F,,o, surrounding a crack in the TS.grade
Mg.PSZ. The extent of transformation is clearly observed to respond to the applied loading conditions,

5 Detail of a stepped interface, showing an edge dislocation, labeled "d", in which the associated extra ha'If plane is normal to the interface.
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National Center for Electron Microscopy
The National Center for Electron Microscopy (NCEM) is a DOE-designated User

Facility established in 1984 to provide the U.S. electron microscopy community with
advanced instrumentation for electron-optical characterization of materials.

At the heai't of the NCEM are two unique high voltage microscopes--the 1.5 MeV
Kratos HVEM,and the 1 MeV JEOL Atomic Resolution Microscope (ARM). The HVEM,
which has the highest accelerating voltage available in the United States, is an all-purpose
instrument designed primarily for dynamic insitu studies, lt is equipped with a variety
of heating, cooling, and straining stages and an environmental (or gas reaction) cell for
performing experiments in a controlled gaseous atmosphere. An excellent specimen
chamber vacuum (cryopumped to better than 10"7torr), LaB6 filament, and high resolu-
tion, low-light-level 80mm television camera complement its other capabilities.

One of the main research objectives at the NCEM is to characterize micr0structures at
the atorni¢ level. This goal motivated thedesign and construction of the ARM. Since being
installed in 1983,its performance has been progressively improved, mainly by mechani-
cal and acoustical vibration suppression, to where atomic columns with spacings less
than 0.15nm can be r_olved. The high-resolution as_t of the ARM is enhanced furthec
by the high-angle biaxial tilt goniometer stage which allows images tobe obtained (at full
resolution) along any zone axis in the stereographic triangle. In these respects the ARM
can provide additional structural information not obtainable on its progeny, the JEOL
4000CX.

An essential complement to the instrumental performance is computer image simu-
lation. This component of the NCEM facilities provides users with a variety of services.
In addition to user-friendly programs for image simulations from structure models,
averaging methods are available for enhancing image quality. Also, links between the
computer and various microscopes are being established that streamline the procedures
for alignment and performance optimization and greatly increase the microscopist's
efficiency.

The third major instrument in the Center is a JEOL 200CX TEM/STEM Analytical
Electron Microscope (AEM). Equipped with high-angle and ultra-thin-window x:ray
detectors and PEELS, the microscope is used both independently and in support of the
HVEMs. lt provides users with complementary information such as chemical micro-
analyses, x-ray maps, convergent beam electron diffraction patterns, EXELFS, and
ELNES.

The resident staff of the Center operate, maintain, design, and develop equipment
and software, and provide assistance in supporting the work of its u_rs. In addition,
staff members conduct their own forefront research on problems in the materials
sciences.

Guidance for the NCEM is provided by a steering committee chaired by J.J. Hren
(North Carolina State University). Its present membership is C.W. Allen (Argonne
National Laboratory), R. Geiss (IBM), T. Hayes (LBL), D.G. Howitt (University of
California, Davis), D.J.Smith (Arizona State University), L.E.Thomas (Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratory), M.M.J. Treacy (NEC Research Institute, Inc.), and the
investigators on this project. Meetings are held yearly.

Research activities at the Center cover a broad spectrum of techniques, problems and
materials. This is evidenced by the list of currently active projects given in Table 1.
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Staff Research
Resolution of Oxygen Atoms in Staurolite by

Three-Dimensional Electron Microscopy
,. K.H. DOWNING*, H. MEISHENG*, H.-R. WENK t AND M. A00'KEEFE

High-resolution electron microscopy has progres_d to the point of distinguishing
metal atom positions within crystalline specimens. However, the positions of
associated oxygen atoms are not seen. The unique capabilities of the NCEM atomic-
resolution electron microscope (ARM), combined with image processing at the

NCEM and Donner Lab, have enabled us to obtain images showing not onlythe metal
atom positions in a silicate specimen, but for the first time, the oxygen atom positions
as well. Electron crystallography, in which information from several views is

combined, has been developed to obtain three-dimensional information on proteins,
generally at resolutions in the 10A to 20_ range. We applied this technique to the
mineral staurolite, at a resolution of 1.6_, using the high-angle tilt stage of the ARM
(+40 ° on two axes) to obtain micrographs in five projections (the three orthogonal
directions plus [101] and [310]. Images were processed to reduce noise, confirmed by
comparison with simulations, and combined to form a three-dimensional model.

Sections through the model (Figure 1) show the metal atom positions as dark spots;
in addition, the positions of the accompanying oxygens can be seen as smaller black

spots. The final image shows all atom positions in a specimen far too small to be useful
for x-ray crystallography.

High Resolution Electron Microscopy Study of the Cationic Disorder in AI2TiOs
T. EPICIERt, G. THOMAS,H. WOHLFROMM$,ANDJ. S. MOYA{}

As part of a research program devoted to the microstructura] characterization of
Al2TiOs-based compounds, high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) has been
undertaken in order to study the crystallographic arrangement, especially ordering

possibilities, of A1 and Ti cations
in the metallic sublattice of alumi-

.. x nium titanate. It is seen that ad-

i _r + " rB, ]1_11 equate experimental conditions,

' , ,,,,,V_ _ _i mainly defocus setting, for a reso-

_@ 0ql_ lution of at least 2.5_ point-to-point, enable the disordered model

__ to be directly and unambiguouslyI,,. proved on [100]-oriented micro-
graphs, despite the fact that both
ordered and disordered structures

have the same space group. This

@O-.Qo,+@ ;0& _Q_' _ -_ 0hA. work illustrates the good poten-
+. tial for the ARM for structure

oO e_
Q og h a, analysis directly.

6 • q_ Figure1
• O0 q_O q_ SectionsdisplayingtheCoulombpotentialasderivedfromthe three-O- ......o-O _'e+....O ...... _ dimensionalstructurereconstructionina fullunitcellofstaurolite,atadensity

levelthatdisplaysali fullyoccupiedcationsandoxygens.Sectionsat z=O
andz=0.25areshownabove,eachcorrespondingtoa slice0.2A thick. The

O O _ O • correspondingcrystalstructureindicatingcationandoxygenpositionsis
shownbelow.SchematicpolyhedralrepresentationwithAI octahedraandSi

A, o_A, s, P, o andFotetrahedrais belowright. (XBB900-10026)

• DonnerLaboratory,LBL
+Departmentof GeologyandGeophysics,Universityof California at Berkeley

+INSA,GEMPPM, VilleurbanneCedex, France
Instituto de Ceramica y Vidrio, Madrid, Spain
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Microstructure of o_-AIBase Matrix/SiC Particulate Composites
V. RADMILOVIC*,G. THOMASANDS,K. DASt

The microstructures of monolithic AI-Fe-V-Si alloy and (x-Al base matrix/SiC
particulate composites (MMC) have been characterized by conventional and high
resolution transmission electron microscopy, microdiffraction and X-ray spectros-
copy techniques. Silicide particles of average composition Al12(Fe,V)4Siare present in
both of these materials. These particles are unstable under the electron beam at
voltages above 200kV, and exhibit radiation induced disordering. SiC particulates
present in the MMC structure are predominantly of the hexagonal 6H polytype, but
the hexagonal 5H polytype is also observed. A very thin reaction layer is present
between the matrix and SiC particles. No segregation of alloying elements such as Fe,
V, or Si at the m/SiC interface has been observed. The second phase present at the
(x-Al/SiC interface seems to be a disordered silicide.

q

HVEM Studies.of the Sinteringof MgO Nanocrystals
Prepared by Mg(OH)2Decomposition
N. THANGARAJ,K.H. WESTMACOTTANDU. DAHMEN

Hot stage high voltage electron microscopy (HVEM) combined with high resolu-
tion electron microscopy (HREM) has been employed to study the microstructural
evolution during in-situ decomposition of thin Mg(OH) 2 flakes and'during early
stage sintering of the resultant nanocomposite. The decomposition reaction is known
to be pseudomorphic and topotactic, resulting in a regular composite of highly
aligned nearly cubic MgO nanocrystals interspersed with a roughly equal volume of
pores. This structure was characterized by selected area and optical diffraction

, techniques as well asby HREM, depending on its microstructural scale. Immediately
after decomposition and in the early stages of sintering the fine scale and regular,
nearly periodic nature of the microstructure gave rise to diffuse small angle diffrac-
tion rings that could be used as a measure of coarsening during in-situ heating in the
temperature range 350-900°C. A series of micrographs recorded during an in-situ
heating sequence at 900"(2in the
HVEM is given in Figure 2. The
progressivecoarseningof themi- _a b "
crostructure during sintering is

readily apparent. Consistent iii lOO,r, _ ___11_
resultswere obtainedfromelec- _' _ ""'

tron diffraction, optical diffrac- ,_ ,.; ::::_:,,.!ii_,tion and Fourier transforms of _/,_ .: .. :,. .. ,'.iii
digitized images. These mea- i_" ,, '.'.',!"_.- " ' '._i ,.,(:)_ .)_ , • •

surementswerecomplementary '_._..,"> ...., :,,'_. "", ,:''i_

to direct imaging by HREM or _,.. L> :_,:
conventional imaging tech- li,

c _ d "

Figure 2
Sequence of mlcrographs of a MgO pseudomorph recorded at 900'C for

different annealing times showing sintering of microstructure,, a) The
microstructure of a fully decomposed Mg(OH)2crystal viewed along [0001]

direction immediately after decomposition; b) The same crystal annealed
for 40 minutes; c) 90 minutes; d) 120 minutes. (XBB 908-6555)

)

* Universityof Californiaat Berkeley
ElectricPowerResearchInstitute,PaloAlto,CA
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Figure3a
AtypicalmicrostructureofthinfilmdiamondsynthesizedbyplasmaCVD '_
methods,A highdensityofmlorotwlnson the(111)planesareobserved,

Thediffractionpattern(insets)confirmsthediamondcrystalstructure,The
twinspotsareIndexedseparatelyandthestreakingIsduetotheclose /

proximityofneighbouringmlcrotwlns,(XBB894-3261) /

t

380o ',,', I_
o'

I , '_l ,'J k_ ",..,_ .,_;..* '

76O0 "_ /, _ i ,, ,
O

" _ ' Figure3b20O0 - '_,, ... : ..

-.-t--.-,-.-.__/' :',":. ,°',. TheC-KedgeprofilesofplasmaCVDdiamond,HOPGandnaturaldiamond.Thet400

.....L;..' i:"......Ms finestructureof the diamondistngoodagreementwithrecenttheoreticalpredictions
,. , , ........... , , , , ; .; ..;p--_s. basedon a projecteddensityof states(n-DOS)method, However,a fine_* peak,

2[_t 2E6 292 2_ 304 110 316 32_

energyloss(eV) representativeofsp2carbonIs present,(XBL894-1465A)

Advances in the Microanalytical Characterization of Optical Materials
by Electron Microscopy and Related Spectroscopies

K. M. KRISHNAN

The fine probe forming capabilities of an analytical electron microscope combined
with the development of related spectroscopic (EDXS, EELS), diffraction (CBED) and
imaging (phase contrast) techniques, make it possible to obtain structural and
chemical information from multiphase materials at high spatial resolution. These
microanalytical methods will be described with relevant examples from our studies
of compounds in the A1203-A1N pseudobina_'y system, a potential optical window
material, and low-pressure diamond and diamond-like carbon films. In particular,
efforts to extend energy dispersion x-ray spectroscopy quantification procedures to
low atomic number elements (C, N, O) will be, discussed. A comprehensive example
of the characterization of a novel AION polytypoid structure, illustrative of both the
information content obtainable from these techniques at any particular level of
resolution and the need to use all the complementary methods of analysis, will be
presented. Finally, our efforts to characterize a variety of diamond and diamond-like
carbon films, by the me7 Jrement of both the low-loss plasmon resonances and the
fine structure of the core loss edges observable in their electron energy-loss spectrum,
to obtain sp3/sp 2ratios, will be outlined. As an example of this work, the microstruc-
ture and corresponding diffraction pattern from a plasma CVD diamond film is given
in Figure 3a. In Figure 3b the electron energy loss spectrum tor this material is shown
together with spectra from Highly Oriented Pyrolite Graphite and natural diamond
for comparison.

Iron L3,2Near Edge Fine Structure Studies
K.M, KRISHNAN

La,2near edge fine structures of iron in different oxidation states and coordination
numbers, measured with a parallel electron energy-loss spectrometer operating at

1.0-1.3 V resolution, show distinct splittings of the white lines. The splittings have
been interpreted in terms of a simple atomic approach involving ligand field splitting
of the d orbitals, lt is shown that Fe(III) fine structure is particularly sensitive to its
coordination.

NCEM 5



Structure and Composition Characterization of Submicronic Mullite Whiskers '
N, MERK AND G, THOMAS

Analytical, high resolutto_ electron microscopy, and x-ray diffraction
has allowed a full characterization to be made of two sets of submicronic

mullite whiskers. One set of whiskers had the metastable tetra_'onal
symmetry which transformed upon heating to the stable orthorholnbic
phase, The other set was orthorhombic. From these results itis clear thai the
structure of mullite is very process- and not just composition-dependem, lt
may be that fluorine is involved in stabilizing the tetragonal form. Anneal-
ing of both sets of whiskers under vacuum results in a continuous loss in
silicon and finally the appearance of the _-Al203 phase in the form (,"bf
sintered powders, Mullite whiskers of composition as high as 79,6 mole%
A120_were detected. The loss in silica is accompanied by a loss of oxygen_
The appearance of antiphase boundaries and twinning indicate the occur-,
rence of oxygen vacancy ordering. The detection of pure aluminum metal
at the tips of single annealed mullite whiskers suggests the existence of a
strong ,'educing atmosphere. An alternative path for s-alumina formation
may be through the reoxidation of the aluminum.

Table 1-1

NCEM Research_Proposals (active during 1990)

Principal Investigator Affiliation Title

,HVEM i/iii i'i_ ::_i i i : i: : ii i:i: i I i:!:i :I_I_I ::: :i':: : :i:!:i: i::
P, Alivisatos [.,BL Melting of semiconductor nanocrystals

J. Bastacky LBLAJC Berkeley Phagocytic process in uptake of coal combustion particulates by pulmonary macrophage cells
T, Cass Hewlett-Packard Defect structures in semiconductor devices

U. Dahmen LBL Characterization of nanocrystals by rEM

K. Dante UC Berkeley Alteration of pyrite to chalcocite

J, Dash Portland State Phase transformation induced by high pressures and temperatures in a baUistic compressor

S. Fattens UC Davis NCEM proposal to prepare diamond films in the IIVEM

R, Fisher LBL/IBM Microstructure investigations of ceramic model interface

D, Frear Sandia Microstructural study of Al thin films

Microstru;ture of solder tnterconnections irl electronic packaging polymers

S, Ffisia-Bruni LBLAJ, Milano Mlcrostructural investigation into the diagenetic history of Haupt dolomite of the Southern Alps

W, E. Glassley LBL/LLNL Investigation of the alpha/beta cristobalite transition in the presence of a vapor phase

H, W, Green, II UC Davis The olivine to spinel transformation in Mg2GcO 4

J, l-leuer Rockwell Intemat, Materials study of mixed composition thin films

D, ltowitt UC Davis Structural study of thin film ceramics

M, E, Kassner Oregon State U, Delayed failure of Ag-aided diffusion bonds by microvoid coalescence

E, Kvam LBL Dislocation dynamics in strained epitaxial Ge-Si alloys on (001) silicon

Z. IJliental-Weber LBL Kinetics of the Au crystallites formation on the periphery of Au Schott2:y contacts

A, Meike, C, Ruscher LBI./U, Hanover Elementary steps of biotite buffer reactions

W, Moberly Stevens Institute Martensitic transformations in thin-film TiNt alloys

J, W, Morris, Jr, LBL/UC Berkeley Dislocation substructures and work-hardening in BCC polycrystalline metals

TEM studies of electromigration induced failure in AI/AI alloy interconnection

D, Noble Stattford Misfit dislocation in SiGe/Si heterostructures

L, E, Rehn Argonne NL Comparison of electron and ion irradiation-induced grain growth in gold films

J, Reyes-Gasga U. Mexico In-situ IIVEM studies of metal-semiconductor interfaces

M, M, Robinson U. Capetown, S, A, In-situ straining ot AI and AI-Mg alloys within the serrated flow regime

A. E, C, Spargo LI, Melbourne The tuned voltage effect in IIREM

,... Tanner LLNL Study oi"metastable phase formation in Cu-Zr and AI-Ni

M. A. Taylor UC Davis llydration of Portland cement in enviromental cell

G. Thomas, V. Radmilovic LBL/U, Belgrade Critical voltage studies of PFZ in AI-Li alloys

G. Thomas, A. Berkowitz LBLAJC San Diego The oxidation-reduction transitions in al:e2OJF%O 4transformation

6 National Center for Electron Microscopy



Table 1-1 (Continued)

Prlnclpal Investigator Affiliation Title

P, Vasconcelos UC Berkeley Microstmctures in natural gold--Influence of high Ilg and Pd content

M, Vtttori ENEA, Rome Electron irradiation effects on Ni-Zr interfaces

R, Wenk UC Berkeley Phase transformation in silica minerals

Deformation mechanisms in dolomite polycrystals as a function of orientation

Influence of defects on a-b quartz transformation and Dauphine twinning

K, H, Westmacott LBL Dynamic hot-stage studies of precipitate development in interstitial and substitutional alloys

S, Chumbley Ames Laboratory Analysis of deformed superconductors

U, Dahmen LBL Characterization of nanocrystals by HREM

HREM study of lontzzd-clu, ,er beam (ICB) deposited metal clusters

G, Thomas, T, Epicier LBI 'r,.NSA, France Atomic resolution microscopy of light atoms in some ceramtc compounds

HREM study of alumina-based ceramics; aluminum titanate

T. Epicier INSA, GEMPPM, France HREM of copper/cordterite interfaces

HREM of interfaces in alumina-based ceramics

HREM study of defects in chloritoid

Electron microscopy study of precipitation in AI-Fe-Mo alloys obtained by rapid solidification

A. Fitzgerald U, Dundee Atomic resolution electron microscopy of amorphous and microcrystalllne silicon films

J, Goral SERI Defect generation and propagation in MBE-grown GaAs/GalnAs

R, Gronsky LBL/UC Berkeley Atomic mechanisms of precipitate plate growth

Quasicrystals

Defects in oxide superconductors

Defect reduction in ISE SOI material

HREM of thin film superconductors: epitaxy and metal contact interfaces

Microstructures of C-implanted and Ge-implanted Si

Site specific occupancy in Sb-Pb-Bt-Ca-Sr-Cu-O superconductors

HREM of VPI-5 and A1PO4-8

Studies of Si/SiC 2interface between ECR oxide films and [1001 Si substrates

R, A. Herring Martin-Marrietta HREM of Tt-type phases in Al alloys

A. Jankowski LLNL Characterization of short period Au/NI and Ni/Ti layers

K.M, Krishnan LBL Interface structure of ultrathin multilayers

E. Kvam LBL Systematic study of grain boundary structures in fcel001 ] tilt boundaries

J, Y, Laval CNRS, Paris Atomic structure of internal interfaces in covalent materials

Atomic structure of coincidence tilt boundaries in YBaCuO superconductors

Z. Liliental-Weber LBL The structure of metal contacts to GaAs

J. Mayer UC Santa Barbara HREM studies of interfaces between high-temperature superconductors and substrates

R, L. McConville Raychem A proposal to study grain boundary regions in ZnO based varistors using the NCEM ARM

M. Mills Sandia, Livermore Core structure of screw quperdislocations in Ni3AI

G. B, Olson Northwestern Fine structure of martensitic interfaces

F. Ponce LBIdXerox Structure of early stages of growth in GaAs/Si epitaxy

M, Ruhle UC Santa Barbara HREM study of Pd/Al203 interfaces with modulated structures

A. Schwartzman Stanford Core structure of Lomer dislocations at the CdTe/GaAs and ZnTe/GaAs interfaces

A, E, C, Spargo U, Melbourne The tuned voltage effect in HREM

L, Tanner LLNL HRTEM studies of pretransformation microstructures in metallic alloys

Study of metastable formation in Cu-Zr and AI-Ni

G, Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley HREM on glasses

Atomic imaging of structure and defects in high To superconductors

G, Thomas LBL Structure and interfaces in NiO/CoO

Formation mechanism of 8'(AI3Li )

M, Wall LLNL Characterization of short period Au/Ni and Ni/Ti multilayers

H, R, Wenk UC Berkeley Superstructure identification in carbonate minerals

Electron crystallography of minerals

K, H, Westmacott LBL Studies of precipitate morphologies and interfaces

NCEM 7



Table i-i (Continued)

Principal Investigator Affiliation Title

AEM ' " _ _ "

K,M, Krishnan LBL Iron I._,anear edge fine structure studies
Characterizationof low pressure diamond films
Applications anddevelopment of channelling enhanced microanalysis

K,M, Krishnan, N, Cho LBL Cllaracterization of diamond-like carbon

K,M. Krishnan,et al. LBL White lines in manganese oxides and complexes
K,M, Krishnan, C, Echer LBL Experimental determination of energyloss cross sections for low atomic number elements

C, Ortiz, K,M, Kflshnan LBLABM San Jose Microstructure1characterize'ten of Fe-oxtdemagnetic recording media
C, Ortlz, et al, LBL/IBM San Jose Microstructural characterization

of laser modified Br-Tc-So thin fihns

R, Shen, et al. LBLAJC Berkeley EELSanalysis of B-C-N chemically vapordeposited crystallites

Characterization of new materials (C,ByNa)by Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

D. Blake, C, Ether LBL/NASA-Ames Characterization of carbonaceous phases contained in meteorites and 'Lnterplanetarydust
Carbon characterization of Murchison meteorite

Z. Lilienta!-Weber, et al. LBL Ohm'_cand Schottky Au contacts on GaAs

Z. Liliental-Weber, et al, LBL/UC Berkeley Microstmctural characterization of Zr oxides and rtitrideinterfaces with GaAs

N, Merk, L, Tanner LBL/LLNL Characterization of NI/Al and Cu/zr solid state phase transformations
N. Merk, G, Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley Characterization of mullite whiskers

Characterization of metal/ceramic interfaces

N. Kijima, R, Gronsky LBL Microstructural characterization of Sb-Pb-Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-Co superconductors
N, Benson, et al. LBL/Cal State, Hayward Characterization to determine the presence and valence of reduced selenium in bacteria
S, Menon, et al, LBI./UC Berkeley Characterization of short range order and long period superstructures in Cu-Pd alloys

K, C, Liu,G. Thomas I.BLB.JCBerkeley Reaction sintering: kaolinite & mullite

C, Koehler, G. Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley Microstmctural evaluationto improve high temperature properties of Y-SIAlON
C. Leroux, G. Thomas LBI_4'UCBerkeley Characterization o r antiferromagnetic NiO/CoO films

T, Li, G. Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley Characterization c ' Co-Ni-Cr andCo-Ni-Ta recording thin films

M, Cimbulk, G, Thomas LBL/UCBerkeley Characterization o! silicon ntiride/SiA1ONcomposites

V, Radmilovic, G,Thomas LBLAJCBerkeley Interfacialcharact_flzation of silicon carbide and aluminum alloys
A, Goldstein, P, Alivisato IlC Berkeley Elevated temperatvrecharacterization of CdSmicrocrystallites

J. Goral SERI Characterization of copper containing impurity phases in CulnSeqpolycrystalline thin films

S, Bruni,R. Wenk U. Milano/UCB Microstructural in, _stigationof Southem Alps dolomites
K. Dante,M, Hu, R. Wenk UC Berkeley Characterization o: copper containing pyrite

R. Wenk, et al, UC Berkeley Characterization of Amazonian gold nuggets

D. Sinitsyna,R, Wenk UC Berkeley Characterization oftperovskites anddolomites
!

J. Douin, et al. LBL Microstructural chairacterizationof precipitates in aluminum - 1% germanium alloys
M, Witcomb, et al. LBL/U. Witwatersrand, Microstmctural characterization of chromium rich precipitates in Cu-Cr alloys

A. Fox Naval Postgraduate Microchemical analysis of small precipitates in steels
C. Salvadori, K.M. Krishnan U, Sao Paulo, LBL Characterization of CVD diamond films

C, Gouthama U. Nevada Characterization of coatedand clad superconductors

W, Cao, G. Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley Characterization of interfaces and grain boundaries in Fe-SiO2thin films

A, l lutten, G. Thomas LBL/UC Berkeley Characterization of hard magnets Sm-Fe-Ti alloys

M. Berkson, G, Thomas UC Berkeley Characterization of grain boundary precipitates in Ti-Ni alloys
B. Schuler, et al. LBL/UC Berkeley EELS analysis of B-C-N graphites

N, Thangaraj, U. Dahmen LBL TEM study of microstructural evolution during decomposition of magnesium hydroxides

R. Spontak Procter & Gamble Correlation ot' polymer resin/cellulnse fiber interactions with nitrogen

J,-Y. Laval CNRS, France Operational procedures for parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy

COMPUTER PROJECTS

R, S, Rai, M, A, O'Keefe LBI.A.JCBerkeley Simulation of phases in Y_Si20.I

M, L, Settler, M, A. O'Keefe LLNL/LBL Processing of images of multilayer structures formed from amorphous materials

M, L, Sattler, M, A, O'Keefe LLNL/LBL Simulation of interfaces in amorphous materials
U, Dahmen, M. A, O'Keefe LBL/UC Berkeley Simulation of metastable phases in zirconia

N, Merk LBL/LLNL Diffraction pattem calculation in CuZr-NiAI

M, Stampfer LBL Quantification in energy loss spectroscopy

C. lletherington LBL ARM characterization(CTF's, on line.ODM)

C. Iletherington LBl. Al grain boundary-processing (SEMPER)
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Table I-I (Continued)

,Principal Investigator Affiliation Title

C, Hethedngton, et al, LBldNaval Postgraduate Wedge crystal study of experimental image vs, calculated image
C, Hetherington, U, Dahmen LBL Hexagonal silicon and hexagonal/cubic interface

U, J, Douin, U, Dahmen LBL Interface simulation In AI/Si - Al/Ge

T, Eplcler, et al, INSA/LBL Studies of mullite; studies of C60 cluster
M, A, O'Keefe, et al, LBIdU, Penn Simulation of Algrain boundaries
M, A, O'Keefe, M, Sattler LBL/LLNL Simulation of multilayer structures

N, Thangaraj, J, Tumor LBL Diffraction pattern profiles of MgOlI

J, Tumor, M,A, O'Keefe LBL , Processing ICB aluminum grain boundary images to determine pefl(_llclty and atom positions
J, Ulan,M. A, O'Keefe LBIdUC Berkeley Simulation of Zeolite images

J, Ulan_J, Tumer, LBIdUC Berkeley Processing of Zeolite images

R, Ramesh, R, Kllaas LBIdBell Comm, Studies of copper vacancies In high 'I', superconductors
N, MeN, R. Kllaas LBIdUC Berkeley Simulation studies of displacement waves andconcentration waves in NIAI

R. Ktlaas LBL Development of software algorithms for the construction of general crystal interfaces

U, Dahmen, R, Ktlaas LBL Computer models for cluster formation under vapor deposition
M, Hu, ct al, LBIdUC Berkeley Simulation studies of staurolite

M, Hu and J,Tumer LBIJUC Berkeley Processing of staurollte images

M.A, O'Keefe LBL Theoretical verification of EREM parameters
N, Merk LBL Simulations of mullite whisker images

T. Epicier Lyons, France Simulations of BaTiO3 images

M.A, O'Keefe, T, Epicier LBIdLyons, France Simulations of mullite images
T, Nguyen, et al, LBL/UC Berkeley Simulations of mulfllayer boundary images

T. Nguyen, J, Turner LBIdUC Berkeley Processing and analysis of multilayer images

N. Kijima UC Berkeley BiSr superconductor image simulationi

N, Kljima, J. Turner LBIdUC Berkeley BiSr superconductor image processIng

N. Thangaraj, M,A, O'Keefe LBL Line measurements from diffraction pattern

R. Kilaas LBL Software development for X-ray imageprocessing

R, Kilaas, C, Echer LBL X-rayimage processing
K.M, Krishnan LBL SLEEP software for PEELS data processing

E.S.K,Menon UC Berkeley PEELSdata processing

J. Tumer, et al. LBIdUC Berkeley Diffraction pattem analysis
J, Turner, A. Goldstein LBIdUC Berkeley Image analysis of CdS nanocrystals

J, Tumer, A. Goldstein LBIJUC Berkeley Diffraction analysis of CdS nanocrystals

J. Turner, Y. Zhu LBL/Brookhaven Image processIng of 123-superconductor boundaries
J, Turner, C, Burmester LBL/UC Berkeley Image processIng of oxygen deficient YBa2Cu3OT.,
M,A, O'Keefe, ct al. LBIdU. Belgrade Simulation of SiC images

M, Fendorf, J. Tumer LBIdUC Berkeley Image processing of superconductor images

C. Leroux LBL Simulation of anti-ferromagnetic NiO/CoO films

P. Lours LBL Aluminum bicrystal image simulations

C, Burmester LBL Image simulation by Monte Carlo method of oxygen orderIng of YBa=CujO./,

Staff

Act ing Director* Postdoctoral Fellows Technicians
Ulrich Dahmen Narn-Hee Cho Cyril Gleeson

C.P, LuG Doreen AhTye
Investigators M. Cecilia Salvadori
Ronald Gronsky Nagappan Thangaraj Administr_Y_e Assistance
Kannan M, Krishnan Theda Crawford

Gareth Thomas Principal Technician Madeline S, Moore
Kenneth H. Westmacott Douglas Owen

Staff Scientists Senior Technicians
Roar Kilaas Charles J. Echer
David Loretto John Turner

Michael A, O'Keefe * Effective 1991
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Pubfications and Reports

RefereedJournal Articles

Douln, J.,U. Dahmen, and K.H. Westmacott, "A High Resolution Study of Twinned Precipitates in Al-Ge Alloys," J. Phys. 51, Suppl.
C1 809,1990.

K.H. Downing, H. Meisheng, H.-R. Wenk, and M.A. O'Keefe, "Resolution of Oxygen Atoms in StauroUte by Three-dimensional
Electron Microscopy, "Nature 348, 1990.

Koestler, C., L.Schultz, and G. Thomas, "Microstructure of Mechanically Alloyed Fe78MoloSm12-magnets with ThMn12-structure,"
J. Appl. Phys. 67, 5,1990.

i

Kramer,M. J.,L.S. Chumbley, R.W. McCallum, W.J. Nellis, S. Weir, and F.P. Kvam, "Deformation Induced Defects in ReBa2Cu_O_.d,"
PhysicaC 166, 175,19_0.

Motta, A. T., D.R.Olander, and A.J.Machiels, "Electron Irradiation-induced Amorphization of Precipitates in Zircaloy-2," Standard
Technical Publication 1046-1990, Amer. Soc. Testing & Materials, p. 457, 1990.

Pirouz, P., R. Chaim, U. Dahmen, and K.H. Westmacott, "The Martensitic Transformation in Silicon. I. Experimental Observations,"
Acta Met. 38,1990.

Pirouz, P., R.Chaim, U. Dahmen, and K.H. Westmacott, "The Martensitic Transformation in Silicon. II.Crystallographic Analysis,"
Acta Met. 38, 313,1990.

Pirouz, P.. R. Chaim, U. Da_,inen, and K.H. Westmacott, "The Martensitic Transformation in Silicon. III. Comparison with Other
Work," Acta Met. 38, 1990.

Tabbernor, M. A., and A.G. Fox, "The Low-angle Atomic Scatte_g Factors and Charge Density of Zinc,"Phil. Mag. Letters 62,291,1990.

Zhu, Y., M. Suenaga, and A.R. Moodenbaugh, "Displacement Wave of the Tweed Str ucture in Y-Ba-Cu-O Oxides," Phil. Mag. Letters
62, 51, 1990.

Conference Proceedings

Cho, N.-H., D. Bogy, and K. Krishnan, "Chemical Structure of Diamond-like Carbon Thin Films," _ roc.Xlllntl. ICEM, S. F.Press, p. 71(3,
1990.

Dahmen, U., C. Hetherington, and K.H Westrnacott, "A Technique for Measuring Small Atomic Displacements in HRE-'2vlImages,"
Proc. XII Int'l. ICEM, S.F. Press, p. 338, 1990.

Goral, J. P., M.M. AI-Jassim, D. Albin, J.R. Tutfle, and R. Noufl, "TEM Identification of Secondary Phases in Non-stoichiometric
Polycrystalllne CulnSe2 thin films," Proc.Xllth Internat. Congress for E. M., San Francisco Press, p. 604, 1990.

Hetherington, C., "High-resolution Image Simulation of a Tilted Crystal," Proc. XII ICEM, p. 68,1990.

Kilaas, R., "Image Simulation: Conceptssoftwarehardware," Proc. Xlllntl. ICEM, S. F. Press, p. 54, 1990.

Krishnan, K., "Crystallographic Effects in x-ray Microanalysis," Proc. XII Intl. ICEM, S. F. Press, p. 466,1990.

Menon, E., K. Krishnan, P. Huang, C. Echer, P. Singh, and D. deFontalne, "Electronic Structure of Cu-Pd Alloys," Proc.Xlllntl. ICEM,
S. F. Press, p. 38, 1990.

Merk, N., A.P. Tomsia, and G. Thomas, "Analytical and High Resolution Electron Microscopy Study of Crystalline Phases Formed at
Metal-ceramic Interface," Proc. Xllth Congress for EM, S.F. Press, p. 426, 1990.

O'Keefe, M. A. and M. Sattler, "HRTEM Simulation of Amorphous Materials," Proc. XII Int'l. ICEM, S. F. Press (1990), p. 112, 1990.

Westmacott, K. H., "In-situ Studies in the t ligh Voltage Electron Microscope," Proc. XII lnt'l ICEM, S. F. Press, p. 504, 1990.

LBL Reports (including journal articles submitted or in press)

Cho, N.-H., K.M. Krishnan, D.K, Veirs, M.D. Rubin, C.B. Hopper, B.Bhushan, D.B.Bogy, LBL-28908,"Chemical Structure and Physical
Properties of Diamond-like Amorphous Carbon Films Prepared by Magnetron Sputtering," J.Mat. Res. (In press.)

Epicier, T., G, Thomas, H. Wohlfromm, and J.A. Moya, LBL-28569, "High Resolution Electron Microscopy Study of the Cationic
Disorder in AI2TiO5," J. Mat. Res. (Submitted.)

Epicier, T., M.A. O'Keefe, and G. Thomas, LBL-27169, "Atomic Imaging of 3:2 Mullite," Acta Cryst.(In press).

Epicier, T., G. Thomas, and M.A. O'Keefe, LBL-29597, "Comments on 'Interpretation of HREM Images of Mullite'," by S. Harnid
Rahman and H.-T. Weichert, Acta Cryst. (Submitted.)

Mayer, J.,C.P. Flynn, and M. Ruhle, "High Resolution Electron Microscopy Studies of Nb/AI203 Interfaces," Ultramicroscopy.(Inpress.)

Merk, N., and G. Thomas, LBL-29679, "Structure and Composition Characterization of Submicronic Mullite Whiskers," J.Mat. Sci. (In
press).

O'Keefe, M. A. and R. Kilaas, LBL-29350, "Comments on 'HRTEM Bildkontrastsimulation von Strukturen mit Punktdefekten in
speziellen Lagen'," Z. Krist. (Submitted.)

Radmilovic, V., G. Thomas, and S.K. Das, LBL-28366, "Microstructure of ct-Al Base Matrix/SiC Particulate Composites," }.Mat. Sci.
and Engrg. (In press.)

Washburn, J.,E. Kvam, and Z. Liliental-Weber, LBL-29037, 'Defect Formation in Epitaxial Crystal Growth," J.Elec.Mat. (Submitted.)
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Invited Talks

Dahmen, U., ModelObservation Comparisonsfor GrainBoundariesin Metals andCovalentMaterials,Meeting of the American Physical Society,
Anaheim, March 1990.

Dahmen, U.,MirrorsMakeMarkersinMicroscopyofMaterialsMicrostructures,SpringMeeting of PacificNorthwest ElectronMicroscopy Society,
Seattle,April 1990.

Dahmen, U., ComparisonsBetweenModelsandHREM ObservationsofNear-90°<110>TiltBoundariesinAluminum, ThirdConference on Frontiers
of ElectronMicroscopy, Oak Brook, May 1990.

Dahmen, U., OfBrokenMirrorsandSplit Reflectio¢_:Symmetry inElectronMicroscopyofMicrostructures,Northwestern Univ.,Chicago,May 1990.

Dahmen, U., Interfacesin ICB A1Studied by TransmissionElectronMicroscopy,13th Sympoci,.h-non ISIAT'90,Tokyo, June 1990.

Dahmen, U., Interfacesin ICB Al Films,Mitsubisht Electric,May 1990.

Dahmen, U., TEM CharacterizationofGrainBoundariesandHeterophaseInterfacesinICB Al, AMMTRA Meeting, Osaka, May 1990.

Dahmen, U., High ResolutionMicroscopyasa Toolfor the Study ofICB Al Thin Films,Kyoto University, June 1990.

Dahmen, U., Microstructureand Interfacesin ICB Al on Siand GeSubstratesStudiedby TEM, Toshiba R&DCenter, Kawasaki,June1990.

Dahmen, U., HREM Observationson the Structureof Tilt Boundariesin Continuous Bicrystalsof Al, CENG,Grenoble, France, Oct.1990.

Dahmen, U.,BeobachtungenderStrukturvon KippgrenzeninAluminium BikristallenMithilfederHochaufldsendenElektronenm17croskopi,Max-Planck-
Institut,Stuttgart,Oct. 1990.

Dahmen, U., TEM Analysisof EnclosedCrystal Microstructuresand Interface.s,Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Dec. 1990. -"

Krishnan,K.M., CrystallographicEffectsin X-ray Microanalysis,XIIICEM,Seattle,WA, August 1990. ._

Ramesh, R., D. Hwang, T.Ravi,A. ]nam,T. Venkatesan,C. Hetherington, and G.Thomas, Structural Ima8!',zgof Y-Ba-Cu-OThin Films,MRS
Spring Meeting, San Francisco,CA, April 1990.

rhoma,_, G., Ct_aracterizationofAdvancedMaterials,SpanishSoci__'etyfor Electron Microscopy, Madrid, Spain, April 1990.

Thomas, G., 5leCtures,TheApplicationsofElectronMicroscopytoInorganicMaterials,Chemistry Department, Univ. ofMadrtd, Spare,April 1990.

Thomas, G.,ElectronMicroscopyand Microanalysisof Boundariesin Structuraland SuperconductingCeramics,ENEA and Institute for Materials
Research,Rome, Italy,May 1990

Thomas, G., 3 lectures, ElectronMicroscopyand DesignofAdvancedMaterials,Postgraduate Summer School on Materials, Holland, June1,'DO.

Thomas, G.,ElectronMicroscopyof HighTc Superamd,_ctors,CNRS Institute forCyrstaUography,Grenoble,France, October 1990.

Thomas, G.,C. Hetherington,R.Kilaas,and M.A.O'Keefe,Atomic Discriminationand OccupancyMeasurementbyHREM, MRS Spring Meeting,
April 1990.

Westmacott, K.H. and U. Dahmen, In-situ Annealing StudiesofAluminum Bicrystals,Frontiers of EMm M_ii;Conf., Oak Brook, IL,May 1990.

Westmacott, K.H., DynamicStudiesofPrecipitateShapeChanges,Frontiers of EM in Mat.Sd., Oak Brook, IlUnois,May 1990.

Westmacott, K.H., In-situ Studies in theHigh VoltageElectronMicrosa,Te, XIIthICEM,Seattle, WA, August 1990.

Westmacott, K. H., SomeRolesforTEM in the DevelopmentofNew Materials,New Materials 90Japan,"Osaka,Japan,Octob_.¢1990.
ContnT_utedTalks

Cho, N.-H., K.M.Krishnan,and D.B.Bogy, Chem/ca/Structureof Diamond-likeCarbonThin Films,Xllth ICEM,Seattle, WA, August 1990.

Cho, N.-H., K.M.Krishnan, D.K.Viers, M.D. Rubh'_,B.Bushan, and D. Bogy, Power Density Effectsin the Physicaland ChemicalPropertiesof
Diamond-likeCarbonThin Films,MRS Symposium on Materials Issuesin Microcrystalline Semiconductors, April, 1990.

Hetherington, C., U. Dahmen, M.A. O'Keefe, R.Kilaas,J.Turner, ..hd K.H.Westmacott, An HREMInvestigation Into theAtomic Structureofan
Aluminum Grain Boundary, MRSSpring Meeting, San Francisco,CA, April 1990.

I-Ietherington,C., HREM of Defectsin Siliam at Twin Interactions,MRSSpring Meeting" San Francisco, CA, April 1990.

Hutten, A., and G. Thomas,Characterizationof Rare .EarthPermanentMagnets, 6th Internat.Symp. on Rare-Earth Magnets, Pittsburgh, l'A,
October 1990.

Lowe, T. L.,N. Merk, G.Thomas,An HistoricalMulliteFiber-ReinforcedCeramicComposite:Characterizationofthe'wootz/ CrucibleRefractory,MI(S
Spring Meeting, San Francisco,CA, April 1990.

Menon, E.S. K., K.M.Krishnan,P. Huang, C. Echer,P. Singh,and D.deFon taine,ElectronicStructureof Cu-Pd Alloys,Xllth ICEM,Seattle, WA,
August 1990.

O'Keefe, M.A., and M.L Sattler,HRTEM Simulation ofAmarphousMaterials,XIIthICEM,Seattle, WA, August 1990.

O'Keefe,M.A., and R.Kilaas,TheoryandApplicationofSimulatedHigh-ResolutionElectronMicrographs,Frontiers of EMinMat. Sd., Oak Brook, [
Illinois,May 1990.

Thangaraj,N., K.H.Westmacott,and U. Dahmen,lfVFdPIStudiesoftheSinteringofMgONanocrystalsPreparedbyMg(Oll)2l)ecomposition,Frontiers
of EM in Mat.Sd., Oak Brook, Illinoks,May 1990.
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Structure of Materials

Physical Properties

Metallurgy
STRUCTURE OF MATERIALS

Microstructure, Properties and Designlnorganic Materials
G. THOMAS,PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR

This is a rnulticomponent, interdisciplinary program investigating the interrela-
tion between processing-structure-properties in technologically significant materials
related to energy and conservation. The goals are to understand these relations so it
becomes possible to design new or improved materials. The major current emphases
are on permanent rare earth alloy magnets to improve energy product properties. A
new approach has been to model the _magnetization reversal process for nucleation
controlled magnets and this method is promising for predicting ideal compositions
and microstructures and is related to the methods currently used for processing viz.,
sintering, melt spinning and mechanical alloying. Work has been initiated to produce
idealized composites of single domain size particles (~ 200 nm ) in a non-magnetic
matrix. ,,

Efforts are continuing to study grain boundary defects in ceramic superconductors
resulting from non-ideal oxygen effects which create low T_polytypoids and hence
impair performance.

All tasks involve characterization of materials by advanced electron microscopy
and microanalytical techniques exploited to their maximum capability. More empha-
sis is also being placed on the processing of materials.

Characterization of Rare Earth Magnets_Electron Microscopy
A. ROTTENANDG. THOMAS

Melt-spun SmFeloTi and mechanically alloyed Sm28F%2Ti10magnets (Figure 1)
have been investigated with x-ray microanalysis and microdiffraction. The micro-
structure of annealed SmFe_0Tiribbons consists mainly of the tetragonal SmF%Ti
(1:12) hard magnetic phase with an average grain size of (30 + 20) nm and (_-Fe.
Comparison of the overall compo,..ifionmeasured in the as-quenched specimens with
that of the annealed ones shows a significant loss in the Sm content in the latter. This
causes a shift of the nominal composition toward the Fe-rich side of the phase diagram
and hence an increase in the volume fraction of the c_-Fephase. The loss in Sm can be
attributed to its high vapor pressure according to calculations of the equilibrium
vapor pressure.

Mechanical alloying produces magnets with a grain size comparable to that in
melt-spun samples but requires long milling times of the elemental powders and
consequently more exposure tooxidation. The microstructure 0fannealed Sm28F%2Ti10
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Me.lt-spun MechanicallyslloyeA
Figure 1 SmFelo'l'i- aq Sm28F%2TIIo

ComparisonofTEMmlcrographsshowsdifferent
mlorostruotures(XBB908- 6887A)

'_llllrp, ll _"1 ' _lO"! I_'tlUll ",lll,,_ll,?|fpj _ll"! Ititlllll'

consists of three Fe-rich phases. Grains ,
100-300 nm in diameter of nonmagnetic' .ac& "
Fe2Ti, most likely of soft magnetic
(Fe,Ti)2Sm and of Sm23Fe73Ti4 are sur- -_,_
rounded by a SmO grain boundary phase.
The most striking result is that in these
specimens the magnetic properties are not
determined by the 1:12 phase but by the _,
new hard magnetic Sm23Fe73Ti4phase with
a large anisotropy field. From the com-
parison of as-mechanically alloyed samples with subsequently annealed ones it can
be concluded that Sm0 was already formed during the milling process.

Microstructure of Mechanically Alloyed Fe78MO_oSm_2Magnets
with the ThMn_2 Str,Jcture

C. KOSTLER*, L. SCHULZ t AND G. THOMAS

The ThMn12- type FeTnMo_0Sm_2magnets have been characterized by high-resolu-
tion electron microscopy, x-ray microanalysi,,,, and microdiffraction. In general, the
microstructure of mechanically alloyed and annealed magnets consists of the tetrago-
nal 1:12matrix phase with an average matrix g'rain diameter of 200 - 300 nm and two
rare-earth oxide phases, the SmO and the Sm203 phases. Microdiffraction data clearly
verify the fcc structure of the single and polycrystalline SmO grains, while the Sm203

phase was found to exist only in a single-crystal hcp and monoclinic structure. In this
material, no grain boundary phases at multigrain junctions were observed. The high
defect concentration in the matrix grains seems to be responsible for the pinning of the
domain walls and the good magnetic properties of the Fe78Moz0Sm12magnets.
However, it was not possible to resolve magnetic domains by Lorentz imaging
methods.

Improvement in Toughness of Fe-Cr-Mn-C Steels by
Thermo-Mechanical Treatments

R.RAMESH _, N.J,KIM _ AND G.THOMAS

Using designed guidelines laid out by earlier research on Fe-Cr-Mn-C steels,
excellent combinations of strength and toughness have been obtained in an Fe-0.2 wt
pet C-10 wt pct Cr-1 wt pct Mn steel. It was determined that the ideal microstructure
required to obtain high toughness, i.e., primarily dislocated autotempered lath

* Hoechst,Frankfurt,Germany
t SiemensAG Research[aboratories,Erlangen,Germany

Bellcore,RedBank,NJ
Postec,Pohang,Korea
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Figure2
(a, left)Crosssectionof CoNtCrfilmdepositedonCrand NiP,A carbonlayerisdepositedon thefilmto protectthe film,
(b, right)Darkfield Imageusingpartof the 1010ringpatternof thepolycrystallinefilm, (XBB908-6962)

martensite, with thin contiguous films of retained austenite at the lath boundaries,
can be obtained either by air cooling or by oil quenching from single-phase austenite.
Attractive mechanical properties have been obtained by a two-step hot-rolling
treatment, with finish rolling between 900°C and 1000°C, followed by air cooling or
.)il quenching. The rolling conditions have been optimized by examining the effect of
finish and start rolling temperature and tempering temperature on the mechanical

properties. The mechanical properties of the steels after the two-step rolling treatment
are superior to those after thermal cycling treatments. Thus, the alloy appears to be
an attractive one for commercial, on-line hot mill production for high-strength, high-
toughness, corrosion-resistant applications. The process is economical in that subse-
quent tempering is not needed to achieve high impact toughness.

Magnetic Properties and Microstructures of Cobalt
Based Magnetic Thinfilms
L. TANG*,G. THOMAS,S. L, DUANt, M.R. KHANt

The trend in magnetic recording is towards higher frequencies and larger storage
capacities. In rigid-disk data systerns thin-film media are used to meet these high

. demands. The thin films of Co alloys are deposited on Ni and Cr substrates and grow
in a polycrystalline array of non epitaxial columnar grains (Figure 2) which shows a
cross section. (CoCr14)100_xTaxfilms (x=0,1,1.5, and 2 at.%) with or without applying a
-200 V bias between the substrate ( Ni-P coated AI )and the ground and heating the
substrate at 300°C for' different time were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering.
Possible effects of biasing and heating the substrate are increasing the mobility of
atoms sputtered from the target on the substrate. Films of CoNiZr and CoNiNb with
different compositions of Zr (0-,fat.%) and Nb (0-6.5at.%) were also deposited.
Possible grain boundary segregation of Zr and Nb is suggested due to their small
solubility in cobalt, lt is found that biasing and heating on the substrate can increase
the coercivities of CoCrTa films with relatively high Ta composition ( 1.5,2 at. %) and
coercivity as high as 1(X)00e can be achieved at 2.5 at. % Zr and 1-4 at.% Nb for CoNiZr
and CoNiNb films, respectively. SEM and TEM studies show that the grains of high
coercivity films are more equiaxied in shape and more densely packed than that of
low coercivity films. This may be correlated to the influences of biasing, heating, and

alloying on the nucleation and growth mechanism of thin films. Currently, more
detailed studies on the microstructures of these films are being carried out.

* Partly supported through UCSD Center for Recording Materials (NSF)
t Seagate Magnetics, Fremont, CA
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Figure 3
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Impurity Distribution in Polycrystalline Aluminum Nitride Ceramics
D.L. OALLAHAN) ANDG. THOMAS

Convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) and diffuse dark field (DDF) imag-

ing transmission electron microscopy were used to obtain qualitative information

regarding the distribution of impurities in polycrystalline A1N. Convergent beam
electron diffraction analysis shows internal uniformity of lattice parameter and hence

unifcrmity of impurity content throughout the crystalline matrix as shown (Figure 3).
Distinct differences in higher-order Laue zone deficiency line symmetries are, however,

apparent between the different A1N ceramics as illustrated by Figure 4. The mea-
surement of absolute differences in lattice parameter and hence oxygen content (or

total impurity content in solid solution) may be complicated by the competing effects

of oxygen and carbon in solid solution. Thin glassy phases (~1nra) are found at all

grain boundaries, and are believed to be an oxynitride phase of similar origin to that

found in Si3N 4.

) Currently with the Department of Mechanical Engineerin_ and Materials Science, Rice University, Houston, TX
Department of SSEAS, University of California at Berkeley
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An Historical Mullite Fiber-Reinforced Ceramic Composite--
Characterization of the 'Wootz' Crucible Refractory
T.L. LOWE°, N. MERK,ANDG. THOMAS

Since at least the sixteenth century, the 'wootz' ultra-high carbon white cast-iron

ingot was produced in India by melting or carburising iron in a crucible. This ingot
was forced into sword blades of so called 'Damascus' steel, The charged crucible was

fired in a long (24 hour) single cycle at high temperature (1150-1250"C) in a strongly
reducing atmosphere. Raw materials for the refractory vessel are clay and 'coked' rice
husks. At high temperatures, two phases reinforce the glassy matrix: cristobalite
relics of rice husks and a network of mullite crystals. The microstructure and
chemistry of the mullite network in the glassy matrix was characterized by means of
a combination of techniques: optical microscopy, XRD, SEM, TEM with EDS and
HREM.

Staff
Principal Investigator Graduate Students
Gareth Thomas S. Miyasato

A. McFayden
Scientists A. Nowakowska
W. Cao M. Chandramouh
V. Radmilovic B. Simion

K. Yanagimoto
Visiting Scientist M. Berkson
A. HLitten--T. Lynen Humboldt Fellow

Awards
• M. Cinibulk won the Student Award, American Society of Metals

Publications and Reports
(See also CAM High-T cSuperconductivity Program, and CAM High Performance Metals Program.)

RefereedJournalArticles

Radmilovic,V., A.G.Fox, andG.Thomas,"SpinodalDecompositionof AI-RichAI-LiAlloys", ActaMet.,vol.37,p. 2385,1989.

Thomas,G.,"ResearchNeeds and Opportunitiesin MagneticMaterials",MaterialsSci.&Eng. vol.Bh,p. 409,1990.

Srikrishna,K.,G. Thomas,R.Martinez,M.P.Corral,S.DeAzaandJ.S.Moya,"Kaolinite-MulliteReactionSeries:A TEMStudy",J.of
Mat. Sci.,vol. 25,p. 607,1990.

Koestler,C.,L.SchultzandG.Thomas,"Microstructureof MechanicallyAlloyed Fe_Mol0Sml2Magnetswith the_lMn12Structure",
J.Appl.Phys.vol.67p. 2532,1990.

Ramesh,R.,N.J.Kimand G.Thomas,'qmprovementin Toughnessof Fe-Cr-Mn-CSteelsby Thermal-MechanicalTreatments",Met.
Trans.A, vol. 21A p.683,1990.

Callahan,D.L.,and G.Thomas,"Impurity Distributionin PolycrystallineAIN Ceramics",J.Am. Ceram.Soc.,vol.73, p.2167,1990.

Cinibulk,M.K.,S.M.Johnson,andG.Thomas,"GrainBoundaryPhaseCrystallization andStrengthof SiliconNitrideSintered with
Y-SiAlONGlass",J.ofAm. Cer. Soc.,vol. 73, p.1606,1990.

Theses

Callahan,D.L.,Metal-CeramicBondinginDiCalciumSilicateCompositeswithNi, 1990.(Ph.D.Thesis,Departmentof MaterialsScienceand
Mineral Engineering,U.C.Berkeley.Advisor:G.Thomas).
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Conference Pro_eedtngs

K,C,Lin,G. Thomas and G,J.S,Gau, "Effect of Media Properties on Side Erase Bands", Conf. Proc.M.R.M. '89,Romtnt, ltaly, IEEE Trans.
of Magnetics, vol.26 p. 132, 1989.

Thomas, G.,"Design and Proccssing of Strong-Tough Microcomposite Steels", Proc. Conf. on Steel, Krakow, Poland, Archives of
Metallurgy, PoltshAcademy of Sciences Quarterly, vol.35,1990.

Koehler, C. and G. Thomas, "Characterization of Grain Boundary Phases in SIGN(Sintered using Y-Si-AI-O-N Additives", Proc. of
XIlth ICEM Conf, in Seattle, Washington, p.1070, 1990.

Chandramouli, M, and G,Thomas, "Microstructure and Microanalysis of Sintered Fe-Nd-B Permanent Magnets", ibid., 1990.

Cinibulk, M. and G. Thomas, "Microstructure and Microanalysis of Silicon Nitride Ceramics in the Y-Si-A1-O-N and Y-Si-O-N
Systems", ibid,, p.1072., 1990.

Merk, N., A.P. Tomsia and G. Thomas, "Analytical & High Resolution EM Study of Crystalline Phases Formed at Metal-Ceramic
Interface", ibld., p.426.,1990.

Ramesh, R., B.G. Bagley, ].M. Tarason and G, Thomas, "Atomic Imaging and Spectroscopy of Bismuth Cuprate High Temperature
Superconductors", ibid., p.60., 1990,

Liu, K.C,, G. Thomas, A. Cabellero, J.S.Moya, and S. deAza, "Microstructure and Microanalysis of Mullite Processed by Reaction
Sintering of Kaolinite", Prec. 7th Ctmtec World Ceramics Congress,Monte Catini Terme, Italy, 1990, p 177.

Komega, K., M, Komatsu and G. Thomas, "High Temperature Strength and Microstructures in %N4-Y_O_Base Ceramics", tbtd,

Tang,L. and G. Thomas, "Magnetic Properties and Microstructures of CoNiCr and CoFeCr Thin Films", MMM Conference, San
Diego, California, Journal of Applied Physics, 69, 5166,1990,

Hutten, A. and G. Thomas, "Characterization of Rare-Earth Permanent Magnets", Proc.6th Internet. Syrup, on Magnetic Materials,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, p 110,1990.

Other Publications

Ramesh, R., S.M, Green and G. Thomas, "Microstructure Property Relationships in the Bi(Pb)-Sr-Ca-Cu-O Ceramic Superconduc-
tors", in Stud_,esof Htgh Temperature Superconductors, Nova Science, vol, 5, ed. A. Narlikar, p. 361 1990.

LBL Reports (Including journal articles submittedin press)

Qayum, l-I.mid G.Thomas, "Crystallization of Glasses and the High Temperature Phases in the Y-Si-AI-O-N System", J.Am. Ceram.
Soc..(Submitted).

Callahan, D.L., G. Thomas, J,S. Moya and P. Pena, "Reaction Sintering of Ca2SiOcCaZrO3Composites", J. of Materials Reasearch.
(Submitted.)

Radmilovic, V,, G.Thomas and S.K. Des, "Microstructure of a-Al Base M'ttrix/SiC Particulate Composites", J Mat. Sct.& Eng..(In
press.)

Epicier, T., G. Thomas, H. Wohlfromm and J.S. Moya, LBL-28569, "l_gh Resolution Electron Microscopy Study of the Cationic
Disorder in the Al2TiOs",J. of Materials Research. (in press.)

Contributed Talks

Callahan, D.L. and G. Thomas, CBED Microanalysis of Oxygen in AIN, 92nd Annual Meeting ACS, Dallas, Texas, April ,1990.

Wohlfromm, H., A,P. Tomsia and G. Thomas, Melting and Reaction tn the System AItO3-TtO_", ibid.

Thomas, G.and J.S.Moya, Interface Engineering in Ceramic Composites, Workshop, Madrid, Spain, March,1990.

Ramesh,R., D.M.Hwang, T.S, Ravi,A. Inam,T.Venkatesan, C.J.D.Hetherington and G. Thomas, Structural Imaging ofY-Ba-Cu-O Thin
Films presented at MRS Meeting, San Francisco, California, March, 1990.

Lowe, T.L., N. Merk and G. Thomas, An Historical Mullite Fiber ReinforcedCeramic Composite: Characterization of the 'Wootz' Crucible
Refractory, presented at MRS Meeting, San Francisco, California, March 1990.
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Solid-State Phase-Transformation Mechanisms
K.H, WESTMACOTT,PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR

This research is directed towards obtaining an atomic-level understanding of the
structural factors that govern pha_ changes and phase stability. T; .nsmission
electron microscopy techniques, particularly high-voltage and h_,gh-resolution mi-
Croscopy, are employed to characterize phase changes and to infer the atomic
rearrangements occurring during a transformation. By studying alloy _;ystems
characterized by strains of different signs and magnitudes the fundamental mecha-
nisms for a broad range of phase transformations are being identified, lt has been
possible to predict precipitate morphologies (growth directions, habit planes, orien-
tation relationships, substructure, twinning, etc,) from first principles and to relate
them to nucleation-and-growth processes. Extension of the principles from simple
model alloy systems to more complex materials is now in progress.

An HREM Investigation of the Structure of Carbide Platelets in Platinum
M.J. WIT_3OMB*,U. DAHMENANDK,H. WESTMACOTT

High-purity platinum with only traceamounts of carbon in supersaturated solid
solution forms thin precipitate plates on {100}planesduring aging after a rapid
quench from near the melting point. These plates develop in stages from the single
layer 0¢plates through the double-layer o_'to the four-layer o_"plates with the tran-
sition from one to the next proceeding 'via aledge mechanism. The precipitates could
be interpreted alternatively as carbon-decorated {100}stacking faults, as combined
precipitates of carbon and vacancies, or as platinum carbide preci pitates whose excess
volume was accommodated by vacancy loops. Ali three interpretations led to the
same structure which was confirmed by micrccliffraction from single platelets in
edge-on or_.entation. The proposed structures in <001> projection are illustrated
schematically in Figure 1. Direct evidence for these models has been obtained by
HREM imaging.

a b c

Figure 1
Structure models for the three stagesof {100} plates In Pt-C alloys. Single layer o{'structurein (a), double layer o{'precipitate in (b) and

four-layer(z"precipitateIn (c). (XBB 9012-3987)

* ElectronMicroscopebnit, Universityof theWitwatersrand,Johannesburg,S,A.
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Figure 2
High resolution Images of c_(a)
and of.'(b) preolpltates seen
edge.onIn<011>orientation,
(XBB9012-10148)

Ftguve 2 shows the o_and cz'platelets seen edge-on in a <011> orientation imaged
on the JEOLARM 1000 at 800 kV. At a defocus of -80nra, the atoms appear as white
dots and the contrast level is optimized because the contribution of specimen noise
from surface contamination is selectively filtered out. The specimen thickness is
estimated to be around 10nm. Due to a strong <112> texture a 30° tilt was required
to reach a symmetrical <011> orientation, Figure 2 confirms the predicted structure
of o¢and ez'precipitates as single and double-layer precipitates. Both plates are clearly
atomically and uniformly fiat along their entire length. The single-layer (zprecipitate
shown in (a) has the appearance of asimple {100}stacking fault. In the collapsed layer,
small white dots appear at the position of the carbon atoms. However, whether these
are actually due to the presence of the carbon remains to be examined by image
simulations. The double-layer o¢ precipitate seen in (b) clearly has the stacking
sequence corresponding to that proposed in Figure 2(b). Again, faint white spots are
present at the proposed positions oi carbon atoms. These observations suggest the
potential exists for using high resolution imaging to determine the location of
interstitial atoms in ordered precipitate structures.

A Techniquefor MeasuringSmallAtomic Displacementsin HREMImages
U, DAHMEN, C,J,D. HETHERINGTON, AND K,H, WESTMACO'I-I"

An important problem in materials science is the measurement of elastic strain
fields, lattice rotations and rigid body shifts. High resolution microscopy is a simple
and direct means of mapping displacement fields near defects, interfaces or precipi-
tates. Large and highly localized atomic relaxations such as those found near the core
of dislocations or structural units in grain boundaries are sensitive to thickness and
defocus conditions and must be interpreted with the use of image simulations.
However, displacements of small magnitude or displacement fields that vary slowly
enough to allow only a gradual change of the periodic interatomic distance avoid
artifacts caused by oscillations of the contrast transfer function. Such displacements
are accurately reflected in the position of atomic column images under most imaging
conditions and can be measured directly and without the aid of image simulations.
Spot-to-spot measurements can be performed directly on a high resolution image, but
such measurements are tedious and of low accuracy. Plane-to-plane measurements
are more accurate but require the use of a microdensitometer. The present contribu-
tion introduces an alternative method based on interference effects between two
overlaid images or lattices to prod_ce moir6 patterns that display the displacement
field in a graphic and accurate manner. The method makes use of the fact that small
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Figure 3b
Bright field mlorographs taken from video tape showing the transformation,
with B = 111 and g = 220, of a tetrahedron to an ootahedron during In-situ

heating, The temperatures areapproxlmately 250"0 In (a) 420°C In (b) and
250"0 In (o), (XBB 907-6066)

violations of perfect translation, rotation and mirror symmetries will give rise to large
changes in the periodicity of the moir6s,

A strain field is difficult to measure directly by tracing the positions of atomic
planes or columns in a high resolution micrograph. But by overlaying an ideal
undistorted lattice with a slightly different lattice parameter, any deviation from
perfect translation symmetry will be detected as a large change in the parallel moir6
pattern. Figure 3a shows a high resolution micrograph of the end of a 0' precipitate
in Al-Cu. Although present, lattice distortions are difficult to detect. Figure 3b
illustrates the moir6 effect when a smaller reference lattice is overlaid. The distortion '

field around the end of the particle, including a dislocation are now clearly visible.
This displacement can be quantified by using the basic relationships for the spacing
and orientation of moir6s.

An HVEMStudyof Tetrahedraland OctahedralPrecipitatesin AI-GeAlloys
K,H, WESTMACOTTANDU. DAHMEN

The shapes of faceted precipitates of Ge in cube-cube orientation relationship
within an AI-Ge alloy were investigated by in-situ high voltage electron microscopy,
which allows observation of bulk behavior in thtck foils. It was found that in addition

to the regular tetrahedral particles reported by other workers, during bulk aging
precipitates also form as regular octahedra. Tetrahedra were generally larger than
octahedra but transitional morphologies such as tetrahedra truncated by further {111}
planes were also observed as well as truncations of the octahedra by {100}planes. In
situ temperature cycling of a tetrahedron across the phase boundary led to
spheroidizatton followed by refaceting to an octahedron. A series of micrographs
taken on the same particle showing these shape transformations is given in Figure 3.
lt was concluded that the variability of morphologies was a result of the anisotropic
growth kinetics but that temperature cycling led to shapes approaching equilibriurn.
Possible implications of these observations for different interface structures are
discussed.
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Staff
Investigators Vtstting Scientists
U, Dahmen C,P, Luo

K, Westmacott M,J, Witcomb
P, Louts

Publications and Reports
Refereed]ournal Articles

Pirouz, P,, Chaim, R.Dahmen, U,, and Westmacott, K.H,, "The Martensitic Transformation in Silicon I,Experimental Observations/'
Acta Met, 38, 313 (1990) (LBL-27071), Dahmen, U,, Westmacott, K,H,, Pirouz P,, and Chaim, R,, "The Martensitic
Transformation in Silicon II,Crystallographic Analysis", Arta Met, 38, 323 (1990) (LBL-27072),

Pirouz, P,, Chaim, R,, Dahmen, U,, and Westmacott, K,H,, "The Martensitic Transformation in Silicon llI, Comparison With Other
Work," Acta Met, 38, 329 (1990) (LBL-27073).

Dahmen_ U.,Witcomb M.J,,and Westmacott, K.H. "Aspects of Faceting in the Study of Precipitate Interfaces," [.de Physique, 51,Suppl.
C1,737 (1990) (LBL-27834),

Douin, J.Dahmen, U., _nd Westmacott, K,H, "A High Resolution Study of Twinned Precipitates in Al-Ge Alloys," J.de Physique, 51
Suppl, C1 809 (1990) (LBL-28389).

Other Publications

Dahmen, U,, Hetherington, C.J,D,, and Wqstmacott, K.H. ,'A Technique for Measuring Small Atomic Displacements in HREM
Images," Proc. IFSEM1990, 4,33_, G,W. Bailey, ed. (LBL-28784),

LBLReports

Witcomb, M.J,, Dahmen U,, and Westmacott, K.H,, LBL-29882, "An HREM Investigation of the Structure of Carbide Platelets in
Platinum," EMSSA Proc, 20, (In press.)

Westmacott, K.H., and Dahmen, U., LBL-30072, "An HVEM Study of Tetrahedral and Octahedral Precipitates in Al-Ge Alloys."

Invited Talks

Dahmen, U., ModelObservation Comparisons for Grain Boundaries in Metals and Covalent Materials, Meeting of the American Physical
Society, Anaheim, March, 1990.

Dahmen, U., Mirrors Make Markers in Microscopy of Materials Microstructures, Spring Meeting of Pacific Northwest Electron Micros-
copy Society, Seattle, April, 1990.

Dahmen, U,, Comparisons Between Models and HREM Observationsof Near-90° <110> Tilt Boundaries in Aluminum, Third Conference
on Fruntters of Electron Microscopy, Oak Brook, May, 1990,

Westmacott, K.H., and Dahmen, U., In Situ Annealing Studies of Aluminum Btcrystal, Frontiers of E.M. in Material Science, Oak Brook,
IL, May, 1990.

Dahmen, U,, and Westmacott, K,H., Interfaces in ICB Al Studied by Transmission Electron Microscopy, 13th Symposium on ISIAT'90,
Tokyo, June, 1990,

Dahmen, U,, and Westmacott, K.H, Interfaces in ICB Al Fihns, Mttsubishi Electric, May, 1990.

Dahmen, U., and Westmacott, K,t-I,, TEM CharacterizationofGrain Boundariesand Heterophaselnterfaces inICB AI, AMMTRA Meeting,
Osaka, May, 1990,

Dahmen, U., and Westmacott, K.H., High Resolution Microscopy asa Tool for the Study of lCB Al Thin Fihns, Kyoto University, June,
1990.

Westmacott, K.H., In Situ Studies in the High Voltage Electron Microscope, XIlth ICEM,Seattle, WA, August, 1990.

Dahmen U,, and Westmacott, K.H., Microstructure and Interfaces in ICB Al on Stand GeSubstrates Studied by TEM, Toshiba R&DCenter,
Kawasaki, June, 1990.

Dahmen U., and Westmacott, K.H., Beobachtungen J,*.rStruktur von Kippgrenzen in Aluminium Rikristallen Mithilfe derl lochaufl#senden
Elektronenmtkroskopie, Max-Planck-lnstitut, Stuttgart, Oct,, 1,990,

Westmacott, K,H., Some Rolesfor TEM in the Development of New Materials, New Materials '90, Osaka, Japan, October, 1990.

Dahmen, U., TEM Analysis of Enclosed Crystal Microstructures and Interfaces, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Dec,, 1990.
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Crystallography of Microstructures
U, DAHMENtPRINOIPALINVESTIGATOR

Thts program is aimed at understanding the fundamental features that underlie
the evolution of microstructures in solids by applying crystallographic techniques to
the analysis of topology and defects in crystalline materials. Many microstructures
possess a degree of order that reflects crystallographic relationships with precursor
or parent phases. Such ielationships are put to use both analytically, to examine the
structure of defects, as well as synthetically, to produce new and unique microstructures
with defect configurations reflecting composite symmetries. The aim is to understand
and ultimately gain control of the structure and distribution of defects such as
inclusions, grain boundaries, domain walls and dislocations. Because of the scale and
nature of such microstructures, electron microscopy is an integral part of these
investigations, both as an analytical tool and as a subject of technique development.
Detailed characterizc.tion of the atomic structure of interfaces through extensive use
of conventional, "insitu" and atomic resolution microscopy in tandem with computer
image simulations allows critical testing of theoretical models.

Atomic Structure of a 7,99Grain Boundary in Aluminum: A Comparison Between Atomic-
Resolution Observation, Pair Potential and Embedded Atom Simulations
U, DAHMEN,C,J,D. HETHERINGTON,M,A, O'KEEFE, K,H, WESTMACOTT,M.J. MILLS*, M.S.DAW*ANDV, VITEKt

An atomic resolution image of a symmetrical 7.99 {557} <110> tilt boundary in
aluminum is compared with images simulated from models based on atomistic
calculations using pair potentials and the Embedded Atom Method. The two mevhods
for atomistic modelling result in very similar structures, and image simulations based
on these structures closely match the experimental results. Because it was possible to
,Jiscard unambiguously a number of other structures found in the process of computer
modeling as clearly mismatched with the observation, acomparison of this kind is an
accurate measure of the quality of the match between theory and experiment. This is
an i_nportant point since it demonstrates that the technique of high resolution
microscopy now qlows the experimental distinction between different atomic
boundary structules in close packed metals. This study shows that high resolution
electron microscopy can now assess quantitatively the degree of coincidence between
experimental and theoretical atomic structures of high-7, grain boundaries.

* SandiaNationalLabs
t Universityof Pennsylvania
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Investigators Staff
U. Dahmen

Scientific Staff
N. Thangaraj

' Publications and Reports

Refereed Journal Articles

Dahmen, U., C.I.D. H_therington, M.A. O'Keefe, K.H. Westmacott, M.J. Mills, M.S. Daw and V. Vitek "Atomic Structure of a _99
Grain Boundary in Aluminum: A Comparison Between Atomic-Resolution Observation, Pair Potential and Embedded
Atom Simulations," Phil. Mag. Lett., vol. 62, p. 327, 1990.

Other Publications

Dahmen, U., and K.H. Westmacott, LBL-29034, "Transmission Electron Microscopy Study of ICBA1on Ge and Si {001}Substrates,"
Proc.ISIAT '90.

p

Witcomb, M.J.,and U. Dahmen, LBL-29967, "AJet Polishing Technique for Thinning Two-PhaGe Materials," EMSSA Proc. 20.

Penisson, J.M., U. Dahmen and M. Mills, "HREM Study of a F,,=3{112} Twin Boundary in Aluminum," Phil. ]Hag.Left. (Submitted.)
Invited Talks

Dahmen, U., Of Broken Mirrors and Split Reflections: Symmetry in Electron Microscopy of Microstructures, Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL,May 1990.

Dahmen, U., HREM Observations on the Structure of Tilt Boundaries in Continuous Bicrystals of Al, CENG, Grenoble, France, October
1990.

Dahmen, U., TEM Analysis of EnclosedCrystal Microstructures and Interfaces, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, December
1990.
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Alloy Phase Stabifity
D, DE FONTAINE, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

t

Temperature-composition phase diagrams are of great practical interest as they
constitute useful "maps" of thermodynamic systems such as binary, ternary alloys.
These diagrams are generally determined experimentally, but the exciting possibility
now exists of deriving certain classes of phase diagrams virtually from first principles.
This possibility rests on the very significant advances that have been made recently
in the two relevant areas of alloy theory--electronic-band-structure calculations and
statistical thermodynamics. The purpose of this project is to combine the latest
electronic structure and statistical thermodynamic techniques in integrated packages
in order to produce phase diagrams from a minimum amount of empirical informa-
tion and to compare with one another various approximate compv':ational methods.
These methods have been used to derive various binary alloy ph,_se diagrams, such
as Al-Li and Cu-Pd, which agree remarkably well with those determined experimen-
tally. The same theoretical techniques have been applied successfully to vacancy
ordering in high-T c superconductors.

First-Principles Calculation of Phase Equilibria in the Aluminum Lithium System
M. SLUITER,* O. DE FONTAINE, x.e. Guo,t R. PODLOUCKY,t AND A.J. FREEMANt

Volume-dependent total energies of Al, Li, and various intermetallic Al-Li com-

pounds have been calculated by the first-principles full-potential linearized aug-
mented-plane-wave (FLAPW) method. These values have been used to calculate Al-
Li phase diagrams according to the cluster variation method in the tetrahedron
approximation. Methods for perform;ng lattice-parameter optimization and for
including relaxation effects are presented. Truly first-principles-based phase dia-
grams for solid phases computed without any fitting parameters or empirical
formulas are shown to exhibit a remarkable agreement with experimental data.
Subsequently, some empirical equations for the free energy of the liquid and the
vibrational entropy have been added to the first-principles results and striking
similarities with experimental phase diagrams we_'e obtained. Special attention has
been paid to the metastable Al3Li phase and to the mechanical properties of Al-rich
Al-Li alloys. Furthermore, the influence of relaxation and vibrational entropy are
discussed.

Additional support was provided by the Austrian Ministry of Science, the Air
Force Wright Aeronautics Laboratory administered through Los Alamos National
Laboratory, the National Science Foundation, and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research.

Ab Initio Study of the Cu-Pd One-Dimensional Long Period
Superstructure Phase Diagram
G. CEDER, D. DE FONTAINE, H. DREYSSI_,g D. M. NICHOLSON, # G. M. STOCKS, # AND B. L. GY(SRFFY**

The f.c.c, superstructure phase diaErarr', for Cu-Pd is calculated by means of
isotropic effective interactions derived from an ab initio KKR-CPA electronic struc-

ture calculation. We prove the existence of a region in which one-dimensional long
period superstructures are stable. This region is composed of several single phase
fields in which the modulation period is constant and in close agreement with results
from High Resolution Electron Microscopy. The change from wavy antiphase bound-
aries at low Pd concentration to sharp antiphase boundaries at high Pd concentration is

" Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA.
t Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL.

Present address: Institute for Physical Chemistry, University of Vienna, Austria.
§ Laboratoire de Physique du Solide, Universit6 de Nancy, France.
# Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN.
** H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, England.
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related to a significant change of the interactions with Pd concentration. The role of
the Fermi surface and the applicability of the ANNNI model are clarified.

Additional support was provided by grants from the CNRS-NSF (France), the
Belgian American Educational Foundation, NATO, and the Division of Materials

Science, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract with Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc.

A Comparison of the Direct Configurational Averaging and Connolly-Willtams
Methods of Obtaining Effective Pair Interactions in Substitutionally Disordered Alloys

C, WOLVERTON,H. DREYSSI_,t ANDD. DEFONTAINE

In order to calculate thermodynamic properties of disordered alloys, it is necessary
to extract certain parameters (namely effective cluster interactions) from electronic

band structure models. Several of these methods exist, thus necessitating a compari-
son of their accuracy and convergence. Direct configurational averaging is per-
formed in both a canonical (concentration-dependent) and grand canonical (concen-
tration-independent) scheme. These results are compared with those derived from
the Connolly-Williams method and "exact" results obtained on a simple, tight-
binding, d-band model.

Additional support was provided by grants from NATO and from CNRS-NSF. A
large portion of the FY 1990 research effort was redirected to studies of oxygen
ordering in the YBa2Cu30 Xhigh-temperature superconducting compound. Results of
this investigation are reported in a special high-T_ CAM report. The effort paid off as
we were awarded the 1990 DOE prize for "Outstanding Scientific Accomplishment
in Metallurgy alad Ceramics."

Staff

Investigator Graduate Students
Didier de Fontaine Mark Asta

Gerbrand Ceder
Post-Doctoral Fellows Mark Kraitchman
Erik Salomons Ryan McCormack
Prabhakar P. Singh Christopher Wolverton

Pubficafions and Reports
(See also CAM High-T_ Superconductivity Program.)

RefereedJournalArticles

Ceder,G.,M.Asta,W.C.Carter,M. Kraitchman,D.de Fontaine,M. E.Mann,andM. Sluiter, "PhaseDiagramandLowTemperature
Behaviorof OxygenOrdering in YBa2Cu30, UsingablnitioInteractions,"PhysRev. B, vol. 41, p. 8698,1990.

de Fontaine,D.,G.Ceder,and M. Asta,"LowTemperatureLong-RangeOxygenOrder inYBa2C%O,,"Nature,vol. 343,p.544,1990.

de Fontaine,D.,"Commenton3tructural PropertiesoftheTetragonalSuperconductorsLaBaCaCu3OT_a,"]. Less-CommonMetals,vol.
160,p. L5,1990.

Dreyss6,H.,G.Ceder, L.T.Willy,and D.de Fontaine, "Determination ofEffectivePair Interactionsand SegregationBehaviorat Alloy
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Wastage of Steels in the Erosion-Corrosion (E-C)
Environments of Fluidized Bed Combustors*

ALANV, LEVY, PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR

_[he erosion-corrosion (E-C) of carbon and low alloy steels in environments that
simulated those found in fluidized bed combustions (FBC) were studted as a function

of variables at levels that were much closer to those that occur in bubbling bed, coal
burning fluidized bed combustors than earlier work. Velocities of 2.5 m/s, the
presence of Ca SO4 in the erodent mixtures, and the use of several different micro-
structures of mild steel and 2.5 CrlMo steel were all investigated. The chemical and
mechanical mixture characteristics of the scale/deposit layer that forms on eroded-
corroded surfaces were studied further to determine how and why they formed and
how they modified the E-C behavior of the target metals. The comparative metal
wastage of several alloys that were subjected to as near as possible the same test
conditions in gas-solid particle, liquid-solid particle (slurry) and cavitation erosion
were determined. The erosivity of flyash from pulverized coal boilers was deter-
mined over a range of test conditions and was compared to the bed materials from
FBCs. Additional studies of the erosion behavior of diffusion coatings on steels were
conducted. Current and planned research will gain additional understanding of the
E-C metal wastage of materials used in fossil fueled boilers. Additional natural gas
fired internal combustion engines have been operated with consistent major im-
provements in durability and operating characteristics.

Effect of Microstructure on the Erosion-Corrosion of Steels
B. Q. WANG

1018 plain carbon steel and 2.25 CrlMo steel, two commonly used boiler'tubing
steels, were prepared in five different conditions, i.e., annealed, hot rolled, normal-
ized, quenched and tempered and cold rolled, and erosion-corrosion tested at room
and elevated temperatures using SiO2 particles at V = 20 m/s, o_= 30o. Static and
dynamic oxidation tests were also performed, lt was determined that the various
microstructures caused measurable differences in the metal wastage from erosion at
both room and elevated temperatures and from both static and dynamic oxidation.
The oxidation rate was influenced by microstructures in opposing manners. A non-
equilibrium microstructure generally resulted in higher static and dynami c o_ida tion
rates than an equilibrium microstructure. However, the extra phase and grain
boundaries and/or finer substructure of the non-equilibrium microstructure some-
times provided greater numbers of short circuit diffusion paths for Cr and Mn that
increased the amount of these elements in the scale, resulting in the formation of a
more protective oxide layer that reduced the oxidation rate.

The influence of microstructures on the room temperature erosion metal wastage
depended on the distribution of hard, brittle and soft, ductile phases in the steel,
which determined their combination of ductility and strength. The erosion metal
wastage of steel was not related to its hardness. There was a complex relationship
between the microstructure of the steels tested and their elevated temperature
erosion-corrosion metal wastage. The influence of ductility and strength, oxidation
resistance, and the morphology and behavior of the scale formed at the test tempera-
ture combined to establish the metal wastage mechanisms and rates.

Effect of Calcium Sulfate Particles on
Erosion and Erosion-Corrosion of Carbon Steel

G, Q. GENG

Tests were performed to determine the effect of CaSO4 in FBC bed materials on
their erosivity. A series of mechanical mixtures of SiO2 (sand) and calcium sulfat_

* This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Fossil Energy Materials Program,
Advanced Research and Technical Development Office.
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were used for erodent particles. Both high and low particle velocities were used, i.e.,
20 and 2.5 m/s. 1018 plain carbon steel was selected as the target material. The tests
were carried out at a temperature of 450°C except the _ests to determine the effect of
temperature, which ranged from 350° to 450°C. The impingement angle was _t= 30°.
It was determined that calcium sulfate which occurs in FBC bed materials from the

reaction of calcined limestone sorbent with the sulfur in the coal fuel can either protect
the base metal against erosion-corrosion or enhance the formation of destructive
sulfides. The formation of mixed calcium compound-iron oxide layers on the surface
helps to protect the metal surface from E-C attack. Sulfidation, which depends on the
calcium sulfate content of the erodent particles and the test temperature, particle
velocity, and duration, caused a reaction to occur between calcium sulfate particles
and metal substrates that formed iron sulfide under certain test conditions.

Characteristics of Scale Layers on Steels in FBC Service
g. Q, WANG

The characteristics of scale-deposit layers that form on and protect steel surfaces
eroded-corroded at elevated temperature, i.e., composition distribution, morphol-
ogy, deformation, thickness, porosity, mechanical integrity, were determined and
related to metal wastage at various laboratory test and in-service conditions. It was
found that in the outer part of the scale layer either straight bed material or a mixture
of lt and iron oxide can form. Near the scale-metal interface, the bed material content
of the layer was markedly decreased and it primarily consisted of iron oxide. The
gradation of the constituents through the layer were determined using line scan and
x-ray maps. the distribution of iron and calcium had a linear gradient through an inner
layer near the substrate interface. The iron, calcium and sulfur in the outer layer were
neither linear nor could they be directly correlated with the distance from the outside
surface to the scale layer-metal interface. The composition distribution depended on
both the chemical and mechanical processes that occurred. In the inner layer the
chemical process predominated and in the outer layer only the mechanical process
occurred.

The erosion-corrosion (E-C) scales that formed at the test conditions used appeared
to be relatively ductile. The microhardness of the scale layers could not be correlated
with the E-C metal wastage. However, single particle impact behavior of a pre-
formed layer could be directly relat(_d to the E-C metal wastage.

Erosion-Corrosion of 1018 Steel Eroded at Low Velocities by CFBC Bed Material
G. Q, GENG

The erosion-corrosion (E-C) behavior of 1018carbon steel eroded by fluidized bed
combustor (FBC)bed material particles at low elevated temperatures and low particle
velocities was determined in a nozzle type laboratory tester. Bed material erodent
particles from operating, circulating fluidized bed combustors were used for tests in
air at different temperatures from 25°C to 550°C for exposure periods up to 100 hours
at particle velocities as low as 2.5 m/s. The lowest velocity test conditions were meant
to simulate those experienced by in-bed FBC heat exchanger tubes. Metal wastage
rates were determined from thickness loss measurements of the specimens.

It was determined that particle velocity influenced the relationship between metal
wastage and test temperature. At the low velocity of 2.5 m/s, there was a peak in the
metal wastage curve at 350°C. At the higher velocity of 10m/s there was a continuous
increase in the curve of metal wastage vs. test temperature. There was a basic
difference in the behavior of the scales that formed on the metal surface at low and

higher particle velocities. At the lower velocity of 2.5 m/s the scale behaved in a
pseudoplastic manner. At the higher veloci ty of 10 m/s, the scale behaved in a brittle
manner. The scale layers that formed on the metal surfaces in low particle velocity E-
C behaved in a ductile manner with the peak loss rate occurring at o_= 45° impact
angle. The scale formed at the lower velocity was thicker, denser and more continuous
than that formed at the higher particle velocity. At 450°C the former became more



ductile, resulting in more deformation and retention, while the latter was still britti#
and cracked and chipped off.

CeramicCoatingsin Gas Lined InternalCombustionEngines
A. LEVY

The performance of natural gas fired, internal combustion engines with ceramic
coated combustion zone surfaces has continued to be excellent. Sufficient numbers

of engines (>40) have now been coated and are tn operation to have firmly demon-
strated the improved durability and operating characteristics of the coated engines.
Reduced fuel consumption, Increased power output, reduced engine vibration, and
markedly lower exhaust emissions have all accrued from the use of the coating. A
combustion research project is planned to determine how and why the many
desirable engine operating characteristics modifications occur.

Erosivityof FlyAsh from PulverizedCoal Boilers
M, LIEBHARD

In order to calibrate an erosion model which was designed to predict the erosion
or erosion-corrosion metal wastage in pulverized coal boiler power-plants, several
tests were run in a laboratory erosion-corrosion tester. Target material from an actual
heatexchanger steel tube and flyash from a pulverized coal boiler power plant were
used as test specimen and erodent. The parameters in the test equipment were
adjusted so the conditions in the actual plant were simulated.

Even at a temperature as low as 300°C, a scale of SiO2,A120a(the main constituents
of the flyash) and iron oxide was built up on the metal surface. The metal wastage
mechanism was found to be a simultaneous building up of this scale and the removal
of it by cracking and chipping. The primary result of the tests was the simulation of
a pattern of metal wastage vs. test temperature that occurred in operating boilers but
that had never been achieved in laboratory tests. The material underwent high metal
wastage at low temperatures and low wastage at higher temperatures in tests at 250°,
300"and 350°C. The reason for this behavior was related to the occurrence and nature

of the scale deposit layer that formed.

A Study of Bubble Induced Wear of In-Bed
Tubes in Fluidized Bed Combustors*

A. V. LEVY,S. MACADAM

Fluidized bed combustion of coal has many potential advantages over conven-
tional coal burning systems. These benefits stem from the excellent gas and solid
particle mixing that occurs within fluidized environments. However, there are some
problems that need to be addressed as fluidized bed combustors (FBCs) become
commercially viable. One of these is unacceptable metal wastage of heat exchanger
tubes and other internal bed components. The present study is concerned with the
development of an understanding of a frequently observed and perhaps intrinsic
source of wastage in bubbling FBCs. This is the wastage of submerged horizontal or
inclined heat exchanger tubes arising from interactions with bubbles upward from
below to impact the bottom of tubes and cause localized wear. This effect is simulated
in two specially designed wear rigs by quickly driving a specimen rod downward
within a bed of fluidized particles.

* Thisworkwassupportedbythe ElectricPowerResearchInstitute
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RoomTemperatureFluid BedWear Tester

A laboratory scale fluid bed wear tester apparatus was operated at room tempera-
ture to study the behavior of aluminum rod shaped specimens expo_d to fluidtzed
erodent particle beds having different ratios of SiO 2to bed material from operating
AFBC's. The mass and circumferential thickness change distrtbutionsof the specimen
rods were measured. Only part of the specimen surface was worn while a deposited
layer of bed particles and aluminum was formed on other regions of the cylinder's
surface that prevented metal wastage. The morphologies and compositions of the
deposit layer on _veral specimen rods were measured, lt was determined that the
SiO2constituent in the bed material particles caused the metal wastage while the

' calcium compounds in the AFBC bed material contributed to the formation of the
deposit layers, The more SiO2in the bed particles, the more metal wastage occurred,
The larger the particle size was, the greater was the metal wastage, Direct metallo-
graphic evidence was found that both particle impact erosion and 3 body abrasive
wear metal wastage mechanisms occurred,

ElevatedTemperatureFluid BedWearTester
Construction of a new high temperature fluid bed wear rig began in 1989. this rig

is similar to the room temperature rig except that it is capable of operating at bed
temperatures up to 700°C, and it uttltzes a PC based data acquisition, control, and
analysis system. There have been in excess of 700 h testing wtth this rig at elevated
temperature. Among the early findings is that the maximum wear/oxidation rate at
a particular impact energy for 1018steel increases exponentially above 400 °C. This is
Indicative of an oxidation limiting process. Furthermore, the activation energy for the
wastage process is considerably lower than for static oxidation, and it varies around
the underside of the rod. Near the stdes of the rods and near the bottom, the presence
of either a complete or discontinuous oxide layer prevented wastage under some
conditions above 400°C. The transition from protected to heavily worn materials was
abrupt and discontinuous. Oxide protection showed some relationship to the impact
energy, with more protection at lower energies. Under the least ._vere condition
tested, there was an almost complete oxide layer over the entire underside. At
temperatures below 400°C,there was no protective oxide. Where loss did occur at the
bottom, it was found that the rate relative to the maximum loss increased from 0% at
room temperature up to 80% at 6500C. Testtng under a wide range of conditions
indicated that the impact energy rate (power) controlled the wastage observed.
Hence, changing the impact severity and the impact frequency, both of which change
the power, have the same effect on wastage.
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Gas-Solid Reactions
JAMESW, EVANS0PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR

This research ts concerned with reactions between gases and solids irt materials

science, In many such reactions of actual or potential technological sign/f/cat,ce (e,g,,
the reaction of tungsten hexafluoride with silicon in the chemical vapor deposition of

tungsten during silicon semiconductor processing) new solid phases appear, The
nucleation, growth, epitaxy and crystallinity of these phases, as well as changes to the
microstructure of reactant phases, are the focus of this research,

The principal experimental tools are the transmission electron microscopes at
Berkeley which permit the examination of the phases formed both by imaging and
electron diffraction, c/thor during in-situ experiments or following ox-situ experi-
ments. Other characterization techniques such as Rutherford backscattering spec-
troscopy and scanning electron microscopy are used in this investigation,

DopantConcentrationInfluenceon TunnelFormationIn Chemically
Vapor-DepositedTungstenon Silicon
L,M, FENa

The effect of dopant concentration on tunnel formation in CVD tungsten was
studied, Depositions were carried out in a reduced-pressure, cold-wall reactor in the

range of 250-350"C, temperatures which are commonly used for CVD tungsten, lt has
long been recognized that under some circumstances, tunnels form in the silicon, to

the detriment of the integrated circuit formed on the silicon. Experimentally, it was
found that

• Higher substrate dopant concentration tends to cause more tunnels
• Tunnel formation appears not to depend on wafer orientations
= Higher deposition temperature produces more tunnels.

The mechanism for tunnel formation is explained in terms of fluorine etching.
Specifically, the effect of doping on the etching rate is considered in terms of its

influence on the electronic structure near the surface. The roughness observed along
the W/Si interface is attributed to the presence of an oxide layer. Thermodynamic
calculations suggest that the particles found in the tunnels are tungsten.

Thermodynamic calculations were performed to find the gaseous species distribu-
tion at equilibrium with the most stable condensed phases deposited from gas
mixtures of H2-WF _, Different amounts of reactants and different pressure conditions
were used in the temperature range 400-1(YJ0 K, The calculations indicated that the

gas molecules inside the reactor are predominantly HF and SiF 4,

,4 'q_ Figure1
Cross-sectlonaltransmissionelectronmlcrographshowsa

._ _,l_, roughtungsten-siliconInterface,TungstenIslands
are

' evident,Mosttunnelsare notdecoratedwithtungsten
" '_""_ _,, particlesat theirends, (XBB904-3405)
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Experimental Research
Theoretical Research

Solid-State Physics

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

Far Infrared Spectroscopy
PAUL L, RIOHARDSI PRINOIPAL INVESTIGATOR

In this project, improved infrared techniques are being used to de experiments in
areas of fundamental and applied infrared physics where thetr Impact ts expected to
be large, Improved types of Infrared sources, spectrometers, and detectors are also
betng developed, Experiments tn progress Include: measurements of the far-Infrared
absorptivity of the new high T_ superconductors, measurements of the Infrared
spectra of one-dimensional conductors, measurements of the heat capacity of mono-
layers of adsorbates on metal films, and measurements of lossless quasiporttcle
tunneling tn superconducting tunnel junctions, Improvements in Infrared technol-
ogy Include: development of thin film htgh T_ superconducting bolometers for
detecting x-ray, Infrared and microwave radiation, and development of supercon-
ducting thin film quasiparticle detectors and mtxers for near-millimeter wavelengths
that approach quantum ltmtted sensitivity,

Quasiparticle Mlxers and Detectors*
QIN(3HUANDP,L.RICHARDS

The superconducting components that have been developed for infrared and
millimeter-wave receivers were reviewed. A brief description is given of the scienti ric
principles on which each device is based, followed by a discussion of the performance
that has been achieved in terms of the appropriate figures of merit. Finally, comments
are made about the possibility that useful device performance can be achieved by
using the new high-T_ oxide superconductors. This review emphasizes photon-
assisted quasiparticle tunneling and the SIS quasiparticle mixer, which is the only
superconducting component to find substantial applications at infrared or millimeter
wavelength,_. Descriptions are given of the SIS quasiparticle direct detector, the
Josephson effect oscillator, the Josephson effect parametric amplifier, and the various
superconductl_ bolometers, for which practical application_ appear possible. The
less promising Josephson effect detector and mixer and the various ideas for super-
conducting photon detectors are described because of the current interest in possible
high-Tc versions of these devices.

Design Analysis of a Novel Low Temperature Bolometer _
M, NAHUMANDP,L.RIOHARD£

A novel antenna-coupled superconducting bolometer which makes use of the
thermal boundary resistance available at low temperatures has been proposed. The
radiation is collected by a planar self-complementary antenna, as is shown in Figure
1, and thermalized in a small thin film resistor. The resulting temperature rise is
dc.tected by a transition edge thermometer which can be (but need not be) a separate

* Supportedinpart by theDepartmentof Defense,
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Figure 1
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yperhemtspher¢ In addition, lt has a nearly Gaussian beampattern, (XBL 9012-4017)

TPX lens

a) b)

film, Ali components are deposited directly on a substrate so that arrays can be
conveniently produced by conventional lithographic techniques, The acttve area of
the bolometer ts thermally decoupled by its small stze and by the thermal resistance
of the boundaries with the substrate and the antenna terminals, Design calculations
based on a 2 x 2 mm square film of a superconductor with Tc = 0,1 K give an NEP
=10"1"WHz1/2, time constant ,=10"6sand responstvittes up to ,=109V/W, These
specifications meet the requirements for NASA's Space Infrared Telescope Factltty

and Sub-Millimeter Moderate Mtsston, Useful/2applicati°ns also extst at aHe'and 4He
temperatures, The calculated NEP scales as Ts , as is shown in Figure 2, Materials,
architectures, and readout schemes will be discussed,

The Effect of the Quantum Susceptance on the Gain of
Superconducting Quasiparticle Mixers

C,A, MEARS,QING Hu,ANDP.L. RICHARDS

A detailed analysis of the effects of the quantum susceptance on the performance
of superconductor-Insulator-superconductor (SLS)mixers was performed, It was
found that the principal effects of the quantum susceptance are to change the dc bias
at which optimum coupling of the signal to the mixer occurs, and to change the
output admittance at the IF frequency, thus changing the available gain,
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Far InfraredConductivityof TaS3:Identificationof the Intrinsic
ChargeDensityWave ExcitationModes*
W,N, OREAGER, P,L, RICHARDS, AND A, ZETTL

The far infrared (FIR) reflectance of the charge density wa_e (CDW) conductor
TaS3 has been measured from 3 to 700 cm _ over the temperature range from 15 K to
300 K as is shown in Ftgure 3, For inctdent radiation polarized parallel to the long axts
of the crystals, a strong reflection edge correlated with the formation of the CDW
appears near 80 cm "_, The associated conductivity sl'tows no dramattc conduction
mode in the FIR, These results, which are tn sharp contrast to the observed behavtor
in the related CDW materials (TaSe4)21and K0.3MoO3, rule out models of a "generic FIR
mode" irt CDW excitations,
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Experimental Solid State Physics and Quantum Electronics
Y0 R, St4EN, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

The general objective of this program is to study laser interaction with matter and
to develop and apply modem optical techniques to studies of materials. Work is
being carried out in both theory and experiment. Over the past several years, optical
second harmontc generation has been developed as a powerful and versatile probe for
surfaces and interfaces in our laboratory. More recently, the method has been
generalized to infrared-visible sum-frequency generation used for surface vibra-

tional spectroscopy. Current projects are focused on using these techniques to study
orientation, conformation, and interaction of molecules adsorbed at various inter-

faces and to probe adsorption, desorption, and diffusion of atoms and molecules on
metal surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum. Other surface dynamic processes such as surface
photon echoes are being explored.

A Nonlinear Spectroscopic Study of Coadsorbed Molecular Monolayers:
Conformation and Interaction

J.Y. HUANG,R, SUPERFINE, ANDY.R. SHEN

In recent years, we have demonstrated that surface second harmonic generatic
(SHG) is a valuable and versatile probe of monolayer systems, and its extension to
infrared-visible sum frequency generation (SFG) makes surface vibrational spec-
troscopy possible. We now show that SHG and SFG simultaneously allow us to learn
about the orientation and conformation of pure molecular monolayers and interac-
tion between different molecular species in mixed monolayers.

Figure 1 shows the CH spectra of a half monolayer of pentadecanoic acid (PDA) on
water, a full rnonolayer of DMOAP [CH3(CH2)17(Me)RN+(CH2)3Si(OMe)3Cf ] on

glass, and a 0.7 monolayer of octyl-cyanobiphenyl (8CB) on a DMOAP-coated glass.
lt is seen that the spectrum of DMOAP is very similar to that of PDA. This is because
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the alkane chain densities of the two cases are nearly the same. Their spectra indicate
that the chains have a significant amount of trans-gauche defects. In comparison, the
spectrum of 8CB deposited on DMOAP-coated glass (8CB/D) shows clear evidence
of interaction between 8CB and DMOAP. The 8CB molecules must have penetrated
the alkyl chain layer to adsorb on the head groups of DMOAP or glass and via
interaction, straighten the alkane chains of DMOAP.

These results together with other SHG and SFG measurements of 8CB on different

substrates provide a detailed picture of the interfacial structure of cyanobiphenyl
systems. The existence of interaction between the 8CB monolayer and the surfactant
treated glasses reveals the importance of competing effects of surface polar adsorp-
tion sites and surfactant alkyl chains in aligning bulk liquid crystals.

Experimental Determination of the Sign of Molecular Dipole Moment Derivatives--

An Infrared Visible Sum Frequency Generation Absolute Phase Measurement Study
R. SUPERFINE, J.Y. HUANG AND Y.R. SHEN

Knowledge of the bond dipole, bond polarizability, and their derivatives with

respect to the normal mode coordinates is important for the understanding of
molecular structure. They have been intensely studied in the past. Although the
magnitudes of these quantities are accessible through standard techniques, the
experimental determination of their sign has proven much more difficult. However,

it is well known that coherent nonlinear optical techniques can measure the phase of
a material response. Knowing the polar orientation of the monolayer, the sign of the
surface nonlinear susceptibility Zs obtained directly from infrared-visible sum-
frequency generation measurements (see Figure 2) directly determines the relative

sign of the derivatives of the dipole moment and polarizability, 3m/OQ, respectively,
with respect to the normal mode. When the sign of one of these quantities is well

established, the sign of Zs allows us to determine the sign of the unknown quantity.
We have applied the technique to the determination of signs of 3_t/OQ for the

symmetric CH3 stretch of the C-CH3 group and of the O-CH3 group. For the alkane
methyl group (C-C-H, sp3), our result of 3_t_/Or < 0 is in agreement with the ab initio

calculations. 2 For the methoxy group (O-C-H, sp3), we have 3_/3r > 0, but the

corresponding ab initio calculation is not yet available. The different signs of 3_/¢')r
in the two cases are consistent with the trend noted in theoretical studies of 3_/3r
becoming more positive with the increasing electronegativity of the substituent X in
X-C-H. 3 To our knowledge, this represents the most direct determination of the sign
3_/3Q by experiment.
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Phase Measurement for Surface Infrared-Visible Sum-Frequency Generation
R, SUPERFINE, J.Y. HUANG, AND Y.R. SHEN

Coherent nonlinear-optical measurements have allowed us to deduce separately
the amplitude and phase of a nonlinear susceptibility XNi'of a material system, both
of which carry useful information about the material. For example, infrared-visible
sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy can yield the vibrational spectrum of
a surface monolayer of molecules and the orientation of a group of atoms in these
molecules through IxNLI, and the phase of xNL determines the polarity of the
orientation of the atomic group. The latter information, though important for the
understanding of many problems in surface sctence, cannot be obtained by the more
conventional techniques. While phase measurements on surface xNt, have been
reported with surface second-harmonic generation by a number of researchers, none
has so far been attempted in surface SFG.

We have developed two nonlinear interference techniques that can determine the
phases of XNL in surface SFG and hence the polar orientations of specific atomtc
groups in the adsorbed molecules. We have used the techniques to find out that the

alkane chains of cyanobiphenyl molecules adsorbed on water or glass are pointing
away from the surface.

Surface Photon Echoes in the Infrared Range
X.D. ZHUaNDY.R. SHEN

We have explored the possibility of using infrared photon-echoes to study surface
vibrational relaxations. As is well known, the technique has been widely adopted for
studies of relaxations of excitations in bulk samples. Applications of the same
technique to surface excitations, however, have not yet been demonstrated. The main
difficulty lies in the fact that the total number of excited molecules in a surface
monolayer is much smaller than in a bulk. This, together with the lower oscillator
strengths of vibrational excitations compared to electronic excitations, results in
rather weak lR photon echoes which are difficult to detect because of the lack of
sensitive [R detectors. Nevertheless, our estimates show that photon echoes from
surface vibrational excitations should be detectable. We consider three different

schemes that could work with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio: one with a sensitive
lR detector, one with an in-situ up-conversion scheme, and one with an external up-
conversion of the signal.

Up-conversion is inherently an optical gating process, and is naturally suited for
detection of surface echoes. The external up-conversion scheme converting the lR
echo signal in a nonlinear crystal is most promising because the high conversion
efficiency could lead to a very high signal-to-noise ratio. However, it is not capable
of providing discrimination against bulk emission. The in-situ up-conversion at the
surface has the advantage of being an inherently surface-specific process. Although
the signal-to-noise ratio is worse because of the greatly reduced conversion efficiency,
this latter scheme will be far superior in cases where bulk emission is overwhelming.

Multipolar Contributions to Optical Second-Harmonic Generation in Isotropic Fluids
X.D. ZHU AND Y.R. SHEN

In this work we have demonstrated that higher-order multipole, especially elec-
tric-quadrupole contributions to SHG in an isotropic bulk medium are generally
nonvanishing, and theE are usually present in surface SHG from such a medium.
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Time-Resolved Spectroscopies in Sofids
PETERY, YU,PRINOIPALINVESTIGATOR

Relaxation of Photoexclted Hot Electrons and Phonons In Semiconductors
D°S,KIM,P,Y,Yu

The purpose of this project _s to study ultrafast processes in bulk semiconductors
and in semiconductor quantum wells fabricated from GaAs and related compounds,
Short laser pulses are used to excite dense electron-hole plasmas in the sample, The
dynamics of the excited hot electron and hot optical phonons are studied by time-
resolved Raman scattering or photoluminescence,

The cooling of hot electrons in bulk GaAs and InGaAs has been studied with
subpicosecond Raman scattering, In both materials the cooling of hot electrons
within one picosecond has been shown to be dominated by intervalley scattering, The
strength of the intervalley electron-phonon interaction has been determined for the
first time in InGaAs, The generation of hot phonons by hot electrons in GaAs/A1As
quantum wells have been studied as a function of well width, Ithas been found that
the phonon generation efficiency decreased as the well widfl'_was decreased, This
result is in good agreement with theory based on the Frohlich electron-phonon
interaction,

Defects In Semiconductors
M,F,LI, P,SE(3UYANDP,Y,Yu

The objective of this project is to study the properties of defects in semiconductors
using optical and electrical techniques in conjunction with uniaxial and hydrostatic
stress.

A new metastable level related to the DX center have been observed in Si doped
GaAlAs but not in Te doped samples, The properties of this level can be explained
by a complex consisting of a substitutional Si'and an adjacent As atom displaced into
an interstitial site,

The effect of uniaxtal stress on the DX center in GaA1As alloy doped with Te has
b_en measured, The results are consistent with a model of the DX center proposed by
Chadi and Chang but not with models in which the DX center does not have large
lattice relaxations.

Properties of Matter under High Pressure
T, CHENANDP.Y. YU

In this project diamond anvil cells are used to apply high pressure to materials in
order to modify their properties, Many materials undergo structural phase transitions
under pressure. As a result of such structural phase transition, insulators often
transform in metals, Some of these high pressure metallic phases possess interesting
properties such as superconductivity.

A technique has been developed to perform four-terminal resistivity measurements
inside the diamond anvil cell, This techniques has been applied to determined the
insulator to metal transition in an anti-ferrromagnet Nii 2 at pressures above 190
kilobars, Associated with this transition Nii2changes from an antiferromagnet to a
diamagnet, The unusual feature of this phase transition is that the Nii 2 crystal
structure remain unchanged, This transition has been explained by a pressure-
induced Mott transition of the Ni ions. As the Ni ion separattonsare reduced by their
pressure, the Ni 3d electrons changed from their localized magnetic state to a
diarnagnetic delocalized state. The transition is purely electronic and therefore
involves no change in crystal structure.
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RefereedJournal Articles

Kim, D.S, and P,Y. Yu, "Phonon Temperature Overshoot in GaAs excited by Subptcosecond Laser Pulses," Phys. Rev. Lett, Vol. 64,
p,946, 1990.

Klm, D.$. and P,Y. Yu, "Study of Cooling of Hot Carriers and Intorvalloy Scattering in In0.53Ga0.47As by Subpicosecond Rnmnn
Scattering," Appl. Phys. Left. Vol.56, p.1570, 1990.

Goldstein, H,F., D. S, Kim,Peter Y,Yu, L.C. Bourne, J-P.Chaminade and LoonNganga, "Raman Study of Cue Single Crystals," Phys.
Rev, B Vol.41, p,7192,1990,

Kim, D.S. and P.Y. Yu, "Subpicosecond Cooling of PhotoexciteCt Hot Carriers Studied by One-beam Excite-and-probe Raman
scattering," Appl. Phys, Left. Vol. 56, p.2210, 1990,

Pasternak, M., R.D, Taylor, A. Chen, C. Meade, L. M. Fallcov, A. Gios(_kus,R,Jeanloz, and P.Y. Yu, "Pressure Induced Motallization
and the Collapse of the Magnetic State in the Antiferromagnetic Insulator Nii2," Phys. Rev. Left. Vol. 65,p. 790, 1990.

Seguy,P., P.Y. Yu, M. F. Li, R. Leon and K.T. Chan, "Effect of Light on the DX Centers in Si and Te Doped GaA1As," Appl. Phys° Left.
Vol.57, p.2469, 1990.

RefereedC(mferen_ Proceedings

Klm, D.S, and P,Y, Yu, "Study of Hot Carrier Relaxation in Quantum Wells by Subplcosecond Raman Scattering," Ultrafast Laser
Probe Phenomena in Bulk and Microstructure Semiconductors III, cd, by Robert R, Alfano SPIE Proceeding Series, Vol,
1282, p,39, 1990,

Thesis

Klm, D,S, A Subptcosecond Raman Scatterlog Study of Hot Electrons and Hot Phonons In GaAs, In0.53Ca0,47As, and GaAs/AIAs
Multtple Quantum Wells, (Ph, D, Thesis, Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, Advisor: P,Y,Yu,)

LBL Reports

Klm, D,S, and P,Y, Yu, "Subplcosecond Raman Study of Hot Electrons and Hot Phonons In GaAs," Proc. of NAT() Advanced
Research Workshop Ltght Scattering In Semiconductor Structures and Superlattices, cd, by J.F, Young and D,L. Lockwood
(In press,)

Ktm, D,S. and P.Y. Yu, "Study of Hot Electron Relaxation and Hot Phonons In GaAs by Subplcosecond Raman Scattering," Phys, Reo,
(In press,)

Seguy,P and P,Y, Yu, "Optical Excitation of DX Centers In GaA1As Alloys doped with SI and Tc," preprlnt LBL-29886,

Yu, P,and M,F, Lt, "Pressure dependence of deep centers by capacitance spectroscoptes Inside the diamond anvil coli," preprtnt LBL-
29888.

Lt,M.F., P,Y, Yu, E. Bauser, W,L. Hansen and E, E, I failer, "Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy of DX Centers In AI0,38Ga0,62As:Te
under Untaxtal Stress," Preprtnt LBL-29887,

Lt,M.F,, P,Y.Yu, Y,B,Jla, J, Zhcu and J.L. Gao," Reply to "Comment on 'Negative LIProperty of the DX Center in AlxGal-xAs:Sl'."
Phys. Rev, (In press,)
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Invited Talks

Yu, P,Y,,Studying Hot l_lectronRelaxation and ! flJtPhonons In ltulk and MQW of GaAs wlttl 8ubplcosecond Raman Scattering, Clarendon
Ln'boratory,Oxford Univorsity, Oxford, England, July_199(I,

Yu, P,Y,,Studytn 8 Hot Electron R_laxattonand Hot Phonons tn llulk and MQ W of GaAa wlttz Subplcosecond Raman Scattering, Cavonclish
Laborntory, Cambridgo Univorsity, Cambridgo, England, July, 199(I,

Yu, P,Y,, Preasure Dependence _f Deep Ce.nte.r_by Capacitance 5t_ctro_coptes tnslde tile Diamond Anvtl Call, Fourth Intornntionnl Cot_.
foronco on High Pressuro in Somiconductor Physic, Porto Carras, Clrooco,August 199(I,

Yu, P,Y,,8tudytnl,t Hot Electron l_laxatton and HotPtzonons In I_lulkand MQ W ofGaAs with 5ubplco.,_acondRaman 8cattarlnl,l, Dopnrtmont
of Physics, Brown Univorsity, Providonco, R,I,, Oct,, 1990,

Yu, P,Y,, DX C.enters tn AIGaAs l.lav_Small or large Latttce Relaxations?, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, Ca,, Oct,, ;,..90,

Yu, P,Y,, Condensed Matter Ptlyslcs under HIstl Pressure, Colloquium, Dopartmoni of Phyaics, Univorsity of Missouri.Columbia,
Columbia, Missouri, Doc,, 1990,
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Superconductivity, Superconducting Devices, and l/f Noise
JOHN OLARI(E,JNVESTIQA'rOII

Thisprogramisfocussedon understandingfundamentalphenomenainsupercon-
ductors,and on the application of these phenomena to novel devices and the measure-
men tof ul trasmall stgnals, Atpresent, the program has three major componon ts, Tile first
involves tunnel junctions of submicron dimensions, and thenovel effects that occur when
the energy associated with the transfer of a single electron (e2/2C, where C is the
capacitance) is much less than the thermal energy (k,T, where T is the temperature), The
second is concerned with low-transition temperature ('r_)Superconducting QUantum
Interference Devtces (SQUIDs) and their applications to ultrasenstttve measurements
that are inaccessible to any other device, The third component of the program is focussed
on fundamental notse properties of high-T cthin-films and the application of these films
to prototype devices and is discussed in the section devoted to the CAM High-T c
Superconductivity Program,

Resonant "runnellng in a Current-Biased Josephson Ounotlon
d, SOHMIDT,A, OLELANDANDJ, CLARKE

A current-biased Josephson junction has been shown to be a macroscopic system
which exhtbtts quantum effects, The phase difference q_between the superconduct-
Ing condensates in the electrodes obeys an equatton of morton identical to that of a
particle moving tn a costne potential that ts tilted in proportion to the bias current,
Quanttzed energy levels exist in the potential wells, and a particle initially trapped in
a well can tunnel through the potential barrier to run freely down the potential,
resulting tn a nonzero junctton voltage, Recently it has been predicted that in addttion
to this tunneling to the free running state, tunneling will occur resonantly between
states of adjacent wells for values of bias currents where the energies of these states
are equal,

We have undertaken a theoretical study to determine the experimentally observ-
able effects resulting from resonanl, tunneling, We have shown that resonant tunnel-
ing provtdes a new mechanism by which the particle can make the transition to the
free runntng state, and have calculated the rate of thts transition as a function of the
btas current, Peaks whtch correspond to the alignment of energy levels occur tn thts
distribution, Thts non-monotonic behavtor ts dtsttnct from that resulting from
thermally Induced switching or direct quantum tunneling, and provtdes a unique
signature for the existence of resonant tunneling In thts system,

We are now carrying out low temperature (20mK) experiments on Al-AI-oxide-Al
tunnel junctions in an attempt to observe these switching characteristics,

Figure 1
Sohematlo representation of resonant tunneling In a current-biased
Josephson Junotlon, Path B represents a sequence of resonant
tunnellng events whloh oauses the Junotlonto swltoh to the free A
runnlng state, (XBL 006-6537)
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Figure 2
(a) 8pinechoof_4NnucleiInNH40104obtainedfromreal-tlme81gnaldemodulatedwith88khz,
(b)Fouriertransformofspinecho,Thethreeresonantpeak8areduetotransitionsbetweenenergylevels(shownInset)of14NnucleiIn
presenceof,_leotrlofieldgradientInNH4010,_,in Inset,I0>=,110>andI "J:> " 011>:t:I1-1>),/2,wheresymbolI 1m>18theelgenstateof
_'_Nnuclei(I=1)withI, =,m, (XBL008-5595A)

Zero Field NMR and NQR with a dc SQUID
N0FAN, M, HORLIMANN,O, PENNINOTONANDJ, OLARKE

NMR spectra of powdered solids in a strong applied magnetic field are broadened
by the anisotropic frequency shifts that result from magnetic dipole-dipole and
electric quadrupole interactions, The random orientation of crystallites with respect
to the applied field gives a broad spread of resonance frequencies, often obscuring
important information, In zero applied field such broadening is not present, since in
the absence of an applied field all crystallites are equivalent, We have developed a
versatile spectrometer for pulsed zero field NMR and NQR studies in the frequency
range 10-200 kHz, Because the signals generated at these low frequencies are
extremely weak, we use a low-T_dc SQUID as an amplifier; this amplifier has much
lower noise than any other amplifier in this frequency range,

As an example of the Sensitivity of our spectrometer, we have measured the zero
field spectrum of NH4CIO4at 1,5K (Figure 2), The spectrum consists of three sharp
14Nnuclear quadrupole resonance lines at 17,4 khz, 38,8 kHz, and 56,2 kHz, each with
a linewidth of about 0,5 kHz, These lines do not display splitting by the neighboring
protons, indicating that the ammonium ions undergo fast quantum tunneling, We
have found that even low levels of deuteration strongly affect the 14N resonance
frequencies and relaxation times, Forexample, 4%deuteration results in an increase
in the transverse relaxation rate from (42._4)sec"_to (80±10) sec .1,

This spectrometer offers a new window on low frequency magnetic resonance as
a probe of weak spin-spin and electric quadrupole interactions, We are currently
developing a second spectrometer that will allow us to vary the temperature of the
sample between 4,2K and IOOKand to apply a small, stable magnetic field (up to
10mtesla),
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Publications and Reports
(See also CAM t-ltgh-T_ Superconductivity Program.)

RefereedJournal Articles

Clo[anc[, A. N,, J.M, Schmidt, and J,Clarke, "Charge Fluctuations in Small Capacitance JuncUons," Phys. Re.v, Left. 64, 1565 (1990),

Tlteses

Fan, N., Low.Frequency NMR and NQR Spectrometer with adc SQLllD A,tpllfier, November, 1990 (Ph.D. Thesis, Physics Department,
U,C, Berkeley, Advisor: J,Clarke,)

l-Ieanoy, M, B,,Nuclear Magnetic ResonanceExperiments with dc SQLIID Amplifiers, November, 1990 (l'h, D, Thesis, Physics Department,
U.C, Berkeley, Advisor: J,Clarke,)

Othe,r Publications

Clarke, J., "SQUIDst PrinclF los,Noise, and Applications," chapter in Superconducting Devices, eds, S, T, Ruggioro and D, A, Rudman,
p, 51, Academic Press_ Inc,, Boston, 1990,

L13LReports

Blndslov Hanson, J., T, Hoist, F, C. Wollstood, and J, Clarke, LBL-28891, "Low Frequency Noise in Resonant Josephson Sollton
Oscillators," IEEE Trans, Magn. (Submitted.)

Cloland, A. N., J.M, Schmidt, and J.Clarke, LBL-29364, "Resonant Turmollng in Small Current-Biased Josephson Junctions," Phys.
Rev. B1 (In press.)

Fan, N,Q,. and J. Clarke, LBL-30090, "Low-Frequm'lcy NMR and NQR Spectrometer Based on a dc SQUID," Rev. Sct, lnstru.
(Submitted.)

Invited Talks

Ferrari, M, J., SQUIDs: Principles, AppUcatlons, and Prospects, [EEE nstrumontation and Measurement Technology Conference, San
Jose, California, February 1990.

Cleland, A, N,, J, M, Schmidt, and J,Clarke, Coulomb Blockade in Single Small Tunnel Junctions, Quantum Fluctuations in Mesoscopic
and Macroscopic Systems, Trieste, Italy, July 1990,

Fan, N, Q., Fourier Transform Zero FieldNMR and NQR with dc S(, UIDs, seminar at Sch|umberger-doll Research, September 1990,

Clarke, J,,SQUID Magnetometers, Applications of Metallic and Ceramic Superconductivity, NATO Advanced Study Institute, Fort
Collins, CO, September 1990,

I loaney, M., Direct Detection ofTransverse NMR at 32 MHz with adc SQUID, seminar at IBMAlmaden Research Center, San Jose, CA,
September 1990,

Fan, N, Q,,Fourier Transform ZeroFieldNMR and NQR with dc SQUIDs, seminar at Hewlett-Packard Laboratory, High-Speed Device.q
Division, October 1990.

Heaney, M., Direct Detection of Transverse NMR at 32 MHz with a dc SQUID, seminar at Raychem Corporation, Menlo Park, CA,
October 1990,

Clarke, J.,Closing summary at Third International Symposium on Superconductivity, Sel_dai, Japan, November 1990.

l-Ieaney, M., Direct Detection ofTransverseNMR at 32MHz with adc SQLIID,seminar at Quan rumMagnetics, San Diego, CA, December
1990,

1leaney, M., .DirectDetectionof Transverse NMR at 32MHz with adc SQUID, seminar at lntel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA December
1990.

Contributed Talks

Cleland, A, N,, J,M. Schmidt, and J,Clarke, The Effectof ChargeFluctuations on the Coulomb Blockadein Small Tunnel ]unctions, March
Meeting of the American Physical Society, Anaheim, CA, March 1990.

Fan, N. Q., M. D. Hfirlimann, J.Clarke, A. Pines, and E. L. Hahn, FourierTransform Zero Field NMR and NQR with adc SQUID, March
Meeting of the American Physical Society, Anaheim, CA, March 1990.

Fan, N. Q., M. D. l lfirlimann, J. Clarke, E. L. Hahn and A. Pines, Fourier Transform Pulsed NQR with a SQUID Detector, 'The
Experimental Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Conference, Monterey, CA, April 1990.

Cleland, A. N., J.M, Sd_mldt, and J. Clarke, Quantum Fluctuations and Coulomb Blockadein Small Tunnel ]unctions, XIXInternational
Conference on Low Temperature Physics, Brighton, England, August 1990.
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THEORETICAL RESEARCH

Theoretical Studies of the Electronic Properties of Solids and Solid Surfaces
L,M,FALIOOV, PRINOIPAL INVESTIGATOR'

The purpose of this program is to study properties of solids and solid surfaces, Irt
particular, the interest is in determining (a) structural properties, namely the orga-
nization and arrangement of atomic constituents at equilibrium; (b) constitutional
properties of the bulk and surface, in particular the segregation properties of alloys
at the surface as a function of crystal structure, surface orientation, nominal chemical
composition, and temperature; (c) electronic structure of solids and surfaces, in
particular electron states and electron densities at particular sites; (d) vibronic
properties; (e) magnetic properties of solids, surfaces, thin film layers and interfaces,
both in magnetic solids (ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic) and in nonmagnetic
solids that may develop a magnetic layer; and (f) chemical properties of solids _ in
particular their catalytic properties _ as they are related to ali the basic physical
properties listed above,

A variety of them'etical techniques and models have been developed to focus on the
various properties (band-structure models, many-body electron physics, numerical
relaxation techniques), but the emphasis is on physical aspects and their implication
to experiments rather than on techniques per se,

Since 1978 a collaboration has been established with Dr, Eugene Haller and his
group to study a set of unusual impurities in very pure semiconductors, These
impurities include hydrogen complexes, lithium-based complexes, carbon-nitrogen
complexes, and ordinary substitutional impurities in an unusual charge state,

F,essure-lnducedMetalllzatlonand theCollapseof the MagneticCJtatoIn the
AntiferromagneticInsulatorNII2
M, P, PASTERNAK, R, D, TAYLOR, A. tHEN, CHARLES MEADE, L, M, FALICOV, A, GIESEKUS, R, JEANLOZ, AND P, Y, Yu

The first observation of a pressure-induced metallization accompanied by the
spontaneouscollapseof magneticordering was reported, This isostructuralconcur-
rence was observed in the layered antiferromagnetic insulator Nii 2, Electrical
transport,x-ray-diffraction, and 129IM6ssbauerstudieswere carded out in diamond-
anvil cells, The evidence points to a mechanism by which the originally filled 5p-
iodide band shifts and overlaps with the partially filled nickel-3d states, The
formation of a hybridized conduction band at P > 19 GPa results in the onset of a
diamagnetic metallic ground state,

ExactMany-BodySolutionof the Periodic-Clustert-t'-J Modelfor CubicSystems:
Ground-StateProp3rtles
J. K. FREERICKSANDL, M,FALICOV

The t-t'-Jmodel (stronglyinteractinglimit of a particular Hubbard model) was
solved exactly on small clusters of eight sites with periodic boundary conditions for
the simple-, body-centered-, and face-centered-cubic lattices and for the two-dimen-
sional square lattice, The symmetry, k vector, and spin of the ground state were
studied as functions of crystalline environment, interaction strength, and electron
concentration, Phase diagrams are presented for stable solutions, and regions of
parameter space that exhibit ferromagnetism and heavy-fennionic behavior are
identified,

, SuperconductingVortex-LineConfigurationsin Materialswith Twin Boundaries
H. SVENSMARK AND L, M, FALICOV

We have studied numerically the classicalstatesof equilibrium, stableand metastable,
of magnetic-field vortex lines in a type-II superconductor in the presence of twin
boundaries which attract the vortex lines, Depending on the value of the magnetic field
and the density of the twin boundaries, a variety of situations are found,
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Among them are Abrikosov lattices, anisotropic structures in which the vortex
lines are mostly localized at the twin boundaries, and a consistently large regime of

disordered structures. Statistical analysis of the distributions, their energies, and

their pair-correlation functions are presented.
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Coleman, R. V., M. P. Everson, H-A Lu, A. Johnson, and L.M. Falicov, "Effects of High Magnetic Fields on Charge-Density Waves
in NbSe3," Phys. Rev. B, vol. 41, p. 460,199(3.

Freericks, J.K. and L. M. Falicov, "Two-State One-Dimensional Spinless Fermi Gas," Phys. Rev. B, vol. 41, p. 2163, 1990.

Chrzan, D. C., L.M. Falicov, J.M. MacLaren, X.-G. Zhang, and A. Gonis, "Magnetic Structure of {111}Stacking Faults in Nickel," J.
Appl. Phys., vol. 67, p. 4558, 1990.

Falicov, L.M., D. T. Pierce, S.D. Bader, R.Gronsky, K.B.Hathaway, H. J.Hopster, D. N. Lambeth,S.S. P. Parkin, G0Prinz, M. Salamon,
I. K. SchuUer, and R. H. Victoria, "Surface, Interface, and Thin-Film Magnetism," J. Mater. Res., vol. 5, p. 1299, 1990.

Pasternak, M. P., R. D. Taylor, A. Chen, C. Meade, L.M. Falicov, A. Giesekus, R.Jeanloz, and P.Y. Yu, "Pressure-Induced Metallization
and the Collapse of the Magnetic State in the Antiferromagnetic Insulator Nii2," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 65, p. 790, 1990.

Freericks, J.K. and L. M. Falicov, "Exact Many-Body Solution of the Periodic-Cluster t-t'-JModel for Cubic Systems: Ground-State
Properties," Phys. Rev. B, vol. 42, p. 4960, 1990.

Svensmark, H. and L.M. Falicov, "Superconducting Vortex-Line Configurations in Materials with Twin Boundaries," Phys. Rev. B,
vol. 42, p. 9957, 1990.

Chen, C., "Surface Magnetism in an.Exactly Soluble Many-Body Periodic-Cluster Model of bcc Iron," Phys. Rev. B, vol. 41, p. 1320,
1990; LBL-28961.

Other Publications

F_icov, L.M. and D. C. Chrzan, "Incommensurable Surface Spin Structure in MnO-Type Antiferromagnets," in Magnetic Properties
of Low-Dimensional Systems II, eds. L. M. Falicov, F. Meji'a-Lira,and L.J. Mor_-L6pez, p. 86, Springer-Verlag, 1990.

Falicov, L. M., "Impacto de la Fisica en la Comprension del Mundo Contemporaneo," in Proc. of the Chilean Academy of Sciences,
1990.

Heyman, J.,A. Giesekus, L.Falicov, and E.E. Haller, "Ground State Splitting of the Beryllium Double Acceptor in Silicon," Bull. Am.
Ptlys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 279, 1990.

Svensmark, H. and L.M. Falicov, "Superconducting Vortex LineConfigurations in Materials with Twin Boundaries," Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc., vol. 35, p. 260, 1990.

Freericks, J.K. and L. M. Falicov, "The Two-State One-Dimensional Spinless Fermi 3a_," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 692, 1990.

Chrzan, D. C. and L. M. Falicov, "Magnetic Structure of {111}Stacking Faults in Nickel,' Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 374, 1990.

Bernaola, O., V. Grunfeld and L. M. Falicov, "Enrique Gaviola" (obituary), Physics Today, vol. 43, No. 11, p. 105, 1990.

Falicov, L.M., book review, "Workshop on First-Order Displacive Phase Transformations," MRS Bulletin, vol. XV,No. 12,p. 57,1990.

LBL Reports

Svensmark, H., LBL-29771, "Dynamical Squeezing."

Maiti, A. and L.M. Falicov, LBL-29080, "Local Chemical Potential Approach to Small-Cluster Many-Body Systems,"Phys. Rev. B. (In
press.)

Freericks, J. K. aqd L. M. F, lk'ov, LBL-29922A, "Exact Many-Body Solutions of Ordinary and Magneti_ i"_x Frustrated Hubbard
Models on a Periodic Eight-Site Square-Lattice Cluster."
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Falicov, L.M., Pressure-Induced Mott Transition in Nii2, presented at: H.C. Orsted Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, June
1990; LIstitute for Theeretical Physics, University of Lund, Sweden, June 1990; Physics Department; Pdsv National
Laboratory, Denmark, June 1990; Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, September 1990;Department
of Physics Colloquium, University of California, San Diego, October 1990;Sandia National Laboratories, October 1990.

Falicov, L. M., Electron Spectroscopyof Highly Correlated Metals, ALS Workshop, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, August 1990.

Falicov, L. M., Ginzburg-Landau Theory of DeformableSuperconductors, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, October 1990.

Falicov, L. M., Solid State Theory, Society of Physics Students, University of California, Berkeley, October 1990.
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Surfaces, Chemisorption, and Theory of Solids
S,G. LOUIE,PRINCIPALINVESTIGATOR

The goal of this work is to further basic understanding of the electronic and
structural properties of materials. First-principles quantum mechanical calculations
are carried out to investigate real systems at a microscopic level. The research effort
encompasses the study of bulk materials, surfaces and interfaces, and defects in
crystals. New theoretical methods for ab initio treatment of many-electron effects in
calculating the ground-state and excited-state properties are developed. Current
projects include work on surface atomic and electronic structures, insulator-metal
transition and properties of materials under high pressure, structural and vibrational
properties of solids, electronic excitation spectra of semiconductor superlattices and
heterojunctions, impurity centers in quantum wells, optical properties of high T_
superconductors, and metal clusters.

Quantum Monte Carlo Study GfMaterials Properties
S. FAHY,X, W, WANG, ANDS. G, LOUlE

The recently developed quantum Monte Carlo pseudopotential approach was
applied to study the properties of crystals. Accurate results for binding energy and

structural properties of diamond, graphite, and silicon were obtained. The use of
correlated many-electron wavefunctions allowed a detailed investigation of electron
correlation effects in these materials. The calculated electron pair-correlation func-
tion reveals striking anisotropy and spatial-dependent structures that result from the
crystal structure and chemical bonding of the real material. The effects of correlation
on the occupation of single-particle states has also been calculated, as well as
quasihole energies within a single-mode approximation.

Quasiparticle Band Offset at the (001) Interface and Band Gaps in Ultrathin
Superlattices of GaAs-AIAs Heterojunctions

S,B. ZHANG,M.L. COHEN,S.C. LOUIE,D. TOMANEK,ANDM,S. HYBERTSEN

First-principles quasiparticle theory is used to calculated the band offset at the
(001) interface and band gaps in 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 superlattices of GaAs-AlAs
heterojunctions. We find a sizable many-body contribution to the valence-band offset

which is dominated by the many-body corrections to bulk GaAs and AlAs quasipar-
ticle energies. The resultant offset AE_= 0.53 + 0.05 eV is in good agreement with the

recent experimental values of 0.50-0.56 eV. Our calculated direct band gaps for
ultrathin superlattices are also in good agreement with experiment. The X_¢-derived
state at point F,,_s however, above the F_-derived states for both the 1 x 1 and 2 x 2

lattices, contrary to results obtained under the virtual-crystal approximation (a
limiting case for the Kronig-Penny model) and some previous local-density approxi-
mation (corrected) calculations. The differences are explained in terms of atomic-
scale localizations and many-body effects. Oscillator strengths and the effects of
disorder on the spectra are discussed.

Negative-Donor Centers in Semiconductors and Quantum Wells
T. PANGANDS,G. LOUIE

The negative-donor centers D in a magnetic field in semiconductors and quantum
wells are studied by an effective-mass model which is solved exactly by a diffusion
quantum Monte Carlo method. For Din bulk GaAs, excellent agreement is found
between theory and magneto-optical experiments. For D" in a 100-_ GaAs/
Ga0.7sA10asAsquantum well, a sevenfold increase in binding energy over that of the
bulk case is predicted at zero field and the calculated field-dependent ground-state
energy is in good agreement with the interpretation of recent high-field magneto-
optical data.
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Theory of the Quasiparticle Effective Masses in Semiconductors Based on
an Electron Self Energy Approach
X, J, ZHU, M. S. HYBERTSEN, AND S, G. LOUIE

A conceptually complete formalism for the quasiparticle effective masses in
semiconductors was proposed. Our approach is based on a generalized form of the
k.p theory, including the effects of the nonlocal, energy dependent electron self
energy operator Y,,which accountS for the electron-electron interaction. This intro-
duces two important effects on the expression of the effective mass: an explicit energy
renormalization and an extra contribution to the matrix elements that enters the usual
k. p-perturbation. Our preliminary numerical results for prototypical GaAs show
promising improvements over the results from the local density approximation for
the calculated electron effective mass compared to experimental data.

Metal-Insulator Transition in Solid Xenon at High Pressures
H. CHACHAM, X. J. ZHU, AND S. G, LOUIE

Under megabar pressures, solid hcp-Xenon underwent a metal-insulator tran-
sition without a concomitant structural phase transition. We have performc:d a first-
principles quasiparticle calculation to investigate the properties of this transition
resulting from the band gap closure. The theory places the transition pressure at 128
GPa. The many body correction to the LDA band gap is found to decrease significantly
as the pressure increases. This is tied with an increase of the dielectric screening.

Magnetic Structure and Equation of State of BCC Solid Hydrogen:
A Variational Quantum Monte Carlo Study
X.W. WANG, J. ZHU, S.G. LOUlE, AND S. FAHY

Solid hydrogen in the atomic bcc structure was studied using a variational
quantum Monte Carlo (VQMC) approach. Various magnetic phases were investi-
gated at densities between Wigner-Seitz radius of rs =1.6 and rs =3.0 a.u. Correlated
wavefunctions of the Jastrow-Slater form were used with their antisymmetric part
constructed from the Kohn-Sham self-consistent orbitals. A transition from paramag-
netic to anti-ferromagnetic phase at lower density is found at rs = 2.4. There is,
however, no evidence for metastable partial ferromagnetic structure.

New Method for Determining Excitation Spectra of Many-Body Systems:
Formalism and Application to Small Alkali-Metal Clusters
S. SAITO, S.B. ZHANG, S.G. LOUlE, AND M.L. COHEN

A new general formalism for determining the excitation spectrum of interacting
many-body systems was developed. The basic assumption is that the number of the
excitations is equal to the number of sites. Within this approximation, it is shown that
the density-density response functions with two different pure-imaginary energies
determine the excitation spectrum. The method is applied to the valence electrons of
sodium clusters of differing sizes in the time-dependent local-density approximation
(TDLDA). A jellium-sphere background model is used for the ion cores. The
excitation spectra obtained in this way represent well the excitation spectra given by
the full TDLDA calculation along the real energy axis. Important collective modes are
reproduced very well.
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Many-BodyCalculationof the SurfaceStateEnergiesfor S1(111)2xl
J,E, NORTHRUP,M,S, HYBERTSEN,AHDS,G, LOUIE

The surface state excitation energies for St(111)2xl were calculated via a first
principles self-energy approach, Results for the quasiparticle surface state energies
are in excellent agreement with photoemission and inverse photoemission experi-
ments. We find that excttonic effects are Important in obtaining a qualitatively correct
surface optical absorption spectrum,
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Theoretical Solid State Physics
MARVINL,COHEN,PRINOIPALINVESTIGATOR

The major areas of focus for our theoretical research this past year have been:
• high temperature superconductivity, discussed in section devoted to

CAM High-T_ Superconductivity Program
• the use of the total-energy pseudopotential method to predict and

explain properties of solids at low and high pressures
• studies of excited states and quasiparticles using formalism developed

by S. G. Louie
• solid hydrogen at high pressures
• metallic clusters

In much of this work, we are trying to collaborate with experimentalists. Some of
the research is purely theoretical, but the motivation for developing the formalism is
usually connected with attempts to understand existing data or to predict new
properties and new materials.

Prediction of New Materials and High Pressure Properties

A first-principles study exan_ned the structural and electronic properties of a
hypothetical superhard material [_-C3N4 and of _-Si3N4, A calculation of the high
pressure properties of lead was done, and comparison with high-pressure melting
properties was made. This study bears on problems in planetary science and
condensed matter physics. The high-pressure structures of InSb were examined
using the total energy pseudopotential method. An examination of the high density
phases of BN included structural transformation paths, electronic structure, and the
exploration of possible high pressure phases of BN. p

Quasipartlcles and Excited States of Solids

The formalism introduced by Professor Louie and his collabortors was applied and
extended. In particular, a study of the quasiparticle band offset at the (001) interface
of GaAs-AlAs heterojunctions determined the role of many-body effects. A new
formalism was developed for determining the excitation spectrum of many-body
systems. The method was applied to a study of sodium clusters.

Predicting Properties of Metallic Hydrogen

Our studies of the possible properties of hydrogen at high pressures continue. We
predict that molecular hydrogen, which is an insulating solid at low pressures, can
become a "molecular" metal or semimetal because of band overlap at pressures in the
range of 150-200 GPa. At higher pressures, the calculations indicate that hydrogen
will become an atomic metal. In both metallic forms, we expect hydrogen to be a
superconductor with a high transition temperature.

Properties of Metallic Clusters

The jellium model was used several years ago by our group to explain the
abundance spectra of alkali metal clusters as observed by Professor Knight's ex-
perimental group. Current experiments on optical properties have motivated more
elaborate theoretical studies of excited state properties. To do this, it was necessaryto
develop a new formalism. The results of the application of this new approach are
promising, and the applications to sodium and potassium clusters indicate that the
new theory constitutes a significant improvement over the local density approxima-
tion which was used previously.
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Studies of the MetalSolution Interface with X-rays
P,N,Ross,PRINOIP^I.INVESTIGATOR

During tile last two decadestherehavebeengreatadvancestn thedevelopment of
methods for the analysis of the structure of surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV),
which has led to a detailed understanding of tile chemistry of free surfaces, Further
advances of comparable magnitude will be necessary to develop an equivalent level
of understanding of structure atinterfaces, particularly the technologically important
cases of interfaces between condensed phases, In this work, we address the problem
of structure determination at tile metal/solution interface, Study of the metal/
solution interface is relevant to technologies like metal corrosion, electrochemical
energy corwersion (fuel cells), and storage devices (batteries), and the rapidly
growing new technology of electrolytic epilayers forphotovoltaics, magnetic record-
ing, and electro-optic devices,

The problem of structure determination at the interface between condensed phases
is a difficult one, Most of the techniques developed for the study of solid surfaces in
UHV cannot be applied to the interface between condensed phases, since they rely on
the diffraction, scattering, or emission of electrons, The electrons scattered or emitted
from the interface are too severely attenuated by the condensed phases for external
detection and analysis, New techniques must be developed that utilize more pen-
etrating, higher momentum photons like x-rays, gamma-rays, or neutrons, We are
pursuing the use of x-rays, and especially x-ray diffraction, for structure determina-
tion at the metal/solution interface,

In recent years there have been several approaches to the development of surface-
sensitive x-ray diffraction, including x-ray standing waves, direct-transmission dif-
fraction from thin substrates, and grazing-incidence Bragg diffraction at the critical
angle for total reflection (GID), The grazing-incidence geometry appears to be the
most generally applicable technique forour purposes, GID is a very new surface teel
that has been used only a few times, for some solid/solid interfaces (multilayers) and
submonolayer metal/metal surfaces in UHV, Prior to this study, the application of
GID to a solid/liquid interface was a totally new experiment,

The Role of Defects In the Specific Adsorption of Anions on Pt(111)
P,N,Ross

The specific adsorption of anions from hydrochloric and sulfuric acids was studied
on Pt(111) surfaces containing a variety of deliberately induced defects, One type of
defect was an ordered step array produced by cutting a Pt(111) crystal a few degrees
off the [111] zone axis, Another was a randomly stepped surface produced by ion
bombardment and annealing, In all cases, the structure of the defects was determined
by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) in a UHV system directly coupled to an
electrochemical cell, The vacuum work function of the surfaces was determined by
UV photoemission, The potential of the pseudocapacitive charging from anion
adsorption/desorption was found to correlate with the work function of the surface,
Ali the step defects of the type studied lowered the work l_unction of the surface in
proportion to the step density, indicative of a local dipole at the step, The processes
of hydrogen adsorption and anion desorption are coupled on Pt surfaces having
relatively low work functions (5,2-5,4 eV), while the hydrogen adsorption and anion
desorption processes become decoupled on the high work function (5,7-5,8 eV)
surface of Pt(111) having no steps detectable by LEED, An electrostatic model for
selective adsorption of an{oas at the step due to the intrisic dilx)le is proposed to
explain these observations,
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Synthesis and Chemtcal Structure
High-Temperature and Surface Chemistry
ElectrochemicalEnergy Storage

Ma teria!_s_Chemistry ..................................................................................................................................................
SYTHESISAND CHEMICALSTRUCTURE

Low.TemperaturePropertiesof Materials
NORMANE, PHILLIPS,PRINOIPALINVF.OTIraATOR

This program is directed to obtaining information that contributes to an under-
standing of the behavior of materials by the measurement of their low-temperature
properties, particularly specific heats, and Including measurements irt magnetic
fields and under pressure, There are numerous special cases in which specific-heat
data provide either a test of theoretical models or values of important parameters that
could not otherwise be obtained, Since much of the work ts in the region below 1 K

where the temperature scale is not well established, an accurate laboratory tempera-
ture scale that extends to 5 mK has been developed, The interest in high-T_
superconductors has led to an extension of the measurement capabilities to above
100 K, Recent measurements have been made on a number of heavy-fermion

compounds, including heavy-fermion superconductors, and on high-Tc supercon-
ductors, The High-Tc work ts discussed in the section devoted to the CAM High-T c
Superconductivity Program,

Pressure and Magnetic Field Dependence of the Specific Heat of
Heavy Fermion YbCu4,5
A, AMATO*'R,A, FISHF.R,N,E, PHILLIPB,D, JAOOARDt ANDE, WALKERt

The spect ftc heat of a polycrystalltne sample of YbCu4, 5has
been measured between 0,3 and 20 K at pressures to 8,2 kbar,

and, at zero pressure, in fields to 7"I', Unltke cerlum-hased

800 (_ ' .r-------, ' '.... heavy-fermion compounds, an increase of C/T is observed
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with increasing pressure, with the linear term enhanced by about 16%at 8,2 kbar,
Above 7K, (3C/3P) lis negative, The nuclear contribution observed at P=0is increased
by roughly a factor of two at 8,2 kbar, At zero field a minimum in C/T is observed
near 11 K, Below that temperature CIT increases and below 0,5 Kexhibits an upturn
a_ibed to a hyperfine contribution, The increase in C/Tbelow 11 K is reduced by a
factor 1,5 for H=7T, whereas the hyperfine term is enhanced due to the contribution
of the 6"_Cuand 65Cunuclei,
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Amato, A,, R,A, Fisher, N,E, Phillips, D, Jaccard and E,Walker, "Magnetic Field Dependence of the Specific Heat of Heavy Fermion
YbCu4.s", Phystca li, vol, 165-16G p, 389, (1990),

Amato, A,, R,A, Fisher, N,E, Phillips, D, Jaccard and E, Walker, "Pressure Dependence of the Specific l-loat of l loavy-Formion
YbCu44_,", Phystca li, vol, 165-166, p, 425, (1990),

LBL Reports

Flouquot, J,, P, Halin, P, LoJay,P, Morin, D, Jaccard, J,Schwoizor, C, Vottlor, R,A, Fisher and N,E, Phillips, LBL-30119, "Magnetic
Instability in Co Heavy Fermion Compounds", presented at Yamada Conference XXV on Magnetic Phase Transitions,
Osaka, Japan, April 1990, (In press)

Invited Talks

Flouquot, J,, P, Haon, P, Lojay, P, Morin, D, Jaccard, J,Schwiozor, C, Vottior, R,A, Fisher and N,E, Phillips,"Magnetic Instability irlCe
lleavy Fermion Comtxmnds" ,Yamada Conference XXVon Magnetic Phase Transitions, Osaka, Japan, April 1990,
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Electrochemical Processes
O,W, TOBIAB,PRINOIPALINVEBTIOATOR

This program is designed to advance the scientific foundations of electrochemical
engineering and to broaden the useful applications of electrochemical transforma-
tion, Electrochemical processes have tnherer_t advantages over thermochemical
methods with respect to material yteld and energy efficiency, However, in spite of
their long history of economically significant applications, cell processes haven't
achieved thetr potential with respect to performance and range of applications in
chemtcal synthesis, nor in energy corwerston and storage, A major reason for this
condition is the complex nature of transport phenomena tn tontc media, as they are
coupled to charg,: transfer processes at the electrode surface,

For the elucidation of reaction mechanisms associated wtth the co-deposition of
Iron-nickel alloys, a new method, including theoretical underpinnings, has been
developed for the in situ measurement of interfacial pH, qhe method u_s a rotating
disk electrode as the stte of deposition an,! a ring electrode on open circuit as the
measuring element, The pH at the interface ts a crtttcal parameter in the deposition
of iron-nickel magnetic alloys,

In a project jointly dtrected with R, H, Muller, reduction of mass transfer boundary
layers by means of suspended inert soltds tn movtng electrolytes ts Investigated using
a rotating cylindrical electrode as an experimental vehicle, This technique for increas-
ing limiting rates of metal deposition is of particular promise in electroforming, and
Irt electroorgantc synthesis,

Applted research on the "Surface Morphology of Metals tn Electrodeposition', and
on "Engineering Analysts of Gas evolution" ts supported by the Assistant Secretary
of Conservation and Renewable Energy, Office of Energy Storage and Distribution of
the U, S, Department of Energy under Contract No, DE ACO3-76SF00098, Results are
presented in thts Report in the "Electrochemical Storage" Section,

In Situ Measurement of Interfacial pH Using a Rotating Ring-Disk Electrode.
S. HESSAMIANDC,W, TOBIAS

A non-intrusive technique for the in situ measurement of interfacial pH and current
efficiency has been developed, A ring electrode, operated potenttometrtcally at open
ctrcutt ts used to measure the pH change at a rotattng dtsk electrode, The technique
takes advantage of the well-characterized hydrodynamics at the rotating disk elec-
trode and has the added advantage that the pH probe, the ring electrode, ts not
Interfering with the flow field and the current distribution on the dtsk, To determine

10o

_'_60 RRDE(raw data)
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Figure 1

, J , _m_ , , , , Current efficiency of nlckel deposition as 1)measured with the rotating rlng-
o o 5 1o 15 20 diskelectrode and 2) by weighing the deposit, bulk pH=2,9, 0,2M NICI2,900

rpm, The ring electrode, monitored at open clroult, responds to the concurrent '
i (mA/cre2) hydrogen evolution reaction, (XBL 9011.3669)
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the pH at the disk electrode by measuring the potential of tile ring, the radial transport
of hydronium ions across the insulating gap and on the ring is analyzed, taking into
account the effect of homogeneous dissociation reactions of water, metal-hydroxide
complexes, and buffering agents. Shifts in the ring potential caused by hydrogen
super-saturation and by ohmic drop in the electrolyte are also evaluated.

A p_.atinized piatinum electrode in a hydrogen-saturated electrolyte provides a
stable and reproducible sensor with a Nernstian response to changes in the bulk pH.
Performance of the ring is evaluated by generating hydrogen at the disk electrode
from a dilute acid solution, in the absence of other electrochemical reactions. The

technique is then applied to determine the interfacial pH and the current efficiency in
the electrodeposition of iron and nickel,with concurrent hydrogen evolution.
(Figure 1)

Mass Transport to Cylindrical Electrodes Rotating in
Suspension of Inert Microspheres
C.W, TOBIAS,D.W, GIBBONS,ANDR,H. MULLER

Mass transfer enhancement produced by the addition of inert microspheres was
investigated on a rotating cylinder electrode operating in the turbulent regime. The
effects of rotation speed, rotor radius, pa:._icle size, solids volume fraction, and

particle density on the rate of mass transfer were determined by limiting current
measurements for ferricyanide reduction. In comparison to transport rate observed
with clear electrolytes, up to two and a half fold higher limiting currents were
observed in concentrated suspensions containing 5-80 micron diameter spheres with
densities ranging from 0.7 to 2.1 g/cm 3. Transport enhancement is attributed to the

microconvective eddies produced by particle rotation in the shear field adjacent to the
spinning electrode, and to the increased shear rate caused by the formation of a
particle free-wall layer.

Experimental data could be correlated in the form: Sh = RRe_c I/3where Sh, Re, and

Sc are the Sherwood, Reynold s, and Scl_mid t numbers, respectively, and are empiri-
cal function of solids volume fraction, determined from mass transport rate measure-
ments (Figure 2).

Addition of appreciable volume fractions of inert particles to the electrolyte results
in significant improvements of production capacity when the latter is limited by
transport ; ares. The use of suspended particles to achieve a given increase in limiting
current density is shown to require far less power than simply increasing electrode
rotation speed to enhance mass transport.
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Staff
Investigator Graduate Students
Charles W. Tobias Sholeh Hessami

Danile Gibbons*

Awards
• Charles W. Tobias received the Vittorio de Nora-Diamond Shamrock Award of

the Electrochemical Society, for his seminal contributions to the field of electro-
chemical engineering.

• Sholeh Hessami received an IBM Manufacturing Research Fellowship for a
second year.

• Davor Sutija received a Herz Scholarship for a third year.

Publications and Reports

Refereed Journal Articles

Tobias, C. W. R.Andersen and Muller, R. S., "Porous Silicon for Vapor Sensing," Sensors and Actuators, vol. A21-A23, p.835-839,1990.

RefereedConference Proceedings

Tobias C. W.,and Hessami S., "A Mathematical Model for Anomalous Codeposition of Nickel-Iron on a Rotating Disk Electrode",
Proceedings of the Symposium onMagnetic Materials, Processesand Devices,vol. 90-8, p. 449-460, The Electrochemical Society,
1990.

LBL Reports (including journal articles submitted or in press

Tobias, C. W., Anderson, and Muller RIS., "Investigations of the Electric Properties of Porous Silicon," J.Electrochem. Soc. (In Press.)

Tobias, C. W. and Hessami, S., LBL30031, "Method for the In SituMeasurement of pH at a Rotating Ring-Disk Electrode," AICHE
J. (In press.)

Tobias, C. W., Gibbons, and Muller R. S., LBL29846, "Mass Transport to Cylindrical Electrodes Rotating in Suspensions of Inert
Microspheres," ]. Electrochem. Soc. (In press.).

"Joirltly supervised with R.H. Muller
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High-Temperature Thermodynamics
LEOBREWER,INVESTIGATOR

The understanding of high-temperature chemistry is not only important for
processes carried out at high temperature such as those of fusion and fission reactors
and fossil-fuel power generators, but it is also important for the preparation and
fabrication of ceramics, metals, semiconductors, superconductors, and many other
materials. The understanding of high-temperature behavior is complicated by the
occurrence of unusual species and phases that are often unstable at conventional
temperatures, lt is difficult to carry out measurements to obtain the data needed for
design of high-temperature systems. Thus, it is most important to develop broad
predictive models that provide reliable prediction of high-temperature behavior. The
experiments in progress are aimed at the testing or development of such predictive
models.

Previous research of this program has led to the development of a variety of
successful models of predictive capability for the behavior of gases, refractory
containment materials, and of many metallic systems. At the present time the main
thrust of the re,_earch is aimed at providing quantitative predictive models for the
strongly interacting transition-metal alloys exhibiting generalized Lewis acid-base
behavior. A variety of experimental methods are being used to characterize the
thermodynamics of these systems.

Generalized Lewis Acid-Base Reactions of Metals
L. BREWER,B. EBBINGHAUS,K. KRUSCHWlTZ,S. LEONARD,ANDR. REDDY

This general program was initiated during the Manhattan Project when it was
necessary to predict the high-temperature properties of plutonium and other sub-
stances, so that materials could be developed for their high-temperature processing
when they became available. A combination of chemical bonding theory with a
framework of thermodynamics was used to predict high-temperature behavior and
to point the way to new materials that could be developed to carry out the high-
temperature processing. '.

This program has been quite successful in the following areas: (1) characterization
of important molecular species in high-temperature vapors; (2) development of
improved refractory materials that can withstand rigorous high-temperature envi-
ronments; and (3) improvement of understanding of the chemical interactions
between atoms and molecules in solutions, particularly metallic alloys. Models based

on this background, together with spectroscopic information and thermodynamics,
have provided for the successful prediction of multicomponent phase diagrams of the
metals. This information has been valuable for the development of new materials to
meet the design criteria of new applications.

The present emphasis on strongly interacting combinations of metallic acids and
bases is aimed at improving the predictive ability for these systems, which have
unique properties of importance for many applications. However, work is continu-
ing toward the improvement of understanding of the behavior of ali types of ma terials
at high temperatures.

The present research could be described as the study of two types of acid-base
titrations. For one, the acid is an electron deficient element such as TJ, Zr, V, or Nb,

while the base i," a metal, such as Rh, It, Pd, or Pr, which has excess nonbonding
electrons. For tae other type, all of the transition metals are bases and nontransition

metals such as AI or Si are acids. One procedure for studying the titration is to use an
electrochemical cell with solid electrolytes such as thoria doped with yttria. By

repeating the electrochemical potential measurements for a series of compositions,
the partial molal Gibbs energies of the components can be characterized. This method

is limited to rather low temperatures, in the 8(X) to 1200°C range. The many oxide
phases of TJ, V, and Nb have been used by equ ilibrating a pair of adjoining oxides such
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as NbO2 and Nb12029, with fixed Nb and O thermodynamic activity, with Rh, for
example, and analyzing the Nb content in the equilibrated Rh phase.

Sufficient data are now available for combinations of Ti, V, Nb, and Zr with Ru, Rh,

Pd, Os, lr, and Pt to characterize the main features of the variation of base strength of

3d to 4d to 5d electronpairs. These data are being used for development of a crystal
field model. Data are being obtained for the enthalpies of formation of intermetallics
of Al and Ga and other nontransition metalswith the transition metals to extend the

acid-base bonding models with aluminum as a base interacting with transition metals
acting as acids by changing their electronic configurations to d" for most of the
transition metals but also to d ''lp for left-hand transition metals. The elimination of

electrons from the s orbitals of the transition metals allows Al, Ga, Si, and other

nontransition metals with s2pn'2ground electronic states to use all of their valence
electrons in bonding without having to pay promotion energy to promote one of the
s electrons. The interaction of aluminum with transition metals is particularly
important, as intermetallics with unique high-temperature properties can be pro-
duced. Experiments are under way to characterize the binary Ti-Al system between
TiA1 and TiAl 3. This work will be extended to ternary systems. A published paper
discusses the relation between the character of bonding in binary aluminum alloys
and the structure and stability of the resulting phases.

Staff

Investigator
Leo Brewer Graduate Students

Barr Ebbinghaus
Visiting Scientist Karen Krushwitz
Ramana Reddy Susan Leonard

Pubfications and Reports

Refereed Journal Articles

Brewer, L., '"['he Nature of Bonding in Transition Metal Aluminides," J. Phys. Chem., vol. 94, p. 1196, 1990.

Brewer, L., "Ionic Metallic Solutions," J. Phys. Chem., vol. 94, p. 7839, 1990.

Other Publications

Brewer, L., Bibliography on the High Temperature Chemistry and Physics of Materials, Vol. 34, Part 2: Gases: a: Spectroscopy of
Interest to High-Temperature Chemistry; B: Reactions Between Gases and Condensed Phases M. G. Hocking and V.
Vasantasree, Eds., IUPAC Commissio1_ on High Temperatures and Refractory Materials, London, 1990.

LBL Reports

Brewer, L., LBL-29847, "Unusual High-Temperature Behaviour of Neptunium and Plutonium Systems."

Brewer, L., LBL-29848, "High Temperature ChemisL y"

Invited Talks

Brewer, L., and K. Krushwitz, Amphoteric Palladium Metal, High-Temperature Gordon Research Conference, Meriden, NH, July
1990.

Brewer, L., Unusual High-Temperature Behavior of Neptunium and Plutonium Systems, American Chendcal Society, Washington. D.C.,
August 1990.
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Materials Chemistry Problems in Nuclear Technology
D,R, OLANDER, PRINOIPAL INVESTIGATOR

This experimental research program has two principal objectives. The first is
concerned with the chemical and physical behavior of materials of nuclear reactor

systems, both fission and fusion. The experiments are designed to explore the
fundamental processes that underlie the performance of these materials in their
service environments, which are characterized by combinations of high temperature,
intense radiation fields, and reactive gases or liquids. Leaching of actinides from
minerals for nuclear and high-temperature vaporization of nuclear ceramics are

investigated in this program. The effects of radiation on the microstructure of Zircaloy
and hydrogen solubility in nonmetals are also studied.

The second direction of the project is the study of gas solid chemical reactions such

as corrosion or etching by the method of modulated molecular beams coupled with
mass spectrometry. The objective of these studies is to understand the kinetics and
mechanisms of such reactions in clean, well-characterized systems. Systems studied
include hydrogen etching of uranium dioxide.

Laser-Pulse Vaporization of Refractory Materials
D,R, OLANDER

Recent experimental and theoretical developments concerning the interaction of
laser light with refractory solids were reviewed, with emphasis on long, low-power
density pulses. Compared to short, high-power density irradiation, long pulses
produce principally thermally-driven evaporation that can be related to the thermo-
chemical properties of the heated surface. Surface temperature measurement and

calculation methods were outlined and the use of mass spectrometry to analyze the
vapor was reviewed.

Hydrogen Dissolution in and Release from Nonmetals--Crystalline Silicon
J. ABREFAH AND D.R, OLANDER

The solubility of hydrogen in crystalline silicon from 1363-1473 K and from

1.7-9.2 atm has been measured using the method of high-temperature, high-
pressure infusion followed by high-temperature vacuum outgassing with
mass-spectrometric detection. The measured solubilities were in the range 1-
5x10 _6atoms/cm 3 and exhibited a temperature dependence consistent with a

heat of solution of 30-40 kcal/mole. The pressure dependence of the solubility
was consistently smaller than the square-root dependence characteristic of

simple interstitial solution. The release rate curves showed multiple peaks,
which are incompatible with the classical diffusion model of release. Instead

the peaks correspond to trapping of hydrogen at distinct binding sites in the

silicon lattice. The release kinetics were modeled as detrapping processes.

Reduction of UO2+xAtomic Hydrogen
J. ABREFAH, D.F. DOOLEY AND D.R. OLANDER

The modulated molecular beam technique with in situ mass spectrometric

phase sensitive detection was used to study the kinetics of atomic hydrogen
reduction of hyperstoichiometric uranium dioxide. The atomic hydrogen
portion of an incident mixed-collisionless H/H 2 beam chemisorbed onto
urania surface with a sticking probability of 0.7+ 0.1. A major fraction of the
chemisorbed H atom recombined to produce H 2gas, and only a small fraction
entered the parallel channel leading to water production. Both the recombi-

nation and the water production processes were linear with respect to the
incident H-atom beam intensity. The recombination step was rapid, but a
slow desorption-like step controlled the kinetics of water production. A
phc, nomenolog!cal model was fitted to the data.
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Concentration Profiles of Neutron-Induced Radloactlvltles In UO2 Fuel Specimens
F. E. OSAISAI, S, G, PRUSSIN AND D, R, OLANDER

A chemical etching technique has been developed to measure concentration profiles
of neu tron-induced activi ties in specimens of UO2 fuel. Tests on material with an average
grain diameter of about 20 t.lm in thickness were performed. Deviations from planarity
of the etched surface were generally hidden within the surface roughness. The quality of

concentration profiles afforded by the overall procedure was demonstrated by near-
quantitative agreement between experimental and calculated 239Np/gSZractivity ratios

which exhibit marked peaking near a specimen surface from intense resonance absorp-
tion in 2_U. The method has been used for measurement of fission product distributions
after high-temperature annealing of irradiated UO 2.

Electron Irradiation-Induced Amorphization of Precipitates in Zircaloy-2
A.T. MorrA, D.R. OLANDER, ANDA.J. MACHIELS*

The crystalline-amorphous transformation of Zr 2 (Ni, Fe) precipitates in Zircaloy
by electron irradiation has been studied in the high voltage electron microscope at
temperatures ranging from 92 to 283 K and dose rates between 10.3and 4 x 10"2dpa/s.
The dose-to-amorphization was found to increase exponentially with temperature
and to decrease with increasing dose rate. The occurrence of the transformation was
modeled by calculating the increase in free energy because of irradiation effects:
accumulation of point defects and lattice disordering. The time-dependent diffusion
equation with recombination was solved to find the interstitial and vacancy concen-
trations as functions of dose, dose rate, and temperature. Random recombination was
the assumed disordering mechanism. The transformation was assumed to occur
when the free energy increase of the crystalline phase became equal to the difference
in free energy between the amorphous state and the unirradiated crystal. The dose-
to-amorphization predicted by the model agreed well with experimental results for
reasonable values of the fitting parameters.

Leaching of Uranium and Thorium from Monazite
D,R. OLANDER AND YEHUDA EYALt

Interaction of three natural monazite specimens with a bicarbonate-carbonate
solution was investigated for times up to 6.8 years. Dissolution was observed to be

incongruent with respect to _U and 232Thas well as their radiogenic daughters 234U,
23°Th, and 2_Fh. Leaching was divided into a very rapid initial stage lasting a few

hours and a slower process active for the remaining time. The initial stage was
modeled .hsthe sum of a contribution from a mechanico-chemically damaged portion
of the specimen. Data on the leaching of U and Th from monazite are analyzed by a
solid-state, moving-boundary diffusion model with a surface reaction boundary
condition. Nonstoichiometric leaching of the actinide elements with respect to each
other and to the matrix is due to different transport properties of the former in the

near-surface layers of the mineral and to the interplay of the diffusion process with
mineral dissolution, which causes surface motion. Surface chemical kinetics (i.e., the

rate of actinide element detachment from the surface into the solution) is rapid
compared to diffusion in the solid, except for Th in an annealed monazite specimen.

23 19 2
Diffusion coefficients between 10 and 10" cm/s are deduced from comparison of
the model to the data. These mobilities represent movement of the actinide elements
along various high-diffusivity pathways rather than true lattice diffusion.

The solid-state diffusion model is also applied to leaching of radiogenic daughters
of the actinide decay chains. For an untreated natural monazite, the direct leachin_

component of _Th release is larger than for 232Th because of enhanced solid-state

* Electric Power Research Institute,Palo Afro,CA
TDept. of Chemistry. Technlon, Haifa, Israel
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mobility for 228Th provided by 22_Ra-recotl tracks. A significant portion of the 228Th

which appears in the leachate, however, is attribu ted to decay of insoluble 22_Ra which

is continuaUy released from the mineral by matrix dissolution and recoil ejection.

Y-Ba-Cu-O Superconducting Films by Pulsed Laser Vaporization
M. BALOOOH*,D.R, OLANDER,R,E, Russo t, ANDW,J, SlEKHAUS*

The quality of superconducting thin films evaporated from YBa2Cu30 7 targets has

been improved using a long-pulse (ms) Nal-glass laser with 50 J/pulse energy. The

film produced on SrTiO 3, held at 690°C, and post-annealed at 880°C for about three

hours began the transition to superconductivity at 85 K and had zero resistance at 79

K. The observed variation in film thickness corresponded to diffuse emission from

the target, and no significant variation in composition as a function of angle of
emission up to 40 ° with respect to surface normal was seen. (See section on High-T c

Superconductivity Research.)

Staff

Investigators and Scientific Staff Graduate Students ,
Donald Olander Wei-E Wang
Mehdi Balooch Y.S. Kim
John Abrefah U. E1Said
Mehran Moalern H. Abreu

Publications and Reports
(See also CAM High-T c Superconductivity Program.)

RefereedJournal Articles

Abrefah, J.,M. Balooch, and D.R. Olander, "Hydrogen Dissolution in and Release from Nonmetals. II. Crystalline Silicon," J. Appl.
Phys., vol. 67, p. 1, 1990.

Eyal, Y. and D.R. Olander "Leaching of Uranium and Thorium from Monazite: I. Initial Leaching," Ceochim. et Cosmochim. Acta, vol.
54, p. 1867, 1990.

Motta, A.T. and D.R. Olander, "Theory of Electron-Induced Amorphization/' Acta Metall. Mater., vol. 38, p. 2175, 1990.

Olander, D.R.,"Laser-Pulse-Vaporization of Refractory Materials," High Temp. Sci.,vol. 27,p. 411,1990; also published in Pure &Appl.
Chem., vol. 62, p. 123, 1990.

Olander, D.R., J.Abrefah, and D.F. Dooley, "Reduction of UO=.. by Atomic Hydrogen," J. Phys. Chem., vol, 94, p, 1937, 1990.

Olander, D.R. and Y. Eyal, "Impact of Alpha-Decay on Incongruent Actinide Isotope Leaching From Monazite," J. Nucl. Mater., vol.
170,p. 117, 1990.

Olander, D.R.and Y.Eyal, "Leaching of Uranium and Thorium from Monazite: II.Elemental Leaching" Geochim.et Cosmochimi.Acta,
vol. 54, p. 1879, 1990.

Olander, D.R. and Y. Eyal, "Leaching of Uranium and Thorium from Monazite: III. Leaching of Radiogenic Daughters," Ceochim.
et Cosmochim. Acta, vol. 54, p. 1889, 1990.

Osaisal, F., S.G. Prussin, and D.R. Olander, "Concentration Profiles of Neutron-lnduced Radioactivities in UO2Fuel Specimens," J.
Nucl. Mater., vol. 173, p. 149, 1990.

LBL Reports

Balooch, M., D.R. Olander, W.J.Siekhaus, and D.E. Miller, LBL-29529, "Reaction of Chlorine and Molybdenum by Modulated
Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry."

, *Chemistry and Materials Science Dept, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
•r Applied Science Dtvlsion LBL
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Moalom, M, and D,R, Olandor, LBL-29130, "The I llgh-Temperature Solubility of I iydrogon tn Pure and O×ygen-Contalnlng
Zircaloy,"

Moalom, M, and D,R, Olandor, LBL.30094, "Oxidation of Zircaloy BySteam,"

Park, K, and D,R, Olander, LBL-29801, "Defect Models for the Oxygen Potentials of Gadolinium- and Europium-Doped Urania,"

Park, K,and D,R, Olander, LBL-29859, "Hydrogen Dissolution in and Release from Nonmetals 11I-Tetragonal Zircol_ium Dioxide,"

Park, K, and D,R, Olmlder, LBL-30093, "Oxygen Diffusion in Single-Crystal Tetragonal Zlrconia,"

Thesis

Abreu, H,, Iodine Absorption on Oxidized Stainless Steel, 1990, (M,S, Thesis, Department, of Nuclear Engineering" D,R, Olander,
Advisor),

Invited Talks

Olander, D,R,, Corrosion of Zirconium by Steam, Meettng of the Nattonal Assoc, of Corrosion Engineers, Las Vegas, NV, April 1990,

Olander, D,R,, NuclearMatertals Researchand Deoelopnlent in Japan,Report at the Japan Technology Evaluation Center Nuclear Power
Panel Workshop, Washington, D,C, February 1990,

Olander, D,R,,Nuclear Materials, Special Summer l'rogran't for DOE Interns, Mass, Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, August
1990,

Olander, D,R,, Nuclear Power in the U,S, and Japan -- A Comparison, Nudear Englrleerlng Department Colloqulm, University of
California, Berkeley, CA, March 1990,

Olander, D,R,, Prospects [orNuclear Power -- lapan and the U,S,, Rossmoor Engineer's Club, Walnut Creek, CA, April 1990,

Contributed Talks

Olander, D,R,, Cluster Formation during Laser Vaporization of Ceramics,27th Bay Area High Temperature Scler|ce and Technology
Symposium, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, November 1990,

Olander, D,R,, Etching of Silicon Carbideby Chlorine, Electrochemical Soctety Meeting, _attle, WA, October 1990,

Olander, D,R,, High-Temperature Oxidation ofZircaloy, Electrochemical Soctety Meeting, Seattle, WA, October 1990,

Olander, D,R,, Oxygen Diffusion in Single-Crystal Zirconia, Electrochemical Society Meeting, Seattle, WA, October 1990,
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Electrochemical Phase Boundaries
R,H, MULLER,PRINOIPALINVESTIGATOH

Nucleation and growth processes in the electrosoltdlftcatton of metals and poly-
mers from aqueous media are investigated to advance tile understanding of the
development of depostt properties from the first atomtc layers to macroscopic
thicknesses, Parameters of electrochemical ktnettcs and mass transfer are studied tn

the early stages of deposition to gain insight Into the actton of leveling and brighten-
Ing agents that control depostt properties, The results of measurements are used to
develop theoretical models for prediction of microstructure and surface morphology,

New experimental techniques are developed and used for determining microto-
pography and composition of deposit surfaces, particularly durtng their formation
while Immersed tn the electrolyte,

Studtes of electrochemical surface layers on battery materials are reported in the
section "Electrocl'_ernical Energy Storage" of thts report, Research on electrochemical
mass transfer, conducted in collaboration with C,W, Tobtas, is reported tn hts section
"Electrochemical Processes,"

The Roleof InhibitorsDuringElectrodepositionof Thin MetallicFilms
M,J, ARMSTRONGANDR, H, MULLER

The role of brightening agents during the deposition of thin metal films was
analyzed, The brightness of a surface, characterized by a low intensity of scattered
ltght ts related to Its topography, Additives are used in plating baths to reduce the
roughness, The model bright_mtng system studted was copper deposition tn the
presence of benzotrtazole (BTA), Emphasts was placed on the early stages of
deposition, Brlghtentng was found to occur when the concentration of BTA is greater
than 100 I.tM and the current density ts greater than 50 mA/cm 2, Benzotriazole was
not incorporated into the copper deposits, as determined by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy, Benzotrtazole altered the
morphology of the deposited Cu, Deposits from BTA free electrolyte consisted of flat
planes terminated by ledges with growth occurring at the ledges (Ftgure 1), Deposits

Figure1
STMImagesof a Cu depositformedbya 30s pulseto -500mVfollowedby astepto -25mVvs CuIn BTA-free10mM
Cu(CI04)_,0,5 M NaOlO4,O,1M HCIO4electrolyte;displayedwithaderivative-codedgreyscale, a) Inittaldepositandb)
following30secondsat -25mVvs Cu, Propagationof crystalfacets(2nmheight)fromlowerleftcornerof a) to centerof b).
(XBB880-11214-A)
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,_, STMImageofa 20mO/oreaOudepositon a Ptsub.flare di.playedwith
a derivative-codedgreyscale, Depositfornmdbya 100mA/ornpulsetn
0,5 MOuSO,.0,5 M bt_SO4,with 100p,MBTA, FFTof thedepoBlt
contourIndicate.periodicityof nualelof 32nm (9,8x10I°nualel/cm_),
(XBB901-554)

from BTA contairdng electrolyte consisted of hemispheres with growth occurring
uniformly on the surface (Figure 2): The brightening wf copper deposited in the
presence wf BTA for a given current density is a result of an increased nucleation rate,

In Situ Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of Copper Deposition with Benzotrlazole
M, J, ARMS'tRoNa AND R, H, MULLER

The sub-micron topography of Cu deposits has been studied with scanning
tunneling microscopy to investigate the effect of benzotriazole in the initial stages of
deposition, The presence of benzotriazole results in a marked increase in overpoten-
tial for the deposition (Figure 3), The number density of nuclei, determined from
Fourier transforms of the surface profiles of 7 nra-thick films, is found to increase with
increasing overpotential wf the deposition but is independent of the presence of the
inhibitor (Figure 4),
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Tafelplotof the potential-currentrelationshipforCu Effectof overpotentlalandBTAconcentrationonthe
depositionfrom0.5 M H2S04,0,5M CuSO,owithO,100, numberdensitiesof nucleiof 20mC/cm2Cudeposits
and200pM BTA, Rotatingdisk.700rpm. Potential on Pt. Numberdensitiesof nucleiderivedfromFFT
correctedfor a 2,3..qohmicdropthroughthecell, of the deposits,Cudepositsformedfrom0,5 M
(XBL902-610) CuSO4,0.5 M FI2SO4,with([ I) O,(o)50, (+) 100,and

(x)200pM BTA, (XBL906-2301)
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Effectof SuspendedParticleson MassTransferto a RotatingCylinderElectrode
D,W, Glnl]ON8, R,H,MULLEr1ANOO,W,TO_IA_

Mass transfer enhancementproduced by the addition of inert microspheres was
investigated on a rotating cylinder electrode operating tn the turbulent regime, The
effects of rotation speed, rotor radius, particle size, solids volume fraction, and
particle density on the rate of mass transfer were determined by limiting current
measurements for ferricyanide ion reciuction, In comparison to transport rates
observed with clear electrolytes, up to two and a ltalf fold higher limiting currents
were obtained in concentrated suspensions containing 5-80 t.tm diameter micro-
spheres with densities ranging from 0,7 to 2,1 g/cre 3, Transport enhancement is
attributed to the microconvective eddies produced by particle rotation in the shear
field adjacent to the spinning electrode, and to the increased shear rate caused by the
formation of a particle-free wall layer, The use of suspended particles to achieve a
given increase in limiting current density is shown to require far less power than
increasing electrode rotation speed to obtain the same transport enhancement,

CompositionModulatedAlloys PlatedIn FluctuatingFlow
D,T, SCHWARTZ

Soft magnetic alloy films for data storage devices are typically electrodeposited in
a fluctuating flow field, Experimental and theoretical results show that time-periodic
modulation of the flow field and potential at a rotating disk electrode induces periodic
deposition rates for a mass-transfer-limited species and an activation-limited species,
respectively, The time-periodic deposition of either alloy species can result in a
deposit with nanometer-scale periodic composition variations; a composition modu-
lated alloy (CMA) is formed, Nanoscale CMAs often exhibit material properties that
are dramatically different from the properties of the homogeneous alloy, Dimension-
less groups are formulated to characterize the operating regimes where CMAs
deposit from a single electrolyte, and where fluctuating flow infuences the compo-
sitter, distribution of the alloy, lt is shown that the phase angle difference between the
flow and potential modulation waveforms is an important parameter in determining
the interfacial character of the resulting CMA,
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NuclearMagneticResonance
A, PINEB,PRINolPALINVESTIOA'rot_

The goals of this program are the development of novel theory and experiments in
magneticre_nance and thedemonstratiortof theirapplication ton'taterlalsresearch,
Recenttecl_nlquesdeveloped in our laboratory include multiple-quantum spectros-
copy,zero-field nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), iterative maps, double rotation
(DER), dynamic-angle spirmtng (DAS), optical pumping, and SQUlD magnetic
resonance, Materials appliciations include clusters, semiconductors, oxides, liquid
crystals, zeolites, and intercalated graphite,

Atomic Distribution Statistics In Zeolites
B,F, OHMELK^,M,D,R^FTE!FW,R,D,LEVlNE*ANDA, MoOortMIOKt

129XeNMR spectroscopy has been used to probe directly the distribution of xenon
atoms confined in atomic-size NaA zeolite cavities, For mean xenon occupancies less
than about three Xe atoms per o_-cage,the guest populations are well described by
binomial statistics, At higher guest lo^dings the finite volumes of the xenon atoms
becorne significant, as reflected by a fitof the experimental populations to a hypergeo-
metric distribution, The data and hypergeometric analysis indicate a maximum
occupancy of seven Xe atoms/cage, At the highest xenon lo^dings the experimental
distribution is narrower than hypergeometric,

Figure1

j gohemallodiagramofxenonatomsdistributedwithinlhc of Na-Azeolite,
o_-oage_

(XBL9011-8828)

<

NMR Studies of Molecular Clustering In Zeolites
M, D, RAFTERY,B, F,OHMELK^,J, G, PEARSON,(3,J, RADKE_,S, F, PEDERSEN_,ANDA, PINE9

Macroscopicand local distributions of aromatic moleculesadsorbed within NaY
zeolite samples have been investigated using 129Xeand multiple-quantum NMR,
Room temperature xenon-129 NMR is a sensitive probe of macroscopic adsorbate
distributions, allowing the observation of adsorption fronts and other intercrystalite
_dsorbate hetrogeneities, Multiple-quantum NMR has been used to measure the
intracrystalite adsorb^tc distributions by "counting" the number of spins (hydrogen
nuclei) present in each adsorb^tc cluster, We are also investigating the use of dipole-
dipole coupled spin network growth rates in the determination of homonuclear
dipole coupling strengths, and therefore distances, between molecular clusters, Low
temperature (123 K)xenon-129 NMR is also being used to determine local adsorbate
distributions within NaY zeolite,

Figure2 (saepage7g,top)
a) Graphoftheapparentclustersize,N,asa functionofpreparationtimefora NaYzeolitesamplecontaininga bulkaverageofone
benzenemoleculepertwosupercages,Datawasacquiredatroomtemperature,N_6 aspreparationtime-)oo,Indleatlnga random
distributionofbenzenemoleculesbetweenthezeolitesupercagos,b)Isa 12_Xespectrumofa similarsampleat 150K,with_2_Xeadded,
ThetwopeaksInthe'=_XespectrumIndtcatetwoci!stlnotenvironments,suporcageswithandwithoutbenzeneguests,(XBLglS-lg05)

* HebrewUniversityofJerusalem,Israel
t Departmentof ChemicalEngineering,Universityof Minnesota,Minneapolis,MN

Departmentof ChemicalEngineering,Universityof Californiaat Berkeley
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Conformations and Motion of Tetrahydrofuran (THF)In Graphite
O, SGI-IMIDT{ l, M, E, RosEN, D, F00APLAN, M0 F, QUINTON #

The orientation and motion of "['HF in the ternary graphite intercalation com-
pounds Cs(THF) 1._C24and K(THF)2._C24 has been determined by proton NMR, Simu-
lations of the NMR spectra tndtcate that the THF molecules tn Cs(THF)1.3C24 are

ortento.l wtth their mean planes parallel to the layers of the host la tttce, In K(THF)zsC24
the THF molecules appear to be ortented with thetr mean planes between 50 and 75'

relative to the graphene layers, The spectra show evidence of rotation of the THF
molecules about the layer normal and also a degree of orlentational dtsorder whtch
corresponds to a mosaic spread of the samples, as determined by X-ray diffraction,
The conformation of THF in Cs(THF)I.3C24 was studted by modelling its tntramolecu-
lar motion and simulating the experimental NMR data, Good agreement was found

for THF tnterconverttng between two conformations wtth C, symmetry and a
puckering amplitude of 0,30 A or for just one conformation wtth C, symmetry and a
puckering amplitude of 0,32 ,_, Free or sltghtly hindered pseudorotatton as observed
tn free THF does not seem to occur, For K(THF)2._C24 reasonable agreement ts found

for either one or two conformations with C, symmetry,

Figure3
$ohematloploturesof Os(THF)_..,O_4andK(THF)_._O24thatareconsistentwiththeresultsof thesimulationsof the
protonNMRspeotra,Thevalue8of Iodotermlnedbyx-raydlffraotlonare7.1A for Os(THF)_,30_4and8,9 A for
K(THF)_._Oa,I,(XBL918-1906)

NMR Imaging of Flow and Turbulence
G, 0, CHINQAS, L, FRYDMAN, AND J, $, HARWOOD"

A variety of novel multidimensional NMR sequences have been developed which

provtde a history of the displacements affecting flutd samples, Thts macroscopic
characterization of motions was applied to Investigate the behavior of fluids under-
going diffusion, Poiseuille flow and Taylor flow; tl_e observed results have shown

very good agreement compared wtth the known statistics of the motions, Thts way
of describing complex fluid behavior Is based on Fourter principles which show that

0 Institut fur Makromolekulare Ohemle, Unlversltat Frelburg, Germany,
Laboratolre de Physique Quantlque, Paris

** NMR Facility Manager, School of Chemical Sciences, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
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gradient strengths can be used to extract the statistical distributior| of displace-
ments in a way inttntately related to NMR signal formation, Figure 4 presents

' an application of this tecl'mique to vortex motion irt a Taylor column, The plot
shows a series of displacement distributions for an initial fluid slice selected
midway between a cell wall and center, Right and left branches indicate the
presence of motion in both upward and downward directions in the colurnn,

, :::............ ::_.....- .........: while the re-appearance of the central peak shows return of some fluid to the

,=,/_=::_:_.:./:_iii_i_-_i/:: ir, itial slice plane after reversing direction after encountering the coil wall, Thisindication of cyclic return of portions of the fluid to their initial positions is
/ ........:_::-....... :::_½:::::- unique to this technique, and distinguishes it from laser methods where only

,.............--.__-_=..,_........... velocities are available,'_, ...............-":I t::--\ ................
. 2 .. :L::._::../ \. _:':::::.-:::: -,

., -:,_ :;.=;.-:;.;,;-;.=---;._--;._--,.= Figure4
NMRcharacterizationof Taylorflow,ThehorizontalscaleIsgivenInmm,whereas
theseconddimensionIs givenInmilliseconds,(XBL918-1907)

isotroplcTimeReversalIn Zero-FieldNMR
A, LLOR*, Z, OLEJNI(3ZAKt, AND J, SACHLEBEN

Coherent magnetic field pulses applied in zero-field NMR have been used
to selectively average the zero-field Hamiltordan while preserving the intrin-
sic orientational invariance of the spectrum, General theoretical results have
defined the limits of isotropic zero-field scaling for first and second rank
interactions, From these general theoretical results, it was found that negative

_=I . scalings are possible allowing isotropic time-reversal of the zero-field Hamil-

...................._ tonian, Experimental realizations of two such time-reversal sequences have

! III been observed by the formation of a magnetization echo, These sequences
', generated the following combined zero-field scalings for first and second rank

: _ / _ Interactions: (-1/3, 1/5)the optimum first rank time reversal, and (1/5,-1/5)
I I - '_-4-v--/ :- ,- a second rank time reversal.

!-I i°__ I

', Figure5
', Theallowedcombinationsof Isotroploscalingfactorsforfirstandsecondranktensors,),,1
i and_2, arelimitedby thethicksolidline In the),,112plane, Somecombinationsofspecial
, importanceInapplicationsare: (I)(-1/3, 1/5);(11)((1-51/2)/6,0)to (1+51/2)/6,0);(iii) (0,-1/5)to
..... (0,2/5);(Iv)(1/6,-1/4),(XBL918-1908)

IcosahedralSequencesInthe Laboratoryand RotatingFrame
Z, OLEJNICZAK:I:, Z, Y, PEN(3§, B, SUN, ANDA, SAMOSON#

The tcosahedral symmetry provtdes a sufficient approximation to a full
spherical symmetry when tt is imposed on the internal nuclear spin Hamilto-
nian, whtch contains the Irreducible spherical tensors of maximum rank equal
to four. Therefore a stroboscopically observed internal Hamiltonian can be
made to look tsotroptc in the Average Hamiltonian 3_eory approximation. Al_
tcosahedral sequence of dc magnetic field pulses applted in zero-field NMR",s
the most efficient way to produce fully tsotropic and selective scaling, decou-
pling or time reversal of the Internal Hamiltonian. Similarly, a sequence of rf
pulses that have the tcosahedral symmetry in the rotating frame can be applted
to the spin part of the truncated Hamiltonian in high magnetic field. When lt
is combtned with a synchronous reorientation of the sample along the tcosa-
hedral vertices, an tsotropic zero-field Hamiltonian will be recovered which
contatns structural information about Interacting spins.

Figure6
A setofdiscreteconfigurationsoftheinternalnuclearspin
Hamiltonianwhichconsistsoftwelveverticesof Icosahedron
Is theminimumnumbernecessaryto removethe anlsotroplc
effectsInthe NMRspectrum,(XBL918-1909)



Dy_':::amic-AngleSpinning
K. T. MUELLER, G. C CHINGAS, E. W. WOOTEN, B. SUN, J. ZWANZIGER", J. BALTISBERGER

The Dynamic-Angle Spinning (DAS) Pulse sequence has been improved.
The original DAS pulse se,. tlence did not allow pure absorption lineshapes to

be obtained. Through cons,, it.ration of the coherence transfer (CT) pathways a
involved in the experiment, two pure phase pulse sequences have been b
developed which yield significantly narrower lines. In addition_ one of these 9.4T 1 ..
new sequences allows the high resolution DAS dimension to be correlated
with an MAS dimension. Since DAS can now be correlated with MAS, the

second dimension lineshape is independent of chemical shift anisotropy . ,t_ ,,.
(CSA), and the powder patterms in the F2 dimension can be easily simulated

to give quadrupolar parameters for each site. By performing DAS experi- " i .."
ments at two different fields, separation of the total shift into the isotropic " [ ...
chemical and second-order quadrupolar shift contributions is possible. 170- _ '.
labelled alanine, leucine, and tyrosine in high yield and high 170 incorpora- l l.8T i/_
tion have been obtained, and initial 170 DAS spectra of these have also been

obtained. The attempt is now being made to obtain better spectra with
increased resolution by working at higher field. This will allow chemical and hf
quadrupolar shifts as described above to be obtained. ,,Vv
Figure7 i I i J i , I J J ,', 1
170DASspectraof diopsideat twodifferentfieldstrengthsshowingfielddependentshiftsof l O0 .50 0
the resonancescorrespondingto thethreecrystallographicoxygensites. Fromtheshiftsat Frequency (ppm from HztTO)
thetwofieldsthecontributionsof theisotropicchemicalshiftandthe second-orderisotropic
quadrupolarshiftto the totalshift canbedetermined.(XBL918-1910)

Oxygen-17 NMR in Silicates
K.T. MUELLER, Y. Wu, B. F, CHMELKA, ANDJ. STEBBINSft

Until recently it has been difficult to resolve NMR resonances from distinct oxygen
environments in polycrystalline and amorphous solids. Individual spectral lines
from oxygen-17 can now be distinguished in a variety of compounds containing from
one to nine distinct sites. Several oxygen-17 enriched solids have been studied using
Dynamic-Angle Spinning (DAS) and Double Rotation (DOR) nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. These methods average away second-order quadrupolar
interactions by reorienting a sample about a time-dependent axis. A narrow spectral
line is observed for each distinct oxygen site at the sum of the isotropic chemical shift
and the field-dependent isotropic second-order quadrupolar shift, and resolution is
increased by up to two orders of magnitude compared to conventional magic-angle
spinning (MAS). New sets of experiments are also being performed using DAS at two
field strengths to retrieve the isotropic chemical shifts (which are independent of the
field strength) and the quadrupolar parameters for each oxygen site. These param-
eters teach us about the environments of the oxygen sites in important materials.

[DiopsideI Figure 8

• Resolutionof thethreecrystallographicallyinequivalentoxygen-17sitesin a

__ polycrystallinesampleof the silicatediopside(CaMgSi206)usingDASand DOR

• NMRspectroscopy.(XBL918-1911)O Q
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Aluminum-27 NMR in Aluminophosphates
Y. Wu, g. F. CHMELKA, ANDa. JELINEK

Unprecedented high resolution AI-27 NMR spectra of the aluminophos-
(a) I 1.7 T pharos AIPOc5,8,21,25 and VPI-5 are obtained using Double-Rotation (DER).

Physical adsorption of water molecules onto the framework causes structural

changes which are demonstrated by the shape and position of the resonances. ,
Less short-range order, leading to broader spectral lines, is observed for AlPes- '
5 and AIPO4-8 upon dehydration. The two tetrahedral aluminum sites of the
AlPes-25 framework are not resolved in a 11.7 Tesla field. The isotropic

- .......... resonances, however, are distinguished in 4.2 Tesla because the difference
.... _ " 0 " ._ - between the isotropic quadrupolar shifts of the two sites is bigger at a lower

magnetic field. The quadrupolar parameters extracted for the two sites at the
dehydrated and hydrated AlPes-25 samples, indicate a less distorted frame-
work aluminum environment in the presence of water molecules. Iri VPI-5, the

(b) 4.2 T novel-18-membered-ring molecular sieve, several tetrahedral aluminum envi-

_.j. _r_.k.... ronments are detected during the hydration process.

- r_O"" " 0 -50 '' 'F_/r;OR spectraof dehydratedAIPO,-25:(a)Acquiredat11 .,T: (b)Acquiredat ,.3T. Outerrotor
chemicalshift (ppm) spinningspeedforbothspectrawas750Hz. (XBL9010-3383)

NMR Study of Multi-Site Structures in Quasicrystals
Y. Wu. T. H. CHANG, Z. M. STANIK"

The sharp X-ray diffraction patterns with fivefold rotational symmetry which are
observed in icosahedral crystals, are incompatible with the concept of periodicity in
crystals but can be reproduced, however, by quasicrystal model as well as by glass
model. The former contains both long-range transitional - although nonperiodic -and
orientational orders whereas the latter contains only long-range orientational orders.
Instead of multi-site structures as required by quasicrystal model, only broad distri-
butions of local environments have so far been observed by local probes such as
Mossbauer spectroscopy and NMR which indicate the glassy features of icosahedral
crystals. These distributions, however, may _,ot be intrinsic to the icosahedral crystals
like in the glass model but rather are the consequences of defects in quasicrystals.
Using high magnetic field (11.7 Tesla) and magic angle spinning technique, multi-site
structures in various icosahedral crystals were observed. NMR resolutions compa-
rable to those obtained in crystals have been achieved in annealed A16sCu20Fe,s
icosahedral crystals (Figure 10a). The Knight shifts, the spin-spin relaxation times
and the spin-lattice relaxation times provide detailed information on the electronic

states around the Fermi level and the changes of these parameters with sample
annealing reveal the nature of the distributions of the local environments. The results

stron,_ly ir,dicate the presence of translational orders in icosahedral crystals.

I _ _ i Figure10
160 80 0 -80 - 160 AI-27MASspectrumofannealedAI65Cus0Fo_5icosahedralcrystal.The

Frequency(kHz) arrowsIndicatethedistinctresonancepeaks. (XBL918-1912)

* Department of Physics, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Nitrogen-14 Effects in 13Cand 14N NMR Spectroscopy
Y. LEE,P. GRANDINETTI,ANDM. EASTMAN

DAS and DOR sample reorientation methods known to increase resolution ill
spectra of quadrupolar nuclei with spin n/2 in polycrystalline solids, are being
developed for application to structural studies on peptides and proteins. The
quadrupolar nuc',eus of interest in these materials is 14N. Dipolar coupling between
13Cand directly bonded 14N results in splitting and broadening of the lines in the 13C
spectrum. By removing this broadening, DAS should allow accurate measurement

of the splitting of the 13Cresonances due to 14N, which can then be correlated to local13 1 .
molecular structure. Currently, w C-DAS techmque is also being applied to amino
acids and peptides. Also being pursued is the possibility of observing 14Ndirectly in
these compounds by combining the DOR technique, for removal of second order

quadrupolar line broadening, and observation of overtone transitions, which, unlike
fundamental transitions, are not affected by first order broadening.

m

/coo
13c Figure 1114N _ The C-Nbondshownhero inalanine,Ispresentin aliamino+H3 / acidresidues.Quadrupolarparametersfor14N,whichare

_C Indicatorsof localmolecularstructure,canbedeterminedusingH H3 the I_C-DASand14Novertone-DORmethods.

Boron SQUID Resonance in Crystalline and Glassy Borates
J, CHANG,C. CONNORANDB. BLACK

A magnetic resonance SQUID (Supercondrtcting QUantum lnt_.rference Device)
spectrometer has been used to detect Boron-10 and Boron-11 NQR (Nuclear Quadru-
pole Resonance) in crystalline B203Q x H20 (where x = 0, 1, and 3) and vitreous ]3203.
The observation of _°Band 11Bresonances in the crystalline borates has allowed the
calculation of the quadrupolar parameters and given structural information on the
boron sites. The I_Bsignal in vitreous B203 had a linewidth of about 70 kHz, showing
that he SQUID spectrometer has the ability to detect quadrupole resonances even
when there is a distribution of nuclear sites as is expected in an amorphous system.
This opens up the possibility of perfon_ing some hole-burning experiments to
determine the spatial distribution, of these varying sites.

' I ' "1 ' I "

Boron-11in3 crystallineandglassyB203. (XBL918-1913)

, I , 1 • I A
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* M.P.I. fur Mefallforschung, Institut fur Physlk, Stuttgart, Germany
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Figure 13a (left)

Plot of the correlation between tunneling frequency and enthalpy of fusion for the straight-chained carboxylic acids with an odd number of
carbon atoms. The two distinct crystallographic phases,A' and 0', showdifferent correlations, (XBL 918-1914)

Figure 13b (fight)

a) Rotational energy levels of a methyl group In a triple well potential; where no tunneling ts allowed, b) The eight spin states of the n =
0 rotational state are degenerate In zero order. When tunneling Isallowed, the spin statesare split Into two manifolds consistingof four
degenerate states each. The spllttlng between these manifolds Is the tunneling frequency, cot. When a magnetic field Is applied, the A
states split Into a spin3/2 manifold and the E states split into a double degenerate spin 1/2manifold, The energy level diagram corre-
sponds to the experimental situation. (XBL 918-1915)

Methyl Quantum Tunneling and Molecular Packing at 4 K
B. BLACKANDG. MAJER"

Rotational tunneling of methyl groups has been studied by a low magnetic field
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer utilizing a Superconducting QUan-
tum Interference Device (SQUID) as a magnetic flux detector. The tunneling frequen-
cies for the series of straight-chained carboxylic acids, from propanoic acid to
hexadecanoic acids, were measured at 4.2K. All the tunneling frequencies were
observed between 80 to 250 kHz and, in some cases, tunneling frequencies were
obtained for two separate crystallographic phases of a given sample. A correlation
between the enthalpy of fusion and the tunneling frequency were also found. Such
a correlation exists because of the dependence of both quantities on the intermolecu-
lar and intramolecular interactions of the methyl group.

NMR of Adsorbed Xenon Polarized by Laser Pumping
M. D. RAFrERY,H. LONG, T. MEERSMAN,B. P. J. GRANDINETTI,ANDL. REVEN

Optical pumping has been used to enhance the pulsed NMR signal of 129Xe,
allowing the detection of low pressure xenon gas and of xenon adsorbed on powdered
solids. An increase in sensitivity of more than two orders of magnitude over

conventional NMR is observed, the current limitation being the laser _,wer. Ad-
sorbed xenon is observed at 298 K on graphitized carbon (about 10m/g) and on
powdered benzanthracene (,,,0.5m2/g) below 170 K. The increased sensitivity of this
technique allows the study of a large class of amorphous materials with surface areas
below 10 m2/g including semiconductors, polymers, metal oxides, and catalysts.

* Institutefor PhysicalandTheoreticalChemistry,Universityof T0bingen,Germany,
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Figure14a (left)
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Berry's Amplitude and Nonadlabatic Rapid Passage
J. W. ZWANZIGERt, S. P. BUCKER,G. C. CHINGA8,ANDK. T. MUELLER

By performing rapid passage experiments outside the adiabatic regime, we have
succeeded in observing acomponent of the nonadiabatic transition probability P that
is independent of the sweep rate through resonance. In a two-level system, the
longitudinal magnetization after a sweep is _'ven by (2P-1)lz, so that P = 0 corre-
sponds to _'omplete inversion. For a linear frequency sweep Pis described by Landau-
Zener theGry, which predicts that P is exponentially small in the sweep rate. For more
complicated sweep profiles (such as the spiral shown in Figure 15) Berry has
predicted that, near the adiabatic limit, P is a product of two factors, one which is
exponentially small in the sweep rate, and one which is constant. The constant factor
is predicted to depend only on the shape of the sweep profile. P was measured as a
function of sweep rate for the 13C resonance in carbon disulfide, for selected sweep
profiles, and showed that it can indeed be so factored. The results confirm the
existence of ageometric part of the transition probability, and show that its form is as
predicted by Berry's theory.

/x
Figure15
Certaintrajectoriesfor the nonadiabaticinversionof a two-levelsystem
manifesta Berry'samplitude.(XBL918-1918)

t Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
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ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERG Y STORAGE

Electrode Kinetics and Electrocatalysis*
P,N, Ross,PRINOIPALINVESTI(3ATOIq

Carbon blacks are important materials used in a variety of battery systems, and
each system often makes use of a specific property of the carbon, e,g,, conductivity,
corrosion resistance, capacitance,, catalytic activity, etc, In spite of their importance
and wide use, the relation of their chemical properties to precursor and treatment
history is not well understood, and considerable advancement in technologies using
carbon materials appears possible,

In the case of air electrodes in metal-air batteries, the carbon is used as a support
for the active catalyst, i,e,, to achieve and maintain high dispersion, and as a current
collector, since the active catalyst may not have high bulk conductivity and may be
relatively expensive and/or heavy, Thus, the unique properties of carbon of interest
in this application are conductivity, surface area, and corrosion resistance. It is known
that drama ticchanges in structure and chemical properties occur when carbon blacks
are heat-treated in an inert atmosphere at temperatures varying from 1000 to 3000 *C.
Heat-treatment conditions can be combined with selection of the carbon precursor to
tailor the properties of the carbon black to suit the application. The particular
technical challenge in air electrodes is to develop a carbon with sufficient corrosion
resistance, conductivity, and surface area to meet the lifetime and performance
requirements for electric-vehicle applications.

The best known catalysts for the direct oxidation of methanol are platinum surfaces
modified by underpotential deposition (UPD) of certain admetals, most especially
tin. The state of the admetal, valence, number and type of ligand, coordination to the
platinum surface, are all unknown even for the most studied systems like tin. Some
studies have speculated that the "active" state of admetal on platinum is an alloy state
produced by electrodeposition from the admetal ions in electrolyte, others have
suggested the active state is an adsorbed (complexed) ion. We have addressed this
question initially by preparing single crystal surfaces having adatoms in known
chemical state and atomic position, more specifically, by using ordered PtsM alloy
surfaces prepared by UHV methods. In the bulk-alloy Pt3Mstructure, M atoms are
substituted for Pt at the corners of the unit cell. In vacuum, the surfaces of the alloy
would ideally have M atoms substituted in an ordered manner for Pt atoms in the
surface. It is postulated that the intermetallic bonding in these substitutional
positions will stabilize the admetal (M) in these positions in the surface when emersed
in electrolyte, and that they will remain in these positions by equilibrium with
admetal ions in solution. Study of methanol electro-oxidation kinetics on these
ordered surfaces of known composition and structure will enable us to determine the
"active" state of the adatom in platinum bimetallic catalysts. This study uses modem
surface analytical methods [(e.g., low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ion scattering
spectroscopy (ISS)] coupled with electrochemical methods to determine the depen-
dance of catalytic activity on the composition and structure of modified platinum
surfaces.

The ElectrochemicalOxidationof Methanolon Tin-Modified
PlatinumSingleCrystalSurfaces

A.N,HANERANDP,N. Ross

To understand the role of tin as a promoter in the electrochemical oxidation of
methanol, we have studied the geometric and electronic effect of tin atoms in different
chemical states on/in the platinum surface by using single crystal faces of the ordered

*Thisworkwassupportedby theAssistantSecretary,ConservationandRenewableEnergy,Officeof EnergyStorageand
Distribution,EnergyStorageDtvlslonof the U,S.Departmentof Energy
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alloy Pt3Snand single crystal faces of pure Ptmodi fled by electrodeposited/adsorbed
tin, t,e, the so-called adatom state, We found that none of tile alloy surfaces were more
effective catalysts than any of the pure platinum surfaces under the conditions of
measurement employed here, and that alloytng platinum wtth tin to any extent
significantly reduced the activity, As reported previously by others, we observed tin
to spontaneously adsorb on plattnum surfaces from dilute sulphuric acid supporting
electrolyte contairdng Sn(II) tn concentrations above ca, 5 t.tM, At a given concentra-
tion, the coverage by ttn decreased as the atomic density of the platinum surface
Increased, However, we did not observe any enhancement methanol oxidation of
any platinum modified by thts Irreversibly adsorbed ttn, We dtd observe a diffusion
limited enhancement on Pt(111) and on Pt(lO0) due to Sn(li) in the electrolyte at 1 I.tM
concentration, At this concentration, tin dtd not appear to be adsorbed to any
observable extent, and the catalysts appeared to occur vta the dtrect interaction of a
dissolved tin species with the surface, We propose a mechanism of catalysts that is
a hybrid homogeneous-heterogeneous sequence based on known homogeneous Pt-
Sn talysts,

The Surface Structure and Composition of <111>, <100>, and
<110> Oriented Slngle Crystals of the Ordered Alloy Pt3Sn
A,N,HANER,P,N,RossANDU, BARDI1

The surface composition and structure of <111>, <100>, and <110> oriented
crystals of the ordered alloy PtaSn (L12or Cu3Au-type) were determined using the
combination of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and low energy ion scattering
spectroscopy (LEISS), The clean annealed surfaces displayed LEED patterns and Sn/
Pt LEISS intensity ratios consistent with the surface structures expected for bulk
termination, In the case of the <100> and <110> crystals, preferential termination in
the mtxed (50% Sn) layer was indicated, suggesting thts termination to be the
consequence of a thermodynamic preference for tin to be at the surface.
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Electrical and Electrochemical Behavior of Particulate Electrodes*
J, W, EVANS, PI'-tlNOIPALINV_TI_ATOI:I

A zinc-air cell wherein the zinc is present as particles l_as been invented and a
patent wtll have been issued when the annual report is published, The coli employs
a commercially available air electrode and electrolyte flow, wl_lch is neces_ry for
mass transport and replenishment of electrolyte, is due to solutal natural convection,
rather than the usual external pumps, Investigation of the performance of the cell
during discharge has been carried out on a laboratory scale and the performance ....
extrapolated to predict that of a full scale battery for an electric vehicle,

A Mechanically Recharged Zinc,Air Cell for Electric Vehicle Applications
O,W, EVANSANDG, SAVASKAN

i.

A mechanically rechargeable zinc-air cell has been studied on a laboratory , ""_,_,i'o_°'.,__'_'" "'""
scale (up to 400 cm 2 air electrode area), Zinc is present in the cell as part,icles, , "''" ""°'" """
The cell employs no pumps, relying on solutal natural convection for clrcula- ;.,. L
tion of the electrolyte through the bed of zinc particles, Results of discharge _'
experiments have been used to perform a preliminary battery design and o" i

_j

calculated results suggest that such a battery would be competitive with other i -[ _ '

battery technologies for electric vehicles, t_, _ff._;_ _._The laboratory cell has been tested under the SFUDS discharge regimen _ _
where the power drawn from the cell is varied to simulate that required by an T,m_(s_o,,_,J_" '_°*';_;
electric vehtcle under various traffic conditions, Ftgure 1 shows the results of ,--
these tests and the cell is seen to respond quickly to step changes in power ta_,,'_:. ,t_ _''
requirement, The results from the SFUDS discharge were used to design a

battery meettng criteria set by DOE for a battery for an electric vehtcle: _i

maxtmum mass 700 kg, maximum volume 600 Itters, mtntmum peak power 55 o_' _ 1

kW, minimum energy 21 kwh. The significant results of the design are: mass o.,
= 565 kg, volume = 600 liters, peak power 55 kW or greater, energy 62 kWh, _.
speci fic energy 110 Wh / kg, spect ftc peak power 97 W/kg or greater, ,

,°_pa,0,4, ,ot_ ,_ ,o_. /0_i ,o.a'*,_'__'
Time (Seconds)

t---

7-

Figure 1 g*
Results of discharging laboratory zlno-alr cell under SFUDS power profile (modified toeliminate '

regenerative braking) a) startof discharge b) At 3 hours o) at 6,9 hours, (XBL 9012-4031) , !

Ttme (Seconds)
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SurfaceLayerson BatteryMaterials*
R,H,MULLER,PRINolPALINVEBTI(3ATOR

The structure, composition, and mode of formation of electrochen'dca[ surface
layers on electrodes for rechargeable galvanic cells are determined irt order to til'td
moans to control film properties that result in high power density, cycle life and
energy efficiency, Anodtc oxide formation and cathodic metal deposition of interest
for battery applications in aqueous media are presently investigated,

Experimental measurements are centered on tn situ optical techniques sensitive to
surface mtcrotopography and composition, Results are employed irt theoretical
models for the quantitative description of the formation of surface layers,

Studies about the effect of adsorbed materials on the electrocrystalltzatton of
metals and the exploration of new means to accelerate electrochemical mass transfer
for high-rate metal deposition are reported tn "Electrochemical Phase Boundaries,"

An In Situ Study of the Anodlc Film Formation of Cu, Ag, and Zn In Alkaline Media
S, T, MAvEnANDR,H, MULLER

The anodtc fih'n formation on Cu, Ag, and Zn tn ¢_dkaltnesolutions was investigated
using several in situ as well as ex situ techniques, These included angular resolved
elastic light scattering, Raman spectroscopy, spectroscopic ellipsometry, scanning
turmeltng microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and x-ray diffraction, A
discussion of the apparatus and theory of in situ elastic light scattering and Raman
spectroscopy for studying thin-film nucleation and growth is presented,

The mechanisms of film formation were inferred from the observations, The
solubility and conductivity of the oxides/hydroxides formed strongly influence the
morphology and reversibility of the electrochemical reactions, Low solubility tends
to favor solid-state, planar film growth, However, planar film growth was generally
accompanied by a formation of soluble reaction products,

Ag20 formation begins with the production of a planar precursor layer (primary
layer) in which nucleation of three-dimensional crystals occurs after a critical thick-
ness is reached, After nucleation, a redistribution of material among the growing
crystals causes the number density of growth sites to decrease, The redistribution
occurs via the transport of oxide material through the electrolyte from small crystals
to larger ones,

The formation of cuprous oxide is controlled by diffusion,
Cu20 is less soluble than Ag20 and forms a compact layer that

.- does not exhibit three-dimensional nucleation, At higher
potentials, the formation of the divalent cuprite ion from the
Cu20 film results in the precipitation of Cu(OH) 2, The

0,0 -_:_ thermodynamically more favored CuO is formed o_ly at
higher potentials and longer periods of time from the under-

-a,_ : " lying Cu20 layer, At potentials near oxygen evolution, a
"%- -- broad Raman band, which we associate with the formation of

"_,5- a trivalent copper species, is observed at around 550 cm"1,

-10,0. _ The oxides of zinc are much mo','e soluble than those of_ -la,a silver and copper, The m.tjor soluble zinc species at ali

"I"/,B vl,_l_._/2" ",t, Figure1

_,,,_p °''_ a-dlmensignalplotsofn'leasurodelllpsometerparameter_ vstimeforthe_ anodizationofAgIn 1MKOH,Potentialsteppedfrom-50to 295mVat
_"_'__--t_"_'__'_ _#"_,_"_...'_ timezero,Potentialheldat295mVfrom0 to60see.From60to360

see,potentialheldat250mV.After360see,potentialIncreasedat0.5
mV/seo.(XBL899-7297)

*Thisworkwassupportedby theAssistantSecretary,ConservationandRenewableEnergy,Otflceof EnergyStorageand
Distribution,EnergyStorageDlvlslonof the U,S,Departmentof EnergyundercontractNo. DE-AC0376SF00098.
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concentrations (including supersaturated solutions)is the tetrahedral Zn(OH)4"2ion,
This ion does not polyrnerize or form polynuclear aggregates at higher concentra-
tions, Solutions containing silicate show no new Raman bands, therefore, silicate
does not radically alter the Zn(OH)4"2environment,

In SituLaserRamanSpectrosoopyof ZincFilmFormationInAlkalineMedia
S,T, MAYFRANt:)R,H,MULLt_ra

Anodic surface films formed on zinc in 1 M KOH were studied using Raman
spectroscopy, During a potential sweep, evidence has been obtained for the forma-
tion of an s-Zn(Ol-I)2film during the active portion the anodic potential sweep, In this
region the rate of s-Zn(OH) 2 formation is balanced by its rate of dissolution, and
therefore most of the charge ends up as products in the electrolyte and not in the film,
Near the active/passive transition potential, the diffusion of hydroxide to the metal/
film interface becomes rate limiting, and a film containing kinetically less favored
ZnO is formed, The conductivity of this layer is small and therefore causes a marked
decrease in the observed current once the layer is formed, The low rate of dissolution
of ZnO is balanced by its rate of formation,

CopperOxidationOnderIntenseIllumination--Effectsof a RamanProbeBeam
D,T, SCHWARTZ,$,T, MAYER,ANt:)R,H,Mut.t.Ela

High intensity illumination, which is common in Raman spectroscopy, is shown
to modify the interfacial electrochemistry of Cu oxidation in alkaline media, The
cathodic photodecomposition of semiconducting Cue to form Cu20 is observed
using Raman spectroscopy and intensity modulated photocurrent techniques, The
reduction of Cu20 to Cu is also facilitated by illumination, The results indicate that
the Cu(II) valence state is present as a thin film containing both Cue and Cu(OH)2
phases, at least when oxidation occurs under intense illumination,

t

PhotoelectrochemicalEvidencefor SaturatedOptical
Absorptionin ElectrolyticCuprousOxide

D,T,SOHWARTZ, ANDR,H,MUt.LEF_

An illuminated cuvrous oxide-covered electrode immersed in alkaline media
exhibits a nonlinear ciependence of photocurrent on the intensity of 488 nm laser
illumination, Results from intensity modulation experiments show that the differen-
tial efficiency for converting photons tophotocurrent in the p-type cuprous oxide film
is inversely proportional to the square root of illumination intensity (Figure 2), A
charge transfer model that includes intensity-dependent optical absorption in the

103 - . ....... , ........ _....... , .....
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100 Deoreaseofphoton-to-photoourrentoonverslon
......... , ................. ,.......... efflolen_/withIncreasinglaserIlluminationIntensity,

O,l 1,0 10 1O0 Experimentalpointsareobtainedfromthepeak
heightsofaophotocurrentdenslty,thesolidIlneIs

Laser Intensity, T (W/crn 2) oalculated,(XBLgOg-315g)
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cuprous oxide layer is found to be consistent with the observed photocurrent
response, Analysis of the experimental results using the charge transfer model shows
that the saturation iritensity for cuprous oxide is approximately 100 rI'IW/cIT'I 2.

Photochemical charge transfer is found tobe efficient in the potential region where the
nonlinear photocurrent response is observed, with nearly ali photo-injected minority
carriers being consumed by the interfacial charge transfer reaction rather than
recombination,

Oxidation Films on Copper In Alkaline Media--
Intensity Modulated Photoelectrochemical and Raman Spectroscopy Studies
D,T,SCHWARTZANDR,H,MULLF.R

The composition of thin surface layers on copper oxidized in alkaline media has
been detem'dned by combining tn sttu intensity modulated photocurrent measure-
meats and laser Raman spectroscopy with cyclic voltnmrnetry, Photocurrent mea-
surements showed that the high intensity (_250 W/cre 2) lair Raman probe beam
facilitated reduction of the oxidized surface, Laser-facilitated reduction was u_d to

identify the presence of CuO and Cu20 and, when combined with Ran'mn spectros-
copy, to differentiate between the formation of CuO and Cu(OH)= films, Ranmr_
spectra confirmed that a thin Cu20 film formed asoxtdatton of the copper surface was
initiated, Increasing the potential produced a Cu(OI-I)2layer on top of the Cu20 fihn,
Further oxidation at higher potentials converted the Cu20 filrn to a CuO underlayer
that coexisted with the Cu(OH) 2overlayer (Figure 3),

II
!lr,p

.-_

,f  iifIfliif!

'0:"'---- ,,_ Figure 3
-0,_ 0,5 Electrochemically oxldlzlng copper In alkaline media creates a thin film

on the cepper surtae,e, The valence and structure of the film depends
...... on the electrode potential: (A) cuprous oxtde layer forms; (B) cupric

, hydroxide overlayer covers cuprous oxide film; (C) solid-state cenver-
slon of cuprous o×lde (_ndorlayer) to cupric o×ldo, (XBL 911-18)

Potential (volts vs,HgO)

In situ Observation of Electrochemically-Formed Surface Layers
R,H, MULLER

Properties of electr°chen'dcally'f°rmed surface layers, such as mtcrotopography,
porosity, or conductivity are of interest in many applications, They also reflect the
mechanb m of film formation, Thus, means for the control of film properties can be
derived, Early stages in the formation of metallic and oxtdic thin filrns have been
Investigated in situ by spectroscopic ellipsometry, elastic light scattering, Raman
spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy in combination with electrochemi-
cal measurements and several exsill4 techniques for surface analysis, Information on
nucleation and growth of oxide layers on stlver and copper and deposition of copper
on platinum has been derived from the measurements,
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Application of Videomicroscopy to In situ Studies of Electrodeposition
L. McVAY, R. H. MULLER,AND G. W. TOBIAS

t

A videomicroscope has been set up for the continuous observation and recording

of the developing surface morphology of electrodeposited metals in a channel flow

cell. With a reciprocating, motor-driven traveling stage moving in the flow direction,

quasi-simultaneous observation of several electrode areas is possible over extended

periods of time. A dual eye-piece enables the experimenter to either observe the

experiment in progress or to record still photos without affecting the video camera's

alignment. With fiber,optic illumination, adequate light for good quality micro:
graphs is provided. With a maximum magnification of 375X, an area of 300 _m x 200

_tm can be observed at any one time with a diffraction limited resolution of 0.5 #m.
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Surface Morphology of Metals in Electrodeposition*
C.W. TOBIAS, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

The objective of this project is to advance our understanding of the partial
processes and their interactions in the deposition and dissolution of metals by
electrolysis. Of particular interest is the influence of hydrodynamic flow on electro-
crystallization, and the distribution of charge transfer reactions on advancing and
receding metal profiles as determined by the electric- and concentratlon-fields, and
by reaction kinetics on the electrode surface. Control of morphology of electrodepos-
its has been traditionally effected by addition agents that interfere with the crystal-
lization process. This highly empirical practice is curious contrast with modem
technologies, moreover, use of such agents is not possible in energy conversion and
storage applications, because they adversely affect energy efficiency.

Models are established for the simulation of the effects of inhibitors on developing
surface morphology in metal deposition. The ability of.a plating system to yield
smooth, compact deposits, characterized by levelling efficiency is evaluated as it
depends on transport of the additive to microprofiles. Results of simulations are
compared to experimental measurements of levelling efficiency. As part of this
project, the influence of corrosive agents present in the electrolyte on developing
contours during electrodeposition is evaluated.

Rotating disk, rotating cylinder, and planar electrodes in channel type electrolyz-
ers are used for the study of the morphology of zinc deposits in the presence of well
characterized hydrodynamic flow. The genesis of surface textures is studied using in
situ video-microscopy, and post- mortem examination of deposits by profilometry,
SEM, X-ray diffraction, and surface Raman spectroscopy. Quantitative evaluation of
morphological features involves Fourier analysis of experimental profiles, and deter-
mination of the dependence of characteristic patterns on electric and flow parameters.

Simulation of the Role of Convection in Electrodeposition Microscopic Trenches
K. G. JORDAN AND C, W. TOBIAS

Levelling or smoothing of amicropro file in electrodeposition is usually accelera ted
by the addition of so-called inhibitors to the electrolyte. When the inhibitor is present
atlow concentrations, and hence it is consumed on the electrode, where it is adsorbed
at the mass transport limited rate, deposition of more accessible areas is inhibited
relative to recessed regions. A theoretical study was undertaken to clarify the role of
recirculating flows in small cavities, of various shapes, in the electrode surface. The
effect of Couette and Poisieulle flows passing by two-dimensional microscopic
cavities was calculated by the finite element technique. Recirculation regions were
characterized as a function of Reynolds nvmber, notch shape and depth. The increase
in transport rates caused by convective eddies was assessed relative to the pure
diffusion case, for various boundary layer thicknesses. Secondary flows were shown
to noticeably enhance transport of inhibitors into microscopic trenches only at high
Peclet numbers, i.e. at very high flow velocities.

The effect of Inhibitor Transport on Levelling in Electrodeposition
K. G. JORDAN AND C. W. TOBIAS

The electrodeposition of nickel into an angular trench in the presence of coumarin,
a widely used inhibitor, is simulated, using various boundary layer approximations
representative of flow parallel or transverse to the groove. Based on the diffusion-
adsorption mechanism of levelling action, the dependence of developing contours on
the Langmuir coefficient and on the metal-ion/inhibitor flux ratio is investigated.
Levelling efficiency is shown to be highest for thin, planar boundary layers, and

*Thisworkwassupportedby theAssistantSecretary,ConservationandRenewableEnergy,Officeof EnergyStorageand
Oistribution,EnergyStorageDivisionof the U.S.Departmentof EnergyundercontractNo. DE-AC0376SF00098.
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Figure 1

Comparisonof simulated profiles for 25 mm, and 50um _"_

5 mm thicklayers,respectively,depositedfar
away from a trench. Note that tile profile _\_,
following mass transfer boundary layer yields the
least effective levelling performance.
(XBL 9012-3912)
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lowest for contour following boundary layers which result in simple geometric

levelling (Figure 1). The model successfully predicts the levelling-off of the inhibitor

effect with increasing inhibitor vs. metal ion flux, and that there is an optimal mass

transfer boundary layer thickness, or flux of additive which results in superior
levelling performance. Agreement was found between the predicted contours, and

experimental levelling efficiencies determined by previous investigators.
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:iAnalysis and Simulation of Electrochemical Systems *
al NEWMAN, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

i_ _ i'Z This program involves fundamental investigations of the transport and interfacial
: __ phenomena important in electrochemical systems. Results of this work are used to

analyze experimental data, to identify important system parameters, and to aid in the
design and scale-up of electrochemical systems. Specific projects include the analysis
of transient and steady-state transport processes in solid polymer electrolytes,
determination of the diffusion coefficient of sulfuric acid in an aqueous medium, an
experimental investigation of the conductivity of sodium polysulfide melts at various

.... conditions, an investigation of the ac impedance behavior of porous electrodes,
mathematical modeling of current distributions and its extension into corrosion
protection, a mathematical investigation of the transport through and growth of
passive oxide films, experimental and theoretical treatment of the electroless deposi-
tion of copper, theoretical investigations of inductance effects in high-power batter-
ies, and the rigorous interpretation of cyclic voltammetry and ac impedance experi-
ments.

Determining Current Distributions Governed by Laplace's Equation
A. C. WEST AND J. NEWMAN

Techniques have been developed for solving Laplace's equation, V2(_= 0. An
emphasis is placed on analytic procedures and how they canbe used with numerical
methods to obtain accurate solutions at relatively low computer costs. Analytic
procedures are also important because asymptotic solutions provide valuable valida-
tions of numerical calculations and insights into how results are best displayed and
correlated.

By studying in detail the rotating disk electrode, the framework for determining
theoretically the current distribution under the condition where both migration and
convective mass transfer are important was established. Other important geometries
for which this general problem has been investigated include the flow channel
reactor, the rotating ring-disk electrode system, and the tubular reactor.

Mathematical Modeling of the Sodium/Iron Chloride Battery
M. SUDOH ANDJ. NEWMAN

A mathematical model of the sodium/iron chloride battery containing a molten
AICIs-NaC1 electrolyte is presented. A cylindrical cell consisting of a positive iron
electrode, an electrolyte reservoir, a separator, and a negative sodium electrode is
considered. The analysis uses concentrated-solution theory within the framework of
a macroscopic porous electrode model. The effects of the state of discharge, the cell
temperature, the precipitation and dissolution rates of NaCI, and the current density
on the current-potential relation during the discharge and charge cycles are dis-
cussed. The major influences on battery performance are changes in porosity and
component volume fractions during cycling.

Current Distribution Near an Electrode Edge as a Primary Distribution is Approached
A. C. WEST AND J. NEWMAN

When ohmic resistances dominate over electrode kinetic resistances, the distribu-
tion of current density on an electrode can be highly nonuniform. In the limit of zero
kinetic resistance (i.e., a primary current distribution) the current density at the edge
of an electrode will be infinite if the interior angle of intersection between the electrode
and insulator is obtuse. In practical cases, nonzero kinetic resistances exist, and the
current density remains finite. Previous results demonstrate that, when the ohmic

*Thisworkwassupportedby theAssistantSecretary,ConservationandRenewableEnergy,Officeof EnerclvStoraneand
Distribution,EnergyStorageDivisionof the U.S.Departmentof Energy
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resistance is large compared to the kinetic resistance, the current distribution can be
described by the primary distribution everywhere except the edge region. The
purpose of this paper is to describe the deviations from the primary distribution and
to show explicitly the manner in which the current density at the edge of the electrode
approaches extreme values as the ohmic resistance becomes large. The analysis is
valid for any angle of intersection and can be applied in the edge region (for a large
ohmic resistance) regardless of the geometric details of the rest of the electrochemical
cell. Results are given for linear and Tafel kinetics.

The Effect of Schmidt Number on the Faradaic Impedance of the Dissolution
of a Copper Rotating Disk

A. K. HAUSERANDJ. NEWMAN

Frequency-response results, as calculated by the Stefan-Maxwell macroscopic
impedance model, are presented for a copper rotating disk in chloride solutions. The
working algorithm uses concentrated-solution theory and accounts for multicompo-
nent diffusion, migration, and homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, as well as
a finite Schmidt number and interfacial velocity. The validity of the general program

was cl_ecked by comparing the concentrated-solution model in the limit of dilute
solutions, excess of supporting electrolyte, and infinite Schmidt number to known
analytic solutions. Excellent agreement was obtained. Results for copper dissolution
are plotted in various forms, enabling the effect of the Schmidt number (Sc) on the
frequency-response of the faradaic impedance to be studied. Specifically, plotting the
low frequency data according to Re{Z F}vs plm {Zr} and the high frequency data as Z r
vs pl/2 allows the entire frequency spectrum to be utilized in the determination of
unknown diffusion coefficients for a given electrochemical system. Additionally, the
effect of electrode kinetics on the faradaic impedance as applied to the Sc-determina-
rien procedure has been studied. Finally, new ways of plotting the dimensionless
convective diffusion impedance reduce the Schmidt number dependence of the

,._ I13
frequency response nearly to one curve by str,,tching the abscissa using pSc and

1/3 1/2
(pSc ) . These plots confirm that the slope of the low-frequency linear region is

I_3
proportional to Sc and that the slope of the high-frequency linear region is propor-
tional to Sc1/2.

Differential Diffusion Coefficients of Sodium Polysulfide Melts
D. THOMPSON AND J. NEWMAN

The method of restricted diffusion has been applied to sodium polysulfide melts
in order to determine differential diffusion coefficients spanning the composition
range of the single-phase liquid region (Na2S3 to Na2Ss), at temperatures between 300*
and 350 °C. Molybdenum electrodes at the ends of the cell gave open-circuit potentials
in response to the transient concentration difference. The shape of the potential vs.
time plots showed the expected dependence on the initial concentration profile. "fhe
following expression summarizes the experimental data D = 0.0153exp(-5890/
T)exp(5.30x e)cm2/s. The diffusion coefficients showed a temperature dependence in
harmony with viscosity data, but not conductivity data.

Potential and Concentration Variations of a Reacting, Supporting Electrolyte
A. K. HAUSERANDJ, NEWMAN

Steady-state electrolytic mass transfer to a rotating disk has been characterized in

di lute solutions, with an excess of supporting electrolyte, for systems where the major
ions of the supporting electrolyte participate in the electrochemical reaction. Al-

though it is difficult a priori to predict accurately concentration variations of the
electrolyte, the analytic model that has been developed can be used to calculate
concentration-difference ratios enabling the concentration profiles next to the disk to
be sketched qualitatively. In three of the four electrochemical systems investigated,
the model predicts unexpected maxima in the counterion concentration profile. An
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explanation for this interesting behavior is presented in terms of the speed at which
the species move, according to the magnitude of their diffusion coefficients. Alterna-
tively, examination of the diffusion potential yields insight into this occurrence and
the corresponding minima in the potential.
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Basic Studies of Defects and Impurities in III-V Semiconductors
Bulk Crystal Growth
Thin Films and Interfaces
Growth Mechanisms at Heterointerfaces

Electronic Materials Program

The CAM Electronic Materials Program concentrates on scientific
problems impeding the development of large scale digital integrated
circuits and optoelectronic devices based on gallium arsenide and
related III-V semiconductors. Research is focused in four main areas.

BASIC STUDIES OF DEFECTS AND IMPURITIES IN III-V SEMI-

CONDUCTORSmthe study of the structural and electronic properties
of defects and impurities and the mechanisms of their incorporation,
Many of the properties of compound semiconductors are ,determined
by intrinsic imperfections of the crystal lattice introduced during
crystal growth and processing. These must be understood and con-
trolled. Recent results in this area include:

• First measurements of magnetic properties of deep DX
donors in AI,Gal.,As semiconductors. These strongly indi-
cate that the deep donors bind only one electron rather than
two.

• Excess Asin GaAs has been shown tobe present in the layers
just under an evaporated metal contact layer and has been
related to the Schottky barrier height.

BULK CRYSTAL GROWTH mthe development of advanced tech-
niques for the growth and characterization of gallium arsenide crystals,
Studies rely on the close coupling of crystal growth and the character-
ization of those crystals in order to gain an understanding of the
relationships between growth conditions and the structural and elec-
tronic properties of the crystals.

Results achieved during the past year include:
• The vertical gradient freeze growth of GaAs crystals using

total liquid encapsulation with B203. The process eliminated
detrimental effects of PBN crucible wetting by liquid GaAs.
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THIN FILMS AND INTERFA CES--the study of dislocations, inter-
faces and point defect structures in thin films and solid state devices,
their origin, processing dependence, and effect on properties. The
approach emphasizes high resolution electron microscopy combined
with microanalytical techniques. Recent results include:

• The mechanism of misfit dislocation generation has been
shown to undergo a dramatic change for epitaxial thin films
depending on whether the misfit with the substrate is above
or below 2%.

• Deposition of metal layers on GaAs by evaporation or
sputtering has been shown to cause damage in the first few
layers of the semiconductor.

• Progress has been made toward the development of a stable
metal contact to In.s3Ga.47As.

GROWTH MECHANISMS AT HETEROINTERFACES m a new ini-

tiative at LBL aimed at probing the process of interface formation
between disparate materials. As materials are more dissimilar in their
electrical and structural properties, the formation of stable heterostruc-
tures becomes increasingly difficult. Basic research with these systems
is vital for establishing a firm scientific foundation on which to base the
rational exploitation of these materials in emerging technologies. Such
technologies include, for example, integrated multi-component de-
vices, high temperature electronics, and protective coatings. As an
exploratory research program, however, we do not limit ourselves to

specific device applications which have already been proposed, and
our motivation in selecting specific experiments and systems for study
is based on scientific issues. Systems chosen for initial study include:
epitaxial growth of silicide-fluoride heterostructures; formation of
interfaces between boron nitride and disparate materials; and growth
of the polar semiconductor InP on single crystal Pt using various
techniques.
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BASIC STUDIES OF DEFECTS AND IMPURITIES IN IIl-V SEMICONDUCTORS

Saturationof Free HoleConcentrationandthe ImpurityLatticeLocationInZn-
DiffusedGaAsand InPSingleCrystals
K,M, Yu, L,Y, CHAN, M, BEN-TzuR,E,E. HALLER, J,M, JAKLEVIO*AND W, WALUKIEWIOZ

Understanding of the physical and chemical processes limiting incorporation of
electrically active impurities is one of the basic issues of semiconductor materials
science. Ithas been recognized for some time that the maximum free hole concentra-
tion in GaA_ is almost two orders of magnitude higher than in InP. Up to the present
time there is no clear explanation of the disparity in the incorporation of electrically
active accepters in both materials. To shed light on the issue we have undertaken an
investigation of the relationship between this free carrier saturation and the lattice
location of the impurity atoms in single crystal GaAs and InP.

Highly doped GaAs:Zn (~ 102oatoms/cm 3) and InP:Zn (~ 6x1019atoms/cm 3)
samples were obtained by closed-ampoule diffusion with a Zn solid source. Com-
bined particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and ion channeling, Hall effect and
capacitance-voltage measurements, and transmissi( n electron microscopy (TEM)
were performed on these samples. For the GaAs:Zn system, the free hole concentra-
tion is close to the total Zn concentration in the sample. PIXE channeling results
indicate that over 95%of the Zn atoms occupy substitutional Ga sites. The free hole
saturation in this system is therefore believed to be due to the solubility of limit of Zrr,
in GaAs.

For the InP:Zn system, the free hole concentration saturates at mid 101S/cm3and is
not limited by the solubility of Zn in InP. Precipitates of Zn3P2and of Zn are found
by TEMand they appear to be partly responsible for the hole saturation. However,
ion channeling results on a quenched sample indicate that some Zn atoms (~ 20%)
may remain on the interstitial sites after diffusion. Therefore, the presence of these
interstitial donors also reduces the hole concentration through compensation. Figure
1 shows a comparison of the channeling PIXEangular scan along the <111> channel
from the GaAs:Zn _nd InP:Zn samples. A very good substitutionality of Zn atoms in
GaAs is observed, while in InP the Zn is only partly substitutional. These results have
been analyzed in terms of the amphoteric native defect model. We found that the
difference in the free hole saturation phenomenon in GaAs and InP can be attributed
to the difference in the Fermi level stabilization energy in the two materials. Itwas also
found that in InP it is energetically more favorable for atoms to reside in the interstitial
site or form precipitates rather than substitute Ga atoms to form accepters.

1.2 GaAs:Zn (111) t.8 MeV He PIXE t.2 lnP:Zn (111) 1,4 MeV H PIXE
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Figure 1

Comparison of the channeling PIXE angular scan along the <111 > channel for GaAs:Zn and InP:Zn samples, Note that most of the Zn Is

substitutional in GaAs while tn InP a substantial concentration of Zn is the interstitial or random position in the channel, (XBL 905.1975)
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Effects of High Hydrostatic Pressure on
37a......................................... Local Vibrational Modes of Substitutional

o _o 2o 30 o Impurities in GaAs
P (kbar) J.A. WOLK, M. KRUGER, J. HEYMAN, W. WALUKIEWlICZ, R.

JEANLOZ,ANDE.EI HALLER

We have successfully performed Fourier transform infrared absorption spectros-
copy of impurities in semiconductors in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). DACs are
valuable tools for studying semiconductors because they provide the only means
available for studying solids under large, hydrostatic pressure in a cell which allows
optical access. Although this technique is commonly used to study absorptions
involving intrinsic lattice effects (i.e., 1022atoms/cre3), this is the first reported appli-
cation of this technique to studies of semiconductor phonon spectra associated with
defects, where typical concentrations are 1018cm -3. The most important prob}em for
this new approach is the signal-to-noise ratio. We have achieved a sufficient ratio (~
10:1) by using a cone to concentrate incoming light on the diamond cell, which is only
200-300 l_m in diameter, and placing a specially designed detectOr directly behind the

DAC to efficiently capture all light passing through the sample.
The first application of this technique has been to study DX centers in GaAs doped

with Si. Si normally forms a shallow donor in GaAs, but when hydrostatic pressures

of greater than approximately 20 kbar is applied, deep levels related to the Si donor
atoms appear. These defects are known as DX centers, and they are seen in many n-

type, III-V compound semiconductors and their alloys. After many years of debate,
there is still no widely accepted microscopic model for this class of defects. Our
contribution to solving this puzzle comes from studying how the local vibrational
mode (LVM) of the Si atom Changes w.hen it transforms into a DX center. The
frequency of the LVM is an invaluable clue in determining how the atom is bonded
to its nearest neighbors. Figure 2 shows the shifts in the LVM frequencies with

pressure for two peaks observed in our spectra. The shifts are linear, and are both
approximately 0.65 cm-1/kbar (8.1x10 -2 meV/kbar). The peaks above 20 kbar were
observed in a GaAs:Si with n=3xl0 TMcrn -3. The sample is opaque below this pressure
due to free carrier absorption, which is eliminated when the shallow levels transform
into the deep DX levels. The peaks below 20 kbar were observed in an electron

irradiated GaAs:Si sample with n=6x1017cm-3. Irradiated samples are transparent at
all pressures, but their donors cannot undergo a DX transformation. The peak which

occurs at 384 cm -1at zero pressure is the LVM of a Si atom sitting substitutionally on
a Ga site. We have identified the second peak as the LVM of the DX center. We expect
that an analysis of the LVM peak intensities combined with the results Of electrical

measurements will provide information on the charge state of the defect. The
information is crucial for all theoretical models of the DX center.
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Studies of Native Defects in p-Type Doped Low Temperature Grown
GaAs Buffer Layers
D, BLISS, K, OHAN*, E.E. HALLER, AND W, WALUKIEWICZ

1

We are investigating a newly developed GaAs buffer layer grown by molecular
beam epitaxy at a low substrate temperature (LTMBE) of 300°C. Such low tempera-
ture growth results in the formation of a high concentration, 102° cm -3,of native defects

associated with excess As. The material is unique since roughly 1% of all atomic
positions are occupied by defects, while the GaAs layer remains crystalline. Com-
pared to bulk grown GaAs, the concentration of defects in LTMBE layers is four orders
of magnitude higher. Because of the high concentration of native defects the LTMBE
layers offer a unique opportunity to study native defect formation and defect
reactions with intentionally introduced impurities. For our studies, a series of Be
doped samples, 1016- 1019cm -3, were growa to investigate defect-impurity interac-
tions. Impurities are intentionally introduced into semiconductors to increase the
electrical conductivity. We are interested in finding out how the defects in LTMBE
material reduce the free carrier concentration to make highly resistive GaAs. Do the

defects form complexes with impurities, or do they just compensate the charge?
Photoluminescence spectra show an acceptor-exiton peak, indicating a fraction of the
Be is incorporated as an isolated substitutional atom on Ga sites. Electrical and lR

absorption measurements show that the Be is fully compensated by native defects for
all doping concentrations studied. We find that the conduction occurs through
hopping via nearest neighbor native deep level defects. Figure 3 shows lR absorption
spectra for the sample doped 1016cm -3 after increasing temperature anneals. The
absorption at 1000 nm is due to As antisite defects and is proportional to the defect

concentration. The annealing study indicates the defects begin to anneal away at
450°C. High temperature annealing at 800°C is required to fully activate Be acceptors.

Paramagnetic Relaxation of Substitutional Defects in
III-V Semiconductors
M. HOINKISANDE.R, WEBER

Arsenic antisite defects (As atoms on Ga sites, Ase.,) in GaAs and their relationship
to the technologically important EL2 defect have been a controversial subject for the
last decade. Recently, we have shown through studies of the Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance (EPR) signal intensity versus temperature thata range of A_;,* defects exists
in GaAsand that EL2 is an AsG..-related defect in the lowest possible strain field with
the longest spin-relaxation times of this class of defects.

* Hewlett Packard, Microwave Technology Division, Santa Rosa
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These prcvious studies developed empirical relationships between strain fields
and relaxation times. Specifically, increasing distortion fields were found to result in
decreasing spin-relaxation times. Therefore, it appeared to be necessary to investi-
gate further the correlation between spin-relaxation times an,1 the paramagnetic
electron wavefunctions.

To address this issue, quantitative spin-relaxation studies were performed on
several defects in III-V semiconductors. The common feaiure between the defects

studies was that the defect atom substitutionally occupied the Ga lattice site in the
host crystal. Specifically, we compared the Asc,+ defect in GaAs with the Fe c °defect
in GaAs, and the Pc=+defect in GaP.

Many qualitative features of the saturation behavior of these three defects are very
similar. Figure 4 shows the relationship between EPR signal intensity and microwave
power for these spectra, taken at4.2 K (Asca +and Pc=+) and 21.5 K (Fec, °), respectively.
A detailed quantitative analysis found the Pca+ spin relaxation time constants to be
T1 = 10-7sec. and T2 = 10.9 sec. at 4.2 K, those of the Feca ° defect at 21 K were

8 +

T1 = 6.1x10"" sec. and T2 = 1.5x10 sec., and the product, T_. T2 of the Asc= spectrum
.14 2

(=EL2 in the positive charge state) was 2x10- sec. at 4.2 K. As relaxation times
increase strongly with decreasing temperature, this result demonstrates a much
weaker coupling of the Fec." wavefunction to the lattice than those of the two anion
antisite defects. The similarity of relaxation behavior of the antisite defects in GaAs
and GaP suggests that both spectra are likely due to corresponding atomic configu-
rations, which for the GaP case was shown to be isolated, undistorted antisite defects.

CRYSTAL GROWTH RESEARCH

Studiesof Semi-InsulatingGaAsGrownbyVerticalGradientFreeze
E. BOURRET, J. GUITRON, AND E.MERK*

, It has been demonstrated that the vertical gradient freeze method produces single
crystals of GaAs of improved electrical homogeneity and low dislocation densities.
Reproducible growth of semi-insulating crystals has been achieved by using total

! liquid encapsulation by B203 . The effect of B203 water content on the structural and
electrical characteristics of the crystals was investigated.

The crystals grown by total liquid encapsulation do not exhibit the highly inhomo-
geneous dislocation distribution typically found in crystals grown by LEC. A W-
shape pattern can be identified, but the absence of slip systems at the periphery of the

* Postdoctoral fellow supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation
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Figure6
Newexperimentalset-upforgrowthofn-typeTe doped3"diameterGaAs
crystals:viewof thegrowthchamberwhichcanbeoperatedina vertical

gradientfreezeorverticalBridgmanmode, (BBC902-1507)

wafer is encouraging. The crystals grown with wet B203 have a lower dislocation
density distributed in a less pronounced W-shape than the crystals grown with dry
B203.

Total encapsulation w_Jth wet B203 results in crystals with a low concentration of
15 3 14 3

boron (10 cm- ) and carbon (<10 cm- ). The silicon contamination however is

increased by the use of wet B20a. Wet B20 aoxidizes SiO released by devitrification of
the quartz ampoule which in turn is released to the GaAs by reaction of the silicon

oxide with Ga. Dry B20 a is always a good barrier to ambient contamination since it

is extremely stable up to high temperatures. Therefore by using tot.bl m_capsulation
with dry B203 in a PBN crucible, crystals of purity comparable to crystals grown by
Czochralski can be obtained even in the presence of a quartz chamber.

The crystal grown with wet B20 ashows a sharp drop in resistivity toward the tail
end which is due to an increase in both Si and Ga concentrations. The EL2

concentration of these crystals is slightly ]ower than those of crystals grown with dry
encapsulant and drops toward the end of the crystals. Using As-rich charges, senti-
insulating crystals of a resistivity up to 3x108_ cm and a mobility of about 5500 cm2/
Vs have been obtained using dry B203 as the encapsulant.

The activation efficiency of implanted Si has been investigated to assess the
suitability of the crystals for doping by direct implantation techniques. Silicon ions
28Siwere implanted at a 6 ° angle off <100> to prevent channeling. The implants were
activated by a one step, capless proximity method, rapid thermal annealing of the
samples at 950°C for 7 seconds. The implantations were performed under various
conditions with an energy range from 120 to 140 kev and a dose range from 5x1012 to
10z4cm -2. The activation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the carrier concentration
obtained by Hall measurements to the atomic concentration of a particular implant.
The results are reported in Figure 5 and compared to results obtained by others for
silicon implants on undoped LEC grown crystals. The activation efficiencies for
implants in our crystals are similar to tho_ of implants in LEC crystals. This
demonstrates that total liquid encapsulation for the vertical gradient freeze tech-
nique, even in the presence of a quartz chamber, is a viable technique for producing
sm_-insulating crystals.
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Vertical Bridgman growth of 3" Diarneter Te-Doped GaAs Crystals
R. MIR,E. BOURRET,J. GUlTRON,A. ST.AMOUR,ANDA.G. ELLIOT*

A new experimental set-up (Figure _,)has been implemented for growth of n-type
Te doped 3" diameter GaAs crystals. The apparatus can be best described as a
Czochralski puller converted into a computer-controlled vertical gradient freeze/
vertical Bridgman furnace. The heating element is a graphite "picket-fence" type
heatel. It is surrounded by layers of graphite and low density alumina shaped to
provide proper insulation and so that a temperature' environment suited for the
cryst_flgrowth is achieved. The seeding and growth conditions have been determined
experimentally by using a BN dummy charge to simulate the GaAs since the two
materials have close thermal conductivities. The equipment is now ready for the
growth experiments.

THIN FILMS AND INTERFACES:
METAL CONTACTS TO III-V SEMICONDUCTORS

Stability of Pt/InGaAs Contacts
D.A.OLSON, K.M.Yu,J. WASHBURN, AND T. SANDS

Many metal/AIIIBV systems react to form layered structures, with a metal-BV or
metal-AIII phases present at the substrate/reacted layer interface. The reaction rate
is usually diffusion limited, i.e.,exhibits aparabolic dependence on time. The product
phases often exhibit an orientation relationship with the substrate. By varying t;he
compos_tion (and hence lattice parameter) of the semiconductor, the misfit between
the product phase and the substrate can be added. The impact of this change in misfit
on the morphology of the dipnictide product phase and the reaction kinetics was the
fe".us of this study.

The interactions between Pt and lnxGal.xAsfor different values of x were investi-
gated using 70 nm Pt films. Pt/In 53Ga.47Aswas shown to form many of the product
phases encountered in the Pt/GaAs and Pt/InP reactions: PtGa, Pt3Ga, PtIn2, and
PtAs2. The reaction products showed a layered structure, especially for higher
temperatures and longer annealing times. However, unlike the binary cases, the
PtAs2phase was randomly oriented and was intermingled with a significant amount
of Ptln 2.For this ternary composition, the PtIn2product phase developed a particu-
larly strong orientation preference on the substrate, despite its large mismatch (-8%)
and the reaction progressed at a rate lower than _/t.This reduced reaction rate is of
interest for achieving more stable contacts for use in solid state devices.

TheInfluenceofNear-InterfacialStoichionletryontheBarrierHeightof
SchottkyContactsto GaAst

i

Z. LILIENTAL-WEBER, E.R.WEBER,J. WASHBURN, J.H.WEAVER

One of the fundamental unresolved questionsin electronicmaterials researchis
themechanismofSchottky barrier formationatmetalsemiconductor interfaces.We
found consistently thatmetal deposition on GaAs causesanaccumulation of excess
Asin thesemiconductor near themetal interface.Thestoichiometry near theinterface
dependson the deposited metal and theannealinghistory of the sample.

A confirmation of this mechanism was achievedby studying contacts formed
without thedisruption of the semiconductor surfacetypical of atom-by-atom depo-
sition.TheseContactswere prepared using a novelmethod of depositing pre-formed
clusters on the semiconductorsurface,a method that minimizes surfacedisruption.
In these structures, the interface between the clusters and the substrate was abrupt,
and no reconstruction in the GaAs beneath the c;usters was found. Analytical

* Hewlett-Packard,OptoelectronicDivision
+Supportedinpartby the SDIO/InnovativeScienceandTechnologyprogramadministeredthroughONR
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electron microscopy performed in the semiconductor below the clusters did not show
any deviation from stoichiometry of the sort observed for atom-by-atom deposition
of metals onto the GaAs surface. The Fermi-level positions of these structures
determined in-situ by photoemi,,sion spectroscopy showed pinning distinctly di ffer-
ent from the pinning positions near the midgap determined for the same metals
deposited atom-by-atom by normal evaporation.

This contribution represents a major breakthrough in the fundamental under-
standing of Schottky barrier formation.

Characterization of Thin Epitaxial Films ,
High Resolution Study of Quantum Well Interfaces
Z. LILIENTAL-WESER

Samples with differing thicknesses of AIGaAs/GaAs were investigated. A special
technique, chemical imaging, was applied to study the roughness at the A1GaAs/
GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces. It was found that the interfaces where AlGaAs

was grown on GaAs were abrupt (roughness not larger than 2.8A) but the interface
where GaAs was grown on AlGaAs was much broader (up to 9_). The roughness of
the interfaces was found not to depend on the thickness of the quantum wells.

Structure of MBE GaAs Layers Grown at Low Temperatures
Z. LILIENTAL-WEBER, E.R. WEBER, J. WASHBURN, W. SWlDER, K,M. Yu, K. KORTRIGHT, F.W. SMITH* AND A,R. CALAWA*

A systen_tic study of the change in structural quality of GaAs layers grown at
: temperatures between 180"(2 and 210°C by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was

performed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was found that the crystal
quality is related to the growth temperature. At lower growth temperatures a higher
amount of As was incorporated and larger changes in the lattice parameter were
observed. These layers have high resisitivity, a large trap density, and a dielectric
breakdown strength about ,_entimes that of semi-insulating GaAs, and they can be
used to eliminate sidegating in GaAs MESFET circuits.

LT GaAs of high crystalline perfection can be grown by MBE when the lattice
parameter difference between the layer and the substrate is not larger than 0.1% for
layer thicknesses as large as 2.7_m. This can be achieved with a growth temperature
of 200°C or above. At lower growth temperatures (190°C and below), pyramidal
defects with polycrystalline cores surrounded by microtwins, stacking faults, and
di slocations are formed if the layer exceeds a certain critical thickness. Thei r formation
is due either to high As incorporation in the LT-GaAs layer related to lattice strain (0.45
eV per atom) due to the lattice parameter change, or to poor growth morphology at
lower temperature. A 600°C anneal of LT GaAs epilayers grown at 200°C leads to the
formation of As precipitates, which removes a _arge part of the excess As from the
GaAs unit cell, leading to a decrease of the lattice parameter of the layers. In the
absence of structural defects, these precipitates are small (,.-2 nm). In contrast,
structural defects may serve as nucleation sites for the excess As, leading to the
formation of large precipitates (-20 ntr.).

Structure of Photodectors with InGaAs/GaAs Graded Superlattices t
Z. LILIENTAL-WEBER AND R. MARIELLE

The study between vertical electron transport and crystal defects at strained
InGaAs/GaAs layers were investigated. The samples were grown on GaAs substrate

doped by Si (lx1017 cm "3)followed by InxGal.xAs/GaAs strained-layer-superlattices
(SLSL) finished by p-type GaAs. The SLSL consisted of two or three parts: a region
with average bandgap decreased from that of GaAs, and a region with bandgap larger
than GaAs.

* MIT Lincoln Laboratory
t Work sponsored by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Figure7
HighresolutiontransmissionelectronmlerographofAIGaAs/GaAsquantumwells.

(XBB897-5637)

TEM study showed formation of large half loops beneath SLSL, but no threading
dislocations can be seen in the SLSL region, The layer with constant SLSL exhibit
more strain. The P-i-N devices exhibited useful detection efficiencies for light
wavelength from 0.9 to 1,15 mm.

Variation of Dislocation Morphology with Strain in GexSil-x
Epilayers on (100) Si

E.P. KVAM, D.M. MAHER, C.J. HUMPHREYS, J. WASHBURN

A change in microstructure, including dislocation Burgers vector, length, and
behalyiour has been observed to occur when the epilayer mismatch is varied in
GexSil-x grown on (100) Si. At low mismatches (<1.5%), there is an orthogonal array
of very long 60 ° misfit dislocations. At higher mismatches (>2.3%) there is a mixture

of 60 °and edge dislocations. The nature of the microstructure has a pronounced effect
on the density of threading dislocations in the epilayer, which increase by a factor of
~60 x through a relatively small range of mismatch (1.7 to 2.1%, corresponding to x
ranging from 0.4 to 0.5).

The production of misfit 60 °dislocations in the low-mismatch materials examined

was shown to be due to an internal faulted loop (the diamond defect) operating as a
modified Frank-Read source. The resultant microstructure was very inhomoge-
neous, with dislocations highly clustered (in comparison to the random spacing of
the array o fedge dislocations at high rnismatch). Further, despite extensive di sloca tion,

very little of the dislocation content at low mismatch was edge type. Typical low-
mismatch and high mismatch epilayer microstructures are shown in Figure 7.

The gradual change from 60 °to edge type interfacial dislocations with increasing
mismatch has been documented, as has the concurrent rapid increase of epithreading
dislocation density.

A two-stage process of dislocation introduction is proposed to explain the transi-

tion in misfit dislocation morphology which occurs in Si-Ge on Si(001 )epilayers, with
predominantly 60 ° type at low mismatch to predominantly edge type above about

45% Ge (-2% bulk mismatch). This transition seems to be associated with a point of
critical strain for surface nucleation of 60°misfit dislocations, followed by a coopera-
tively-induced nucleation and propagation of a second, complementary dislocation
to form a pure sessile edge dislocation. The subsequent locking up of dislocations in
a sessile state results in a rapid increase in the number of threading dislocations in the
epilayer.
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Size Effect in Parabolic Quantum Wells
. W. WALUKtEWlCZ,P.F.HOPKINS*,M.SUNDRAM*, A.X.GOSSARD*,ANDR.M.WESTERVELT t

Recently, new semiconductor heterostructure devices,the remotely-doped wide
parabolic wells, havebeen introduced. Thesestructureshavebeendemonstrated to
contain thick layers (> 1000_) of high mobility (> 200,000cm2/Vs) electron gaswith
roughly uniform three- dimensional electron densities.

We have studied three different, remotely doped parabolic well .structures,
Experimentally, low temperature electron mobility as high as 3x10s cm2/Vs has been
found in the parabolic well with electron concentration n = 10_6cm -3. This mobility
is much higher than the electron mobilities in uniformly doped GaAs crystals with
the same electron concentration. However, it is still at least one order of magnitude
lower than mobilities of 2D-electron gas in high quality modulation doped hetero-
structures. We have found that lower than expected electron mobilities can be
attributed to electron scattering from rough walls of the wells. This phenomenon is
an equivalent of theso-called "size effect," which has been extensively studied in thin
metal films. However, this is the first observation of the size-effect in a semiconduc-
tor system.

In order to quantitatively explain the electron mobility in these structures we
assumed that the roughness of the walls is related to screening length of the 3-
dimensional electron gas in the walls. Incorporation of the size effect reduces the
electron mobilityby the factor 2 to 3. Also, as is shown in Figure 8, the absolute value
as well as temperature dependence of the experimental mobility, can be only
understood if scattering from rough walls is accounted for.

Formation of Buried Strained Sil_xGexLayer in Single
Crystal Si by High Dose Ge Ion Implantation
K.M.Yu ANDI.G.BnOWN_:

Recently, there was a renewed interest in Si__xGe, alloys. The alloy in the
composition range x=2 to 30% have been grown on Si by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and limited reaction processing. In our
study we have adopted a different approach. We have investigated the formation of
Si__xGe,alloy by high dose Ge implantation and solid phase epitaxy.

The implantation was carried out with the high current metal vapor vacuum arc
(MEVVA) ion source developed by researchers at LBL. Ge ions with a total dose of
= 10_6atoms/cre 2were implanted into a<100> Si wafer atan average energy of 90 kV.
The implanted wafer was annealed at temperatures ranging from 50(O00"C. Ruth-

* Universityof Californiaat SantaBarbara
t HarvardUniversity,Cambridge
; AcceleratorandFusionResearchDivision,LBL
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erford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)measurements show that the as-implanted
sample has a Ge range at = 400 A below the Si surface with maximum Ge concentra-
tion of = 5atomic %. The width of the Ge distribution is measured to be = 700 A. Solid

phase epitaxy of the amorphous Si and the Sil.xGexiayer was found to start at 500_C.
Figure 8 shows the RBS spectra in the <100> alignment from a sedes of samples
unannealed and annealed at 600°C for 10rain. The low backscattered yield from the
Ge in the regrown sample indicates that a coherent layer of Sil.xGe_is formed below

400 _ of single crystal Si.

GROWTHMECHANISMS AT"HETER OINTERFA CES

Important scientific issues in heteroepitaxy include the role of the differing depar-
tures from thermodynamic equilibrium exhibited by different growth techniques in
controlling the interface formation; the role of interface stoichiometry in the growth
of compound materials; the difference between the growth of one material (A) on
another (B) and the inverse process (Bon A); the role of the substrate in controlling the
structure of polymorphic materials; the role of interdiffusion across growing inter-
faces in controlling defect properties. Our goal is to determine the roles of various
structural, chemical, electronic, and kinetic constraints in controlling thin film hetero-
structure growth and properties. This multifaceted, multidisciplinary program in-
volves a variety of approaches to common materials systems. To study the role of the
growth process, we are investigating the growth of boron nitride films by sputtering,
electrochemical and chemical beam methods. To study the role of stoichiometry and
interface dipole formation, as well as the order of deposition (A/B or B/A), in
con_olling the properties of metal / semiconductor and metal / insula tor interfaces,
we are studying the growth of silicides (CoSi2, NiSi 2) and alkaline-earth fluorides
(CaF2, SrF2)by sr)uttering, evaporation and molecular beam epitaxy. We also aim to
investigate the g_'owthof II-VImaterials by chemical vapor deposition and compare
that with alte_,ative growth means, possibly including electrochemical and molecu-
lar or chemical beam methods. The resultant thin films in all of these projects are
studied both in situ and ex situ with high resolution characterization of structural and
electronic properties.

BoronNitrideHeterointerfaceFormation
J. KORTRIGHT, M. OLM£TEAD, J. PORTER. J. Lo, F. ECHEGARAY, P. OULLEN

Boron nitride is commonly found in two polymorphs, cubic and hexagonal, with
highly disparate properties. The cubic form is similar to diamond, while the
hexagonal form is structurally similar to graphite, although an electrical insulator.
We are investigating means to stabilize cubic and hexagonal boron nitride phases a
low defect density by studying growth on cubic and hexagonal substrates with
sputtering, electrochemical and chemical beam deposition techniques. The compari-
son of low temperature solid (electrochemical) and plasma (sputtering) deposition as
well as higher temperature UHV chemical beam deposition will allow us to explore
directly the influence of growth kinetics and mechanism upon order and disorder in
thin films, as well as their electrical and optical properties.
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Sputter Deposition of Boron Nitride Films
J, KORTRIGHT,d. Lo, P.OULLEN

The energetic ions which form the source material in sputter deposition can over-
come kinetic barriers to the formation of metastable structures, and it is hoped that
these processes may lead to growth of the the metastable cubic form of boron nitride.
Our initial experiments of RFmagnetron sputtering from a compound BN target onto
unheated substrates confirm literature reports that amorphous, boron-rich films
result. Using Rutherford back scattering (RBS)for composition analysis confirms that
nitrogen added to the sputtering gas reacts during the growth process to increase the
nitrogen content in the films, even making them nitrogen-rich, Future work will
further investigate this method to control stoichiometry and investigate the effects of
substrate temperature and the possibility of inducing epitaxy by using different
substrates, The sputter deposited films will be compared and contrasted with films
deposited by other means. Characterization methods will include x-ray scattering,
near-edge soft x-ray absorption, RBS, and various photon and electron spectrosco-
pies.

Electrochemical Deposition of Boron Nitride Films
J. PORTER,F.EOHEGARA¥

Unlike more traditional high-temperature methods., the low-temperature syn-
theticprocessesin electrochemicaldepositionoftenproduces materials whichare far
from their equilibrium state. We are able to utilize a wide variety of conducting
substratesand non-traditional syntheticprecursors to explore the influenceof spe-
cificinterfacial interactions upon thin film structure and properties. By working at
low temperature, we caneffectivelyfreezeout speciesor structureswhich may be
transient, reactive intermediates at higher growth temperatures, allowing precise
kinetic measurements.Manipulation of theoxidation stateof thereagentsallows us
to generatereactive intermediateson thegrowing surfaceof the heterostructure in
sub-monolayer quantities. Working with dilute solutions of oxidized solid reagents,
these experiments pose enormously reduced safety and health hazards when com-
pared to the more traditional synthetic precursors for III-Vmaterials. To date, we have
studied the electrochemistry of several chemical systems, including compounds of
boron, gallium, indium, thallium, nitrogen, phosphorous, arsenic and antimony. We
have designed and constructed specialized apparatus and electrochemical cells with
which to handle moisture-sensitive reagents and we have developed methods to
purify and dry the solvents and reagents.

Figure 9 shows a result related to the reduction of a boron containing compound
of possible use in BN film growth. Anoxidized precursor, in this caseborontrifluoride
(BF3) is reduced at a copper surface in two steps to produce a polymeric deposit
consisting mostly of elemental boron. In the first step (A in Figure 9) asoluble reactive
intermediate, probably the BF2 radical, is produced by reductive elimination of
fluoride ion. Step B is associated with the reductive elimination of fluoride ion from
the surface of the growing film to produce local boron radical sites. The film probably
grows by a radical coupling mechanism, the resulting film is black, and sufficiently
conductive to allow growth to continue indefinitely.

Figure 10shows an Auger spectrum of the oute_"surface of the deposit after it has
been exposed to humid air. Terminal fluorides have been largely replaced by oxygen,
and the presence of copper indicates that the film is discontinuous. In thecoming year,
our emphasis will be upon physical characterization of the ele- mental and alloy thin
film heterostructures which we can produce by these novel low-temperature routes.
Determination of the physical structure of the films will be performed using x-ray and
Raman scattering methods as well as microscopic study using SEM, TEMand STM.
Thermal and/or photochemical processing will be explored as a method of produc-
ing films with controlled disorder. Optical spectroscopies and electrical characteriza-
tion will be used to determine the electronic properties of the materials.
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Chemical Beam Deposition of Boron Nitride Films
M, OLMSTEAD, P, OULLEN

The standard process for the cherrdc,al vapor deposition of boron nitride films in-
volves the decomposition of gaseous diborane (B2H6) and ammonia (NH3). It is
difficult to control the stoichiometry ')f the fihns deposited in this manner, and the

constituent gases are also toxic, requiring special handling, We are developing novel
chemical precursors which are solids or liquids at room temperature and can be easily
contained and controlled; a likely candidate is F3B:N(CH_) 3, Initial experiments in a

quartz ampule furnace to determine the reaction products are in progress. When
appropriate molecular precursors are se- lected, they will be utilized in the chemical
beam epitaxy chamber in the AML to grow boron nitride films.

Epltaxlal Semiconductor/Metal/Insulator Systems
Sillcide and Fluoride Growth on Silicon Substrates

M. OLIVlSTEAD,G, WONG, P, CULLEN

The growth of epitaxial metal/insulator interfaces is not well characterized, in
spite of its significant technological implications. Complications in the growth of
such complex heterostructures include the variable stoichiometry at the interface and
the extreme differences in typical surface and electronic energies between the metals
and the insulators, Both factors influence the difference between metal-on-insulator

and insulator-on-metal deposition as well as the kinetic approach to _hermodynamic
t
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stability or metastability. We plan to investigate the growth of such epitaxial metal/
insulator interfaces, with C3St 2and NiSi_ as the metal layer ar.d CaF 2as the insulator,

and with silicon as the substrate, We are completing the design for the evaporation
system within the CBE/MBE chamber and are doing theoretical simulations of the
expected experimental results. In the next year we expect to grow silicide/silicon and
fluoride/silicide interfaces and investigate them with photoelectron and x-ray spec-

_roscopies, We have submitted a proposal to the Stanford Syr, chrotron i_diation
Laboratory to perform photoelectron diffraction on these systems once SSRL returns
to full operation.

X-ray Characterization oi interface Formation
X-rayScattering,Diffractionand Reflectancs
J, KORTRIGHT,O, LUCAS

We are developing x-ray scattering, diffraction and reflectance techniques to
investigate structural aspects of interface formation, Graz,ng-incidcnce techniques
which enhance sensitivity to just the near surface region will be employed, as will
more traditional diffraction techniques to study thicker films, Early experimer_tal
developments will include development of the capability to transfer samples from the
MBEi/CBE system in UHV into x-ray experiments either at LBL or at SSRL. Subse-
quent developments will include compact vacuum deposition experiments which
will _,llow structural aspects of plasma-assisted interface formation processes to be
studted in situ by x-ray techniques, and the application of similar techniques to study
interface formation by electrochemical techniques. We are also involved in the design
and development of an x-ray wiggler beamline at the ALS.

Growth of Wide Band Gap II-VI Materials
J, PORTER,M, ARNDT,F. EOHEGAR,_.Y

The non-equilibrium conditions which exist near a heterointerface during growth
have been shown to influence the generation and concentration of native defects, as
well as the lattice locatton and solubility of impurities on either side of the interface.
Group II-VI compounds are particularly attractive for fundamental studies because
of their promise as optical materials, and because the understanding of interface
structure at the atomic level is still very limited for this class of materials. In
preparation to form II-VI compound interfaces, we have started to evaluate available
compounds with regard to toxicity, purity, and physical parameters for use in the
existing metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) system in the AML
building. The synthesis and purification of new low toxicity compounds is being
discussed with members of the chemistry department at UCB. Depending on the
progress regarding the location of acceptable liquid organometallics of zinc and the
in situ generation oi gaseous group VI compounds, we plan to grow the first layers
in the coming fiscal year.
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Publications and Reports
Semiconductors

RefereedJournal Articles

Bliss, D.E,,D.D. Nolte, W, Waluldewicz, E.E.Haller, and J.Lagowski, "Absolute Pressure Dependence of the Second Ionization Level
of EL2in GaAs," Appl. Phys. Lett, 56, 1143,1990.

Bourret, E,D., J,B.Guitron, M.L. Galiano, and E.E Hailer, "Vertical Seeded Melt-Growth of GaAs," J. Crystal Crowth 102,877,1990.

Lee, B.-T., Jeong Yong Lee, and Edith D, Bourret, "Atomic Structure of Twins in GaAs," Appl. Phys. Lett. 57, 346, 1990.

Walukiewicz, W., "Carrier Scattering by Native Defects in Semiconductors," Phys. Rev. 1341,10218, 1990.

Yu, K.M., and K.T. Chan, "Characterization of Strained lnGaAs Single Quantum Well Structures by Ion Beam Methods," Appl. Phys.
Lett. 56, 45, 1990.

Yu, K.M., and K.T. Chan, "Growth Studies of Pseudomorphic GaAs/InGaAs/AIGaAs Modulation-Doped Field Effect Transistor
Structures," Appl. Phys. Left. 56, 2202, 1990.

Yu,K.M., H.P. Lee, and S. Wang, "Lattice Location of Sn Atoms in MBEGaAs by Ion Channeling Methods," Appl. Phys, Left, 56,1784,
1990.

Yu, K.M., H.P. Lee, and S. Wang, 'qon Channeling Investigation of the Lattice Location of Sn Atoms in GaAs Thin Films Grown by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy," Appl. Phys, Left. 56, 1784,1990,

RefereedConference Proceedings

Bliss, D.E., W. Walukiewicz, D.D. Nolte and E.E. Hailer, "Absolute Pressure Dependence of the Second Ionization Level of EL2 in
GaAs," March 1989Meeting of the American Physical Society, St. Louis, Mar. 20-24,1989; Bull. A mer. Phys. Soc. 34, 685,1990.

I taller, E.E., "Hydrogen in Semicondut:tors," Proc.20rhConf. on thePhysics ofSemiconductors, E.M. Anastasakis and J.D.Joannopoulos,
eds., Singapore, World Scientific Publishing Co.,, 1990, p, 29,

Merk, E.,J,Heyman, and E.E, Haller, "Infrared Absorption Study of Zinc-Doped Silicon," Proc. FallMeeting of the Materials Research
Society, Boston, Nov. 27-Dec. 2, 1989; Mat. Res. SOc.Syrup. Proc. 163, 815, 1990.

Walukiewicz, W., "Electron Scattering by Native Defects in Uniformly- and Modulation-Doped Semiconductor Structures," Invited
paper, 1989FallMeeting of the Mmerials ResearchSociety, Boston, Nov. 27-Dec. 2,1989; Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 163,845,
1990,

Waluktewicz, W,, and E,E. Hailer, "Carrier Scattering by Native Defects in Modulation Doped IIeterostructures," E,M, Anastasakts
and J.D, Joannopoulos, eds., Singapore, 1990 p, 1657.
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LBL Reports

Bourret, E,D., "Effects of Total Liquid Encapsulation on the Characteristics of GaAs Single Crystals Grown by Vertical Gradient
Freeze," submitted to J,Crystal Growth, LBL-28488,

Chan, L,Y,,Kin Man Yu, M, Bon-Tzur, E.E. HaUer, J,M,Jaklevic, W. Walukiewicz, and C.M, Hansorb "Lattice Location of Diffused
Zn Atoms in GaAs and InP Single Crystals," submitted to J, Appl, Phys. LBL-29638.

Merk, E., and E,E. Haller, "Piezospectroscopic Study of the Ground and Excited Stutes of Zinc Double Accepters in Silicon,"
submitted to Phys. Rev. B, LBL-29332,

Walukiewicz, W,, and E,E. Hailer, "Effect of Scattering by Native Defects on Electron Mobility in Modulation-doped Heterostruc-
tures," submitted to Appl. Phys. Left, LBL-29751.

Waluktewlc.z, W,, P,F, Hopkins, M, Sundaram, A.C. Gossard, and R,M, Westervelt, "Size Effect tn Parabolic GaAs/AlxGal-xAs
Quantum Wells," submitted to Phys, Rev, Lett, LBL-29729,

Yu, K.M,, H.P, Lee, and S, Wang, "Ion Channeling Investigation of the Lattice Location of Sn Atoms in GaAs Thin Films Grown by
Mo;ecular Beam Epitaxy," Appl, Phys, Lett, 5618, 1784, 1990, LBL-27921,

Yu, K,M,, B.Katz, I,C,Wu and I,G, Brown, "Formation of Iridium Slltctde Layer by High Dose Iridium Ion Implan tatlon Into Silicon,"
submitted to Nucl. Inst. & Meth, LBL-27544,

Yu, K.M,, K.Khachaturyan, E.R,Weber, H.P, Lee, and E.G. Colas, "Substltutt0naltty of Tc and Sn Related Dx Centers in AlxGal-xAs,"
Phys, Rev, Lett, submitted), LBL-27952,

Yu, K.M., M.L. Cohen, E.E, Hailer, W,L. Hansen, A.Y. Liu, and I.C. Wu, "Observation of the Theoretically Predicted Crystalline
Phases of C3N4," submitted to Phys. Rev. Left. LBL-26358.

Invited Talks

Bourret, E.D., "Gradient Freeze Growth of GaAs Single Crystals," Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California at
Davis, Davis CA, February 5, 1990.

Bourret, E.D., "Growth of Semi-Insulating and Doped GaAs Single Crystals using the VGF Technique," poster presentation, Gordon
Research Conference on Crystal Growth, Oxnard, CA, March 11-16,1990,

Haller, E,E., "Hydrogen in Semiconductors," Plenary ,'alk, 20rh International Conf. on the Physics of Semiconductors, Thessalonlki,
Greece, Aug. 6-10, 1990. LBL-28691.

Hailer, E,E., "Semiconductor Materials and Devices," IEEEShort Course, San Francisco, CA, January 16,1990.

Haller, E.E., "Hydrogen in Semiconductors," Pbysics Department, University of Illinois Urbana-Champagne, March 29,1990 and
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, March 30, 1990,

Hailer, E.E., "Hydrogen in Crystalline Semiconductors," Philips Laboratories, Briarcllff Manor, NY, April 17, 1990.

Haller, E.E., "Hydrogen in Semiconductors," Plenary talk at the 20th Inr, Confr. on the Physics of Semiconductors, Thessaloniki,
Greece, August 7,1990.

Hailer, E.E., "Electronic Properties of Hydrogen-Related Complexes in Pure Semtccmductors," 6rh Trieste Semiconductor Sympo-
sium, Trieste, Italy, August 29, 1990.

Hailer, E.E., "Semiconductors," Miller Institute for Basic Research, Berkeley, CA, October 16, 1990.

Walukiewicz, W., "Native Defects in lII-V Semiconductors," Varian Associates Technical Seminars, Palo Alto, CA, August 20,1990,

Walukiewicz, W., "Amphoteric Native Defects in Compound Semiconductors," Stanford University, Stanford, CA, Nov. 7, 1990.

Yu, K.M., "Ion Beam Analysis of GaAa Buffer Layers Grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy at Low Temperature," Workshop on Low
Temperature GaAs Buffer Layers, San Francisco, April 20, 1990.

Contributed Talks

Ben-tzur, M., K.M. Yu, and E.E. Haller, "Interfacial Reactions between Thin Films of Co and lnP 100),", 1990 Fall Meeting of the
Materials Research Society, Boston, Nov. 26-Dec. 1, 1990; Mat. Res. Soc, Syrup. Proc. Vol. 202, 719 1991). LBL-29270.

Bourret, E.D.,"Vertical Bridgman and Gradient Freeze Growth of lII-V Compound Semiconductors," F. Weinberg Syrup. on
Solidification Processes, Hamilton, Canada, Aug. 26-29, 1990. LBL-28408.

Bourret, E,D.,"Effects of Total Liquid Encapsulation on the Characteristics of GaAs Single Crystals Grown by Vertical Gradient
Freeze," Eighth American Conference on Crystal Growth, Vail, Colorado, July 15-20, 1990. LBL-28488.

Hailer, E.E.,"Electronic Properties of Hydrogen-Related Complexes in Pure Semiconductors," 6rh Trieste Semic, Symp. on
"Hydrogen in Semiconductors: Bulk and Surface Properties," Trieste, Aug. 28-31,1990; LBL-29292,to be pub!. in Physica
B,

Walukiewicz, W.,"Electron Scattering by Native Defects h'_Modulation Doped Heterostructures,', 1990 Meeting of the American
Physical Society, Anaheim, Mar. 12-16, 1990; Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. 35, 571, 1990. LBL-28418.

Walukiewicz, W., M. Sundaram, P.F. Hopkins, A.C. Gossard, and R.M.Westervelt, "Size Effect in Wide Parabolic GaAs/AlxGal-
xAs Quantum Wells," Fall, 1990Meeting of the Materials Research Society, Boston, Nov. 26-Dec. 1, 1990. LBL-29M2,

Wolk, J.A., and E.E. I laller, "Donor Excited-State Spectroscopy of Ultra-Pure GaAs in Zero Magnetic Field," March, 1990Meeting
of the American Physical Society, Anaheim, Mar. 12-16, 1990; Bull. Amer, Phys. Soc. 35, 413, 1990. LBL-28433.
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Structure-Property Relatlotl :hips

RefereedJournalArticles

George, T,, Z, Ltllental-Weber, E,R, Weber, and F,H, Pollack, "Charac ertzation of polish-induced damage In <110> GaAs; A
Comparison of Transmission Electron Microscopy and Ramar .3pectroscopy," J, Appl, Phys, Left,, 07, 4363, '1990,
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Waddill, G,D,, I,M, Vitomirov, C,M, Aldao, S,G, Anderson, C, Capasso, ,H, Weaver, and Z, Llliental-Weber, "Abrupt Interfaces
with Novel Structural and Electronic Properties: Metal Cluster D( _osition and Metal-Semiconductor Junctions," Phys, Rev,
B41, 5293, 1990,

Nauka, K,,G,A, Reid, and Z, Liliental-Weber, "EBICand CL Imaging of tI .,Antiphase Domain Boundaries in GaAs Grown on Si,"
Appl, Phys, Lett,, 56, 376, 1990,

/

Liliental-Weber, Z,, E,R, Weber, J,Washburn and J,H, Weaver, "Schottky Barrier Contacts on Defect Free Ga,ks," Appl, Phys, Lett,,
56, 2507,1990,
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Phystca,C 166, 115,1990, J
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Washburn J,and E,P,Kvam, "Possible Dislocation Multiplication Source iln(001) Semiconductor Epitaxy", Appl, Phys, Left,, 57,1637,
1990, '

Wung, H,, J,Lou, N,W, Chetmg, E,P, Kvam, K,M, Yu, D,A, Olson/and J,Washburn, "XTEMStudy of Carbon Implanted Layers in
Silicon", Appl, Phys, Lett,, 57, 798, 1990,

Refereed Conference Proceedings

Liliental-Weber, Z., "Application of Electron Microscopy for the Detection of Point Defects In MBE GaAs Layers Grown at Low
Temperature," Proc,4Sth Annual Meeting of the Electron Microscopy Society ofAmerica (EMSA), Ed, J,W,Bailey, p,588, San
Francisco Press 1990,

Kvam, E,P, D,M,Maher, and C,J,H ampreys, "Diqlocation Behaviour in Ge,Si1._Epilayers on (001) Si," MRS Symp, Proc,,160, 71,1990,

Kvam, E,P., "Modified Dislocation Structures in Ge,,Sil.,,Double Epilayers on (001) Si," MRS Syrup. Proc,, 160,107, 1990,
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Other Publications

Llliental-Weber, Z., E. R, Weber, J. Washburn, "Heteroepitaxy of GaAs on Si: Methods to Decrease The Defect Density in the
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1990,
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Olson D, A, "ThinFilm Reactions on Alloy Semiconductor Substrates," Ph. D. Thesis, Department of Materials Science and Engineering
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Catalyst Design, Characterization and Application
Surface Structure and Interface Compounds
Instrumentation for Surface Science

Surface Science and Catalysis Program

The CAM Surface Science and Catalysis program pursues interdiscipli-
nary, basle research studies of surface and Interface materials, phenom-
ena, and processes at the molecular level. The research is focused on the
chemical and mechanical properties of surfaces and on the develop-
ment of new surface instrumentation to permit atomic level character-
tzation of interfaces. Current research focuses on three areas.

The aim of the CATALYST DESIGN, CHARACTERIZATION AND

APPLICATIONS project is to develop a fundamental understanding of
the factors governing synthesis and performance of catalysts for a
variety of processes. The focus is on the synthesis and characterization
of novel microporous materials, including zeolites and transition metai
nitrides, carbides, and oxides; the preparation and characterization of
single-crystal, model catalysts; and the investigation of the fundamen-
tal aspects of me thane conv ersion an d char gasi li'ca tion. Recent rese arch
results irclude several new findings:

• The nucleation of NaY zeolite depends on the formation of a
high Al- content seed material (Si/Al~l).

• Grand canonical ensemble MonteCarlo simulations provide
an accurate description of the adsorption isotherm for meth-
ane in silicalite over a wide range of pressures.

• Molybdenum modified by the deposition of cobalt and sul-
fur exhibi ts superior hy drodesul furiza tion acti vi ty 0 ver clean
molybdenum single crystals.

• Chlorine is found to disperse platinum over aluminum ox-
ide.

• Titania deposited on rhodium can increase the catalytic
activity of rhodium manyfold for the hydrogenation of ac-
etone, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide.

• A catalyst has been discovered to oxidatively couple meth-
ane toC and higher olefins and paraffins with close to 100%2
selectivity, producing essentially no CO 2.

The SURFACE STRUCTURE AND INTERFACE COMPOUNDS

project consists of three closely-linked efforts. The objective of the
Surface Structure and Bonding group is the development of the mo-
lecular science of surface phenomena by means of the understanding of
atomic-scale surface structure and chemical bonding of adsorbed
monolayers; the Coatings and Tribology effort produces surface films
that impart novel mechanical properties (scratch resistance, hardness)
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and investigates the buried interface (solid-solid, solid-liquid) on the
molecular level. In addition to interface structure, tribological proper-
ties (frictior_, lubrication and wear) are measured on the atomic scale
using the atomic force microscope. The Surface Compounds effort in-
volves studies on submonolayers of atomic and molecular adsorbates,
as well as metal oxides (TiO 2, ZrO 2 and FeO), which can modify the
chemical and mechanical properties of metal surfaces. During the past
year:

* New two-dimensional phases of sulfur adsorbed on Re(0001)
have been discovered by scanning tunneling microscopy
studies. The new phases consist of aggregates of S in the
form of trimers. They form when the local concentration
exceeds 0.25 monolayers.

* Disordered benzene molecules bonded to a Pt(111) surface

have been found to exhibit marked bending of their carbon
rings.

The INSTRUMENTATION FOR SURFACE SCIENCE project is
concerned with the development of new techniques and instruments

/_ for the study of surfaces. These include the scanning tunneling (STM)
and atomic force (AFM) microscopes, nonlinear optical techniques,
laser and electron spectroscopies, and low energy electron diffraction
(LEED). A surface analysis facility that provides service for the entire
division is also part of this projectl During the past year:

* An atomic force microscope operating at 143 K has been used
to image ferritin, a spherical protein, adsorbed on polylysine-
treated mica.

• Unenhanced surface Raman scattering was observed from a
physisorbed film of methane on highly ordered pyrolytic
graphite at 12.1 K. The coverage is estimated to be about
three monolayers.

• AI_ ultra-low current scanning tunneling microscope has
been used to image large polymer and biological molecules.

. It avoids the typical problems of tip induced displacements
of the deposited molecules.

• Electrodeposition processes are imaged in situ on the atomic
scale with a newly developed solid-liquid interface STM.
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CATALYST DESIGN, CHARACTERIZATION AND APPLICATIONS
Microporous Materials

ZeoliteSynthesis
A.T. BELL, D.M. GINTER, W.M. HENDRICKSANDR.F. MORTLOCK

Zeolites are widely used in industry as catalysts for petroleum processing and
chemical synthesis. The aim of this project is to understand the chemical and physical
transformations Occurring during the synthesis of zeolites from highly alkaline
aqueous gels and the function of these processes in determining the structure and
composition of the zeolites formed. These questions are being pursued through the
use of such modern spectroscopic techniques as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and electron microscopy, some
of which were specifically modified for these studies at CAM.

Changes in the composition and structure of the solid and liquid phases of f; ajasite
synthesis gels were measured over time using elemental analysis, NMR spectros-
copy, vibrational spectroscopies and x-ray diffraction. Initial mixing of the colloidal
silica, caustic and aluminate has no noticeable chemical or structural effects beyond
gelation via flocculation and adsorption of aluminum and sodium onto the silica
surface. The colloidal silica dissolves with room-temperature aging through the
successive breakage of siloxane bonds in a kinetically limited reaction. The presence
of aluminum slows the rate of siloxane bond breakage and suppresses the appearance
of dissolved silica through the precipitation of aluminosilicate species. Once the
dissolved aluminum is depleted from the liquid phase, the remaining colloidal silica
dissolves away, leaving only an aluminosilicate solid phase which can then rearrange
_hrough interaction with silicates in solution.

An investigation was conducted of the effects of gel aging on the rate of NaY
fmmation, and the structure and composition of the final zeolite. The kinetics of
crystallization were followed by powder x-ray diffraction with supplemental infor-
mation provided by elemental analysis, NMR spectroscopy, vibrational spectrosco-
pies and scanning electron microscopy. The rate of crystallization and the composi-
tion of the crystalline products are affected and strongly influenced by the composition
of an amorphous aluminosilicate solid produced during aging, Initial aging produces
an Al-rich aluminosilicate solid which readily reacts to form nuclei upon heating. The
number of nuclei is directly related to the amount of aluminosilicate precipitated.
Prolonged aging leads to incorporation of additional Si into the aluminosilicate solid,
which appears to decrease the amount of coalescence of nuclei. Compositional

heterogeneities in the initial gel are reduced by aging. This serves to increase the yield
of NaY zeolite and to suppress the formation of NaR and NaS zeolites.

Studies of the reactions of aluminate anions with silicate anions in highly alkaline
solutions were continued as part of an ongoing effort to understand the fundamental
physical and chemical factors governing the formation of alumino-silicates. 29Siand
VA1 NMR spectroscopies have been used to character:ze dilute, highly alkaline

tetrapropylammonium aluminosilicate solutions. The solution compositions ranged
from 0.1 to 2 mole %SiO2, silicate ratios ([SiO2]/[(TPA)20]) from 0.05 to 1, and Si/Al
molar ratios from 0.25 to 5. 29SiNMR resonances were observed for Al incorporation
into the dimer, linear trimer, cyclic trimer, branched cyclic trimer, double three
membered ring (D3R), and double four membered ring (D4R) anions. In aluminosili-
care solutions with 2 mole %SiO2, silicate ratios of less than 1.5 lead to the stabilization
of D3R(1 Al) anions. The addition of DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide) to TPA (tetrapropyl
ammonium) aluminosilicate solutions provides the solutions with a high concentra-
tion of D3R(1 Al) and D4R(1A1) anions. Semi-empirical quantum mechanical calcu-
lations were performed to calculate the partial charge on Si atoms in silicate and

aluminosilicate anionic structures. A correlation between the Si atom partial charge
and its experimentally observed chemical shift assists in the assignment 29SiNMR peaks
due to soluble aluminosilicates (see Figure I).
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] In a separate investigation, the effects of tetraalkylammonium (TAA)cations on
the equilibrium distribution of silicate oligomers in aqueous alkaline silicate solutions
were investigated using 29SiNMR spectroscopy. The results indicate that intrinsic
differences exist in the interactions involving TAA cations and those involving alkali
metal cations. The large size of the TAA cations precludes significant ion-pairing,
however, hydrophobic solvation and ion-crowding play important roles in determin-
ing silicate speciation at equilibrium.

Effects of solvent structure on the equilibrium distribution of silicate oligomers in
mixed organic/aqueous solutions of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH)
were investigated using _Si NMR spectroscopy. The results indicate that the presence
of organic molecules leads to condensation of the silicates, particularly to double-ring
structures. Equilibrium calculations indicate that the observed extent of silicate
condensation exceeds what would be expected from mass action. The variety of
organic solvents used allowed elucidation of structure effects due to the following:
carbon chain length, carbon chain morphology, functional group, and placement of
the functional group. The structure effects of organic solvents can beattributed to the
ordering of water around the solvent molecules.

Transition Metal Nitride Catalysts
K.S. LEE, P.A. ARMSTRONG, A.T. BELL, AND J.A. REIMER

Hydrodenitrogenation of model compounds has been investigated over Mo2N.
Jnsupported Mo2N was prepared by temperature-programmed reduction of MoO3

._ ammonia. The BET surface area of the final product was ~ 150 m2/g. The reactions
of quinoline over Mo2N were studied in a microreactor at a total pressure of I atm.
Above 250°C, quinoline was observed to undergo hydrogenation to 1,2,3,4 tetra-
hydroquinoline, the extent of hydrogenation being determined by equilibrium. At
temperatures above 325°C, hydrogenolysis occurred to yield a variety of alkylanaline
derivatives. Further increase in temperature resulted in the release of ammonia and
the formation of alkylbenzene products. At no stage was any evidence found for alkyl
cyclohexanes. The observed selectivity to alkylbenzene products is significant and

distinctly diff,_,,_nt from that observed tor Ni-promoted MoS2catalysts now used
industrially. Preliminary experiments with pyridine suggest that this molecule
undergoes hydrogenation to piperidine and subsequent hydrogenolysis to form
ammonia and pentane. Investigations of the structure of pyridine adsorbed on Mo2N
using 2D NMR spectroscopy have recently been initiated.
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Supported Vanadia Catalysts
G,T, WENT,S.T,OYAMA, ANDA. T. BELL

' Supportedvanadtacatalystswere studiedusingRamanspectroscopytoestablish
the effects of vanadia loading and su,pport composition on the structure of the
dispersed van_.dia species. Three types of vanadia species were found to be present
on SIC)=,TiO2and Al203supports: monomeric vanadyls, one-and two dimensional
vanadate chains, and crystallites of V=Os.Monomeric vanadyls are characterized by
a narrow Raman band in the region of 1026--1042 cm'_;the position being sensitive
to the identity of the support. The terminal V=Ogroups of polyvanadate chains give
rise to a broad feature in the region of 800-1000 cm"_which, in the case of TiO=-sup-
ported V=Os,shifts to higher frequency as V2Osloading increases. Crystalline V=Os
was detected at higher loading on three s_.pports. Evidence from Raman spectros-
copy and O=chemisorption indicate that _he dispersion of vanadia increases in the
order SiO2> Al=O3~TiO2.Raman spectra taken after the catalysts were exposed to
ethanol and water show that only the monomeric species interact with the adsorbates.
For SiOz-supported V=Os,these interactions result in a reduction in the extent of
bonding between the vanadyl groups and the support. Similar experiments conducted
with TiO2- and Al203-supported V205show no evidence of a reduction in the extent
of vanadyl bonding to the support.

Catalytic Hydrogenation of CO*
The purpose of this project is to develop an understanding of the fundamental

processes involved in the catalytic conversion of carbon monoxide and hydrogen to
gaseous and liquid fuels. Attention is focused on defining the factors which limit
catalyst activity, selectivity, and res!stance to poisoning, and the relationship between
catalyst composition/structure and performance. To meet these objectives, a variety
of surface diagnostic techniques are used to characterize supported and unsupported
catalysts before, during, and after reaction. The information is combined with
detailed studies of reaction kinetics to elucidate reaction mechanisms and the

influence of modifications in catalyst composition and/or structure on the elemen-
tary reactions involved in carbon monoxide hydrogenation.

Deactivation of Ru/TiO2Catalysts During Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis*
K.R.KRISHNAANDA.T. BELL

An investigation of the causes of catalyst deactivation during Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis over Ru/TiO 2catalysts has been carried out. The effects of Ru dispersion,
TiO2phase, and TiO2surface area on catalyst activity and selectivity were examined.
CO chemisorption capacity and carbon species accumulation were determined as a
function of reaction time using isotopic tracer techniques in conjunction with tem-
perature-programmed surface reaction. The results of this investiga rien show that ali
of the catalysts undergo deactivation with time, with no change in product selectivity.
Initially, deactivation is very rapid followed by a slower activity loss. The long-term
rate of deactivation is proportional to the initial CO turnover frequency, obtained by
extrapolation of the long-term activity data. Deactivation is accompanied by a
progressive loss in CO chemisorption capacity as well as an accumulation of various
types of carbon species. The activity and the CO chemisorption capacity can be
restored to their initial values by reduction in H 2or D2. Differences in the initial ac-
tivity (measured at 1 rain after start-up of reaction) of Ru supported on anatase and
Degussa P-25 titania (70%anatase, 30% rutile) can be ascribed to differences in Ru
dispersion; Ru supported on rutile exhibits a lower initial activity than the anatase-
supported catalyst with the same dispersion. TiO2-supported Ruhas ahigher activity
than SiO_/2or A1203supported Ru, and the formation of Ti_/f sites at the adlineation
of Ru and titania is proposed to be the cause for this. Carbidic carbon, C. and

*ThisworkwassupportedbytheDivisionof ChemicalSciences,Officeof BasicEnergySciences,U.S.Departmentof Energy
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Figure2
Sohematloof a Pt-Reblmetalllosurfacewiththeoo-
adsorbedsulfur,(XBL918-1710)

alkylcarbon chains, Cb,were observed to accumulate as reaction proceeds. Cbconsists
of two species Cb,, which is the precursor to C2+hydrocarbons, and Cb,,,which conSists
of longer alkyl chains and does not participate in the production of gas phase

, products. The inventory of the reactive C, and Cb, passes through a maximum in the
first 10 min of reaction, while the longer chain Cb,,grows monotonically. Both types
of carbon result in a loss in CO chemisorption capacity. The rapid initial loss in
activity in the first ten minutes correlates with the C, + Cbaccumulation; the long-term
loss in CO uptake and catalyst activity are probably due to Cb.,. The alkyl chains
comprising Cb,,do not undergo hydrogenolysis under reaction conditions, probably
due to inaccessibility to hydrogen.

Metal and Bimetallic Single Crystal Catalyst Systems:
(Pt, Pt-Re, Mo-Co, Ni, Rh)

Fundamental aspects of catalysis are investigated by the use of well-characterized
single crystal metal surfaces. Bimetallic surfaces are produced in ultra-high vacuum
by deposition of a second metal. Additives, such as sulfur, chlorine or oxygen are
added from the vapor phase when appropriate.

Platinum-RheniumBimetallicSystem!

C. KJMANDG.A. SOMOF_JAI

A pulsed metal vapor vacuum arc plasma gun was developed and applied to
deposit rhenium and platinum from submonolayer to multilayer quantities (Figure
2). The co-deposition of sulfur onto the Pt-Re bimetallic system has been investigated
in order to develop a Pt-Re-S mode] catalyst that was found to have superior activity
and selectivity for dehydrocyclization in the petroleum refining technology. The
bonding and desorption of sulfur was studied in high pressures of hydrogen and n-
hexane. It was found that the presence of the co-adsorbed hydrocarbon enhanced the
sulfur removal rate but the desorption mechanism did not change.

SelectiveReductionof NitricOxide UsingAmmonia
T. KATONA AND G.A, SOMORJAI

NO reduction by NH 3 to produce N2 and H20 over V2Os-.TiO2 catalysts in the
presence of excess oxygen is an important chemical process to reduce NOx emission

from stationary combustion based power plants. We explored platinum as a catalyst
for this reaction and it proved to be a much more active one by at least two orders of
magnitude than the oxide system. We found that NO inhibits ammonia oxidation by
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Figure3 Rate Osoillation of NO Consumption
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O= below 250°C. Oxygen appears to catalyze the NO-NH 3 reaction probably by
" converting NH 3to reactive NH2 surface species, An oscillatory reaction between NO

and NH3 was uncovered at 300°C in certain partial pressure regimes of nitric oxide and

ammonia (Figure 3).

The Surface Science and Catalytic Behavior of Cobalt and
Sulfur Covered Molybdenum Crystals
O. KNIGHTANDG,A, SOMORJAI

Molybdenum modified by the deposition of cobalt and
sulfur was utilized for the hydrodesulfurization of thiophene
to butenes and butane (Figure 4). When cobalt is deposited on

l Mo('IO0) or (910) a stepped molybdenum crystal surface, the reaction rate in-creases over that of clean Mo. The structures and chemisorp-

0.76 ML 8 _ t/on properties of cobalt and sulfur are explored to develop a

ann. 1260 K _ model catalyst that is superior for the HDS reaction utilized in
the petrochemical technology.

Mo(lO0) or (910)

dep. 1 ML Co
ann. 870 K

CO

Mo(lO0) or (910)

(3xl) surface structure

S segregates on top of Co

613 K

C4H4S + H2 _ C4Hy + H2S
Figure4
ModelCo-MmSSurfacesforHDS, (XBL9010-3356)
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Studies of Catalyzed Hydrogenation Reactions on
Single Crystal Metal (Pd, Pt, Ni) Surfaces

M, QUINLAN,D, GARDINANDG,A, SOMORJAt

The selective hydrogenation of polyolefins and the hydrogenation of nttrtles to
amines are facile reactions that readily occur near 25°C either in the vapor phase or
in a liquid solvent. We aim to understand the mechanisms of these important
reactions by studying model single crystal nickel [Nt(11 i )],rhodium (stepped surfaces)
and palladium [Pd(111)] catalysts of low (lcre 2) surface area and by developing a
catalytic cell for the combined liquid phase rate studies and uhv surface character-
tzatton. While our reaction cell is under construction, we are investigating the
structure of chemisorbed ethylene and propylamtne on the metal single crystals by
thermal desorption techniques, high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
and low energy electron diffraction.

'

Oxide and Oxide-Metal Single Crystal Catalyst Systems:
Pt/AI O, Rh/TiO, Pt/ZrO, Cu/ZnO, Cu O, Y-Zeofite

2 8 2 2 x

Oxides and oxide-metal systems have unusual chemical properties and are often
used as catalysts. These model studies are aimed to explore how their structure and
composition relates to their catalytic activity and selectivity. Oxide layers are
deposited in submonolayer coverages on single crystal surfaces or on polycrystalltne
foils of transition metals by depositing the metal from the vapor and subsequently
oxidizing it. The surface coverage of the oxide is monitored by selective chemisorp-
tion, electron photon and ion spectroscoptes (AES, XPS, ISS). The structure of the
oxide-metal system is studied by LEED, XPS and scanning tunneling microscopy.
The chemisorption and catalytic behavior of oxide-metal systems is compared with
that of the clean metal.

The Role of Chlorine in Controlling the Surface Area and
Catalytic Activity of Platinum in Hydrocarbon Conversion

I. B_}SZ(_RMENYIANl:)G.A. SOMORJAr

Chlorine, when added to platinum hydrocarbon conversion catalysts is known to
cause redisperston of the metal on the high surface area alumina support during
catalyst preparation or regeneration. In order to explore the mechanism of this
important phenomenon, model catalysts consisting of Pt-AI203-CI have been pre-
pared by 1) depositing AIO, on an atomically clean platinum foil which had been
exposed to chloroform and 2) depositing Pt followed by chlorination on AIOx
prepared on a polycrystaUine gold foil (Figure 5).

c, m m cl

CI CI

Figure 5
Fabrication of the Pt-AI O -CI catalyst system on small area (-lcm _)platinum
or gold foils, (XBL 90_0-_354)
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Our results indicate that CI aids the redispersion of Pt on AIO, and an enhancement
of mobility of surface species is observed in the A10,/Cl/Pt system. AIO, appears to
simply block Pt sites, and no shifts in the methyl cyclopentane toward a more
statistical ring opening can be observed.

CO TPD results show that Cl and 02 are both aiding the redispersion of the metal
oi,. sintered model Pt/AIOJAu catalysts, although the presence of Cl produces a new
CO adsorption site. We found no differences in the catalytic properties between
catalysts redispersed by 02 and CHCI3+O 2 treatments.

TIC2on Rhodium
A. BOFFA K. WILLIAMS, H,-C. WANe,D.F, OGLETREE, M, SALMERON, G,A, SOMORJAI AND A.T. BELL

The growth and structure of atomically thin films of TiO2on Rh is studied by AES,
ISS, XPS and STM. The catalytic properties of the noble metal-titania system are
investigated by reactivity and selectivity studies of hydrogenation reactions involv-

ing CO bond activation. Examples include CO 2, acetone, and CO hydrogenation.
Titania has been found to promote ali three of the hydrogenation reactions, with

each reaction exhibiting a maximum rate at a titania coverage of 0.5 mon01ayer
(Figure 6). The maximum rate of COs hydrogenation is 15 times that of the bare Rh

surface. Acetone hydrogenation shows a 6-fold rate enhancement, while CO displays
a 3-fold increase. Changes in the selectivifles for each reaction are also observed upon

= titania promotion. The effects of titania on these reactions are attributed to an
interaction between C-O bonds and Ti3_ions located at the Rh-titania interface.

Scanning tunneling microscopy has been used to study the structure of the
monolayer of titanium oxide. After reduction with CO, titania is shown to form two

dimensional patches of atomic thickness nucleating at the steps. These patches are
composed of smaller structures with diameters around 20!_. Enhanced electronic

conductivity at the periphery of the str,_ctures is revealed by the STM and is
associated with the presence of Ti*3species.

Surface Science Studies of Catalyzed Methanol Synthesis on
Copper and Cu-Zn-O Surfaces
S, Fu ANDG,A, SOMORJAI

The Cu-Zn-O system is important as a catalyst for methanol production from CO,
CO2 and H s. Submonolayers to multilayers of zinc and oxygen deposited in UHV on
Cu(110) were characterized by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), Low Energy
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Electron Diffraction (LEED), and Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) of
CO, CO2,and zinc (Figure 7), Carbon monoxide adsorbs well on copper at 150Kbut
only poorly on the oxides of copper and zinc, Carbon dioxide adsorbs on zinc oxide
at 150Kbut not on copper or oxidized copper We used a combination of CO and CO2
adsorption to follow the initial growth of two-dimensional ZnO. islands and theeffect
of heat and oxygen treatments on these two-dimensional islands, lt is shown that
heating above 300 K leads irreversibly to three-dimensional island formation,

The interaction of methanol with Cu-Zn-O surfaces are modeled by zinc oxide
islands on Cu(110) covered with various amounts of chemisorbed oxygen, Methanol
reduces the zinc oxide, as seen by zinc Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD)
and confirmed by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), and takes oxygen away from
copper as confirmed by Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) a_d AES, The
decomposition temperature of the formate and methoxy species from _.heseparate
components of Cu(110) or oxygen covered Cu(110) and ZnO. are unaffected by the
presence of the other component,

The Catalytic ActMty and Charaoterlzatlon of
Sputter Deposited Silica-Alumina Thin Films

T, NAKAYAMA,I, BOZ(bF_M_=NYIANDG,A,SOMORJAI

These studies attempt to investigate the acid catalytic properties of thin (<100_)
silica-alumina films prepared on polycrystalline gold foilby sputter deposition using
zeolite Y catalysts with different Si/Al ratios, We found that using this method the
thin film of silica-alumina and the targetzeolite Yhave avery similar composition and
chemical Al, Si, and O environments, To clearly distinguish the activity of these
model catalysts from the backgTound in cumene cracking as test reaction, a glass
reactor and a geometric surface area of at least 20 cm2was needed, Catalytic prop-
erties of the sputtered films using zeolite Y, silica and alumina as targets correlated
well with that of the corresponding target materials, Thus, it appears that this is a
promising technique for exploring the surface _ience of microporous oxide catalysts,

Modeling

Theoretical Models of Adsorption, Diffusion, Desorption,
and Reaction of Gases on Metal Surfaces*

S. J, LOMBARDOAND A, T, BELL

A review is presented of the theoretical approaches available for describing the
kinetics of gas adsorption, diffusion, desorption, and reaction on metal surfaces, The
prediction of rate and diffusion coefficients based on molecular dynamics, transition-
state theory, stochastic diffusion theory, and quantum mechanics are discussed, and
the success of these theoretical approaches in representing experimental observation
is examined, Consideration is also given to the effects of lateral interactions between
adsorbates and to the ability of lattice-gas models to provide a representation of the
dependence_ of rate and diffusion coefficients on adsorbate coverage, Finally, the
utility of continuum and Monte Carlo models fordescribing the kinetics of complex
surface processes in terms of elementary processes is addressed,

Monte Carlo Simulations of Adsorption-Assisted Desorption of CO*
S, J, LOMBARDOAND A. T, BELL

A Monte Carlo simulation technique is presented for describing the adsorption,
surface diffusion, and desorption kinetics of molecules from metal surfaces, Lateral
interactions between adsorbed molecules are taken into account using the Bond-
Order-Conservation-Morse-Potential method. The rate of desorption observed in the
presence of agas-phase species is higher than that observed in a vacuum, _Iheincrease
in the apparent rate coefficient for desorption with increasing pressure can be
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ascribed tOthe effects of repulsive lateral interactions on the activation energy for
desorption, The simulated kinetics are in good agreement with the experimentally-
observed kinetics for the isothermal desorption of CO frompolycrystalline Pd and for
the temperature-progl'ammed desorption of CO from Ni(100),

Analysis of Flsoher-Tropsoh Synthesis by the BOC-MP Approaoh*
E, SHUQTOROVIOHAND A, T, BI_LL

TheBOC-MP (bond-order-conservation-Morse-potential)approach hasbeenused
to calculate the heats of chemisorption of adspecies and activation barriers for
elementary reaction steps envisioned to occur during Fischer-Tropsch (F-T)synthesis
over the periodic series Fe/W(110), Ni(111), Pt(111), and Cu(111), Dissociative
adsorption of CO to form carbidic carbon is projected to occur spontaneously on Fe/
W(110) and with a small activation barrier on Ni(111), The calculated barrier heights
for this reaction on Pt(111) and Cu(111) are high enough to preclude appreciable
dissociation of CO, Hydrogen-assisted dissociation of CO, is found to have an even
smaller activation barrier on Fe/W and Ni, but not on Pt or Cu, On all the metal
surfaces, the energeticallypreferred path for initiation of alkyl chain growth is via
insertion of a CH2grou p into the carbon-metal bond of a CH3group, The activation
barrier forCO insertion into the metal-carbon bond of a CH3group is greater than that
forCH 2insertion, As a consequence, the acetyl group formed by CO insertion serves
mainly as a precursor to oxygenated products, On Fe/W, Ni, and Pt the activation
barrier for termination of alkyl chain growth by b-elimination of hydrogen is found
to be lower than that for a-addition of hydrogen, and, as a consequence, olefins are
projected to be formed more readily than paraffins, By using as examples Fe(100) and
Fe(100)-c(2x2)C,O, it is shown that carburization of an Fe (100) surface reduces the
heats of adsorption of C, O/and CO, resulting in non-dissociative chemisorption of
CO, similar to that on Pt(111), The BOC-MP model projections are consistent with the
available experimental data and contain claims that can be tested experimentally in
the future,

Analysis of Methanol Synthesis from CO and CO2by the BOC-MP Approach*
E, SHUQTOROVIOHAND A,T. BELL

The mechanisms of methanol synthesis from CO and CO2on Cu(111) and Pd(1 il)
have been analyzed using the BOC-MP (bond-order-conservation-Morse-potential)
approach. The analysis was based on calculations of the heats of chemisorption, Q,
forall adsorbed species and the activation barriers, DE*, for all elementary reactions
believed to be involved in the synthesis of methanol from CO and CO2, The relevant
experimental values of Q and DE*, although scarce, agree well with the BOC-MP
estimates, The formyl and formate routes to methanol were compared, On Cu(111 ),
the activation barrier for hydrogenationof CO_ to HCO, is found to be much larger
than that for the desorption of CO. which makes formyl formation noncompetitive,
By contrast, on Pd(111) t_hetwo barriersare calculated to be practically equal, making
itvery likely that formyl groups are formed, In the presence of OHsgroups, formate
formation via the reaction CO. + OH. _ HCOO. is found to have a low activation
barrier, particularly on Cu(111), where the formate route to methanol is preferred,
The rate determining step in this case is projected to be the hydrogenolysis of formate
groups to form formaldehyde and atomic oxygen, On Cu(111) the formate route also
appears to be efficient for the hydrogenation of CO2to methanol, since the activation
barrier for H. + CO2_ HCOO. is calculated to be smaller than that for desorption of
CO2. The reverse is true for Pd(111), which makes the formate route to methanol
energetically unfavorable in this case, The mechanism of the WGS reaction has also
been considered, lt appears that the reaction does not proceed via the formate
intermediate, and the rate-determining step for this reaction is projected to be the
dissociation of water, On Cu(111), the reverse WGS reaction is found to be competi-

*Thisworkwassupportedby theDivisionof ChemicalSolenoes,
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tire with methanol formation, The BCC-MP projections are generally consistent with
the observed features of hydrogenation of CO and CO2on Cu and Pd catalysts, Some
apparent inconsistencies are pointed out and discussed,

Molecular Simulations of Methane Adsorption In SIIIcalltet
R,Q, SNURR, R,L,JUNE,A,T,BELLANDD,N,THEODOROU

Grand canonical ensemble Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations of methane in the
zeolite silicalite have been used to predict adsorption isotherms over a wide range of
occupancies at several temperatures (see Figure7 next page), The zeolite has been
modeled using a detailed atomistic description, as have the methane molecules,
Lennard-Jones parameters for the atomic interactions have been taken from the
literature, Adsorption isotherms and heats of sorption have been predicted in good
agreement with experiment, Structural features of the intracrystalline fluid have also
been studied, In a complementary study, the test particle insertion method has been
used to generate isotherms from molecular dynamics simulations, The results are irt
excellent agreement with those from GCMC,

Kinetic Model for Cooperative Dissociative Chemisorption and
Catalytic Activity Vla Surface Restructuring

R,D,LEVINEANDG,A,SOMORJAI

A kinetic model for catalytic reactions Involving metal surface restructuring has
been developed, The model is an extension of the equilibrium model for cooperative
dissociative chemisorption and provides a possible explanation as to: (a) why strong
binding sites (e,g, those at high surface roughness) can also exhibit a high turnover
rate resulting in efficient catalytic activity, (b) why bond breaking occurs preferen-
tially over a narrow temperature range and, (c) why this range is lower for more open
surfaces,

All these and other conclusions derive from the central result of the model that

dissociative chemisorption of the physisorbed molecules is a cooperative process,
This behavior is due to the cooperative rearrangement of the substrate metal atoms
upon the chemisorptive dissociation of the absorbate and not to the weaker forces that
may operate among the adsorbates,

The model is a kinetic one and depends on input from experiment, In particular,
we take two general results as given, One is the well documented restructuring of the
surface upon bond breaking, The other is that upon a bare, defect-free, smooth
surface, the probability for dissociative chemisorption of an isolated physisorbed
molecule is low,

Real-Space Multiple Scattering Theory Calculations of
LEED Intensities for Stepped Surfaces

X.-G. ZHANG, P.J. Rous,J,M, MACLAREN,A, GONIS, M,A, VAN HOVE AND G.A. SOMORJAI

We have applied an extension of a newly developed real-space multiple scattering
theory (RS-MST)to calculate low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)intensities from
stepped surfaces, This will open up the possibility of determining the structure of
steps on single crystal surfaces, a major advance is understanding catalytic reactions,
In this new calculation the electron wave functions are expanded in terms of an
angular momentum basis, utilizing the property of removal invariance of systems
with semi-infinite periodicity, This strongly reduces the dependence of the calcula-
tion on the interlayer spacing and thus opens up the possibility of treating more open
surfaces, This includes in particular, stepped surfaces, to which conventional
methods cannot be applied, Applications of the formalism to various stepped
surfaces conflrr,'_ the value of this new approach, Numerical techniques which can
improve the convergence as well as the speed of the RS-MSTapproach have been
investigated as well,

1Thisworkwassupportedbythe Divisionof AdvancedIndustrialConcepts
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Composition of the Reconstructed _ SLC(000-1)Surface
P, BADZIAG

The structure of a silicon carbide surface has been explored theoretically, Selfcon-
sistent total energy quantum chemical calculations were performed on clusters

modelling unreconstructed as well as (_/3 x q3) R30 ° reconstructed _ SIC(000-1)
surfaces, In order to preserve the partially ionic nature of the bonds terminating the
clusters in bulk-like positions, the investigated clusters were saturated by two
different types of hydrogen-like pseudoatoms, The approach was first tested on
clusters modelling the bulk and then it was applied to model the surface, Calculated
surface energies clearly favor the Si adatom terminated (_/3 x _/3) R30 ° reconstructed
surface with the Si atoms directly under adatoms (second layer in the unreconstructed
surface) substituted by carbon (Figure 10), The mechanism which favors this
particular composition is found to be a more stress-free combination of bond lengths
and bond angles,

Prediction of the Effect of the STM Sample Biasing and of Surface Defects
on the Observed Character of the Dimers in the S1(001)-(2xl ) Surface
P, BADZlAG, W.S, VERWOERDANDM,A, VAN HOVE

Various experimental and theoretical studies have given rise to a controversy
about whether or not the dimers in the Si(001)-(2xl) reconstruction are buckled; i,e,,

tilted asymmetrically, We have performed selfconsistent quantum chemical cluster
calculations to address this controversy, The results indicate that biasing the surface,
as in the scanni:',g tunneling microscopy (STM) experiment, is likely to produce a

relatively symmetric STM image even if dimers in the unbiased surface are buckled,
as deduced from scattering experiments, We have also investigated a dimer close to
a surface defect, such as a step, and propose a mechanism which makes the dimer
there appear buckled to STM, This explanation would also satisfy the other results
that predict a buckling,
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Fundamental Studies of Catalytic Gasification

SelectiveConversionof Methaneto HtgherHydrocarbons*
H, HBINEMANN,P, PI_F_EIRAAND G,A, 80MORJAI

In the 1989 Annual Report some early exploratory work was reported which
showed that coal gasification with steam in the presence of alkali-alkali earth oxide
catalysts could be applied to the conversion of methane to C2hydrocarbons, It was
found that when methane and oxygen were introduced during the last stages of
gasification, yields of about 10-15%of C2hydrocarbons were formed at the relatively
low temperature of 600°C.

During the current year, the discovery was made that the alkali-earth alkali oxide
catalysts could be modified with transition metal oxides and can act as methane
conversion catalysts in the absence of external carbon, lt was found that methane
could be oxidatively and catalytically coupled to C2and smaller amounts of C3and C4
hydrocarbons at close to 100%selectivity at about 10%methane conversion per pass,
At this high selectivitiy oxygen consumption is minimized as is the need for purifi-
cation of recycle methane,

lt appears that the reaction path is catalytic and there is no evidence for homoge-
neous gas phase oxidative reaction in contrast to most of the methane conversion
studies reported in the literature that are usually performed at higher temperatures
(about 800°C) and higher space velocities. The reaction of methane with small
amounts of oxygen is carried out in the presence of steam, typically at molar ratios of
methane:oxygen:water = 3:1:6,5 at temperatures below 600°C and at atmospheric
pressure. The role of water is not understood, but it has been shown to be essential.
In the absence of water, much lower selectivities are obtained and substitution of inert
gases, e.g., helium for water, to achieve the same partial pressure of the reactants and
products results in lower yields of hydrocarbons. The preferred catalyst used is a
calcium-nickel-potassium oxide and care has to be taken for its formulation. A very
active catalyst consists of oxides of calcium:nickel:potassium in the atomic ratio of
3:1:.1, In the absence of potassium, the catalysts are not nearly as stable as in the
presence of potassium oxides, Essentially no carbon oxides are produced over
extended periods of time and selecttvities are therefore about 100%. The catalyst has
tobe activated in oxygen at about 680 °Cbefore being exposed to themethane-oxygen-
steam mixture at below 600 °. The degree of oxidation influences both conversion and
product distribution. At about 10-12%conversion of methane per pass, selectivity to
ethane and ethylene is about 86%and selectivity toC3hydrocarbons is about 11%with
3% selectivity to C4hydrocarbons. The total olefin to paraffin ration in this case is
about .8.

There is an induction period to the reaction and carbon material balances indicate
that some carbon may initially be deposited on the catalyst and that this carbon may
play a significant role in the reaction. This and other features of the mechanism as well
as optimization of yields are currently under investigation.
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SURFACE STRUCTURE AND INTERFACE COMPOUNDS

Surface Structure and Bonding
This project aims to elucidate the atomic-scale structure and bonding of surfaces,

in particular for surfaces covered with adsorbed atoms and molecules. The surfaces
of interest are mostly metals, due to their catalytic importance, while other materials
are studied in connection with either catalysis (oxides) or tribology (Si and SIC).

The main techniques used in this project are scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)to obtain structural information, and
electron spectroscopies, primarily high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HREELS) to determine surface composition.

Atomic Adsorption on Metal Surfaces: Sulfur on Re(0001)
J, DUNPHY,D, ZE(3LINSKI,R, HWANe,A, LoPF_ZVAZOU_-DE-PARo^, D,F, OGLETREF.,G,A, 8OMORJAIANDM, SALME.RON

The structure of sulfur adsorbed on the basal plane of rhenium has been studied
in UHV with AES,LEEDand STM. At low coverages (<0.25 monolayers) single sulfur
adatoms form open structures with p(2x2) and c(_/3x5) rect lattices see Figures 8 (a,b)
and 9 (a,b). In these structures both the sulfur adatoms and some of the rhenium
substrate atoms are imaged simultaneously, identifying the sulfur adsorption site as
a three fold hollow site, At coverages above 0.25 ML sulfur adatoms aggregate into
trimers, first disordered and then ordered into a (3_]3x3q3)R30" lattice at a coverage
of 0,45 monolayers see Figures 10 (a,b---see page 136). Two types of trimers form that
are centered around different substrate sites. Between 0,45 and 0,5 ML diamond-
shaped sulfur tetramers appear until an ordered B(ACO2(3,1,1,3)) structure forms,
as shown in Figure 11 (a, b--see page 136). With further exposure to H2S a final
structure is formed, consisting of hexagonal sulfur rings in a (2_]3x2q3)R30"lattice, All
of the sulfur adatoms in the three high coverage structures occupy the same type of
three fold hollow sites as in the low coverage structures.

Sulfur-Induced Metal Relaxations in the Re(0001) Surface
D.JENTZ,G. H_LD,M,A,VANHoveANDG,A,SOMORJAI

Atomic adsorbates have increasingly been found to generate relaxations of the
atomic positions at the surface of metal substrates, thanks to accurate modern
analyses. Such relaxations are thought to play a significant role in catalytic processes
over such surfaces. We studied the case of sulfur adsorption at a quarter-rnonolayer
coverage in a (2x2) lattice on Re(0001), using low-energy electron diffraction. The
measured diffraction intensities were compared with multiple-scattering calcula-
tions based on many possible structural models, lt is found that each S atom adsorbs
in a 3-fold coordinated hcp-type hollow site confirming the STM finding reported
above: the 3 adjacent metal atoms relax toward theS atom, while another metal atom,
not bonded to any S atom, moves up out of the surface. In the second metal layer, a
Re atom directly below the S atom relaxes outward in the direction of the S atom. The
atomic displacements are on the order of 0.05-0.10,/k.

Figure 8 (Facing page)
(a) STM Image (35 x 69A)taken In the current mode of a 2x2 sulfur layer on Re(0001). (XBB 900-8700)

(b) Schematic model showing S (shaded) and Re atoms (open circles). (XBL 907-6444)

Figure 9 (Facing page)
(a) STM Image of the c(,_3x5)Rect. structure formed by S on Re(0001). The Re atoms are visible as the weaker spots zig-

zag Inbetween the S atom rows. Notice defects (vacancies and Interstitials) In the S layer. (XBB 906-6057)
(b) SchematiQrepresentation of (a). (XBL 907-6443)

*Thisworkwassupportedby theOfficeof FossilEnergy,U,S,Departmentof Energy
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A Directed LEED Search for Many Structural Parameters' Substrate Relaxations
and Buckling in Mo(100)-c(2x2)-C and -S

P.J, Rous, D. JENTZ,D.G. KELLY,R.Q. HWANG,M.A. VANHOVEANDG.A, SOMORJAI

A newly developed automated structural search method has been applied to the
determination of as many as 15 unknown structural parameters for two different
adsorption structures on Mo(100). The method is based on tensor LEED coupled wi th
a steepest descent search that locates a minimum in the R-factor in a high-dimensional
parameter space. The results are very stable despite the large number of fitted
parameters and give very reasonable structures that exhibit adsorbate-induced first

and second layer relaxations in the substrate. A second-layer buckling is detected due
to S adsorption. It is shown that an experimental angle of incidence accidentally set
off-normal by about 1° can induce artificial lateral relaxations in the surface atoms of
about 0.1]k.

A Diffuse LEED Study of the Adsorption Structure of Disordered Benzene on Pt(111)
A. WANDER, G. HELD, R.Q. HWANG, G,S. BLACKMAN, M.L. Xu, P. DE ANDRE8 AND G.A. SOMORJAI

Previous LEED structural studies of benzene chemisorption on transition metal
surfaces have relied on the pre_ence of coadsorbed carbon monoxide to induce
ordering in the overlayer. To investigate the effect of CO on the benzene structure,
the disordered pure benzene layer chemisorbed on Pt(111) has been studied by
diffuse LEED intensity analysis. The diffuse LEED intensity has been measured using
a digital LEED apparatus and analyzed using an extension of the beam set neglect
method. The benzene is found to chemisorb in a twofold bridge site rotated by 30"
with respect to the site found for the ordered phase formed in the presence of
coadsorbed CO (Figure 12 see page --). In addition, the benzene ring is found to be
distorted. Parallel distortions are subject to large error bars, but perpendicular
spacings have been more accurately determined. These include a buckling distortion
not previously seen for benzene chemisorption on transition metal surface.
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Figure10 Figure11
(a) Topographicimageformedby S trimersin the (3,]3x 3q3)R30° (a) Periodicarrangementof S tetramersin a B(ACO2(3,1,1,3))
structureon Re(0001).Eachtrianglein thefigureis madeof 3 latticeon Re(0001),AlthoughoneS atomappearsbrighterthanthe
sulfuratomsas showninthe modelin(b), Noticedefectsin the otherthree,it doesnotnecessarilyimplya higherelevationoverthe
formof S monomerssurroundedby trimersandtetramers, surface,Thisis dueto electroniceffects,
(XBB907-5511,XBL907-6445) (b) Schematicrepresentationof (a), (XBB907-5508,XBL907-6446)

Induced Ordering of Ethylidyne on the Pd(111) Surface by the
Pre-Adsorption of Oxygen: A LEED and HREELS Study
P.A,P. NASCENTE, M.A. VANHOVEANDG.A, SOMOr4JAI

Overlayers of oxygen coad sorbed with acetylene and ethylene on a Pd(111 )surface
were studied by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and high-resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) in the temperature range 150-320 K. Low
temperature adsorption of both C2H2 and C=H4resulted in nondissociatively chemi-
sorbed molecules, and the pre-adsorption of oxygen did not change the LEED or
HREELS data. At room temperature both C2H2 and C2H4 formed ethylidyne (C2H3),

which poorly ordered in a ('43xq3)R30 ° structure. We found that pre-adsorption of
oxygen induced better ordering for C2H3formed from acetylene exposure, but not for
C2H3derived from ethylene adsorption. We propose that pre-adsorbed oxygen
helped the ordering of the C2H3overlayer by (a) efficiently removing surface hydro-
gen and (b) attractively interacting with C2H3to give coadsorbate induced ordering.

The Surface Structure of SiC(lO0)-c(2x2) from a LEED Intensity Analysis
J. POWERS,R. KAPLAN,V.M. BERMUDEZ,A, WANDER, M,A, VANHOVEANDG.A. SOMORJAI

SiC possesses important mechanical and electronic properties. In particular, it is
nearly as hard as diamond (9.2 on Mobs scale vs. 10 for diamond) and hence can be
used as a hard coating. We have initiated the first detailed structural study of the
surface of SiC, starting with the (100) crystallographic face. Several ordered struc-

tures occur, depending on the ratio of C and Si in the near-surface region. Utilizing
Attger electron spectroscopy (AES) and video low energy electron difraction (LEED),
we have examined the stoichiometric Si-terminated b-SiC(lO0)-(2xl ) surface and the

C-rich b-SiC(100)-c(2x2) surface. The latter surface structure may be produced by Si

sublimation from a (2xl) surface or by thermal decomposition of C2H4on a (2xl) surface.
Both routes produce the same surface structure, although the C21-I4decomposition
produces a better ordered surface. The (2xl) surface is presumed to be similar to the
Si(100)-(2xl) surface, in which adjoining surface atoms bend towards each other

• (dimerize), reducing the number of unsaturated surface bonds. Our dynamical LEED
studyconcentrated on the carbon-rich c(2x2)structure. Preliminary findings strongly
suggest that C-C dimers bridge adjacent pairs of Si atoms with an otherwise bulk-like
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Figure 12
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substrate (Figure 1_3),Reasonable SI-C and C-C bond lengths are found, Investigation

of possible relaxations in the SiC substrate is underway,

Coatings
Zirconium Oxide on Platinum

V. MAURICE,K. TAKEUCHI,M. SALMERONANDG.A. SOMORJAI

Zirconium oxide films were deposited onto a Pt(111) surface by resistively heating

a Zr wire under oxidative conditions. The composition and structure of the surface

was determined by AES, ISS, XPS and LEED. Below 700K, the growth of the oxide

films is 2D up to the completion of a monolayer. Zr is in the 3+ oxidation state. Upon

brief annealing above 900K in oxidative conditions, ordered ZrO 2 films are formed

with the fcc structure of bulk ZrO2. The (111) planes of the ZrO2 films grow parallel

to the (111 ) substrate plane. Multilayer ordered films can be grown with a thickness
of at least 7 monolayers, although with a substantial amount of defects.

The schematic drawing in Figure 14 shows the atomic arrangement of O (large

circles) and Zr (small circles) as seen from above the crystal surface. This model is

based on LEED studies. Notice the periodic O vacancies on the last surface plane.

Figure 14
Schematic model of the atomic arrangement of
oxygen (big spheres) and zirconium (small
spheres) at the surface of a multilayer deposit on
the Pr(111) surface. Notice the oxygen
vacancies. The model is based on the LEED

symmetry and cell dimensions. (XBC 903-2062)
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Bonding Properties of Perfluorlnated Ethers on Zirconium Oxide Thin Films
V. MAURIOE, K. TAKEUOHI, M. SALMERON, G.A AND SOMORJAI

The ordered zirconium oxide thin films grown on platinum (111) crystal surfaces
are used as model systems of ZrO2 hard coatings. '['heir surface chemisorption
properties have been explored. Ethers and fluorinated ethers that are used as
lubricants on ZrO2have low heats of adsorption, 11kcal/mole. While the chemisorp-
tion of ethers is sensitive to the presence of surface defects that present higher binding
energy sites, the heat of adsorption of fluorocarbon ethers remain unchanged. The co-
adsorption of water decreases the binding energy of fluorinated ethers on ZrO2while
ethers are unaffected in this circumstance.

The Structure, interface and Mechanical Properties of Hard Carbon Thin Film _,
Produced by Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (PACVD)
K. KOBAYASHI, G. VANDENTOP AND G A. SOMORJAI

Hard, amorphous carbon films are produced from.methane by PACVD. The
coatings contain hydrogen (H:C=I) and their hardness is proportional to the ion
power (number of ions times their kinetic energy) of the plasma. They adhere well
to the substrates (silicon, glass, gold) only if a silicon carbide layer is formed at the
substrate-carbon interface during the film deposition. These studies are extended to
produce diamond films thatrequire different experimental conditions (high H2/CH 4
ratio, higher substrate temperatures) for its formation.

The Preparation and Characterization of SiC Thin Films Produced From Methyl-
Silane by Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition
M.P. DELPLANCKE,J.M. POWERS,G.J. VANTOPANDG.A.SOMORJA,

SiC hard coatings were produced from CH3SiH3 plasma. The films contain
hydrogen (H:Si~I) but their Si:C ratio is that in silicon carbide. Silicon carbide films
were deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) utilizing
monomethylsilane (CH3SiH3). Silicon (100) and polycrystalline gold were used as
substrates. A mass spectrometric analysis of Ll_emonomethylsilane plasma showed

' that the majority of the Si-C bonds were preserved in the gas phase. The composition,
the density and morphology of the amorphous SiC : H (a :SiC: H) films were studied
as a function of substrate temperature, composition of the ion flux bombarding the
surface and the kinetic energy of these ions. The surface science techniques utilized
for these investigations include XPS, AES, SEM, FTIR and Raman spectroscopies.

lt was observed that films formed at the powered electrode at high temperature
(573 K) exhibited superior properties compared with films formed at the grounded
electrode under the same conditions. The density of the powered electrode films
formed at 573 K was high (3.2 g/cm 3)and close to the bulk value. A large amount of
compressive stress was developed in these films, but their adhesion to the substrates
(gold or silicon) suggested the formation of strong chemical bonds at the interfaces.

The differences between the powered and the grounded electrode films could be
attributed to the energetic ion flux bombarding the surface of the powered electrode.
This bombardment was responsible for the lower hydrogen incorporation, for the
purity of the films grown at this electrode, and for the possible formation of interfacial
bonds.

The substrate temperature also controlled the properties of the films. Its increase
reduced the hydrogen concentration as well as the oxygen contamination.

The mass spectrometric analysis of CH3SiH3plasma showed clearly the advantage
of this gas in the preparation of SiC. The majority of the Si-C bonds were preserved
in the gas phase, increasing the probability to include this type of bonds in the films.
Differences in the ion flux composition were observed between the two electrodes
and could explain the difference in the film composition.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR SURFACE SCIENCE

Scanning Probe Microscopy
Scanning probe microscopes such as the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

and the atomic force microscope (AFM) are powerful tools for the determination of
the atomic and electronic properties of surfaces. We describe six different novel
applications of these microscopes.

STM of Charge Density Waves
J, CLARKE, R, E, THOMSON, A, ZETTL AND B. BURK

There has been a continuing debate concerning the commensurability of charge
density waves (CDW) with the underlying atomic lattice. The layered material 1T-
TaS2has acomplexseries of phase transitions and exhibits a CDW atall temperatures
at which the material is stable (T<600 K). This CDW undergoes several rotations
relative to the atomic lattice and in recent years the phase known as the nearly-
commensurate (NC) phase hasbeen particularly controversial. This phase is present
when 1T-TaS2is cooled from 350 K to 180 K, and the average CDW wavevector (as
measured by x-ray diffraction) is incommensurate with the underlying atomic
lattice. However, a theory has been proposed in which the CDW arranges itself into
small commensurate domains which are separated by discommensurations. At the
discommensuration, the CDW undergoes a phase slip which corrects for the
mismatch between the average CDW wavevector and the commensurate CDW
wavevector, thus insuring that the average CDW wavevector is the measured
incommensurate value.

Several STM studies have been performed on the NC phase of 1T-TaS2to answer
the question of whether these commensurate domains and accompanying discom-
mensurations exist in this phase. Most groups have tried to analyze the STMimages
directly for evidence of commensurate domains or phase slips. These analyses have
been unconvincing because they were quite subjective and there was no consensus
about the existence and character of the domains. We have performed a careful
study using not only the real space STMimages but also the Fourier transform of the
images. The theory that first proposed the domain model predicted satellite peaks
surrounding the CDW peaks in the Fourier transform. We have analyzed the Fourier
transform of our data in the NC phase and found these satellite points. This is the
first clear demonstration of this discommensuration in the NC phase of 1T-TaS2by
any technique.

Low Temperature Force Microscopy of Biological Materials
J. GLARKE, M.G. L.GUSTAFSSONANDK, A. FISHER*

Biological systems are not in general conductive enough to be imaged with STM.
Since the atomic force microscope (AFM) does not require the sample to be conduct-
ing, it is a more suitable instrument for such samples. At room temperature, large
biomolecules undergo strong thermal motion, which limits the possible resolution
of any microscopy. These molecules are also mechanically soft, and are thus easily
deformed or moved even by the weak forces applied by the AFM tip. These problems
are ali alleviated by lowering the temperature. However, work at low temperatures
must be done either in ultra high vacuum or under a suitable liquid, to avoid
condensing contaminants onto the surface. For these reasons, we have developed an
AFM system which operates at 143 K immersed in n-pentane.

Figure 19 (see next page) shows a demonstration of sample stabilization at low
temperature. The sample is ferritin, a 10 nm spherical protein, adsorbed on polyl-
ysine-treated mica. At room temperature, (a), the ferritin molecules are severely
deformed and moved by the tip. As shown in (b), they can be immobilized by
applying a 2 nm amorphous carbon coating, but the coating prevents high resolu-
tion. At 143 K, the sample is stabilized without any coating (c). These results
demonstrate graphically the improvements in rigidity gained by cooling biological
samples. We are now working towards higher resolution.
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Figure15
AFMImagesofindividualmoleculesofferritin(a 10nmsphericalprotein),demonstratingstablllzatlonat lowtemperature.Image(a)Is
acquiredat roomtemperature,andIs severelyblurredbysampledeformation,In(b),thesamplehasbeenstabilizedat roomtemperature
bya 20 nmcarboncoating,butthecoatingpreventshighresolution,At143K,(o),themoleculesarestablewithouttheneedforcoating.
(×BL900-9004)

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Studies of Organic Overlayers
G, NEUBAUER,W. KOLBE,D,F. OGLETREEANDM, SALMERON

The AFM is applied to the study of the forces exerted by the tlp as lt approaches a
layer of organic molecules bound to a silicon substrate. These molecules Include
octadecilstlane (OTS) that forms self-assembled monolayers. As the tlp approaches
the film, lt experiences first an attractive force (van der Waals) and then a repulsive
one as it contacts the top of the film and later the hard Si substrate as shown in Ftgure
16. Simultaneously the tunnel current is being measured. The objective is to
understand the mechanism of electron transport through the non-conducting mo-

lecular layers of polymers and biomolecules.

Application of STM to Studies of Bio-Organic Materials' Low Current STM
T, WILSON, M, MURRAY, D,F, OGLETREE, M, BEDNARSKI, O, CANTOR AND M. SALMERON

The existence of repulsive forces between the tlp and the surface in the STM is
responsible for many of the difficulties encountered when merging biomolecules.
These molecules are usually weakly bound to the surface and are displaced by the
scanning tip. In addition, these large molecules are poorly conducting. To solve some
of these problems we have modified our STM in such a way that they can operate at
lower currents on the picoampere range. This is three orders of magnitude lower than
typically used in standard STM instruments.

In this manner we can operate the STM with the tlp moved farther away from the
substrate as to allow imaging of large molecules without displacement. When the
same area is imaged at lower gap resistances only the graphite substrate structure is

visible, and the organic overlayer is disrupted.
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In Situ investigations of Surface Reactivity by STM
B, MolNTYFIE,M,SALMERON,G,A,SOMOFIJAI

A scanning tunneling microscope designed to operate in controlled environments
of temperature (273-473 K) and pressure (10"1°-103torr) has been constructed. With
this we plan to study catalyst surfaces in situ tn an attempt to obtain atomte level
Information of phenomena such as mass transport, adsorbate Induced restructuring,
and the role of defects and steps in surface chemistry.

ESTM for Solld-Liquid Interface Studies
J,-X, GHEN, T, DEVINE, M, SALMERON

We have develOped an Electrochemical Scanning Tunneling Microscope (ESTM)
to study solid-liquid Interface phenomena tn-sttu, We have investigated the change
in surface morphology of a silver electrode that was roughened by an oxidation-
reduction cycle in 0.1 M KC1. The roughening treatment was known to produce
Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) signals. Coarsening of this roughened
surface was observed after Immersion at -0.2V (SCE) for 24 hours. This implies that
decrease in SERS signals may be caused by such relaxation phenomena,

We have also Investigated the deposition of Ag onto HOPG substrate. The
deposition took place at the atomic step. Stripping away the Ag depostts restored the
atomic resolution of the substrate.

The in-situ ESTM will be applted to atomic scale studies of surface process driven
by electrochemical reactions, such as chemisorption, under potential deposition
(UPD), etc.

Theory of Surfaces
S, (3, LOUIE, X, -W WANG, D, TOMANEK

First-principles calculations are carried out toexplain and predict the structure and
properties of surfaces and chemisorption systems. Emphasis is on providing a
microscopic understanding of the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images and the optical and photoemission spectra of
systems of particular relevance to the experimental efforts in CAM. The theoretical
methods employed include ab initio pseudopotential density functional calculations
for ground-state properties and quasiparticle self-energy calculations for excitation
spectra. 'These methods allow accurate determination of solid state and surface
properties from those of the atoms. Systems under investigation Include hydrogen
chemisorption on Pd surfaces and diamond surfaces, atomic-scale friction of Pd layer
on graphite, and limits of resolution tn AFM Images of graphite.

Ab initio density functional calculations have been carded out to Investigate the
interaction of hydrogen with the Pd(001) and Pd(110) surfaces and with bulk
palladium. The results for the H-Pd systems are further complemented by calcula-
tions for the H2molecule, the bulk and the clean (001), and (110) surfaces of Pd. In the
case of H in bulk Pd, the equilibrium geometry and electronic structure are deter-
mined, and the nature of the Pd-H bond elucidated. For the adsorption systems H/
Pd(001) and H/Pd(110), the calculations from first-principles yielded the preferential
adsorption sttes, bond lengths, and vibration frequencies of the adsorbate. The H-
induced softening of Pd surface phonon frequencies is related to a corresponding
softening of Pd-Pd interactions in the bulk hydride phase.

The atomic scale friction associated with a layer of Pd atoms moving across a
graphite substrate !s investigated by performing ab initio total energy calculations.
The friction energy caused by variations of the chemical bond strength and work
against an external force (load) due to variations of the bond length along the
trajectory is evaluated. It is found that there is only a very small dependence of the
Pd-graphite Interaction on adsorption site which gives rise to a very small friction
coefficient m =10= for loads near 108 newtons. The computed m is shown to increase
with load in agreement with recent (AFM) experiments.
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Hydrogen plays an important role in determining the structure and properties of
diamond surfaces and in the growth of diamond films. First-principles calculations
are being carried out to study the electronic and structural properties of clean and
hydrogenated diamond surfaces. This is the theoretical part of a coordinated effort
to investigate these systems. On-going experimental work includes electron-stimu-
lated desorption measurements at Sandia Livermore and surface phonon measure-
ments using Second Harmonic Generation techniques at LBL. For the (1{)0)surface,
the calculated results yield a dimer surface geometry with structural parameters
analogous to the Si(100) surface, The theoretical objectives for the monophydride and
dihydricle surfaces include the determination of the geometry, hydrogen vibration
spectra, and chemisorption energetics,

Linear and Nonlinear Optical Studies of Interfaces

Probingthe Structureof the AdsorptionLayerof Soluble
AmphlphllloMoleculesat the Air/WaterInterface
VIOLAVoeet.,O, S, Mut.uN,ANDY, R,SHEN

Adsorption ofsolubleamphiphilic moleculesfrom a bulk solution to an air/water
interfaceisa problem of great importance in severaldisciplines, lt is,however, not
well studied becauseof the lackof experimental probes, Thesurfaceconcentration
isdetermined by thebulk concentrationbut therelationship (adsorption isotherm) is
difficult to obtain experimentally. Whether the excess molecules at the interface form
a single monolayer or multiple ordered monolayers of totally or partially polar-
oriented molecules is also not known. We have found that the recently developed
optical second harmonic generation (SHG) technique is ideally suited for such
investigations. The SHG process is forbidden in a system with inversion symmetry,
and is therefore particularly sensitive to polar ordering of molecules at an interface.

Figure 17 shows that the adsorbed layer of soluble C6H13-C10Hs-SO3Na(C6NS)
molecules at the air/water interface of a saturated C6NS solution has the same
nonlinear susceptibility c(2_as a fully packed monolayer of insoluble ClaH37-C10Ha-
SO3Na (C18NS) molecules, indicating that both have the same surface density and
orientational ordering. No ordered surface sublayer can be detected in the C6NS case,

A High-Power, Widely Tunable, Picosecond Coherent Source from
Optical Parametric Amplification in Barium Borate
J, Y. HOANG,J. Y. ZHANG, Y. R,SHEN, C, CNEN*,ANDB, Wu*

In spectroscopic studies and other applications, widely tunable, high-power, psec
coherent laser pulses are often desirable. This can be achieved with a psec laser-
pumped optical parameh'ic amplifier (OPA). We report our preliminary results of
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Figure 17

(a) Second-order susceptibility xF((2),pm) versus the surface density of Insoluble C18NS molecules at the air/water Interface (0,5 M NaCI
solution with pH 5,6 at 20'C), The monolayer Is close-packed at the surface density of 2,7 molecules per nm' as Indlcat d by the broken
line, The accuracy of xF((2),pm) is :t:2%, (XBL903-5414Y) (b) Second-order susceptibility xF((2),pm) versus the bulk concentration of
the soluble C6NS molecules (0,5 M NaCI solution with pH 5,6 at 20'C), xF((2),pm) of a saturated absorption layer Is Indicated by the
broken line, (XBLg01-5415)

* WithFujianInstituteof ResearchontheStructureof Matter
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experiments on such a device using a newly discovered nonlinear optical crystal,
barium borate (BBO), The crystal has not only a large nonlinearity and a high laser
damage threshold but also a wide transparent range from near infrared to uv (4-0,2
mm), We show that tt is possible to obtain, from angular turfing of BBO,narrow-band
(o(-,-)3 ./_) high-energy (> 200 mi)widely tunable (0,4-2 mm) psec pulses with a
maximum pump-to-signal energy conversion better than 30%,

Study of Copper Diffusion Into Polylmldes by Optical Second Harmonic Generation
J, Y, ZHANG, Y, R, SHEN, D, S, SOANE, ANDD, PAUBOHINGER

Optical second harmonic generation (SHG) can be used to study metal cluster
forrnatton and diffusion into polytmtde (Pl) by monitoring the signal in-situ and as a
function of time, The highly sensitive SHG and its abtlity to perform in-situ
measurements allow a mechanistic study of diffusion and formation of metal clusters
at polyimtde surface, We report here some preliminary results on our recent diffusion
measurements of Cu Into fully cured polytmtde at different temperatures ustng SHG,
lt was found that the formation of Cu clusters on the surface Impedes the diffusion of
Cu Into polytmtde. Figure 18showshow SHG responds to the diffusion of Cu clusters
into polytmtde, We also observed the effect of an intermediate titanium (TJ)layer as
a diffusion barrter at a Cu/PI Interface, A monolayer of Tt appears to be sufficient to
restrict Cu diffusion Into Pl,
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Unenhanced Surface Raman Spectroscopy

D,K,VEIBB,J,W,A(3ERIII ANDG,M,ROBENBLA'rr

Unenhanced surface Raman spectroscopy is used as a vibrational probe of phy-
stsorbed and chemtsorbed molecules and films on a vartety of surfaces from 12 K to
well above room temperature,

Recent developments in two-dimensional low noise detectors as implemented in
, our laboratory allow unenhanced surface Raman spectroscopy of phystsorbed and

cherntsorbed adsorbates and of thtn films. The sensitive Raman apparatus ts coupled
with an ultrahigh vacuum chamber capable of cooling samples to 12K and equtpped
wtth LEED/Auger surface characterization and with ion bombardment and heattng
for surface cleaning. The goal of thts work is to study the vibrational-rotational
energy levels of molecular adsorbates.

Following the first Raman measurements of a physisorbed system at low, near-
monolayer, coverages--N2 adsorbed on Ag(111) at 14 K down to a coverage of 1.7
monolayers--other adsorbates and substrates have been investigated,

In order to investigate adsorbates whose interactions with the substrate are too
weak for phystsorptton at 14 K, the sample holder and its thermal connection to the
cryogenic cooling unit were carefully re-evaluated and redesigned, It is now possible
to cool substrates down to 12.1 K.
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Background signal from inelastic scattering from surface plasmons and Raman
scattering from carbon impurities were observed to limit the ability to study sub-
monolayer coverages on silver, To avoid those effects, studies have been initiated on
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrates, lt is relatively easy to prepare
an HOPG surface which has a background signal comparable to that of the cleanest
Ag(lll) surface away from spectral regions contahatng the well-known first- and
second-order HOPG Raman bands, Utilizing the redesigned sample holder the
Raman spectrum of a physlsorbed film, ft'ore ata exposure between two and ten
Langmutrs (2 L ts one monolayer) of CH4on HOPG at 12,1 K, has been observed,
Raman spectra from thtcger multtlayer Nx and CH 4 films on HOPG have also been
obtained, Durtng these experiments tt was observed that laser powers as low as 10
mW Could drive off CH 4films as thick as 20 monolayers, Laser heating of the substrate
requtres further investigation,

Raman Studies of Surfaces and Materials * ]

G,M, ROS_NI]LA'Fr

The purpose of this project is to utilize and develop Raman and related optical
techniques for the study of surfaces and materials, The project uses unenhanced
Raman spectroscopy to study surfaceand near-surface composition; to characterize
technologically Important materials; to study materf ,tlssystemsunder both ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions and at chemically important pressuresand temperatures;
and twprovide new information concerning rotational and vibrational energy levels,
dynamics, and reactivity of molecules adsorbed on a variety of surfaces, Raman
Instrumentation developed for thts project usesan imagtng photomulttplier detector
to achteve the sensitivity required to obtain unenhanced Raman spectra from mono-
layer films on well characterizedsurfaces,By explicitly utilizing the two-dimensional
detection capability of the imaging photomulttplter, spatially-resolved Raman spec-
tra are obtained, Combined with automated computer analysisand sample move-
ment, these spectra provide unique, spatially-resolved vibrational data for the map-
ping of chemical, physical, and mechanical properties at or near the surface wf
materials, with unprecedented speed, The htgh sensitivity of the apparatus allows
materials studies by Raman spectroscopy which were heretofore Impossible,

Mapping Materials Properties with Raman Spectroscopy
Utilizing a Two-Dimensional Detector
D,K,VEinS,J,W,AGEnIII, E,T,LouoKs,AND G,M,ROSENBLA'Fr

Raman spectroscopy probes the atomic vibrations of a material and can ytcld
Figure 19 important information about the chemical, physical, and mechanical properties of
proflle_ofthe monoclinic materials, Measurements of chemical composition, thermodynamic phase, tempera-
fraotlon, F , aorossoraoktlps
in mloroen_g_neeredzlroonlas 40 ........... ,-,-,................
having varying degrees of

fraoture toughness,obtained In __t__ IN__¢_ __,_

a spatiallyresolvedRaman _ 3o
experiment, Uppergraph:
MgO stabilized zlrconlawith
22% maximum transformation ._ 2o
and a zone width (FWHM) of 1
mm with a fracture toughness 10 --,-,-,--,--..................
of 16 MPmlm, Lowergraph', 2 L

CoO stabilized zlrconla with III
lt

2% maxh'num transformation 1
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• Thisworkwassupportedby theDirector'sExploratoryResearchandDevelopmentFundoftheLawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory
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ture, or stress can be made with Raman spectroscopy with a spatial resolution
approaching 5 _m, We have developed a technique that allows us to obtain and
analyze many Raman spectra, over a significant area of a sample, in a reasonable
period of time, in oi der to profile or map theproperty of interest, Producing adetailed
map of the chemical or physical properties of a material may require collection and
analysis of tens of thousands of spectra, Previously, it was not possible to produce
such maps, because of the time taken to acquire and analyze Raman spectra from
many individual points,

In our approach, Raman scattered light is collected froma slit-like illuminated area
on the sample and imaged onto the entrance slit of a monochromator, A two-
dimensional detector collects the dispersed light, We use a n'dcrochannel plate PMT
detector with a position-sensitive resistive anode, but the method could also be
implemented with a charge coupled device (CCD) detector, Up to 1024 Raman
spectra are collected simultaneously, each representing apoint along the illurninated
line, The data are analyzed to produce a one-dimensional profile of the desired
chemical or physical property, Successive sample translations build up a two-
dimensional map of the desired property from successive one-dimensional profiles,
The spatial resolution and spectral precision are 5 _.m and 0,16 cm"1,respectively,
Although our experiments have utilized Raman scattering, the approach can be
adapted to the collection and analysis of data from other spectroscopic techniques
which disperse light collected from a _mple, e,g,, photolurninescence,

One application of spatially resolved Raman is the quantitative measurement of
phase-transformed zones in phase stabilized zirconias (PSZ's), Phase stabilized
zirconias are members of a new class of fracture-resistant ceramics based upon the
discovery that the stress-induced martensitic transformation from the tetragonal to
the monoclinic phase may be induced in the fine ZrO2grains in the vicinity of a
propagating crack, The degree of toughening is related to the spatial extent and the
amount of transformation of the transformed zone, For a complete understanding of
these materials, a quantitative measure of the extent of transformation (spatial and
amount) is required, These experiments were performed in collaboration with R,O,
Ritchie and R, Dauskardt of LBL's Center for Advanced Materials,

Spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy of phase transformations accompanying
cyclic-fatigue crack growth in PSZ has revealed zone sizes ranging from 230 to 1500
p.m and amounts of transformations ranging from 0,2% to 20%, Figure 1 shows
transformed zones in two zirconia samples, Individual maps have been constructed
from the acquisition and analyses of 66,560 Raman spectra in 5,4 hours (0,3 seconds
per spectrum); the total time includes sample translation, data collection, data
analysis, display, and storage of results, Perforrning the same experiment using a
linear multichannel detector and two-dimensional sample translation would take
several months; single cl'lannel detection extends the required time to many years,
The sensitivity of the technique is shown in the first quantitative measurement of the
transformation zone in a CeO2stabilized zirconia (CeO2-TZP, cf, Figure 19), The small
amount (ca, 2%) and extent (230 _rn) of the transformed zone would make this
analysis very challenging with any other technique,

Laser Heating Effects in the Characterization of
Carbon Fibers by Raman Spectroscopy

J,W,AaERiii, D,K,VEIRS,J, SHAMIn,ANDG,M,ROSr=NBLA'r1'

Carbon fibers are widely used as a structural material in composites because of
their high tensile strength-to-weight ratio (up to ten times that of steel), The first-
order Raman spectrum of single crystal graphite (e,g., highly ordered pyrolytic
graphite or HOPG) consists of a single peak at 1581 cm"_(G-band), In disordered
graphites a second peak (IJ-band) appears near 1355 cm"_,Both the L"_-and G-bands
appear in the first-order spectraof the annealedcarbon fibers we stuctied, The ratio
of the integrated intensitiesof the D- and G-bands, IJIc:, canbe related tothe in-plane
microcrystallite size, La, The IJIc_ rati'osof carbon fibers annealed at successively
higher temperatures decreasesteadily, indicating that the average microcrystallite
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size is larger in fibers annealed at higher temperatures,
In the Raman characterization of single carbon flL,ers, the fiber is heated by the laser

in the probed area, Because the frequencies of both the G- and D-bands are
temperature dependent, changes in the Raman spectrum occur, At sufficiently high
laser powers permanent changes in the physical structure of the fibers can be
produced, In this work changes in the Raman spectra of carbon fibers caused by
different processing conditions are ,_parated from changes caused by laser heating,

The Raman spectra of individual 8 gm diameter PAN-derived carbon fibers which
had been annealed at five temperatures from 1700'C to 2800'C were measured as a
function of incident laser power from 1 to 140 mW, In all fibers studied, the
frequencies of the G-band and the disordered-induced D-band shift to lower fre-
quency with increasing laser power, The largest shifts observed before the fiber is
physically damaged are about 13 cm"_at a laser power of 30 mW, The band positions
decrease further at higher laser power, up to a maximum of about 20 cm"_at 40 n'tW,
and at powers above 30 mW the linewidths and the It,lc3 intensity ratio change
irreversibly as the fiber begins to erode, The irreversible changes extend several
hundred I.tmaway from the 2 t.tmspot illuminated by the laser,

To quanttfy the degree of laser heating the temperature dependence of the Rarnan
shift (G-band) in pure bulk, highly ortented pyrolytic graphtte (HOPG) was mea-
sured, The present experiments show that a laser power of 30 mW heats ata 8I.tmfiber
to 330°C and that above 330'C Irreversible changes are produced by eroston of the
fiber, Even a laser power as low as 10 mW causes a temperature increase of ca, 100"
and a G-band shtft of ca, 3,5 cm"_in a 2800'C annealed fiber, To study the heattng effect
trrmore detatl, a Raman tmagtng experiment way carrted out tn which a 0,1 mm spot
on a fiber ts heated by a focused laser beam while the fiber ts illuminated for Rarnan
characterization along a 1,6 mm length by a low power probe beam, The spatially
resolved Raman shifts obtatned In this way are combined with the HOPG frequency-
temperature calibration to obtain the in situ temperature profile of the laser heated
fiber, as shown in Figure 20,

The observations show that reproducible roon'_-ternperature characterization of
the bonding and microstructure in ftne carbon fibers by Raman spectroscopy must be
carried out at very low incident laser power and/or by extrapolating measurements
back to zero laser power, Upon doing this, the present experimental conclusions are
in accord with prevtous studtes that used similarly annealed fibers, For example, for
the fibers studied here, the G-band frequency and the It,/lc_ratio both decrease wtth
Increasing heat treatment temperature, The results al_',oindicate that the ltj/Ic_ratio
may be larger in the interior of the fiber than in the surface layer,
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In situ temperature protlle of a high-modulus carbon fl_er determined from the

1 measured G-band frequency as a funotton of vertical position along the fiber, The
solld line is a fit to a simple heat transfer model with a laser power absorbed by the

o ..............'.............'.......LI ...........,.......... , ...... fiber of 20 mW and a tiber thermal conduetlvlty of 1,1W em' K", The Inset shows
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P. Laszlo-Ecole Polytechnique, Paris and Univ. of Liege, Belgium, "Catalysis of Organic Reactions by Inorganic Solids"
S. Thurgate - Univ. of Murdoch, Australia, "Surface Potential Barrier Determinations from LEED Studies"

Pubfications and Reports
Catalyst Design, Characterization, and Applications Project

Refereed Jourr_i Articles

Bell,A. T.and E.Shustorovich, "A Comment on the Analysis ot COHydrogenation Using the BOC-MP Approach," J.Catal., vol. 121,
p. 1, 1990.

Bell,A. T.and E.Shustorovich, "Analysis of the Thermochemistry of C2 Hydrocarbons On Transition Metal Surfaces Using aRefin,,d
BOC- MP Approach," Surf. Sci., vol. 235, p. 343, 1990.

Bell, A. T., "The Impact of Catalyst Science on Catalyst Design and Development," Chem. Eng. Sci., vol. 45, (8), p. 2013, 1990

Bourzutschky, J.A. Brown, N. Horns, and A. T. Bell, "Conversion of Synthesis Gas over LaMnl.xCuxO3+l Perovskites and Related
Copper Catalysts," J. Catal., vol. 124,p. 52, 1990.

Bourzutschky, J. A. Brown, N. Horns, and A. T. Bell, "Hydrogenation of CO2 and CO2/CO Mixtures over Copper-Containing
Catalysts," J. Catal. vol. 124, p. 73, 1990.

June, R. L., A. T. Bell, and D. N. Theodorou, "Molecular Dynamics Study of Methane and Xenon in Silicalite," J.Phys. Chem., vol. 94,
p. 8232, 1990.

June, R. L., A. T. Bell, and D. N. Theodorou, "Prediction of Low Occupancy Sorption of Alkanes in Silicalite," J.Phys. Chem., vol. 94,
p. 1508, 1.990.

Rojas,M. L.,J.L. G. Fierro, L.G. Tejuca, and A. T. Bell, "Preparation and Characterization of LaMnl_xCuxO3+l Perovskite Oxides,"
J. Catal. vol. _,24,p. 41, 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., "Modem Concepts in Surface Sdence and Heterogeneous Catalysis," J. Phys. Chem., vol. 94, p. 1013, 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., P.Pereira, R.Csencsits, and It. Heinemann, "Steam Gasification of Graphite and Chars atTemperatures, <1000KOver
Potassitua-Calcium-Oxide Catalysts," J. Catal., vol. 123, p. 463, 1990.

Somorjai,G.A., P. Pereira, R. Csencsits, and H. Heinemann, "Steam Gasification of Graphite and Chaz._at Temperatures, <1(300Kover
Potassium-Calcium-Oxide Catalysts," J. Catal., vol. 123, p. 463, 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., P. Pereira, S.H. Lee, and H. Heinemann, "The Conversion of Methane to Ethylene and Ethane with Near Total
Selectivity by Low Temperature (<610'C) Oxydehydrogenation over a Calcium-Nickel-Potassium Oxide Catalyst," Catal.
Left., vol. 6, p. 255, 1990.

Went, G. T., S. T.Oyama, and A. T. Bell, "Laser Raman Spectroscopy of Supported Vanadium Oxide Catalysts," J. Phys. Chem., vol.
94, p. 4240, 1990.

Williams, K. J., A. B.Boffa, J.Lahtinen, M. Salmeron, A. T. Bell, and G. A. Somorjai, "I lydrogenation of CO2, ? -etone, and CO cn a
Rh Foil Promoted by Titania Overlayers," Catal. Left., vol. 5, p. 385, 199!).

Other Publications

Zhang, X.-G., P.J.Rous, J.M.MacLaren, A. Gonis, M.A. Van Hove, and G.A.Somorjai, "LEED from Stepped Surfaces: A New Method
Based on Removal Invariance in Angular Momentum Space," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 250, 1990.
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LBL Reports

Badztag, P., W.S. Verwoerd, and M.A. Van Hove, LBL-29058, "Prediction of the Effect of the Sample Biasing in Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy and of Surface Defects on the Observed Character of the Dimers in the St(001) (2xl) Surface," Phys. Rev. B. (In
press.)

Chang, C. D. and A. T. Bell, LBL-30011, "Studies on the Mechanism of ZSM- 5 Formation," Catal. Left. (Submitted.)

Fu, S. and G.A. Somorjat, LBL-29027, "Surface Studies of Zinc Oxide Growth on Cu(110)," Surf. Sei. (Submitted.)

Gtnter, D. M., A. T. Bell, and C, J. Radke, LBL-30010, "The Effectq of Gel Aging on Faujasite Synthesis," Zeolites. (Submitted.)

Ginter, D. M., G. T. Went, A. T. Bell, and C. J.Radke, LBL-30009, "A Phystco-Chemtcal Study of the Aging of Zeolite Synthesis Gels,"
Zeolites. (Submitted.)

Hendricks, W, M., A. T. Bell, and C. J. Radke, LBL-30012, "The Effects of Organic and Alkali Metal Cations on the Distribution of
Silicate Anions in Aqueous Solutions," submitted to J. Phys. Chem. (Submitted.)

Hendricks, W. M., A. T. Bell, and C. J. Radke, LBL-30013,"The Effects of Solvent Structure on the Distribution of Siltcate Cations in
Mixed Aqueous/Organic Solutions of Alkaline Tetramethylammontum Silicate," ]. Phys. Chem. (Submitted.)

lC,night, C.C. and G.A. Somorjal, LBL-28834, "Surface Science Studies of Cobalt Overlayers on Clean and Sulfur Covered Mo(100)
Single Crystal Surfaces," Surf. Sci. (Submitted.).

Krtshna, K. R.and A. T. Bell, LBL-29427, An Isotopic Tracer Study of the Deactivation of Ru/TiO2 Catalysts During Fischer-Tropsch
Synthesis," J. Catal. (In press.)

Lewis, K.B.,S.T. Oyama, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-28030, "The Preparation and Reactivity of Thin, Ordered Films of Vanadium Oxide
on Au(li1)," Surf. Sci. (In press.)

Lombard,, S. J. and A. T. Bell, LBL-29460, "Monte Carlo Simulations of the Effect of Pressure on Isothermal and Temperature-
Programmed Desorption Kinetics," Surf. Sci. (In press.)

Lombard,, S. J. and A. T. Bell, LBL-29470, "A Review of Theoretical Models of Adsorption, Diffusion, Desorption, and Reaction of
Gases on Metal Surfaces," Surf. Sci. Repts. (In press.)

Mortlock, R. F., A. T. Bell, A. K. Chakraborty, and C. J. Radke, LBL-29670, "Effect of Silicate Ratio on the Distribution of Silicate and
Aluminosilicate Anions in TPA Aluminosilicate Solutions," ]. Phys. Chem. (In press.)

Mortlock, R. F., A. T. Bell, and C. J. Radke, LBL-29327, "NMR Investigations of Tetrapropylammonlum Aluminosilicate and
Borosilicate Solutions," ]. Phys. Chem. (In press.)

Odrtozola, J.A., J. ,.ria, H, Helnemann, J.F. Garcia de la Banda, M. Lopez Granados, J.C. Conesa, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-26825, "The
Adsorption of NO and NH3 on Vanadia-Titania Catalysts'. ESR and XPS Studies of the Adsorption," J. Phys. Chem.
(Submitted.)

Oyama, S. T. and G.A. Somorjai, "The Effect of Vanadium Oxide Surface Structure in the Selective Oxidation of Ethanol and Ethane,"
Proc. TOCAT 1, Tokyo, Japan,1990, LBL-29201.

Oyama, T. and G.A. Somorjai, "Structural Effects in the Selective Oxidation of Ethanol and Ethane on Vanadium Oxide," Boston AC,
Meeting. (In Press.)

Shustorovich, E. and A. T. Bell, LBL-29418, "An Analysis of Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis by the Bond-Order-Conservation-Morse-
Potential Approach," Surf. Sci. (In press.)

Shustorovich, E. and A. T. Bell, LBL-29624, "Analysis of Methanol Synthesis from CO and CO2 on Cu and Pd Surfaces by the Bond-
order-Conservation-Morse-Potential Approach," Surf. Sci. (Submitted.)

Snurr, R. Q., R. L. June, A. T. Bell, and D. N. Theodorou, LBL-30014, "Molecular Simulations of Methane Adsorption in Silicalite,"
Mol. Simul. (Submitted.)

Somorjai, G.A. and S. Ted Oyama, LBL-28055, "The Effect of Structure in Selective Oxide Catalysis: The Oxidation Reactions of
Ethanol and Ethane on Vanadium Oxide," ]. Phys. Chem., 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., K.J.Williams, LBL-29'I00, A.B. Boffa, M.E. Levin, M. Salmeron, and A.T. Bell, "Hydrogenation of CO2, Acetone, and
CO on a Rh Foil Promoted by Titania Overlayers," Catal. Mtt., 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., LBL--29110,"The Structure Sensitivity and Insensitivity of Catalytic Reactions in Light of the Adsorbate Induced
Dynamic Restructuring of Surfaces," Catal. Lett. (Submitted.)

Somorjai, G.A., S. Ted Oyama, and Ann M. Carr, LBL-29024, "The Kinetics of Ethane Oxidation on Vanadium Oxide," J.Phys. Chem.
(Submitted.)

Somorjai, G.A., The Catalyzed Hydrogenation of Carbon Monoxide an Overview and Future Directions, in New Trends in CO
Activation, ed. L. Guczi, Elsevier Sct. Publ. Co, Amsterdam, 1990, LBL-29083.

Wang, H.-C., D.F. Ogletree, M.B. Salrneron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29368, "Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Study of TiO x on
I_(111)," J. Va. Sci. Technol. A. (In press.)

Zhang, X.-G., P.J. Rous, J.M. MacLaren, A. Gonis, M.A. Van Hove, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29082, "A Real-Space Multiple Scatttering
Theory of Low Energy Electron Diffraction: A New Approach for the Structure Determination of Stepped Surfaces," Surf.
Sci. (In presa.)

Invited Talks

Bell, A. T., Catalysis by Design: Will lt EverBePossible?,College of Engineering 7Sth Anniversary Sym poslum, The University of Akron,
Akron, OH, February 1990.
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Bell, A. T., Characterization and Catalytic Reactivity of DispersedTransition Metal Oxides, Florida Catalysis Conference, Palm Coast, FL,
April 1990.

Bell, A. T., Diffusion in Zeolites, W. R. Grace and Co., Columbia, MD, September 1990.

Bell, A. T., Mechanistic Studies of Hydrocarbon and Alcohol Synthesis from CO and H 2, II International Workshop on Heterogeneous
Catalysis, Ensenada, Mexico, October 1990.

Bell,A. T.,Prediction of Sorption andDiffusion in Zeolites,Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara,
CA, May 1990.

Bell, A. T., Simulation ofRateand Transport Processesin Catalytic Systems, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, April 1990.

Bell,A. T.,Studies ofCO Hydrogenation overRu Catalysts Using Transient ResponseTechniques, AIChEMeeting, Orlando, FL,March 1990.

Bell, A4T., Studies of the PhysicochemicalProcessesInvolved in ZeoliteSynthesis, Mobil Research and Development Corp., Princeton, NJ,
December 1990.

Bell, A. T., The Contributions of Catalyst Science to Catalyst Design of Development, Engineering Foundation Meeting on Chemical
Reaction Engineering Ill, Santa Barbara, CA, February 1990.

Bell, A. T., The Impact of Catalyst Science on Catalyst Design and Development, 1lth International Symposium on Chemical Reaction
Engineering, Toronto, Canada, July 1990.

Bell, A. T., The Relationship Between Reaction Mechanisms and Kinetics in Heterogeneous Catalysis, Symposium on the Mechanism of
Heterogeneous Catalysis, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, November 1990.

Heinemann, H., Catalytic Gasification Fundamentals, Tenth Annual Gasification and Gas Stream Cleanup Systems Contractors'
Review Meeting, Morgantown, PA, August 1990.

Heinemann, H., Selective Conversion of Methane to Higher Hydrocarbons, Methane Conversion Workshop, Pittsburgh, PA, November
1990.

Somorjai, G. A., Activation of Methane by Catalyzed Reaction with Carbon Solids, International Chemical Congress of Pacific Basin
Societies PACIFICHEM'89 Symposium, Honolulu, Hawaii, December 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., Adsorbate Induced Restructuring of SurfaceDuring Catalytic Reactions. TheDynamic SurfaceStructures Model ofReactlvity,
TOCAT 1-Tokyo, Japan, July 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., Adsorbate Induced Restructuring of Surfaces Catalytic Implications, The Catalysis Society of Metropolitan New York,
December 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., Adsorbate Induced Restructuring of Surfaces. A Mechanism for Reactivity of Organic Molecules on Surfaces, WATOC-90
World Congress of Theoretical Organic Chemists, Toronto, Canada, July 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., L'Institut de Recherches sur la Catalyse, January 12-16, 1990. (1) CaseHistories of the Surface Science of Catalytic
ReactionsN2/H2, COH2, HDS, C2H4/H2; (2) Adsorbate Induced Restructuring of Surfaces. Catalytic Implications; and (3) The
Structure and Bonding of Organic Molecules Adsorbed on Metal Surfaces. New Techniques of Characterization.

Somorjai, G. A., Materials Science in Berkeley, Universite de Paris-Sud, January 1990.

Somorjai,G. A., Structure Sensitivity and lnsensitivity ofCatalytic Reactions in Light of the Dynamic Restructuring ofSurfaces l.InderReaction
Conditions, ACS National Meeting, Petroleum Division Symposium on Structure-Activity Relationships in Heterogeneous
Catalysis, April 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., Surface Science of Heterogeneous Catalysis, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada, October 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., The Dynamic Restructuring Model of Surfaces. Catalytic Implications, Lehigh University, Bethelem, PA, April 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., The Dynamical Restructuring of Surfaces. A New Model for Forming the Surface Chemical Bond and for Heterogeneous
Catalysis, ACS-Boston, Symposium of Past Kendall Laureates, August 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., The Roles of Adsorbate A1203, Kand N Induced Restructuring of Iron in Ammonia Synthesis, University of Utah, Sinfelt
Symposium, October 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., TheSurface Structure Sensitivity ofChemisorption and Catalytic ReactionsOverTransition Metal Surfaces, AIChE National
Meeting, Orlando, FL, March 1990.

Somorjai, G. A., Why Rough Surfaces areImportant for Chemical Bond Breaking and Catalysis, ACS National Meeting, Boston, MA, April
1990.

Somorjai, G.A., (I) Solving the Puzzles ofSurface Chemistry. TheDynamic V iewof Surfacesand TheirReactivity; (2) Bridging theGap Between
Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Catalysis; ana (3) The Surface Science of Contact, Friction and Lubrication, FMC Lectures,
Princeton University, New Jersey, December 5-7, 1990.

Surface Structure and Interface Compounds Project
RefereedJournal Articles

Egelhoff, W.F., Jr., J.W.Gadzvk, C.J.Powell, and M.A. Van Hove, "Auger Electron Angular Distributions from Surfaces--Forward
Focusing or Silhouettes," Science, vol. 248, p. 1129, 1990.

Kawasaki, M., G.J.Vandentop, M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, "Analysis of the Interface of I lydrogcnated Amorphous Carbon
Films on Silicon by Angle-Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy," Surf. Sci., vol. 227, p. 261, 1990.
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Ogletree, D.F,, C. Ocal,B.Marchon, T.Beebe, W. Stekhaus, M. Saimeron, and G.A. Somorjai, "Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Study
of the Structure of Sulfur (2_]3x2_/3)R30'Overlayer on Rhenium (0001)," J.Vac. Sci. Technol., vol, AS, no. 1, p. 297, 1990.

Rous, P.J., D. Jentz, D.J. Kelly, R.Q. I lwang, M,A. Van Hove, and G.A, Somorjai, "A Directed LEED Search for Many Structural
Parameters: Asymmetric Sites and Restructuring in C and S Oveflayers on Mo(100)," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 680,
1990.

Somorjai, G.A., "Adsorbate Induced Restructuring of Surfaces. The Surface Thermodynamic Puzzle," in Bonding Energies and the
Thermodynamics of Organometallic Reactions, p. 218, 1990.

Somorjai, G.A., "Modem Concepts in Surface Science and l-leterogeneous Catalysis," J.Phys. Chem,, vol. 94, p. 1013, 1990.

Somorjat, G.A,, P,J. Rous, and M.A. Van Hove, "Directed Search Methods for Surface Structure Determination by LEED," Surface
Science, vol. 226, 15 (1990), LBL-27427.

Van Hove, M.A., M.-L. Xu, P. de Andres, A, Wander, G.S. Blackman, R.Q. Hwang, and G.A. Somorjai, "Adsorption Structure of
Disordered Benzene and Other Molecules on Pt(111) from Diffuse LEED," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. vol. 35, p. 589, 1990.

q

Van Hove, M.A., "A Glimpse of Solid Surfaces, in Multiparticle Dynamics," Festschrift for L.Van Hove, eds. A. Giovannini and W.
Kittel, World Sci, Publ. Co., Singapore,1990, p. 821, LBL-27158.

Vah Hove, M.A., "Theory of Surface Crystallography by Forward Focusing of $, .ondary Electrons," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35,
p. 325, 1990.

Vanden top, G.J.,M. Kawasaki, R.M.Nix, I.G. Brown, M, Saimeron, and G.A. Somorjai, "The Formation of Hydrogenated Amorphous
Carbon Films of Controlled Hardness from a Methane Plasma," Phys. Rev,, vol. Bl, p. 41, (5), 1990.

LBL Reports

Badziag, P., W.S. Verwoerd, and M.A. Van Hove, LBL-29647,"Prediction of the Effect of the Sample Baising in Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy and of Surface Defects on the Observed Character of the Dimers in the Si(O01)(2xl) Surface," Phys. Rev. I3.
(In press.)

Delplancke, M.P, J.M. Powers, G.J,Vandentop, M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29623, "Preparation and Characterization of
PECVD Amorphous SiC:H Thin Films, J.Vac. Sci. & Tech. A, (Submitted.)

Delplancke, M.P., J.M. Powers, G.J.Vandentop, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29461, "Preparation of SixCyHz Films from Methylsilane
by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition," Thin Solid Films.

Hwang, R.Q. and D.M. Zeglinsld, A. Lopez Vazquez-de-Parga, C. Ocal, D.F. Ogletree, M. Salmeron, and G:A. Somorjai, LBL-29333,
"Formation of Sulfur Aggregates on Re(0001) Surfaces Observed with the Scanning Tunneling Microscope," Phys. Rev.
Left. (Submitted.)

Maurice, V., K. Takeuchi, M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29487,"The Bonding of Diethyl Ether, Ethanol and Their Fluorinated
Analogs to Zirconium Oxide Thin Films," Surf. Sei. (In press).

Maurice, V., M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-28699,"The Epitaxial Growth of Zirconium Oxide Thin Films on Pt(111) Single
Crystal Surfaces," Surf. Sd. (Submitted.)

Nascen te, P.A.P., M.A. Van Hove, and G.A. Somorjai, "Induced Ordering of Ethylidyne on the Pd(111) Surface by the Pre-Adsorption
of Oxygen: A LEED and HREELS Study," Surf. Sei. (Submitted.)

Ogletree, D.F., K. Frank,and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-21694,"An Ultra-High Vacuum Sample Manipulator forAngle-Re_lved Electron
Spectroscopy," J.of Vac. Sd. and Tech. Microelectronics, Center of North Carolina. (Submitted.)

Ogletree, D.F., R.Q. Hwang, and D.M. Zeglinski, A. Lopez Vazquez-de-Parga, M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29367,
"Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Studies of Sulfur Overlayers on the Re(OO01_Surface," J.VacSd. Tech. A. (Submitted.)

Powers, J., G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29191, "The Surface Oxidation of Alpha-Silicon Carbide by 0 2 from 300K to 1373K," Surf. Sci.
(Submitted.)

Somorjai, G.A. and M.A. Van Hove, LBL-27397,"Surface Crystallography by Low-Energy Electron Diffraction," in Physical Methods
of Chemistry, Vol. 9B, eds. B.W. Rossiter, J.F. Hamilton and R.C. Baetzold, Interscience Publ., 1990. (In press.)

Somorjai, G.A., LBL-29277, "The Puzzles of Surface Science and Recent Attempts to Explain Them," Surf. Sci. (Submitted.)

Van Hove, M.A., "Surface Crystallography at the Metal-Gas Interface," LBL-28688, in Structure of Electrified Interfaces, eds. J.
Lipkowski and P.N. Ross, VCH Publishers, New York, 1990. (In press.)

Vandentop, G.J.,P.A.P. Nascente, M. Kawasaki, D.F. Ogletree, M. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-29459, "Observation of the
Initial Stages of Growth of Hydrogenated Amorphous Carbon Films by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy," J.Vac. Sci. &
Tech. A. (Submittedl)

Wander, A., G.Held, R.Q.Hwang, G.S. Blackman, M.L. Xu,P. de Andres, M.A. Van Hove, and G.A. Somorjai, "A Diffuse LEED Study
of the Adsorption Structure of Disordered Benzene on Pi(111)," Surf. Sci. (Submitted.)

Zeglinski, D.M., D.F. Ogletree, T.P. Beebe, Jr., R.Q.Hwang, M.B. Salmeron, and G.A. Somorjai, LBL-28848,"An Ultra-High Vacuum
Scanning Tunneling Microscope for Surface Science Studies," accepted Rev. of Sci. Instr. (Submitted.)

Invited Talks

Somorjai, G.A., Computational Methods in Chemical Design, Molecular Modeling, Theory and Experiment, The Development of
Models of Surface Structure, Chemical Bonding and Reactivity. The Transition from Static to Dynamic Concepts, Elmau
3 Symposium, Schloss Elmau, Germany, October 1990.
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Somorjai, G,A,, Monolayers on Single Crystal Surfaces, New Models for the Surface Chemical Bond During Adsorption and
Catalysis, ACS Langmuir Lecture, August 1990.

Somorjai, G,A., Surface as a New Material, The Puzzles of Surface Science and Recent Attempts to Explain Them, 26rh Yamada
Conference, Osaka, Japan, July 1990.

Somorjai, G.A,, The Application of New Techniques to Study Surface Structure on the Atomic Scale, LEED,STM, AFM and SIMS,
AC, National Meeting-Boston, Kendall Award Symposium II,April,

Somorjai, G.A., The Puzzles of Surface Science and the Dynamical Restructuring Model to Explain Them, University of Washington,
Department of Chemical Engineering, May 1990,

Somorjai, G.A., The Surface Chemical Bond, UC San Diego Colloquia, May 3,

Van Hove, M.A., Challenges to Interface Theory, Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, May 1990.

Van Hove, M.A., Molecular Chemisorption on Metal Surfaces vs. Metal Clusters, Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada,
May 1990,

Van Hove, M,A., Theory of Surface Crystallography by Forward Focusing of Secondary Electrons, APS Meeting, Anaheim,
California, March 1990.

Instrumentation for Surface Science

RefereedJournal Articles

Ager, J.W., III,D.K,Veirs, J.Shamir, and G.M, Rosenblatt, "Laser Heating Effects in the Characterization of Carbon Fibers by Raman
Spectroscopy," J. Appl. Phys,, vol. 68, p. 3598, i990.

Ager, J.W. III,D. K. Veirs, and G.M. Rosenblatt, "Raman Intensities and Interference Effects for Thin Films Adsorbed on Metals,"
J. Chem. Phys., vol. 92,p. 2076,1990.

• Fisher, K. A., K. C. Yanagimoto, S. L. Whitfield, R. E. Thomson, M. F. G.Gustafsson, and J.Clark, "Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
of Planar Biomembranes," Ultramicroscopy, vol. 33, p, 117,1990,

Fisher, K.A., S.L. Whitfleld, R. E.Thomson, K.C. Yanagimoto, M. G.L, Gustafsson, and J.Clarke, '"Measuring Changes in Membrane
Thickness by Scanning Tunneling Microscope," Biochtm.et Biophys. Acta vol. 1023,p. 325,1990.

Johnson, M. and J. Clarke, "Spin Polarized Scanning Tunneling Microscope: Concept, Design and Preliminary Results from a
Prototype Operated in Air," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 67, p. 6141, 1990,

e e "Rosenblatt, G. M. and D. K.Veirs, "Raman Characterization of High Temperature Materials Using an Imaging D t ctor, High Temp.
Sci., vol. 26, p. 31, 1990.

Salmeron, M., T. Beebe, J. Odriozola, T. Wilson, D.F. Ogletree, and W. Siekhaus, "Imaging of Biomolecules with the Scanning
Tunneling Microscope: Problems and Prospects," J. V_c. ,ct. Tech.A, vol. 8, no. 1,p. 635,1990.

Wang, W. arid S. G. Louie, "First Principles Studies of S/Mo(O01) Surfaces," Surf. Sci., vol. 226, p. 257, 1990.

Zhong, W., and D. Tomanek, "First Principles Theory of Atomic-scale Friction," Phys. Roy. Lett., vol. 64, p. 3054, 1990.

Referred Conference Proceedings

Rosenblatt, G.M., D.K. Veirs, J.W.Ager III,and J.Shamir, LBL-27905,"Characterization of Materials with Raman Spectroscopy," in
Proceedings of the Symposium on High Temperature and Materials Chemistry, 1990.

Rosenblatt, G. M., J.W. Ager, Ill, and D. K.Veirs, "Interference Effects in the Raman Spectroscopy of Thin Films," Proceedings of
the Twelfth International Conference on Raman Spectroscopy, cd. J.R. Durig and J. F. Sullivan, John Wiley and Sons, p.
334, Chichester, 1990.

Veirs, D. Kirk, J.W. Ager III, and G.M. Rosenblatt, "Mapping Chemical and Physical Properties of Advanced Materials Using
n S ec ro "Spatially Resolved Rama p t scopy, in Proceedingsof the XXlllnternational Conferenceon Raman Spectroscopy,eds. J.R.

Durig and J.F.Sullivan, p. 898, Wiley, Chichester, UK, 1990.

Other Publications

Chen, C., Z. Yu, and Y. R. ,hen, "Recent Advances in Growth and NLO Characteristics of LiB305, " Opt. Soc. of Am. 1990Tech. Dig.
Series, vol. 7, p. 30, 1990.

Mullin, C. S., V. Vogel, M. W. Kim, and Y. R. ,hen, "Study of Equilibria and Dynamics of Surfactants at the Air/Water Interface with
Optical Second Harmonic Generation," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 35, p. 347, 1990.

Rosenblatt, G.M. and D.K.Veirs, "Raman Characterization of High Temperature Materials Using an Imaging Detector," in Materials
Chemistry at High Temperature, ed. J.W.Hastie, Vol. 1, Humana Press, Clifton, NJ, 1990.

,hen, Y. R., R. Superfine, and J.Huang, "Up or Down? Molecular Polar Orientation Determined by Infrared-Visible Sum-Frequency
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Vogel, V., C. Muilin, Y. R. ,hen, and M. W.Klm, "Surface Adsorption Studies by Optical SHG: Soluble Monolayers at the Air/Water
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Zhang, J.Y., D. Pauschinger, D. Soane, and Y. R.,hen, "Study of Metal/Polymer Interfaces by Second Harmonic Generation," Opt.
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LBL Reports

Burk, B., R. E. Thomson, A, Zettl, and J. Clarke, "Charge Density Wave Domains in 1T-TaS2 Observed by Zagellite Structure in
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Images," Phys, Pev° Left, (Submitted.)
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Overcoats of Thin Film Media -- Correlations with Tribological Properties," J. Appl, Phys. (In press.)

I-luang,J°Y., J0Y. Zhang, Y. R.Shen, C°Chon, and B.Wu, "A High-Power, Widely Tunable, Picosecond Coherent Source from Optical
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Salmeron, M,, D,, M. Zeglinski, D, F. Ogletree, T, P, Beebe, R, Q. l-lwang, and G, A. Somorjai, LBL-28848, "An Ultra.High Vacuum
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Sample Transfer, Pev. Set. Instrum, (In press.)
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Cho, N.-H., M.D. Rubin, K.M.Krishnan, D. K.Veirs, B.Bhushan, and D.B. Bogy, Characterizationof Diamond.like Amorphous CarbonThin
Films, International Conference on Metallurgical Coatings, San Diego, CA, March 1990.

Fisher, K.A. and J,Clarke, Quantifying BiologicalMembrane Thickness with the Scanning Tunneling Microscope, March Meeting of the
American Physical Society, Anaheim, CA, March 1990,

Fisher, K.A., M. G. L.Gustafsson, R. E.Thomson, S, L. Whitfield, K.C. Yanagimoto, M. B.Shattuck, and J.Clarke, Low Temperature
Scanning Probe Microscopy, 4rh International Meeting on Low Temperature Biological Microscopy and Analysis, Cam-
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Gustafsson, M., K. A. Fisher, and J. Clarke, Studies with a Cold Atomic Force Microscope, Pacific Conference on Chemistry and
Spectroscopy, San Francisco, CA, October 1990.

Rosenblatt, G.M,, Recent Developments in the Raman Characterizationof Materials, Gordon Research Conference on High Temperature
Chemistry, Meridan, NH, July 1990.

Salmeron, M., Ob_rving the Atomic Structure of Surfaces with the Scanning Tunneling and Atomic Force Microscopes, Conference
at Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas, August 1990.

Short, Y. R., Nonlinear Optical Characterization of Surface Molecular Monolayers, International Symposium on Nonlinear Optical
Materials, El Paso, TX, October 1990.

Thomson, R, E., U. Walter, B, Burk, Z, Zettl, and J.Clarke, Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of ChargeDensity Waves in 1T-TaS, Pacific
Conference on Chemistry and Spectroscopy, San Francisco, CA, October 1990.

Veirs, D.K.,Imaging Using Vibrational RamanSpectroscopy,Gordon Research Conference on Vibrational Spectroscopy, Wolfeboro, NI-I,
August 1990.

Veirs, D.K.,Spectroscopic Imaging ofMaterials' Properties,NMT Seminar, Los Alamos, NM, February 1990.Vogel, V., Organic Molecular
Assemblies at Interfaces: Structural Investigations by Novel Technique, Department of Bioengineering, University of Bioengi-
neering, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, Juno 14,1990.

Vogel, V., X-D. Xiao, and Y. R. Shen, Adsorbates at Interfaces Studied by Nonlinear Optics, Topical Meeting on Laser Application to
Chemical Analysis, Incline Village, NV, February 1990.
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Shen, Y. R., R. Superfine, and J. Huang, Up or Down? Molecular Polar Orientation Determined by Infrared-Visible Sum-Frequency
Generation PhaseMeasurement, Meeting of the American Phystcal Sodety, Anaheim, CA, March 1990.

Zhang, J. Y., D. Pauschlnger, D. Soane, and Y, R. Shen, Study ofMetal Polymer Interfaces by SecondHarmonic Generation, Conference on
Laser and Electro-Optics, Anaheim, CA, May 1990,
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Modeling
Processing
Mechanical Performance

Ceramic Science Program

The Ceramic Science Program has three linked objectives that aim to
provide a science-based framework for the Improvement of perfor-
mance and the development of novel ceramics for energy technologies.

• MODEL STUDIES--the fundamental study of processes
that dictate the mtcrostructural changes occurring during
processing and utilization of ceramics

• PROCESSING--the definition of quantitative constitutive
equations for densification and mtcrostructural evolution of
powder compacts and the application of these relationships
in the development of improved or novel ceramics with
mechanical functions

• MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE--the study and improve-
ment of the mechanical performance of ceramic materials

While the focus of program is the relationship between processing
and mechanical properties of single and multiphase structural ceramics,
it can be appreciated that mechanical properties, characterized by
strength and toughness, often limit the performance of ceramics in
functions other than structural. Examples are ceramic electrolytes or
dielectric ceramics where limits to performance can be related to the
fracture toughness raised to a power higher than one, when failure is
accompanied by slow or catastrophic crack growth.

The MODEL STUDIES project focuses on the effects of crystalliza-
tion, polymorphic phase transformations, and particle substructure on
microstructural evolution in powder compacts formed from an "ideal,"
nominally monodispersed, chemically synthesized titania powder are
being examined. Model experiments utilizing photolithographically ,
introduced, microdesigned pore/flaw structures are being used to
study high-temperature crack healing in glass.

Recent results include:

• The successful development of a lithography-based proce-
dure for introducing controlled-geometry internal cracklike
flaws in glass. Defects introduced in this manner form the
basis for high-temperature crack healing studies in isotroptc
materials.

• The completion of an extensive study of microstructural
de velopm en t during sin tering wi thin com pa cts formed from
monosized agglomerates of nanophase TiO 2,
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The PROCESSINGproject looks at the important parameters influ-
encing mechanical behavior, reproducibility, and reliability of perfor-
mance-structural and chemical uniformity. The required uniformity,
however, is not readily achieved, and novel or highly controlled
processing methods need to be devised to improve significantly to
assure the required uniformity. Mechanical behavior, including high
temperature creep in particulate composites, R-curve behavior, creep-
rupture, and fatigue susceptibility, as well as the statistical distribution
of performance limits are expected to be strongly dependent on unifor-
mity. Two avenues toward structural uniformity have been developed
in this program: the manipulation of the heating schedule to include
limited grain coarsening before sintering, and the use of coated pow-
ders. With the latter, it has been possible to fabricate aluminum oxide
ceramics, containing up to 40 vol% of SiC whiskers or platelets, by
pressureless sintering of coated particles produced in this program.

Recent results Include:

• Development of a method to produce coated powders by
controlled heterogeneous precipitation in slurries.

• Preparation of special ceramics and homogeneous micro-
composites from coated powders.

• Structural mullite made by coating hollow silica spheres
with alumina.

The MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR project focuses on the develop-
ment of improved or novel ceramics with mechanical functions. Ce-
ramics intended for use at high temperature require not only the
retention ofhtgh strength and high fracture toughness. While chemical
stability under operating conditions is the prime factor in determining
the utility of a structural ceramic, other, less frequently assessed
properties are of concern. For example, while silicon nitride and
transformation toughened zircontas can be made with high fracture
strength and toughness, these material may suffer slow deterioration
under fluctuating load. lt has been demonstrated in this program that
a number of tough ceramics have significant fatigue susceptibility. The
origin of this fatigue susceptibility of tough ceramics is investigated.

Recent results include:

• The first demonstration of cyclic-fatigue crack growth in
SiC.

• The Modeling of transient fatigue crack growth following
overloads in PSZ.
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MODEL STUDIES

MlorostruoturalEvolutionIn ChemicallySynthesizedTitania
M,L,SH^LZANDA,M,GL^_SEF_

Chemical synthesis can produce ceramic powders of highly controlled particle
size, size distribution, and shape, However, the reaction product is often a chemical
precursor to the desired material, or tr ts not the stable crystalline phase, The chemical,
physical, and crystallographic changes that produce the desired form of the powder
occur during heating, and often initiate at temperatures well below the normal
sintering temperature of the material, These changes can have a dramatic Impact on
the ultimate sintering characteristics of the powder, and the microstructure _nd
properties of the sintered compacts, This research project has focussed on character-
ization of mtcrostructural changes that accompany low.temperature heat treatment
era model powder, titania prepared by the controlled hydrolysis of titanium alkoxtde
solutions,

Electron diffraction suggests the existence of short-range order in as-precipitated
tttania particles} this short-range order was not detected in prior work, "Crystalliza-
tion" of this material produces one or more crystalline phases, Anatase and rutile
were observed previously; more recent work indicates that brooktte can also be
formed, The differing phases that form may reflect local differences in the degree of
order, which in turn may be a consequence of local differences in the nucleation and
growth conditions, Differences in degree of short-range order may also contribute to
the batch to batch differences in the heat of transformation indicated by DSC results,
Transformation energies also depended upon the reaction atmosphere (-248-284 J/g
in argon versus -337-367 J/g in air), Compact surfaces denstfied before internal
porostty was removed, tmpostng a mechanical constraint on the interior that restricts
densification, and causes the interior material to reduce its energy by faceting rather
than by densification.

HighTemperatureCrack HealingInGlass
H,AOKLER AND A,M, GLAEBER

A novel method of introducing controlled-geometry crackltke defects at internal
interfaces was developed as part of the Model Studtes research program, The
morphological evolution of such defects at high temperature, high-temperature crack
healtng, was studied in sapphire. Crack face and crack edge crystallography had a
profound impact on the healing mode. lt was desirable to complement this work with
studtes of high-temperature crack healtng in an isotropic material.

The lithographic methods and bonding techniques developed to study high
temperature crack healing tn sapphire have been adapted and successfully applied to
glass. ControllcKt-geometry internal defects can now be produced. Preliminary
studies of high-temperature crack healing by viscous flow tn soda-lime silica glass
have been Initiated. In this glass, morphok_gtcal changes characteristic of crack
healtng compete with those accompanying crack enlargement. Gas-evolving reac-
tions become Important tn the same temperature range withtn which viscous flow
Initiates. Experiments utilizing a higher-purity vacuum-degassed glass are tnprogress,
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PROCESSING

Effect of Particle Size on the Creep-Sintering of Narrow Size Alumina
F,LINANDL,O,D[-:JON_t.IE

Alumina powder ts classified to produce three narrow size fractions: i,13 :t:0,28
I.trn,0,83 -.t:0,21 I.tm,and 0,39 ± 0,10 _m, The effect of particle size on the creep sintoting
Is assessed from the loading dth_tomotry, The fine-sized compact has a higher
densification strain rate compared with those of the other two sized compacts, The
ratio of densification strain rate to creep strain rate is inversely proportional to the
initial particle size, i,e,, Lhc driving force, the sintering stress, is proportional to
(particle size)"1,Under construct heating rate sintering condition (CHR =4 °C/rain,),
there is negligible grain growth for ali three compacts,

Dopant Effects In Particulate Ceramic Composites
(3,BROWNANDL,O,DEJONaHF.

The achievement of full densification in ceramic matrix composites remains an
unsolved problem in ceramic processing, The effects of doping the ZnO matrix, in
ZnO-SiC composites, with 340 ppm A1 (a known coarsening inhibitor for ZnO) is
being investigated, Systematic improvements in isochronal sintered density have
been observed in doped samples containing 1, 5, 10 and 20 volume percent of
inclusions, The competition between densifying and coarsening mechanisms is
therefore of importance in the sintering of polycrystalline ceramic materials contain-
ing rigid inclusions,

Charaotorlzatlon of Modified Fibers for use in High Temperature Ceramic Composites
O,P,JAOOBSON ANDL,O,D_JONC_HE

The purpose of this work is to investigate a process for stabilizing polymer
precursor StC fibers, Inparallel to this work is an investigation into the properties of
a ceramic matrix composites made from the stabilized SiC fibers and a SiC polymer
precursor + SiC filler matrix to determine the mechanical property gains achieved by
using these modified fibers,

Silicon Carbide is a good candidate formaking refractory high strength fibers due
to its high Young's modulus and strength, high thermal stability, and low coefficient
of thermal expansion, However, the pyrolysis of organometallics to produce SiC
ceramics does not convert ali the procurer material to silicon carbide and this leads
to thermal instability and fiber degradation beginning around 1000°C, Fiber degra-
dation and the subsequent reduction in fiber strength has limited these SIC fibers to
low or intermediate temperature (T < 10(X)°C) and so their potential for high
temperature (T > 1400°C) applications has not been realized,

Thts research has focused on the successful development of a simple techrdque for
thermally stabilizing SIC fibers derived from polymer precursor, As-,recetved fibers
are shown tn Figure 1, As-received fibers heat treated to
20(X)°Cin an inert atmosphere are shown in Figure 2 (page
60), Stabilized fibers, heat treated in 2(X)0°C in an inert
atmosphere are shown in Figure 3 (page 60), The stabilized
fibers clearly retain their shape even at extreme temperatures,
Future work wtll include mechanical testing of ;:hestabilized
fibers and a ceramic matrix composite containing these modi-
fied fibers,

Figure1
SEMmlcrographof Nloalontiber8(magntlied770x).(XBB911.8139)
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Figure2
EzEMmlcrographofNlealonfiberstro_tedat 2020'O InflowingNltrogon
(Magnified780x),(XBB9110.8140)

Figure3
SEMmlcrographof stabilizedNloalonfiberstreatedat2020'OIn flowing

Nitrogen,(Magnified750x), (XiJB9110-8141)

Size Effects In SIC-TIB2Composites
T, BUCHANANANDL,C, DEJONGHE

The effect of varying TIB2 particle size on tile mechanical properties and the
microstructure of SiC-TiB2 particulate composites was investigated, I1"_eTiB2 par-
ticles were classified by sedimentation methods into three size ranges: 3, 10, and 15

gin, These powders and an as-received powder with a 3-10 t-tmsize range were mixed
with SiC at 10, 20, 30, and 40% volume fractions of TiB2 and free sintered, The fracture

strength and toughness were tested and the microstructure examined,
Crack deflection, crack pinning and crack branching were observed, The choice of

TIB2 particle size determined the primary toughening mechanism. Crack deflection
was the primary toughening mechanism in tile S (3 li.m) series and microcracking was
the primary mechanism in the other composite series, The 30 vol% S composite had
the optimum of strength and toughness with values wf 421 MPa and 5,8 MPam 1/2,
respectively,

Alumina-Silicon Carbide Composites from Coated Powders
T,D, MITCHELLANDL,C, DEJON(_HE

The purpose wf coated particle research is to solve problems in tl_e fabrication of

mtcrocomposites caused by the presence wf the reinforcing phase, Agglon'_eration wf
the reinforcing phase hinders densification of the mtcrocomposite, requiring large
external pressures and high temperatures to achieve dense compacts, Second phase
distribution is also hindered, These problems were greatly reduced by encapsulating
heterogeneous precipitation each reinforcing particle (SIC whisker or platelet) in
alumina prior to sintering, Coated whisker composites tlp to 30 volume percent were
pressureless sintered to closed porosity, previously thought to be Impossible for
microcomposttes with greater than 20 volume percent reinforcement, Mechanical
testing yielded average fracture toughness values of 7MPa for these comp(_sltes,
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Processing of Thin Film Ceramto Electrolytes
8,d,VI8oo,T,W, KUIZPIZR,ANDL,O,DEJoNGI-IE

Thin film coatings of several materials were prepared using sol-gel processing;
polymerized gels were synthesized from the appropriate metal alkoxides, The
viscosities of the gels are controlled by the amount of water added, Tie 2,SrCeO_,and
ZrO=systems have been studied, Initially, thin films for process characterization were
obtained by dipping a polished single-cry_4al silicon wafer into the solution, This
substrate way chosen becau_ it provides a clean, fiat surface for the study of film
morphology, and becau_ the <100> silicon gives rise to only a single peak in x-ray
diffraction, rnaking analysis of the film structure easier, Spin coating has also been
used, and other substrates under investigation include soda glass and fused quartz,
X-ray analysis shows that Tie2 and ZrO 2 films were successfuUy deposited, while
initial attempts to form SrCeO_resulted inCeO2 films with another unidentified phase,
Further studies are being conducted on the relative gelling rates Hf cerium and
strontium alkoxide solutions,

Effect of Heating Rate on Sintering and Coarsening
M,-Y,OHU,M,N,RAHAMANAN[.)L,O, DEJONaHF_

The sintering of zinc oxide powder compacts has been investigated at constant
rates of heating of 0,5-15°C/rain, For samples wtth the same initial relative density
(0.50), the temperature derivative of the densification stratn versus density fits within
a single, relatively narrow band, At low temperatures the densification rate as a
function of temperature increases almost linearly wtth the heating rate, The data,
covering a wide density range of 0,5-0,98,are consistent with an analysis that accounts
for the coarsening, (defined as an Increase in the mean pore separation) in terms of two
classes of microstructural coarsening processes: those associated with denstfytng and
with non-denstfying mechanisms,

Pre-Coarsening to Improve Microstructure and Sintering of Powder Compacts
M,-Y,CHU,L,O,DEJONGHEANDM,K,F,LIN

MgO and AI203 were sintered by two types of processes: a conventional isothermal
sintering, and a two-step sintering consisting of an initial low temperature pre,
coarserdng treatmentbefore conventional Isothermal sintering, The final microstruc-
ture from two-step sintering is more uniform and finer than that of compacts sintered
conventionally,

The differences between two-step and conventional processing are clarified by
experiments tn pre.-coarsened and as-received ZnO powders, These compacts were
pre-coarsened at 450°C for 90 hours with virtually no Increase in the overall density.
The resulting grain size was 1,7 times the starting one, but the standard deviation of
the pre-coarsened powder size distribution was narrower than that of the as-received
powder. The sintering stress of the pre-coarsened ZnO is approximately 0.8 that of
the as-received one, A computational model has been used with two components of
coarsening _ode_ribe the differences in pore spacing evolution between the pre-
coarsened and the as-received system.

The benefit of two-step sintering ts attributed to the increase in uniformity
resulting from pre-coarsening, The increased uniformity decreases sintering damage
and allows the system to stay in the open porosity state longer, delaying or Inhibiting
additional coarsening (grain growth) during the final stage of densification, Two-
step sintering ts especially useful for non-uniform powder systems with a wide size
distribution and is a simple and convenient method of making rnore uniform cerarnic
bodies without resorting to specialized powders or complicated heat schedules,
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SYNTHESIS OF COMPOSITE CERAMICS
JAMESW, EVANsANDLUTGARDO, DEJoNQHE,

Ceramic-ceramic composites are ideally suited to high-perforn'_ar_ce aerospace
and gas turbine applications where high-temperature stability, high strength-to-
weight ratios, and non-catastrophic failure modes are required, Considerable progress
has been made in chon'dcal vapor infiltration (CVI) of fiber- and whisker-reinforced

ceramic composites, Silicon carbide/silicon carbide composites exhibit good fracture
toughness and high strain-to-failure, They are damage tolerant, i,e,, the energy
required for crack propagation increases with the size of the damaged region, They
retain a large fraction o f their room temperature strength at high temperatures and are
resistant to thermal shock, A significant processing advantage of CVI composites is

the ability to form them in near-net shapes,
The primary obstacle to large-scale commercial manufacture of these materials by

CVI ts the long infiltration ttme required to achieve low residual porosity, Infiltration
must be carried out at low temperatures and low reactant pressures (where the

deposition is controlled t'/the surface reaction rather than gas diffusion) tn order to
avoid preferential deposition near the extertor of the preform and blocking of the pore
entrances,

Improved penetration of the gases to the interior of the preform may be achieved
by establishing a temperature gradient within the prefom'l such that the Inside ts hot
relative to the outside, Preliminary mathematical modeling work at LBL has shown

that much higher rates of infiltration can occur under these conditions, Microwave
heating of the substrate, combined with poor insulation to facilitate heat loss from the
surface, produces such a thermal gradient,

A MathematicalModelfor ChemicalVapor Infiltrationwith
MicrowaveHeatingandExternalCooling
D, GUPTA AND J, W, EVANS

A mathematical model has been used to compute temperature profiles in ceramic

preforms that are heated by microwaves, The temperature profiles are then Input to
a second part of the model describing chemical vapor infiltration of the preform, that
is the diffusion of gaseous reactants, heterogeneous reactton and evolution of the pore
structure, Equations were solved numerically for parameters corresponding to the

1,o _ infiltration of StC preforms by pyrolysis of trtchloromethylst-
lane, While based on some simplifications, the model leads to

%, _ ., w/m,K the conclusion that infiltration proceeds more rapidly, and to a0,9 _ t ,500

o : s 5oo greater extent, with microwave heating/external cooling thanLLJ R : I 450

08 s : 3 4so in isothermal infiltration, The model suggests that infiltration
D might be optimized by manipulation of microwave power and._.J

©>0,7 external cooling, The computed extent of tnftltra tton is seen tobe
very sensitive to the Initial pore stze, For example, Fig, 1 shows

t_
0,6 the pore volume (as a fraction of the initial volume) for a pore in

© " a 1-cre-thick perform that is being infiltrated in this way, TheCt.. ,/

05 " curves end at the point when the pore mouth closes, and
therefore further infiltration is prevented, Parameters in theL_

N_o,4 I _ figure are the initial pore diameter a1_d the heat transfer coeffi-
< I _ ctents at the exterior of the preform, 3 I.tm pores are readily

o,3 I _ infiltrated to nearly theoretical density while smaller pores are
© , _ only partially filled

o,2
\ x Figure1

0 1 \ ".. Fillingof twodllferentsizesof poresby chemicalvaporInfiltrationunder
' \ " .... microwavehealingandexternalcooling,Computedresultsfor 2,4GHz

... s -. o Inoldontmicrowavesata powerdensityof _ MW/mLPreformIs 1omthick
0,0 andhaspropertiesof siliconcarbide;InfiltrationIs bydecompositionof

0,0 5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 25,0 30,0 trtchloromelhylsllane,H Isthe heattransfercoefficientexternalto the
TIME, HOURS protorm,(XBL9012-4030)
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MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE

This project has two major foci_fatigue of ceramics and the mechanical properties
of ceramic/metal interfaces.

Mechanical Properties of Ceramic/Metal Interfaces
CyclicFatigue-CrackPropagation

R.M. CANNON,B.J. DALGLEISH,R.H, DAUSKARDT,T.S. OH*, a.o. RITCHIE

The integrity of ceramic/metal joints has been investigated under mechanically
applied cyclic stresses using double-cantilever-beam and compact-tension sand wich
test specimens. Specifically, fatigue-crack propagation rates for interfacial cracks

were characterized over a range of velocities from 10.9to 10.4m/sec for glass/copper
and alumina/aluminum-alloy interfaces tested in moist air. Compared to corre-
sponding (stress-corrosion) results under sustained loading, it was found that true
interfacial cracks in glass/copper joints were significantly accelerated under cyclic
loads. In addition, crack extension force (G) thresholds for interfacial crack growth
under cyclic loads were some 46% lower than under sustained loads, and were
typically over 6 times lower than the interfacial toughness (G_). For the alumina/
aluminum-alloy system, conversely, fracture never occurred in the interface; under
monotonic loading cracking progressed near the interface in the ceramic layer
whereas under cyclic loading failure occurred either in the ceramic or in the metal
(Figure 4). Based on a comparison with fatigue-crack growth data in bulk alumina
and bulk aluminum alloys, it was found that near interfacial crack-growth rates in the

metal were much lowar than those of the bulk ceramic and showed a far higher
dependency upon the range of G than behavior in the bulk metal.

Cyclic Fatigue in Ceramics

Transformation toughening of inherently brittle ceramic materials has been widely
studied and a wel! developed mechanics analysis exists from which the impressive
achievements in toughening may be estima'.ed. Compelling arguments for the
morphology of the transformation zone based on various martensitic nucleation

criterion and stress couplings, the effect of the transformable precipitate shape and
orientation on toughening, and resistance-curve behavior between the initial and

fully dewloped zone configurations have been formulated. The objective of this
project has been to characterize more completely the extent of transformation ahead
of a growing crack, and to consider how this phenomenon influences the growth of
cracks under cyclic (fatigue) loading. Initial emphasis hasbeen centered on the fa tigue
behavior of MgO-partially stabilized zirconia, _specifically under variable-amplitude

loading and in the presence of small cracks.

, Scanningelectronmicrographsof thefracturesurfacesfor
3_,.._ interfacialcrackingalongalumina/aluminum-alloyinter-b

faces, illustratinga)cyclic fatiguefailurein the aluminum
t , ,. . _ _i, _ metal (byductilefatiguestriations),b)low magnification
'_"__ _, _._ :_ view of the monotonicfracturesurfaceshowingintergranu-
le' " '_ ' _.,.,'_, __'_i_l IRrcrackingin theceramicandregionsof ductilefracturein
r_l___T_ ____.,,. i_l_j_l_]_.;_,,,,__ll_l_r,_,,_(r,__'_n_ the metal,c)monotonic failurein theAI203(by brittle
_____, _.__ ,,. -'. '.,! I_ _,_IP_' _,_/_m_LP_i intergranularfracture),andd)monotonicfailurein the metalmmr_ll_U__ _,_ul (by microvoidcoalescence).Boldarrowindicatesdirection
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Crack-Tlp Transformation Zones In Toughened Zirconla
R.H, DAUSKARDT,R.O, RITCHIE,D,B. MARSHALL,*M.C. SHAW*, M.J, READEYI,A.H. HEUERt"

Transformation zones surrounding cracks in several toughened magnesia-par-
' tially-stabilized zirconia ceramics were characterized by optical interference mea-

surements of surface uplift and by Raman microprobe spectroscopy. The measure-
ments demonstrated that the volume fra, "_on of transformation is nonuniform within

the zone and that the extent of the frontal zone is approximately the same as that of
the wake. Results were used to evaluate the crack-tip shielding stress-intensity factor
and to compare with measured fracture-toughness values. The primary conclusions
from this study werethat frontal zone shapes were approximately circular, in contrast
to that of a hydrostatic stress contour which has been previously assumed, that the
volume fraction of transformed (monoclinic) material is not uniform within the zone,

and that transformation-zone sizes for cyclically-loaded cracks were determined by
the maximum stress intensity and not influenced by the cyclic nature of the load. In
addition, computations of the reduction in crack-tip stress intensities due to transfor-
mation shielding were significantly smaller than measured toughness increases;
since these calculations were based on only the dilation component of the transforma-
tion, this result implies that other toughening mechanisms may be operating or that
the transformation shear strain component is not relieved by twinning.

Transient Subcritical Crack-Growth in Transformation-Toughened Ceramics
R.H.DAUSKARDT, W.C. CARTER t, D.K.VEIRS,R.O.RITCHIE

Transient subcritical crack-growth behavior following abrupt changes in the
applied load have been studied in transformation-toughened ceramics. A major part
of this study--to develop a mechanics analysis--was developed to model the
transient nature of transformation shielding of the crack tip, Ks, with subcritical crack
extension following the applied load change. Conditions for continued crack growth,
crack growth followed by arrest, and no crack growth after the load change, were
considered and related to the magnitude and sign of the applied load change and to
materials properties such as the critical transformation stress. The analysis was found
to provide similar trends in K, compared to values calculated from experimentally
measured transformation zones in a transformation-toughened Mg-PSZ (Figure 5).
In addition, accurate prediction of the post load-change transient crack-growth
behavior was obtained using experimentally derived steady-state subcritical crack-
growth relationships for cyclic fatigue in the same material.

Load reduction
(,7 = 0.89) Overload

(,7 = 1.32)

Figure 5 5oo0 / / Currentcrack

Transformation-zone morphology, indicated by the volume fraction of • ................................ ' .. : " ..,

transformedmonoclinicphase, Fmo_,_-_rroundingacracktntheTS- __i _...........grade Mg-PSZ. The extent of transformation is clearly observed to .............. - 8000

respond to the applied loading conditions. (XBL 904-1303) i i.........!.........!Y'i-lll "J._',.- i "i"t/i / _t35

0 " ...... _ ; " t
20*.- .

......
" RockwellInternationalScienceCenter,ThousandOaks,CA ,_--'_.....",o°°..oce"
CaseWesternReserveUniversity,Cleveland,OH _oo pi_,"
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Cyclic Fatigue Life and Crack-Growth Behavior of Mlcrostructurally-Small Cracks
A.A. STEFFEN,R.H. DAUSKARDT,R,O. RITCHIE

Cyclic fatigue stress/life (S/N) and crack-growth properties have been investi-
gated in Mg-PSZ in a range of toughened conditions. S/N data from unnotched
samples were found to show markedly longer lives under tension-compression
compared to tension-tension loading. More importantly, naturally-occurring "small"
(1 to 100tlm) surface cracks were observed topropagate at stress-in tensity ranges (AK)
some 2 to 3times smaller than the fatigue threshold AKTH measured for long (> 3mm)
cracks. This behavior was rationalized in terms of the restricted role of crack-tip
shieldingby transformation toughening with cracks of limited wake, analogous to the
reduced role of crack closure with small fatigue cracks in metals. The implications of
such data for structural design with ceramics was additionally considered.
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Collaborations
• D.B. Marshall and M,C, Shaw of Rockwell International collaborated with the

Mechanical Performance group on the characterization of transformation zones
in zirconia ceramics,

• A,A, Steffen of Failure Analysis Associates collaborated with the Mechanical
Performance group on small crack behavt, or in ceramics,

• T,S, Oh of IBM collaborated with the Mechanical Performance group on the cyclic
failure of ceramic/metal interfaces,

• W.C, Carter of NIST collaborated with the Mechanical Performance group on
Ceramic Fatigue,
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Basic Science
Thin-Films and Thin-Film Devices

Ceramic Processing
Electron Microscopy

High-T Superconductivity Program

The CAM High-Temperature Superconductivity Program is directed
to advancing the fundamental understanding of the high-critical-

temperature (high-Tc) superconductors, by both experimental and
theoretical investigations, and directed to building the base of knowl-
edge necessary for the utilization of these unique materials in applica-
tions, in electronics and electrical power systems.

The current research areas are:

• BASIC SCIENCE, which includes theory, measurement of
physical properties, and materials synthesis.

• THIN FILMS AND THIN-FILM DEVICES
• CERAMIC PROCESSING
• ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Highlights of the Program during the past year include:

• Normal state electronic properties of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oa.x have
been determined as functions of x and temperature; an
understanding of these key transport properties may offer
important clues to the nature of high temperature supercon-
ductivity.

• The jump at Tc in the specific heat for YBa2CuaO 7 and
La2.,Sr,CuO 4is found to be significantly larger than the value
given by the BCS theory in the weak coupling limit.

• The new superconducting compound IBi2Sr2CaCu2Oy has
been synthesized by intercalating iodine into the Bi-2212
compound; Tc= 80 K.

• The new superconducting compound Li,NbO 2 has been
synthesized. This new material has a layered hexagonal
structure and Tc= 5.5 K for x = 0.45.
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• The local magnetization of several high-T csuperconductors
has been found to exhibit random telegraph signals (hop-
ping among several discrete values), which is attributed to
the thermally activated hopping of individual flux lines.

• A high-T cbolometer has been developed which is already
superior to commercial pyroelectric detectors for infrared
spectroscopy.

• Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-O films doped with Sb have been fabricated
by pulsed laser deposition. Even without annealing, these
films have Tc= 70 K.

• A technique for traveling solvent zone texturing of high-T c
thick films is under development. It produces films with
excellent connectivity and unusual microstructure.

Much of the research is conducted by the staff of the Materials _
Sciences Division of the Laboratory, but the effort involves very signifi-
cant participation by investigators in the Chemical Sciences Division
(Phillips, Kresin), Applied Science Division (Berdahl, Rubin, Russo),
and the Physics Division (D. Morris). Funding sources are likewise
diverse. The dominant source is the Division of Materials Sciences

(DMS) in the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Office of Energy Research,
US Department of Energy (DOE). Other supporting agencies, cited
explicitly in the text which follows, are the Division of Advanced Utility
Concepts in the Office of Energy Management, Conservation and

• Renewable Energy of DOE; the US Department of Education; the
Electric Power Research Institute; the Office of Naval Research; the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency; the National Science
Foundation, and private sources.
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BASIC SCIENCE

The Basic Science research is organized into three parts; Theory, Measurement of
Physical Properties, and Synthesis,

Theory

The theoretical work includes fundamental microscopic calculations and phenom-
enological calculations of superconducting properties, as well as computations of
oxygen ordering in YBa2Cu3Ov Collaborations with experimentalists are an impor-
tant feature of the research.

Limitationson ElectronicMechanismsfor High-Temperature
SuperconductingOxides*
M, COHEN,D, PENNt, T. BARBEEIII

Many authorsbelievethatanelectronicmechanism isrequired toexplain thehigh
transition temp(_raturesin certain oxides. In order to constrain the various high-T_
theories, the effects of these electronic pairing mechanisms upon both the transition
temperature and the isotope effect were considered. The calculations utilize the
Eliashberg theory for an isotropic Fermi liquid. For the high transition temperature
compounds (e.g., YBa2Cu307),thesmall isotope effect and high-T_canbeaccounted for
only by an unrealistically small value of the electron-phonon coupling parameter.
Therefore, an electronic pairing mechanism can be excluded for a wide class of
theoretical models.

MultigapStructureInthe Cuprates
V. KRESlN

Some of the cuprate superconductors, especially YBa2Cu30v are characterized by
the presence of different overlapping energy bands. The possibility to observe more
than one superconducting gap is raised by the very small coherence length and the
presence of two separate systems of carriers, namely, those on the linear chains, and
those on the two-dimensional planes. Experimental evidence for two gaps in
YBa2Cu307may be found in data from NMR, tunneling and transport properties. The
theoretical analysis shows that generally, one gap must be larger and the other
smaller than in the single gap picture. Furthermore, the multigap analysis is
consistent with the NMR data as well as the anomalous critical temperature and
magnetic field behavior of PrxYl.xBa2Cu3OT.

ProximityEffect
V, KRESlN

Proximity systemscontaining high-Tc films aswell asconventional materials are
promising from thepoint ofview of variousapplications. Forexample,theproximity
effect makesit possible to induce thesuperconducting stateinto a low-temperature
superconductingfilm. Thus onemay effectivelyraise theT_of the low-temperature
superconductor, and have its properties (such as high critical current density)
availableat higher temperatures. Other interesting applicationswhich havebeen
analyzedare threeterminal devices(superconductor/semiconductor/superconduc-
tor devices),which should show a stronger field effect when high-T_materials are
employed,and superconductornormal metal/superconductor Josephsonjunctions.

*SupportedInpart by the NationalScienceFoundation
tNatlonalInstituteof Standards,Galthersburg
_Supportedby the Officeof NavalResearch
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Major Normal and Superconducting Parameters of High-ToOxides_
V, KRESlN AND S, WOLF"

A theoretical framework has been developed, based largely on a Fermi-liquid
approach, which permits the evaluation of many of the normal and superconducting
parameters of the high-T_oxides, especially the Lal._Sr0.2CuO4compound, The Fermi
surface is taken as cylindrical, and the carrier effective mass is consequently found be
simply proportional to the Sommerfeld constant, (This constarlt is the ratio of specific
heat toabsolute temperature in the normal state,) Taking as input values the observed
specific heat and the Hall coefficient, it is then possible to obtain values for the
effective mass (about 5 times the free electron mass) and the Fermi energy (about 0,1
eV), The very small value of the Fermi energy, compared with conventional metallic
values of 5 - 10 eV, is thought to be a key feature of the high-Tc oxides, The electron-
phonon coupling constant is obtained, based on a detailed analysis of heat capacity
data, and is found to be approximately 2, This value is not large enough to explain
the high value of Tc;additional electronic coupling, for example, to acoustic plasmons
appears to be required,

Superconducting Vortex-Line Configurations In Materials with Twin Boundaries
L, FALIOOV AND H, SVENSMARK

in a type li superconductor tt is expected thai magnetic flux lines in equilibrium
make an Abrikosov lattice, i,e,, an ordered array with hexagonal symmetry, There-
fore it was somewhat surprising that decoration experiments on the new high-
temperature superconductors exhibit hexagonal lattices only in some cases, For
example observations by Gammel et al, at Bell Laboratories showed a considerably
disordered lattice, though pair-correlation functions showed, on the average hexago-
nal ordering, lt is likely, especially at low temperatures, that the disorder of the flux
line lattice is due predominantly to crystalline defects, For this reason we have
investigated the effects of one important type of defect, namely twin boundaries, The
starting point of the analysis is the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory, with an additional
attractive interaction between flux lines and twin boundaries. Since the coherence
length is quite small, the London theory limit of the GL theory is applicable, For the
geometry in which the magnetic field is parallel to the c-axis, the free energy just
assllmes a form in which the vortices have mutual repulsion but are attracted to the
twin boundaries, The free energy was minimized numerically for various twin
configurations, The results show a large number of metastable configurations,
resembling a "flux-line glass" with different and sometimes contrasting behaviors
which strongly depend on the densities of flux lines (magnetic field strength) and
twin boundaries (quality of the crystal), While the specific details of the flux line
patterns depend on the form, range, and strength of the twin-boundary flux-line
attraction, the parameters employed are physically reasonable, and yield results
which agree well with experimental observations,

Oxygen Ordering in YBa2Cu30z
D, DE FONTAINE, M, ASTA, G, OEDER, E, SALOMONS

The oxygen-ordering phase diagram for YBa2Cu_O,.calculated last year by our
group has now been shown to agree remarkably well with experimental evidence.
Figure la shows this diagram calculated by the Cluster Variation Method by means
of three effective interaction parameters, V_,V2,and V3,determined from total energy
ab initio electronic structure calculations by P, Sterne at Livermore. The various
oxygen structures encountered in various regions of the phase diagram are indicated
and were obtained by Monte Carlo simulation performed with the same interaction

°Supportedby the Officeof NavalRese[_rch
"NavalResearchLaboratory
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parameters (Vi, V2,V3), Large filled circles represent experimental points obtained
independently by N,H, Anderson et al, at Ris$ for the tetragonal (T) to orthorhombic
(OI) phase transition, i,e,, the oy',0sublattice ordeflng, No adjustable parameters
whatsoever were used in the phase diagram calculation, Figure lb shows the
hierarchy of additional quasi-one-dimensional ordered oxygen superstructures ex-
pected to be stable at low temperature when longer-range repulsive interactions are
included in addition to the original set of V-parameters, Symbols "1" designate Cu-
e chains, "O" designate Cu-vacancy chains, Various structures of this "branching
tree" have been observed experimentally,

That oxygen diffusion can occur at room temperatures was shown recently by the
Argonne group (Veal, Jorgensen et al,), In these experiments, the measured T_was
found to increase markedly in quenched samples of oxygen content z=6,45 for
samples aged at room temperature over aperiod of weeks, During this process, it was
ascertained that overall oxygen content was not altered, Such behavior can only be
interpreted as being due to additional oxygen ordering: e.//t sublattice ordering is
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expeetc_.t to take place very rapidly, possibly during the quenching operation itself,
soon followed by the formation of long O-Cu-O chains, The additional ordering that
takes place subsequently must be that of the formation of tile quasi-one..dimensional
phases described above, The energetics of the process can be understood quite
simply:theVI repulsiveinteractioncreatesw'/3sublatticeordering,completelyde-
pleting,say,thebsublattice,The negative(attractive)V2stabilizeslongchains,and
thepositiveV,_promotesO11ordering,Additionalrepulsiveinteractionsalongthea
directionbreakthedegeneracyofmixedO1-O11domains,therebystabilizingincreas-
inglycm'nplex long-period structures at tr_creastngly lower temperatures,

Measurement of Physical Properties
Extensive measurements of transpert properties of superconductors are per..

formed, Transport n'_easurements include resistivity as a function of crystallographic
direction, applied magnetic field, pressure, frequency, etc,, as well as Hall effect,
tl'_errnoel_.ctricpower, and thermal conductivity, Electrodynamic properties of
crystalline and granular materials in bulk and thin fih'n form are examined at rf,
microwave, and infrared frequencies, 170NMR gives information on the chemical
neighborl'_ood of oxygen atoms, Measurements of specific heat reveal fundamental
them_odynamic properties such as the jump in the specific heat at T,_, '

Variable Normal-State ElootronloTransport Properties of BI2Sr_CaCu2Oo.x*
A, ZE1"FL,GI, BRIOENO,M, OOHEN,M, OROMMIE,ANDA, LIU

The normal-state resistivity, thermoelectric power S, and Hall coefficient RHof
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oa.x have been measured, and it is found that these quantities are ali
strongly influenced by oxygen concentration, In general the temperature depen-
dences of the coefficients follow simple empirical expressions, For example, Figure
2shows the ab plane resistance Rforan individual single crystal subjected to differing
oxygen anneals, The highly oxygenated (He) cases show a linear R vs, T plot and
sharp transitions into the zero resistance state, In contrast, the low-oxygen (LO) case
shows "_miconducting" R rs, T behavior and a two-step transition, reaching zero
resistance only at 40 K, In each case the normal-state resistance can be fit to the
fon'nula T" exp(A/k,T), where A depends upon oxygen concentration and T is the
temperature, In a similar mariner, it is found that both the thermopower and the
inverse of the Hall coefficient Rll"1can be fitted as simple linear functions of tempera-
ture (e,g,, as A+BT), Figure 3 shows a plot of RH"1,
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While tt has been possible to obtain pleasingly stmplo fits for the electronic
transport properties, n furldnmerttnl physical undorstnndh'tg of this transport has not
yet bc.:enfound. In particular, the ltnenr dependence of RH"1on temperature ts difficult
to reconcile with strnple metallic (band) behavior, While the transport properties in
the normal state of Bt2Sr_CaCu:_O_.,are unusual, they are quite .,_ln'_tlarto tho._ of the
other hlgh-T_ superconductors, Consequently, the future understanding of these
normal-state properties is likely to be nn essential step toward understanding high-
temperature superconductivity,

ThermalConductivityofSingleCrystalBl Sr OaCu2Oo.x
A,ZETTLANDM, OROMMIE

The thermal conductivity of single crystal Bi2Sr2CaCu20,., has been measured,
both in the ab plane (Cue2 plane) and in the c-axis directions, for samples of varying
oxygen configuration, Complementary electrical conductivity measurements on the
sarne crystals allow the thermal conductivity to be accurately decomposed into
electronic and phonon coi_tributtons, Formetallic samples the electronic contribution
is substantial, The ab plane data vs, temperature have qualitatively the same shap6
as prior results by others on polycrystalline samples: below % the thermal conductiv-
ity increases aI_d reaches a local maximum at about 62 K, Oxygen deficient samples
are not superconducting (except below 30 K)and show no local maximum near 62 K;
furthermore those samples show a smaller overall value of thermal conductivity
(about half) compared to the metallic samples, which i_evidence suggesting that the
electrons in metallic samples carry a significant portion of the heat, Arguments based
on the Wiedemann-Franz law also suggest that electrons carry roughly one third of
the heat,

Measurements of the c-axis thermal conductivity show no particular features near
T_and itappears that phonons are responsible formost of Lhcheat flow, In the normal
state, the electrical conductivity anisotropy (ab value divided by c-axis value) is of
order 104and is strongly temperature dependent, while the corresponding ratio of
thermal conductivities is only about 6 and independent of temperature, The detailed
analysis of the phonon contribution of the thermal resistivity suggests that phonon
scattering from both electrons and impurities are important,

NonlinearElectrodynamicsIn GranularYBa2Cu OT:Measurementsand Modelst
Q,JEFFRIES,Y, KIM,ANDQ, L^M

Magnetic susceptibility of granular cylinders of YBa2Cu307 is measured with a
digital impedance analyzer which provides a controlled ac current toa coil surround-
ing the sample, and which monitors the inductance and resistance of the coil, The
sample is also subject to a dc field applied along its axis, The susceptibility is
computed from the difference in the impedance due to presence or absence of the
sample in the coil, Measured values of its real and imaginary parts are shown in
Figures 4a and 4f, The complicated behavior as a function of the applied dc field [-I,l_
can be replicated, as shown in Figures 4b and 4g, by the well-known Bean critical state
model, provided that the field-dependence of the critical current density J_(H)is taken
into account, We take J_(H)proportional to 1/(H+H0), raised to the power _, where
He and _ at'e parameters, The best fit shown corresponds to _ = 2,25 and H = 3,0
Oersted (Oe), The inferred function J_(H) thus constructed is in good general
agreement with transport measurements of J_,

The magnetic susceptibility of granular cylinders of YBa2Cu._O_is also measured
with a system consisting of excitation coils for applying both ac and dc fields, and a
separate receiver coil to monitor magnetic response of the superconductor, This

tSupportedInpart bythe Officeof NavalResearch
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apparatus permits convenient access to applied ac fields up to a few hundred Oe,
Also, the harmontc response ts monitored wtth a spectrum analyzer, Two peaks in
the imaginary part of the susceptibility as a function of applied magnetic field occur
at 15 Oe mad 250 Oe, The peak at 15 Oe ts interpreted as due to magnetic flux motion
between the crystalline gratns; the peak at 250 Oe is due to flux morton inside the
gratns, A powdered sarnple shows no peak at 15 Oe, as expected, These data, and the
harmontc power measurements, are found to be well explained by a modified crtttcal
state model, which for fields _ 50 (De, is dominated by intergranular crlttcal currents
with the parametric form given above,

Neutron-Induced Microwave Loss in Ceramic YBa2Cu3Oz
A, PORTIS, D, COOKE_, M, JAFIANl, R, BROWN t, K, OI"T _, E, GRAY f, J, SMITH t, J, WILLIS t, B, BENNETT l, M,

MAEZ*,E, PETERSONt, W, HULT8,*,J, OOULTER*,H, PIEL0, N, KLEIN0,G, MULLER0,ANDM, HEIN{}

An increase by over three orders of magr'dtude from 0,6 m.(2to '1,2.Qwas observed
in the 3 GHz microwave surface resistance of ceramic YBa:_Cu30_,following exposure
to neutrons, The Irradiation was performed tn the Los Alamos Omega West Reactor,
for 4,2minutes in the flux of approximately lOt_r_eutrorm cm"2s"_, The oxygen content
of the _mple (nominally 7,0) was reduced from 6,947 to 6,828 by this process, The
transport resistivity of an untrradtated pellet was linear in temperature down to T,:
with a room temperature value of 2,1 rnl;_ cm, Following irradiation, the resistivity
rose wt th decreasing temperature from a room temperature value of 1,51;_ crn, with

_l..osAlamos National Laboratory
_Bergl_oheUnlversltat-Wuppertal, Wuppertal, Germany
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little change at Td, These results, in conjunction with eddy current, susceptibility,
iodometric titration, and thermally stimulated luminescence measurements on irra-
diated and unirradiated samples, collectively suggest that the effect of neutron
Irradiation has been to decrease intergranular coupling without tlle development of

an insulating phase.

Power- and Magnetic Field-Induced Microwave Absorption In
TI-based High-ToSuperconducting Films
A, PORTI8,D, CooKE*,E, GRAY*,P, ARENDT*,O, BoHNt, J, DELAYENt, O, Root-lEt, M, HEINt,
N, KLEIN_t,G, MULLER_, S, ORBAOH_,ANDH, PIEL_

The increase in the microwave surface resistance Rs of htgh-T c superconductors at
elevated microwave power levels has been measured at 820 MHz and 18 GHz for both
oriented and unoriented Tl-based films as a function of both rf and dc magnetic fields,

Measurements are made by determining the Q of a resonant microwave cavtty,
Simultaneous measurements of the shift in the resonant frequency, illustrated in

Figure 5, permits determination of the surface reactance as well, The variation tn Rs
with rf magnettc field ts more pronounced than Its variation with dc magnetic field,
which is taken as evtdence that rf fields are more effective in decoupling the grains
in the film from one another, The frequency dependence of Rs ts nearly linear, whtch

is suggestive of ac loss in which magnetic work is performed over each period of the
rf field. More extensive studies are requtred to definitively establish the nature of
these rf loss mechanisms.

Infrared Absorptivity Measurement on Thin Film YBa2Cu_O7and ErBaaCuaO7
P, RIOHARDS,D, MILLER,S, ETEMAD0,T, VENKATESSAN0,L, NAZAR0,B, DUTTA0' X, Wu0A, INAMO,C, EoM", S, SPIELMAN_,
T, GEBALLE_,N, NEWMAN,**ANDB, COLE**

Direct absorptivity measurements have been made at 2 K from 25 to 700 cm "1
(wavenumbers) on thin fthns of YBa2Cu307 and ErBa2Cu30 _, lt ts in this spectral range
one might expect to see the signature of a superconducting energy gap, The high

, quality c-axis oriented films are grown epttaxtally on SrTtOa, LaA103, and MgO
substrates by codeposttton, off-axis sputtering, and laser deposition, In these mea-
surements, the ftlm acts as the absorbing element in a composite bolometrtc detector
which is u_d with a Fourier transform Infrared spectrometer, Despite the variety of
sample deposition techniques and substrates all the films exhibit similar absorpttvt-
ttes, In contrast to the interpretation of some reflectivity measurements, the ab_rp-
ttvtty is non-vanishing down to the lowest frequencies used, lt ts found that the
absorptivity is approximately linear wtth frequency from -,30 to 300 cm "_,and its
magnitude is less than 0.01 for all frequencies less than ,-,200cm "1,No spectral feature
has been found which can be identified with a superconducting energy gap,

16 17,97208
Figure5
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Oxygen 17 NMR of Ba2Bi206.x
. J. REIMER, S. ADLER, J. MICHAELS, AND J. WENT

/'

Unlike diffraction techniques which require long-range order to determine solid
structure, NMR probes the local environment of NMR-active nuclei, and can there-
fore provide local irfformation about regions within highly defective or amorphous
materials. In this work, 170 - NMR measurements are being employed to investigate

the structure and properties of Ba2Bi206.,, an oxygen-deficient perovskite whi.ch has
superconducting properties when doped with potassium or lead. Doping of this
material changes it from a monoclinic semiconductor to a cubic metal, and the
delocalization of electrons accompanying this phase transition is associated with

superconductivity. We believe this phase transition occurs continuously by forma-
tion of a mixture of microdomains with spatially varying structure and electrical

conductivity. Heating of the material also causes a phase change to cubic symmetry;
neutron diffraction has already shown evidence that this phase transition occurs

continuously, over a broad range of temperatures. The measurements of NMR
lineshape as a function of doping and temperature (up to 1000°C) should reveal which
parts of the material are metallic and to what degree, which should in turn shed light
on the nature of this phase transition and its effect on material properties.

The Specific Heat of High-Tc Superconductors
N.E. PHILLIPS, R.A. FISHER AND J.E. GORDON"

For HTSC in general it is clear that fluctuations makesignificant contributions to
the specific-heat anomaly at Tc. While in principle the fluctuation effects complicate
the determination of the discontinuity A C(Tc), in practice the ideal value of A C(Tc),
for fully superconducting samples, seems to be well established for YBCO, and with
a lower level of certainty for La1.ssSr0.1sCuO4. The sample-to-sample variation A C(Tc)
can be understood in terms of inr_lmt:,!_te transitions to the superconducting state, or
possibly gapless superconductivity.

There is no compelling evidence for a low-temperature, zero-field linear term that

is intrinsic to the superconducting state in any HTSC. The observed linear terms can
be attributed to impurity phases and incomplete transitions to the superconducting
state or gapless superconductivity.

There is some indication of strong-coupling effects in the general temperature
dependence of the superconducting-state specific heat, but these effects are most
clearly evident in the specific heat near Tc where they suggest extremely strong
coupling. However, comparison of band-structure calculations wi th estimates of the
normal-state electronic specific heat give small values of the electron-phonon inter-
action parameter that are not compatible with strong phonon coupling. Consistently
with other considerations, for example the small isotope effects and high Tc's , this
suggests the importance of a non-phonon mechanism.

Specific Heat Evidence for Strong Coupling in YBa2Ou307
J.E. GORDON*, R.A. FISHER, S. KAMIN* AND N.E. PHILLIPS

The specific-heat anomaly at Tc for YBCO is fitted with expressions derived for a
strong-coupling mode to obtain both normal and superconducting-state parameters.
These results suggest the importance of strong-coupling effects. However, a compari-

• son of the normal-state parameters with band-structure calculations suggest weak
_ coupling. The discrepancy may be associated with a non-phonon contributions to this

mechanism.

" Physics DepL, Amherst College, Ami_,ersi,M_
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Magnetic Ordering, Hyperfine and "Linear" Contributions to the Low-Temperature
Specific Heat of (YI.,Pr,) Ba2Cu3OT._
N.E. PHILLIPS, R.A. FISHER, R, CASPARY', A. AMATO t, H.B. RADOUSKY _, J.L. PENGe, L. ZHANG ! AND R.N. SHELTON §

Among rare.earth substituted YBCO's, the Pr-substituted materials exhibit unique
properties thai may contribute to an understanding of the mechanisms of supercon-
ductivity. New sl:x_ifc heat rneasurements on (Y_.xPrx)Ba2Cu307.a, x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 1,0.3 _<1"_<65K and including measuremeni.s in magnetic fields to 7Tare reported.
The combination of low-temperature and in-field data allows the separation of
previousl)': unrecognized hyperfine and magnetic ordering contributions from the
low-temperature linear term, yeT. The value of "Yo,200 mi/mole Pr.K2 for x = 0.1, 0.2
and 0.3, is substantially lower than deduced from earlier measurements, but the
determination of a cut-off temperature of -50 K for this contribution adds to the
appearance of "heavy-fermion-like" behavior.

Pressure and Magnetic Field Dependence of the Specific Heat of
Heavy Fermion YbCu4.s
A. AMATO', R.A. FISHER, N.E. PHILLIPS, D. JACCARD* AND E. WALKER*

The specific heat of a polycrystalline sample of YbCu4. 5 has been measured

between 0.3 and 20 K at pressures to 8.2 kbar, and, at zero pressure, in fields to 7T.
Unlike cerium-based heavy-fermion compounds, an increase of C/T is observed with

increasing pressure, with the linear term enhanced by about 16% at 8.2 kbar. Above
7 K, (OC/0P) l is negative. The nuclear contribution observed at P=0 is increased by
roughly a factor of two at 8.2 kbar. At zero field a minimum in C/T is observed near

11 K. Below that temperature C/T increases and below 0.5 K exhibits an upturn
ascibed to a hyperfine contribution. The increase in C/T below 11 K is reduced by a
factor 1.5 for H=7T, whereas the hyperfine term is enhanced due to the contribution
of the 63Cu and 65Cu nuclei.

Synthesis

Iodine Intercalation of a High-Temperature Superconducting Oxide**
A. ZETTL, M. COHEN, X. XIANG, S. MCKERNAN, W, VAREKA, J, CORKILL, AND T. BABBLE III

We have intercalated iodine between the [Bi-O] planes of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os, yielding
a new (stage-I) compound in which the c axis is increased by 23% over the pristine
unit-cell dimension. The stoichiometry of the iodine-saturated material is
IBi2Sr2CaCu2Oy; it is a bulk superconductor with a transition temperature of 80 K. The
samples were prepared by placing iodine and high-quality single crystals of
Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8in evacuated pyrex tubes and annealing at temperatures in the range
o._ ,,_0-200°C for 10-15 days. Unlike most graphite intercalation compounds, this

* Institutfur Festkorperphysik,TechnischeHochschuleDarmstadt,Darmstadt,FRG
1 Laboratoriumfur Festkorperphysik,LTHHonggelberg,Zurich,Switzerland
:t LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory
§Dept.of Physics,UCDavis
# Deptof Physics,AmherstCollege,Amherst,MA
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Highly oriented crystalX-ray diffractionpatternsof (a) pristine BIzSr2CaCuzO_
and (b) IBl=Sr=CaCuzOv(c) predicteddiffractionpattern of IBizSr=OaCu=Oy o s

assumingthat the Iodine is intercalated between [BI-O]bllayers, o 6
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iodine intercalated superconductor is stable in air, which o 4 - = § -
greatly simplifies characterization of physical properties and o.2
may be useful in applications, The x-ray diffraction patterns
of highly oriented (along the c-axis) crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8 o , I I t l

and IBi2Sr2CaCu20 sare shown in Figure 7aand b, respectively. 2 :2 22 _2 _2 s220
The computed x-ray diffraction pattern of Figure 7c can be
seen to agree quite well with the measured pattern of Figure
7b. Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that the transition temperature of
the intercalated compound is 80 K, and that the Meissner fraction is abol:t 30%, as it
is for the unintercalated material. Thus IBi2Sr2CaCu2Oyis a bulk superconductor.

The transition temperature is not greatly affected by the intercalation from initial
values of 82 to 90 K. Thus it appears that the iodine is not introducing additional holes
into the CuO2planes, which could raise Tc. The fact that I cis not greatly decreased
by the intercalation also serves to confirm the two.dimensional character of the
superconducting processes in this material.

Superconductivity in the Layered Compound LixNbO2 #
A. STACY,M. GESELBRACHT,ANDT, RICHARDSON

Whereasali of thecopper oxide superconductors havevery anisotropic structures,
the superconducting oxides of early transition metals discovered prior to this work
(e.g.,LiTi204)have three-dimensional structuresl The new superconductors discov-
ered in the course of this work. Li,NbC,2,have a layered (i.e., two-
dimensional) hexagonal structure. The materials were prepared by
deintercalation of lithium from theparent compound LiNbO2.Samples
were prepared with x=0.45,0.50,and 0.62. The sampleswith x=0.45 ,--, 0.00 .........
and 0.50 proved to be superconducting, with transition temperatures
of 5.5 and 5.0 K, respectively. Magnetic susceptibility data for x=0.45 _ ."
are shown in Figure 8. ,.-_ .."

v- I

Figure8 .2.00
Magnetic susceptibility versus temperature for a sample of the new superconductor

Li0,45NbOv The magnitude of the observed Meissner effect indicates a supercon-
ducting fraction of about15 %. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

(XBL 918-1783) Temperature (K)
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The discovery of superconductivity in these materials is significant for a number
of reasons. Previously all of the known superconducting niobium oxides contained
niobium in a low formal oxidation state. In Lt0._NbO2 the formal oxidation state of
ntobtum is +3.55. Furthermore, we have seen superconductivity in a layered oxide
containing an early transition metal; as the superconducting copper oxides also have
layered structures, a comparison of the properties of ntobtum oxide superconductors
with those of the high-T c copper oxide materials will help clarify the mechanism of
superconductivity in layered oxides.

ProductiOnof HighPerformanceYBa2Ou30;,usingNitrogen Dioxide
A. STACY,S. KELLER,K. LEARY*,H. JACOBSON*,N. LEVOY*,T. ASKEW*,ANDR. FLIPPEN*

. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was used to show that the elemental
homogeneity of YBa2Cu307powders can be Improved substantially by heating the
powder in a nitrogen dioxide-containing atmosphere (e.g., at 950 °C), followed by
annealing in oxygen at 950 °C,and slow cooling to room temperature. The Improved
homogeneity results in a substantially larger flux exclusion signal for the NO2-treated
powder. The experimental results suggest a mechanism which involves the forma-
tion of a small amount of molten Ba(NO3)2, which acts as a flux that dissolves the
constituents and reprecipitates them as high purity YBa2Cu30v

Calcium-SubstitutedY-Ba-Cu-OSuperconductorst
D. MORRIS,P. NARWANKAR,A. SINHAK. KAKANO,B, FAYN,ANDV. SHUM

We have investigated the effects of Ca substitution in the Y-Ba-Cu-O system.
Elevated oxygen pressure is found to increase the solubility range of Ca. In the 123
phase, CaxYl.xBa2Cu3Oy,the orthorhombic distortion decreases systematically as Ca
increases, and a, b and c/3 become equal at x=0.25, as measured by x-ray diffraction.
Then the structure remains tetragonal throughout the extended range of Ca solubility
beyond x = 0.25. The synthesis of the Ca-doped tetragonal 123 phase has been
achieved in oxygen overpressures as small as 1bar. Doping by Ca is compensated by
a corresponding reduction in oxygen content, and Tcremains consistently high (80 -
86 K), comparable to orthorhombic 123, and in striking contrast to the well-known
oxygen deficient tetragonal 123. This work establishes that the controlling factor in
determining Tcin this class of superconductors is the optimum oxidation (or formal
average copper yalency), and not any specific oxygen content, ordering into chains,
or orthorhombic distortion.

The Tcof 124 is enhanced by Ca substitution: CGY_.xBa2Cu40_,prepared at 200 bar
oxygen pressure at 930°Cshows T¢=89Kfor x=0.1. The 124phase remains stable with
Ca substitution at oxygen pressures larger than 50 bar. At 2to 16bar, Ca substitution
stabilizes the tetragonal 123 phase discussed above.

THIN FILMS AND THIN-FILM DEVICES

The thin-film research includes film synthesis, film characterization, and the
investigation of thin-film devices such as bolometers and SQUIDs (Superconducting
QUantum Interference Devices), for applications in electronics. Also underway is the
development of thin films for tape conductors, for applications to electric power
systems.

* E.I.du Pontde Nemours& Co.,Wilmington,Delaware
t Supportedin partby MorrisResearch,Inc.
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Random Telegraph Signals in High-Temperature Superconductors _
J, CLARKE, M. JOHNSON, M. FERRARI, F. WELLSTOOD, M. BEASLEY§, A. INAM#, X. WU #,

L. NAZAR**, ANDT. VENKATESAN_ '

The local magnetization of YBa2Cu3OT.* (YBCO) and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os,y (BSCCO),
measured with a superconducting quantum interference device, has been found to
exhibit random telegraph signals (RTS) over narrow ranges of temperature. We
believe these sign_ds arise from the thermally activated hopping of single magnetic
vortices between two pinning sites. The data shown in Figures 9 (a) and (b) are from

YBCO(3), a 0.3 micrometer thick c-axis film with Tc= 89.8 K, grown epitaxially on a
(100) LaA103 substrate by pulsed laser deposition. Over most of the range of
temperatures in which noise was observable, 75 to 90.4 K, the power spectrum was
approximately 1/f. Over a narrow range of temperatures, however (88.4 to 88.6 K),
the magnetic flux switched back and forth between two discrete levels at a rate that
increased markedly with temperature. Figure 9 (c) shows similar data for a thin
YBCO film deposited by sputtering on a (100) MgO substrate, while Figure 9 (d)
shows flux versus time for a c-axis flake of BSCCO, about 0.15 mm thick. The spectral
density of the RTS is Lorentzian, and from the temperature dependence of the
characteristic time, we deduce pinning energies of 0.17 and 0.20 eV for samples of
YBCO and BSCCO, respectively, at reduced temperatures (T/T c)of 0.99 and 0.87. The
amplitudes of various RTSs imply flux hopping distances varying from 0.2 to 30
micrometers.
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Superconducting Thin-Film Flux Transformers of YBa2Cu30;,*
J, CLARKE,F, WELLSTOOD,J, KINGSTON,ANDM, FERRARI

Using a three-layer YBa2Cu307- SrTiO3- YBa2Cu307 in situ laser deposition pro-
cess, we have constructed thin-film flux transformers which have pickup loops 10mm
on a side and input coils with 10 turns. The device construction was based on last
year's Work in which multilayer, epitaxial high-T_ films were used to produce insu-
lating crossovers. Each layer was patterned with a shadow mask or photolithogra-
phy. The flux transformers were inductively coupled to a dc Stlperconducting
QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) at 4.2 Ktodetermine their transition tempera-
tures, the temperature dependence of the critical qUrrent, and the coupling efficiency.
The relative coupling efficiency for two tr_nsfo/mers is shown in Figure 10. Above

' jl i

T=,the unity coupling is just due to the r,_,_t_on/eof ;he low-T_SQUID; below T=,the
values of negative coupling observed t(liilf',i:_',t0'/_i_eg_in in signal produced by the flux
transformers. Studies of noise in this c'ui'_fi'g/lira.ti_,;inshow that the dominant noise
source is due to variations in flux transformer current caused by flux motion in the
high-T, films. The present experiments yield a magnetic field sensitivity of about 0.9
pT Hz 't/2at 1 Hz with the transformer at 60 K. To realize the full potential of such
magnetometers, it will be necessary to use high-T_ films with lower levels of noise.

I

Fabrication of an Infrared Bolometer witha High-ToSuperconducting Thermometert
P. RIOHARDS,S. VERGHESE,K. CHARt, ANDS, SACHTJEN_

A sensitive high-T_ superconducting bolometer has been fabricated on a 20
micrometer thick sapphire substrate with aYBCOthin film transition edge thermom-
eter. Optical measurements with a He-Ne laser gave a noise equivalent power of 2.4

r X 10" W Hz" at 10 Hz and a responsivity of 17 _/W in good agreement with
electrical bolometer measurements. Gold black smoke was then deposited on the
back side of the assembled bolometer as an absorber.

Spectral measurements on a fourier transform spectrometer show that the bolom-
eter has useful sensitivity from visible wavelengths to beyond 100 micrometers. This
performance is clearly superior to that of a commercial room temperature pyroelec-
tric detector, as was demonstrated by a direct comparison. Further improvement
appears to be possible, by reducing degradation of the YBCO film during the gold
black deposition.

-. • , . w ,,,, . i . v . v . -
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Fabrication and Measurement of High-ToMlcrobolometers_
P, RIOHARDS, M, NAHUM, Q, Hu" S, SAOHJEN**, N, NEWMAN**, AND B, COLE**

We have fabricated and measured the performance of antenna-coupled microbo-
lometers based on the resistive transition of a high-Tc superconducting film for use
as detectors of far-infrared and millimeter waves. A planar lithographed antenna
(log-periodic or log-spiral) is used to couple the radiation to a thin YBCO film with

dimensions (6 by 13 micrometers) which are much smaller than the wavelength to be
measured. This film acts both as the resistor to thermalize the rf currents and as a

transition edge thermometer to measure the resulting temperature rise. Because of
its small size, both the thermal conductance from the film into the bulk of the substrate

and the heat capacity of the thermally active region are small. Consequently, the
microbolometer has low noise, fast response, and a high voltage responsivity. We

measured a phonon-limited electrical noise equivalent power of 4 x 10"12W Hz "1/2at
10 kHz modulation frequency and a responsivity of 480 V/W at a bias of 0.55 mA.
Measurements of the optical efficiency are in progress.

Sputtering of High-ToSuperconducting Filmstt
M, RUBIN,M, DIXON,E, YIN,B, HOPPER

The objective of this work is to develop a practical process for sputtering high-
critical-current films on polycrystalline substrates, In conventional planar magne-
tron sputtering, negative oxygen ions are believed to be accelerated towards the
substrate, causing deviations from stoichiometry, disorder, and even net resputter-
ing of the film, The most common solution to this problem has been sputtering off-
axis at high pressures to slow and avoid the directed beam. This situation is
undesirable because of very slow deposition rates and loss of the easily scalable
planar configuration. Biasing of the substrate holder and use of a secondary electrode
on axis at lower pressure greatly increased the deposition rate, but significant
damage still occurs from charge-exchanged and reflected neutrals. A combination of
biasing and particle shields produced superconducting films on axis.

The above observations about sputtering conditions hold even for a single crystal
substrate like strontium titanate. When a metal tape substrate such as stainless steel
or Hastelloy is used, however, superconducting films are never produced unless a
buffer layer is introduced. Yttrium-stabilized zirconia and other materials with
compatible thermal-expansion coefficients work well as buffers. Auger depth
profiling shows that they block diffusion of harmful transition-metal elements from

the substrate. There is a strong tendency for the grains to grow with c-axis orientation
as revealed by x-ray diffraction, but random nucleation of the grains produces

",, rotational misorientation and weak links. Thus, high transition temperatures can be
obtained, but critical current densities fall to typical bulk levels. Future efforts will
focus on alignment and recrystallization.

Pulsed Laser Deposition of High-ToThin Films
R. Russo, X, Mac, J, McMILLAN,R, READE,B. OLSEN $$, H, LIU@0,ANDJ, Ho@@

Pulsed laser deposition is by now a well-known technique for the synthesis of
high-T films with excellent electrical properties. In addition, it has advantages of
high deposition rates, congruent material transfer, and simple target characteristics
which make it attractive for the production of multilayer structures.

0Supported by the Chemical Sciences Division of the DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and Research Laboratory of Electronics, MIT

** Conductus, Inc,, Sunnyvale, CA
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A number of buffered metal substrates have been coated by laser-deposited YBCO
thin ftlms. Surprisingly Ag showed potential as a buffer, for example on Pt and
stainless steel substrates, in that tt raised the zero-resistance temperature compared
with unbuffered substrates. However Ag does not prevent the deleterious YBCO/
metal interaction and also led to the nucleation of unortented superconducting films,
Instead of the more favorable c-axis orientation. As was the case for the sputtered
films YSZ proved to be an excellent buffer. The best film produced to date, on YSZ-
buffered Haynes alloy #230, exhibited zero resistance at 86 K and Jc of 3,000 A cm "2at
77 K, as shown in Figure 11. The quality of the superconducting properties is closely
related to the texture of the YSZ layer, which is in turn controlled by deposition
conditions. Further study of this Issue is in progress.

Laser deposition of Bt2Sr2CaCu2Os films which are superconducting at 70 K
without the usual subsequent anneal was made possible by doping with both Pb (a
standard approach) and Sb (a novel approach). Films were deposited on single crystal
MgO substrates at substrate block temperatures of 800 °C in 0.2 torr oxygen pressure.

X-ray diffraction results show that the films are the "2212" phase with c-axis
orientation. Scanning electron micrographs of films wiP" and without Sb demon-
strate that the Sb promotes the growth of larger crystal grainsl Inittal efforts to transfer
this high-T c film process to buffered metal substrates yielded films which were
superconducting but with wide resistive transitions.

Electrical Characterization of High-To Films*
P. BERDAHL,J. MCMILLAN,M. NICHOLAS

In addition to routine electrical characterization of superconducting films depos-
ited on metal substrates (resistance and critical current density vs. temperature, etc.),
we perform novel characterization measurements to further elucidate dissipative
mechanisms in high-Tc superconductors.

One particularly interesting measurement has been angular magnetoresistance, in
which sample resistance is determined as the sample is s]owly rotated in a fixed
magnetic field. The high-T c superconductors are ali highly anisotropic, and this
anisotropy is directly apparent in the angular magnetoresistance measurements. If
the conductor is composed of randomly oriented cystallites, little dependence of
resistance on orientation angle is seen. (Demagnetizing effects are nearly absent for
fields above about 0.1 tesla, so the shape of the conductor cross section is not very
important.) On the other hand, if the crystallites have a dominant orientation (i.e., the

* Supported by the DOE Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy, Office of Energy Management,
Advanced Utility Concepts Division
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conductor has texture), then a pronounced dependence oil orientation angle is seen,
A minimum in resistance is observed when the magnetic field is aligned parallel to the
copper-oxide planes, as may be expected from free energy considerations. For our
films, then, c-axis orientation produces a resistance minimum for field parallel to the
film, whereas a-axts orientation produces a minimum with field perpendicular to the
film, Both types of orientation have been observed in both epttaxial ftlms on
crystalline substrates and in films deposited on buffered metal substrates. Angular
magnetoresistance measurements generally agree well wtth, and complement, x-ray
diffraction.

CERAMIC PROCESSING

Acoustic Emission Study of Microcraoklng In 123-type Ceramlc Superconductorst
L, DE JoNGHE ANDT, RICHARDSON

Acoustic emission from sintered ceramic YBa2Cu307 (YBCO) superconductor
pellets provides a direct measure of mtcrocracktng behavtor during processing, By
detection and statistical analysis of acousttc events, the effects of cooling rates,
processing atmosphere, average grain size, additives, and grain alignment on micro-
cracktng in YBCO have been studied, The onset temperature and duration of acoustic
emtsston durtng cooling correlate well with the oxygen partial pressure tn the
furnace, Rapid changes tn oxygen partial pressure at constant temperature produce

' acoustic emission that is characteristic of mtcrocracktng. A reported critical grain size
for microcracktng in stntered polyc_stalltne YBCO, of about 1micrometer, has been
confirmed, It is clear that mtcrocracktng must be held to a _dntmum t fYBCO ceramic
superconductors are to be used in high-current applications. Grain alignment is the
most effective means of both reductng rntcrocracktng and Increasing critical currents.
Slow cooling and avoidance of rapid changes tn oxygen partial pressure are also
effective, especially in large-grained materials.

Traveling Reaction Zone Method for Preparation of Textured
Ceramic Superconductor Thick Filmst

L, DE JONGHEANDT, RIOHARDSON

Textured thick films of superconducting YBa2Cu3OT.. have been prepared on ce-
ramtc substrates using a traveling reactton zone method. The technique uttltzes the
rapid reaction between Y2Cu205and BaCuO 2to form the superconductor as the film
passes through a steep temperature gradtent furnace. The films consist of a single,
continuous superconducting phase with strong c-axis orientation normal to the
alumina substrate.

Traveling Solvent Zone Texturing of Ceramic Superconductor Thick Filmst
,, L, DEJON(3HEANDT. RICHARDSON

Supported thick films of superconducting YBa2Cu307., have been prepared using
a modified traveling solvent zone technique. The films consist of a strongly oriented,
single superconducting phase with excellent connectivity and unusual microstruc-
ture. The technique utilizes a volatile flux (KCI), which melts and evaporates as the

t SupportedInpartby the ElectricPowerResearchInstitute
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Figure12
Electronmlorographofatravelingsolventzoneprocessed

YBa=Ou307thickfilmviewedfromdirectlyabovethesurface,
(XBB890-10119)

film passes through a steep temperature gradient furnace, Figure 12 shows a
scanning electron micrograph of the resulting film surface, Although there is some
impurity phase (believed to be barium cuprate) on the surface, the underlying
material is dense, and c-axis oriented, as shown by x-ray diffraction, Sponge-like
structures (not shown) are al_ observed and are attributed to uncontrolled evapora-
tion of solvent (KCI)from the molten film, Efforts to refine the processing parameters,
to achieve reduced porosity and high critical current densities continue,

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The elec.h'nr,microscopy research features atomic resolution imaging Of cations,
which enables defects, grain boundary structure, and composition to be analyzed and
related to synthesis conditions and to physical properties. The state-of-the-art
facilities of the National Center for Electron Microscopy, including the Atomic
Resolution Microscope, are extensively utilized,

Copper-Oxygenintercalationand RelatedPhaseTransformationsin Y-Ba-Cu-O*
R. GRONSKY, M. FENDORF, C, BURMESTER AND L, WII.LE t

Phase transformations in the system Y2Ba4Cu6..O14..have been investigated by
high resolution transmission microscopy (TEM) and by static lattice Monte Carlo
simulations, The calcula[,'ons are based on an intercalation scheme where copper
oxide "particles" are allowed to move from simulated (100) grain boundaries into the
lattice, parallel to existing CuO (001) planes, Micrographs reveal dislocations and
stacking faults associated with the diffusion of copper and oxygen as the stoichiomet-
ric parameter x varies locally during a phase transformation, and these defects are
accurately reproduced by the calculations in "snapshots" of the simulated structures,
Inaddition, the simulations show the presence of the well-known 123 (i,e., Y1Ba2Cu3OT),
124, and 247 phases and predict the formation of 249 and 125 structures at higher
oxygen partial pressures, Based on experimental images and Monte Carlo results, an
atomic mechanism involving the intercalation and removal of extra CuO planes by
partial dislocation climb is proposed for changes in the layered crystal structllre,

* SupportedInpartby a Universityof HoustonsubcontractfromDARPA
1 Departmentof Physics,FloridaAtlanticUniversity,BocaRaton,Florida
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Figure13
a) LatticefringeImageofSrTIO_grownonYBOO,
b) Detailofa steppedInterface,showingan edgedislocation,labeled"d",Inwhich the
associatedextrahalfplaneIsnormalto the Interface,
o) Detailof a completelyflatInterface,(XBB907-8401)

Heteroepltaxial YBa2Cu3OT.SrTIO3-YBa2Cu30;,Trllayers Examined by
Transmission Electron Microscopy

R, GRONSKY, M, TIDJANI, J, CLARKE, J, KINGSTON, AND F, WELLS'rOOD

We have performed high resolution transmission electron microscopy and elec-
tron diffraction studies of this heteroepitaxial super, ',Juctor-insulator-supercon-
ductor system, deposited on polished (001) MgO substrates by in situ laser ablation,
The resulting films grow epitaxiall)" and consistently preserve a parallel orientation
between the close-packed (O01)YB_I2Cu30_ planes and (001)SrTiO 3 planes over the
entire trilayer, even in the presence )f ledges and/or steps along vicinal interfaces, A
segment of the lower YBCO-SrTiO 3 interface is shown at high magnification in Figure
13. Both (010) and (001) cross fringes of SrTiO3and YBCO layers are visible in the
entire micrograph. Although both interface regions showed strain, occasionally
relieved by stacking faults, they were free of disorder and any evidence of impurity
phases. The observed epitaxial growth is very likely responsible for the excellent
electrical properties found in similarly constructed multilayer interconnects.

Monte Carlo Study of Domain Formation in YBa2(CU_.xFex)30z
R, GRONSKY, C, BURMESTER, AND L, WILLE t

Upon progressive doping with Fe the YBa2(Cu1.,Fe,)30 , compound transforms

from an orthorombic to a tetragonal structure without an accompanying loss of
superconductivity. This behavior has been interpreted by assuming that the tetrago-
nal structure consists of many conflicting orthorhombic microdomains pinned by the
Fe atoms. Extending an Ising model previously used to model oxygen ordering in the

Department of Physics, Florida Atlantic University, Boea Raton, Florida
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undoped compound, we show by Monte Carlo simulation that such microdomains
do indeed occur. The oxygen content is allowed to vary tn the simulations, while the
Fe-Cu sublatttce ts handled in the canonical ensemble (fixed Fe content). The Fe atoms

are mobtle and found to cluster along the <11> direction tn precise agreement wtth
experimental observations. Ftgure 14, a Monte Carlo simulation "snapshot," shows
how the iron atoms are distributed, resulting tn microdomains containing oxygen
chains in two orthogonal directions. Thus, whtle the local atomic arrangement is
orthogonal, the macroscopic symmetry of the configuration is tetragonal.

Atomic Imaging and Spectroscopy of Bismuth Cuprate High
Temperature Superconductors
(3, THOMAS,O, HETHERINGTON,R, RAMESH*,B, BAGLEY*,J, TARASOON*,S, (3REENt, M, RUDEEt, ANDH, LUO#

The bismuth cuprate superconductors belong to a general class of oxides that are
termed polytypotds. The different polytypoids have the same general structure but
the repeat sequence in the structure changes with the composition, thus the term

polytypotd. In these materials, with the general formula of Bt2Sr_Ca,._Cu.O_, (where
. n= 1,2,3, or 4), the supercor, flucting transition temperature Increases with the value

of n (up to n = 3). The details of the cationtc stacking and defects tn the structure of
the different polytypoids have been characterized using atomic resolution electron
microscopy in conjunction wtth Image simulations, Image processing, mtcrodtffrac-
lion and fine probe x-ray analysis. In stntered samples, the microstructure and
consequently the transport properties have been shown to be sensitive to the struc-
tural and mtcrochemical details adjacent to grain boundaries.

In all the polytypotd btsmuth cuprates, an incommensurate structural modulation
has been observed. By carrying out a series of electron diffraction experiments on
samples systematically doped wtth Pb we have traced the origtn of the structural
modulation to the intercalation of oxygen in the two BIO layers, this periodically
distorting their planartty.

* Bellcore, Red Bank, New Jersey
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Mlorostruotureof (BI,Pb)SrCaOuOSuperoonduotorsat DifferentOxygenPressures
W, 0^0, O, HETHN-tlNGTON,ANDG, THoM^8

The microstructure of (Bi,Pb)SrCaCuO superconductors annealed at different
oxygen partial pressures has been studied by high resolution electron microscopy
(HRE M), The resul ts are being carrels ted with the procussi ng condt tlons and eh:ctrlcal
properties, The_ compounds form a seriesof polytypolds, each with aspecific critical
temperature, The n=3 polytypotd (Bt,Pb)2SraCa2CuaOy has the highest 'I'_(105K), and

tl)e n=2 polytypotd (Bt,Pb)2Sr2CaCu2Oy has Tg=85K, ha parttcular_ since the oxyl,_en
content is thought to play ata important role in the structure and properties, currtmt
work Involves the Investigation of post-anneal treatments under varying partial
pressures of oxygen, Meissner curves show that the Tc of the superconductor ts de-
creased at htgher oxygen parttal pressures, wtth an optimal pressure being 10 tuber,
X-ray and TEM results conftma that the rnatn pha_ tn the_ samples ts the n=3

polytypotd, HREM results show that the lower T_n=2 phase occurs as defects in the
(n=3) gratns and thts phase increases wtth Increasing oxygen pressure, These results
show that the n=3 polytypotd ts unstable under htgher oxygen pressure and reverts
to the n=2 form, Thts ca_ also ts found along the gratn boundaries tn the samples
annealed at higher oxygen pressure, The observation of relatively Bt-rlch lower T_
polytypotds near the grain boundary suggests a strong tendency for Bt to segregate
near such Interfaces, 'l"hts growth proces_ may be affected by the presence of excess
oxygen near the boundaries, The decomposition of n=3 ts probably one of the
Important reasons for the decrease of T_ with increasing oxygen parttal pressure,
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Industry Interactions
Contracts

• A grant from the California Competitive Technology Program supports much of the
effort to develop commercial high-T s SQUID magnetometers, This work includes
collaborations with Stanford University and Conductus, Inc.

• 'l"ho Electric l'owor Research Instituto (EPRI) provided support for research on
improved ceramicsfor high-current applications, EPRI also supported research
leading to the discovery of thenew superconducting material Lt.NbO v

Industrial Collaborations

• The group of T, Venkate'_an at Bellcore and N, Newman and B, Cole of Conductus,
Inc., are collaborating with P, Richard on studies of Infrared absorption trrthin high-
'I', films, This group also collaborates with J, Clarke on the Investigation of flux noise
in high-T,.,materials,

• M. Crawford and E. McCarron I11of du I'ont are collaborating on specific heat
measurements with N. Phtlllps and A, Stacy.

• J. Torrance of IBM Almaden Research Center Is collaborating on spectfic heat
measurements with N. Phillips,

• A group at du Pont (K. Leary, H. Jacobsen, N. Levoy, T. Askew, and R. Fltppen) are
collaborating wtth A. Stacy on tlm production of high quality YBa2CthO7 using
nitrogen d loxlde,

• N, Newman, B, Cole, K, Char and S, Sachtjen of Conductus, Inc,, collaborate with P,
Rlchards in thedeve',opment of htgh-T_ bolometers and mtcrobolometers,

• R. Ramesh, B. Bagley, and J. Tarascon of I3ellcc,re collaborate with C. Thomas on
atomic Imaging and spectroscopy of bismuth cuprate supercortducto,'s.
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_:__ Polymeric Materials
Interactions

'_tic Synthesis of Materials

Polymers and Composites Program

The CAM Polymers and Composites Program is concerned with the predic-
tion and control of structure development in high-performance polymers
and the enzymatic synthesis of novel polymeric and related types of
materials. The program focuses on three areas.

ANISOTROPIC POLYMERIC MATERIALS are characterized by a
"domain" structure in the melt-- micron-scale regions of high local order,
interconnected by submicron regions of rapid change in local orientation.
The orientation and flow of the molecules in a given domain have a major
effect on the macroscopic properties of the polymer product. During the
past year:

• Rheological measurements established that the flow properties
of a crystalline polymer solution which can be formed into
materials with outstanding physical properties are gel-like un-
der processing conditions, with a small breaking strain. Such a
material might exhibit heterogeneous flow in a processing op-
eration.

• Thermal, microscopic and rheological measurements on a blend
of a liquid crystalline polymer with a flexible polymer suggest
mutual solubility and a possible explanation of the ability of
liquid crystalline polymers to serve as processing aids.

POLYMER-SURFACE INTERACTIONS play a significant role in the
' development of bulk structure during processing and of the mechanical

properties of the manufactured object, failure and fatigue of composite
materials, the properties of thin films for microelectronics and food packag-
ing applications, and in performance areas such as tribology and biomedi-
cal applications such as implant wear. During the past year:

• Quantum mechanical calculations of energy hypersurfaces of
ol igom ers of pol y(me th ylmeth acryla te )with alumin um surfaces
showed the development of glass-like non-equilibrium struc-
tures at the interface.

• Molecular dynamics simulations of the surface region of the
glassy polymer were used to probe segmental displacement,
orientational rela::ation of bonds, and conformational isomer-
ization in the neighborhood of a polymer surface. Estimates of
the surface tension of the glass polymer were obtained.

• SIMS measurements of metal and metal,oxide surfaces follow-

ing the peeling of polyethylene films revealed a complete surface
- coverage of residual polymer.
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Enzymes catalyze reactions in a manner that makes them ideally suited to
the synthesis of materials. They produce highly uniform products at low
temperatures and pressures. They allow only one of the many possible
reactions of a given substrate, thus greatly limiting the production of side
products that might be toxic or wasteful. The CAM Project on ENZYMATIC.
SYNTHESIS OF MATERIALS seeks to explore the application of recently
developed techniques in molecular biology, biochemistry and bioorganic
chemistry' to the synthesis of materials and to understand and exploit the
expected enhanced properties of these materials. Research is focused on
using enzymes as they are found in nature; on engineering enzymes through
genetic and chemical means, and on creating new enzymes_all for the
purpose of allowing them to catalyze reactions with non-biological sub-
strates and to produce materials with interesting and important properties.
Target products include modified polyamides, polysaccharides, and non-
biological materials including those polymerized through carbon-carbon
linkages. Recent work has expanded the interests of the program to include
enzymatic and chemical synthesis of multi-functional monomers. These can
modify surface properties or self-assemble into thin films which can act as
components of detectors and sensors and also as materials for the modifica-
tion of surfaces.

During the past year there have been several significant highlights:
• The enzymes phosphorylase, lysozyme and subtilisin have been

used in the synthesis of polymers through techniques involving
the modification of the enzyme, substrate or reaction conditions.
In the case of phosphorylase, non-natural monomers have been
used in the synthesis of novel polymers.

• An antibody has been generated that catalyzes a reaction for
which there is no known enzyme. This result demonstrates that

• enzymatic synthesis need not be confined to "biological" materi-
als.

- • Additional progress has been achieved in engineering enzymes
for increased stability iii reactors and in understanding factors

_ that play a role in thermal stability.
• A new class of peptide-derivatized lipids was synthesized for self

assembly into monomolecular films for the control of surface and
interfacial properties
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IANISOTROPIC POLYMERIC MATERIALS
); :: :

:_:_ The processing of liquids which are anisotropic at res_ is common in the manuf_ ,_
: :',

....... ture of advanced polymeric materials, The anisotropy might be a conseqllence of the
:i : : presence of fibers, a,_ in fiber-filled composite materials, or of the rigid backbone

structure of a liquid crystalline polymer. Prediction and control of orientation
development of anisotropic liquids during processing remains a major outstanding
technical problem.

Our work in prior years has focused on structure development in melt-processible
liquid crystalline polymers, where we have used rheology, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy, and thermal analysis as complementary tools. This work is
continuing, with particular attention to the problem of obtaining reliable data for

these temperature-sensitive polymers over a long time (which is necessary' for the low
deformation rate experiments that reveal structure) and to the rheology of the solid

phase. We do not have new concrete results to report in these areas, although they
have occupied a considerable amount of our time during the past year. We have
expanded our focus to include liquid-crystalline polymer blends and a solution-
processed (!yotropic) system which is known to have exceptional.mechanical prop-
erties. The rheology of the lyotropic system is highly unusual and is indicative of a
gel-like structure; such a structure would have important consequences during
processing,

As part of our continuing work on the analysis of structure development we have
simulated a new experimental procedure which appears promising for the measure-
ment of extensional properties of polymer solutions.

LyotroptcLiquidCrystallinePolymers
B. ERNST,M.M. DENN,P. PIERINI*,W.E. ROCHEFORT*

Liquid crystalline solutions of cts-poly (p-phenylenebenzobisoxazole) in polypho-
spheric acid can be formed into fibers with outstanding mechanical properties and
are being studied in novel forming operations that could lead to shaped objects with
excellent mechanical and barrier properties. We have studied the rheology of this

system at concentrations in the isotropic and liquid crystalline regimes. "Time-
temperature superposition," in which properties at different temperatures can be
superimposed by a temperature-dependent scaling of the time axis, is found to apply.
Time-temperature superposition is commonly observed for flexible-backbone poly-
mers but is unusual in a liquid-crystalline system. The linear viscoelastic storage (G')

= 10 6.,
a,=a

10 W Ipl Figure1
o =.,=== = sto .0,,,or oolu.(a',o,oli symbols)andloss,or viscous,modulus(G",

closedsymbolsindynes/cm2forand8%=
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and loss (G") moduli are shown in Figure 1. The superposition of the curves for G'
and G" is characteristic of the rheological behavior of gel-like materials and is not seen
in other liquid crystalline systems. Otl_er measurements are consistent with this
observation, leading to a picture of a material that is gel-like under processing
conditions with a possible low yield stress and very small breaking strain. Such a
material might exhibit heterogeneous flow in a processing operation, with unknown
consequences regarding the backbone orientation distribution and macroscopic
physical properties.

" Liquid Crystalline Blends
M. M. DENN,J. A. REIMER,W. N. KIM,P. TANG

Blends of liquid crystalline polymers both with other rigid-rod molecules and with
flexible chains show considerable promise for enhanced properties. We initiated a
study of structuredevelopment in liquid crystalline polymer blends during the fourth
quarter of FY90. We have found a striking change in the melting temperature of the
poly(ethylene terephthalate) component in blends with Vectra, a thermotropic liquid
crystalline copolyester of hydroxybenzoic acid and hydroxynaphthoic acid. Such
systems are generally presumed to be incompatible, a_nd the scanning electron
micrograph in Figure 2 looks like that of a phase-separated system, but the large-

change in the melting temperature is suggestive of the possible existence of a small
- degree of mutual solubility. Such mutual solubility would lead to a plasticizing effect

that could be associated with the ob_rvation in the patent literature that small
_ amounts of liquid crystalline polymers added to flexible systems can serve as

processing aids which bring about a substantial reduction in viscosity.

Flow Simulation of an Extensional Rheometer
R. KEUNINGS, M. M. DENN, R. W. G. SHIPMAN

The extensional properties of polymer solutions are exceedingly difficult to
= measure because of the low viscosities under processing conditions. We have

analyzed a new falling-plate extensional rheometer with the specific objective of
= ,,s-srIc_s,,r_l-,_nr_{nc,r_'ha rc_nnoeklnn hotwr, c_nthe• macroscoDic measurements (which are
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Figure 3
Simulation(a) of an experiment usingthe "falling-plate" rheometer, In which a column of liquidcontainedbetween tow plates Is deforrned In .

. extension by rapid separation of the plates. The flow pattern near the plates (b, top plate) showsnn unexpected reverr,e flow, which
explains the experimental observation that the macroscopic stretch rate i,_not equal to the local stretch rate during the early stages of the
experiment. (XBL918-1786; XBL918-1787)

based on photographs of the temporal evolution of the free-surface) and the rheologi-
cal properties of the solution. Figure 3a shows a simulation of an experiment by
Sridhar, using independent measurements of the rheological properties of thz poly-
mer solution. The large amount of curvature in the neighborhood of the plate is
caused by a surface tensicn-driven reverse flow, as shown in Figure 3b. The presence
of this reverse flow precludes use of amacroscopic analysis until the filament has been
stretched to a substantial length and explains the experimental observation that the
macroscopic strain rate is not reflected in the local deformation until late in the
measurement.

POLYMER-SURFACE INTERACTIONS
The physical or chemical interaction between a polymer and a non-polymeric

surface results in conformational changes of the polymer in the neighborhood of the
interface, making it different from thatin thebulk. Interaction during melt processing
between the melt and the metal shaping surface is known to affect adhesion and the
onset of flow instabilities, and hence the throughput and bulk material properties.
The pi operties of polymer composites are determined by the nature of the interaction
between the matrix and the particulate or fiber filler; the interaction affects not only
interface adhesion, but such properties as failure and fatigue as weil. The interactions
of thin polymer films with metal and metal oxide interfaces are of importance in a
variety of applications

Our activities during the past year include simulations using both quantum
mechanical methods and Molecular Dynamics, as well as experimental studies

utilizing a variety of spectroscopic tools. The theoretical work is providing informa-
tion about expected conformational states, including the likely existence of a quasi
two-dimensional surface "glass" when there is a reactive interaction between a
functional group on the polymer and the metal or oxide surface. The spectroscopic
information about surface conformational states and exchange between the surface
and the bulk in a melt has come largely from infrared spectroscopy. SIMS has been
useful in examining metal and oxide surfaces after removal of a polymer film, with
particular relevance to adhesion and the relation to melt flow instabilities. We have

_- devoted considerable effort to perfecting NMR techniques to examine polymers at
-- oxide surfaces, but concrete results here are not yet in hand. "
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Near-Surface Structure of Polymer-Metal Interfaces
A. K. CHAKRABORTY,J. S, SHAFFER,R. TAYLOR

We are studying interfaces where chemical bonding can occur between specific
functional groups of the organic'polymer and the substrate species. The interplay
between the strong a'nd specific enthalpic interactions that are characteristic of
chemical bonding at the segment level and the entropic constraints associated with
confining long chain molecules near a solid substrate determines the near-surface
structure and stror.gly influences interfacial properties.

We have used quantum mechanical density functional theory to calculate the
energy hypersurfaces for the interactions of oligorners of poly(methylmethacrylate)
(PMMA) with "jellium" and cluster representations of aluminum surfaces. The
energetics are highly dependent on the orientation in which the oligomer approaches
the metal surface. Lastyear we reported some early results; we have now completed
the calculation of the energy iiypersurfaces for monomers and dimers of PMMA
interacting with aluminum, as shown in Figure 4. Comparison of these energy
hypersurfaces with rotational isomeric state calculations of PMMA in the bulk show
that PMMA should adsorb on aluminum surfaces in locally strained conformations.
The existence of deep minima that are separated from each other and the globa l
minhnum by barriers that are large relative to kT leads us to believe that PMMA
chains adsorb on aluminum surfaces in rather fiat, locally strained (compared tv the
bulk), non-equilibrium conformations. Our picture of the near-surface structure may
be referred to as aquasi two-dimensional "glass". (The word glass is used only in the
sense that the structure is characterized by a collection of non-equilibrium structures;
there is no connection with the bulk glass transition temperature of the polymer.)
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Figure 4
Binding energy of a PMMA monomer on the jellium representation on an ahJminumsurface. The distance coordinate is the normal
distance of the carbonyl oxygen atom from the jellium edge. Diamonds correspond to an orientation in which the carbonyl bond Is

: perpendicular to the surface with the carbonyl oxygen atom closer to the surface than the carbonyl carbon; squares correspond to an
orientation in which the carbonyl bond makes a 30' angle with the surface normal. In the first two cases bonding occurs primarily with the

- carbonyl functional group, Upside-down triangles correspond to an orientation in which the carbonyl group is parallel to the surface; both

the carbonyl group and the methoxy oxygen atom are sterlcally hindered from approaching the surface and no bonding occurs Triangles
correspond to an orientation in which the carbonyl group is sterically blocked from the surface while bonding occurs with the methoxy

- oxygen atom. Circles correspond to an orientation in which the carbonyl group makes a 60' angle with _hesurface normal and the
methoxy oxygen atom approaches the surface; bonding occurs with both the carbonyl group and (he methoxy oxygen atom,
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Molecular Simulations
D. THEODOROU,K, MANSFIELD

The objective of this work is to develop statistical-mechanics-basedcomputer
simulation methods for theprediction of polymer interfacialproperties from chemi-
calconstitution. During this year we have been working on a Molecular Dynamics
simulation approach that aims at elucidating molecular mobility in the surface region
of aglassy polymer. The method tracks the trajectory of amicroscopic model of a thin

• glassy polymer film in phase space under given thermodynamic constraints by
solving Newton's equations of motion for ali constituent atoms. Initialconfigurations
for the simulations are generated via our Molecular Mechanics method described
previously. The production ph_,_,eof the simulat ions ls conducted inthe microcanord-
cal ensemble.

The duration of the dynamic simulations is confined to times on the order of 100
picoseconds. Short-time dynamical processes of segmental displacement, orienta-
tional relaxation of bonds, and conformational isomerization are probed as a function
of position within the polymer film. This allows one to identify regions at the free
surfaces in which the mobility of chains is enhanced relative tothe bulk glass and thus
determine the depth from the free surfaces at which the then'nal motion of polymer
chains becomes truly glass-like. Structural information in the presence of thermal
motion is accumulated and compared against our earlier static simulation results. In
addition, an estimate of the surface tension of the glassy polymer (including entropic
contributions) is obtained.

Adhesion and Melt Fracture
: M.M. DENN,D.HILL

We reported last year on the apparent connection between the onset of melt flow
instabilities at high stress levels ("melt fracture") and the adhesion between the
polymer melt and the metal surface of the extrusion die. We have since improved the
predictive ability of our analysis by incorporating estimates of the glass transition
behavior of the melt in the presence of small amounts of crystalline material. We have
now initiated a study of the surfaces that are created during the adhesion experiment
using spectroscopic techn_.quesin an ultra-high vacuum system. SIMSmeasurements
of metal and metal oxide surfaces following the peeling of deuterated polyethylene
films reveal a complete surface coverage of residual polymer following a peel test.
This observation is paradoxical with respect to the apparent adhesion energetics
associated with our previous experiments.

=

0 t-TIR/ATR Study of Polymer Surfaces
A. T. BELL,M.M. DENN,L. R. DIETSCHE

We have been using infrare5 light absorption with attenuated total reflection
(FTIR/ATR) in a flow cell to study the interactions between a polymer melt and the
solid surface, particularly surface exchange kinetics with hexadecane and 1-hexade-

- cene to simulate polyolefins and trichlorotrifluoroethane (R-113) to simulate com-
rnon additives. We have two ZnSe crystals for the flow system, one bare and the other
coated with a 150-200A layer of chrome at the refecting surface. Displacement
experiments using R-113 and hexadecane on both surfaces scale in a way that is
indicative of diffusion control. Exchange experiments between hexadecene and
hexadecane do not scale in the way that would be expected for a diffusion process,
however', and data for the uncoated and coated crystals no longer overlap. These

.. experiments are indicative of the types of surface effects that we believe are relevant
in phenomena associated with melt flow in metal and metal oxide shaping dies.
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ENZYMATIC SYNTHESIS OF MATERIALS*

, The concept of using purified enzymes in the synthesis of materials is a relatively
new one. Its validity rests on the demonstration that recent advances in molecular
biology and biochemistry allow the manipulation of the substrate and reaction
specificity of enzymes. Considerable research remains to be done, however, before
these advances can be routinely applied to the synthesis of useful materials. In
support of this goal, the CAM program has focused on:

• understanding the fundamental properties of enzymes and enzyme-
catalysed reactions that could be involved in the synthesis of materials.

• engineering enzyme structure, activity and reaction conditions to allow
the synthesis of materials from novel substrates.

• determining the structure/function relationships of enzyme-synthe-
sized materials, predicting properties from structure, and designing
structure to achieve target properties.

Enzymatic Synthesis of Polymers
Polysaccharides

Polysaccharides perform a wide range of functions, and there is therefore a great
deal of interest in the properties of unusual derivatives. Fluorinated polysaccharides
may, for example, find commercial use as lubricants, adhesives or plastic additives.
Chemical methods for constructing these regular and uniform polymers do not exist.
lt would therefore be attractive tobe able tomake these polymers enzyma tically. One
of the most important obstacles to be overcome in using enzymes in the synthesis of
polysaccharides lies in the fact thatin many cases, degradative hydrolysi_ rather than

'1, synthesis is thermodynamically favored. Recent work has focused on solutions to
4 that problem using the enzymes lysozyme and phosphorylase.

= Synthesis Using Lysozyme
= M. BEDNARSKI,C. HOBB8
=

The goal of this project is to use a combination of site-directed mutagenesis,
synthetic substrates and unusual solvents to allow the use of the enzyme lysozyme
in polymer synthesis. A tetramer of N-acetylglucosamine (Figure 5) was selected as
a substrate since it would have agreater binding energy than any smaller oligomers.
The synthesis of both the monobenzyl and dibenzyl phosphates of the tetrasaccharide
was completed with the expectation that this would further improve binding to the
enzyme and also solubility in organic solvents. Incubation of these compounds with
lysozyme was performed with the enzyme coupled to a new polymeric material
developed by the program for the stabilization of enzymes in organic solvents (see p.
210). Coupling allowed the reaction to proceed in organic solvents such as dimethyl
formamide, reducing the activity of water which would otherwise have led to

- hydrolysis of the product. Under these conditions, polymer synthesis was achieved
for the monobenzyl derivative. The synthesis was repeated with additional modifi-
cations on a large scale to construct a useful amount of the new substrate. The

. polymerization reaction was monitored by NMR spectroscopy and after 3h a new
peak appeared, preliminarily identified as corresponding to liberated monoben-

-_ zylphosphate. In addition, a precipitate appeared, tentatively identified as an in-
- soluble polymer of N-acetylglucosamine. The material is in the process of being

characterized and the preparation of the pure substrate is being repeated on a larger Figure5
Modified chitin-like

scale, o substrate for lysozyme
r "-eH r -'OH r "OH r "-eH I I allows for use of enzyme

O /IL,,--O O O fP_'OR in thesynthesisofO R2 1 polymer, R_,R2=H,
R_=H,R2=benzyl

H R1,R2=benzyl,

NHAo NfIAc NHAo NHAc (XBL919-2057)

• AdditionalsupportfromtheDivisionof EnergyBiosclences,U,S. Departmentof Energy
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Lysozyme-Binding of Natural and Unnatural Substrates
J,, KIRSCH,_,NDM. COREY

Once synthesis using lysozyme has been achieved, the enzyme will be used to
polymerize non-natural polymers. A critical aspect of this effort is the understanding
of how the enzyme binds its substrates; which amino acids of the enzyme active site
are involved in binding; and, how they bind the natural (and therefore the unnatural)
substrate and with what energy. Also needed is an understanding of how enzymes
with modified active sites would bind substrates. Three carboxylate residues
(RCOO-) (at positions 52, 35, and 101) which are located in the active site of lysozyme
have been shown to make hydrogen bonds to bound oligosaccharide inhibitors,

. nonreactive compounds with structures similar to that of the substrate. Their lack of
reactivity allows them to be used as model compounds for the study. Through site-
directed mutagenesis, their anionic side chains have been neutralized by substituting
their corresponding amides. The free energy contributions of each one has been
evaluated singly and incombination, lt was shown that they each contributebetween
1.5-4 kcal/mol in the free energy of association of the substrate with the enzyme.
Continuing studies should provide a more complete understanding of the nature of
the binding of lysozyme to its substrates and of the types of unnatural substrates that
could bind and the types of active site modifications that would be required for

" binding of those that do not.

Synthesis Using Phosphorylase
M. BEDNARSKIANDL. OEHLER

The enzyme phosphorylase was chosen as another system for the study of
enzymatic polymerization reactions. Phosphorylases are enzymes that normally
catalyze the reversible cleavage of the polymer glycogen to form glucose-l-phos-
phate. As reported last year, formation of polymer can be achieved if the reaction
includes a mechanism for the consumption of inorganic phosphate formed as a
byproduct. In an attempt to force the enzyme to make novel polymers using

_ unnatural monomers, a variety of glucose-l-phosphate derivatives were synthe-
sized. The choice of these derivatives was based upon information available from the
enzyme's crystal structure. A number of fluorine-substituted polymers have been
synthesized. Kinetic constants, kcat/Km, and the Ki for those derivatives which act
as inhibitors, will be studied.

Current work involves the synthesis of glucose derivatives with the thiol in the 5
- and 6 position and azide in the 6 and 3position. Using phosphorous NMR, the 5-thio

derivative has been shown to be a substrate for the enzyme. Synthesis of the 6,thiol
derivative is near completion and will be tested as a substrate using pl_osphorous
NMR. High molecular weight polymer has been synthesized with the thiol-substi-

. tutedmonomer. .

Polyamides

Polypeptides with well defined primary or secondary structure have great poten-
-- tial for the development as novel materials. The variety of side chains available and

the effect of sequence on structure and function suggest that control of synthesis of
these materials should be a significant ad vance. Structures such as helices, sheets, and
turns exist in many proteins and are involved in the formation of higher-order protein

- structures and biological a_tivities. Polypeptides which mimic these regular stTuc-
tures may thus have properties useful for a number of applications. Incorporation of

_. functional groups into such regular polypeptides will create a new class of molecules
which could find use in materials science, biology, and chemistry.

_

_- * Researchperformedat ScrippsResearchInstitute,LaJolla,CA
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Figure6
Computergeneratedstructureoftheenzymesubtlllslnasmodifiedbysite-

directedmutagenesistoimproveItsactivityandlifetime,Surfaceaminoacid
residuethatarepracticaltargetsforfurthermodificationsareshown,

(CBB918-5592)

Chemical synthesis of polypeptides has traditionally been
dependent on the anhydride method using phosgene. The need
for the milder, stereoselective, racemization-free, catalytic proce-
dure achievable through the use of enzymes is timely and impor-
tant. Work in this area is currently focused on two enzymes,
subtilisin and HAV protease. In the case of subtilisin, the focus of the research is on
the use of the enzyme in synthesis rather than degradation. In the case of HAV
protease, the focus is onthe binding of the enzyme to its substrate, and by extension,
to unnatural substrates.

Subtilisin
C. H.WONGANDD. DUMAS*

The enzyme subtilisin is a protease able to break or make peptide bonds of
olyamide materials. Through the use of site-directed mutagenesis, ahighly stable and
active mutant of theenzyme, subtilisin 8397, (Figure 6) has been made in collaboration
with Genex Corporation. This new enzyme has enhanced lifetimes (20-100 x) both in
aqueous solution and anhydrous dimethyl formamide (DMF). Activity in organic
solvents, an important attribute for synthesis of materials soluble only in organic
media, was illustrated by regioselective acylation of sugars and nucleosides, enanti-
oselective hydrolysis of unnatural amino acid esters, and synthesis of peptides in

I DMF (or DMF-H20). Kinetic analysis of the enzyme with selected substrates and a
transition-state-based inhibitor indicates that the mutant enzyme has approximately

I= the same substrate specificity and catalytic efficiency as the wild-type enzyme. The
" enzyme should therefore have great value in performing the various reactions shown

previously to be catalyzed only poorly if at ali by the wild-type enzyme.
The mutant enzyme was made by substitutions involving H-bonding, hydropho-

bic interactions, configurational entropy, van der Waals interactions, and Ca++
binding. Other mutations have also been examined and correlations between
structure and function drawn from these studies should aid in the rational design of
more stable enzymes.

Various methyl arylalkane sulfonates have also been developed for selective
methylation of the e2-N of the active-site histidine. Detailed kinetic studies have
established the preliminary results reported last year that under proper conditions,

o the methylated enzyme loses most of the amidase activity while the esterase activity
is still significant; thereby promoting bond synthesis at the expense of degradation.
A mechanism involving ring-flipping of the active..site imidazole was proposed to
explain methylsubtilisin-catalyzed reaction. A similar situation was observed in a
related enzyme, chymotrypsin.

Thiol Proteases
J. KIRSCH,J. PETITHORY,S. ROSENBERGt, B. MALCOLMt

A collaboration has been recently established with scientists at Protos Corpora tion
to investigate the large substrate binding domain of a thiol protease HAV which is
potentially able to synthesize polyamides of defined monomer sequence. HAV

* ScrippsResearchInstitute,LaJolla,CA
_ t ProtosCorporation,Erneryvllle,CA
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protease appears to recognize up to eight amino acids in a peptide substrate. Initial
work is focused on the determination of the specificity at each of the eight positions.
Materials were provided by the Protos collaborators Steve Rosenberg and Bruce
Malcolm for enzymatic analysis. A satisfactory assay for the enzyme has been

ii developed. An accelerated method for analysis of substrate specificity has also been
developed.

Proteases in Organic Solvents
M,BEDNARSKI, M.CALLSTROM*, e. WANG

A novel polysaccharide-based polymer has been developed which stabilizes a
wide variety of proteolytic enzyme in organic solvents. With apparent retention of
stability and specificity. In preliminary experimental results the enzymes chymot-
rypsin, trypsin and subtilisin, when coupled to the polymer, have been used in the
synthesis of polyamides from amino acids or short peptides.

"Non Biological" Polymers

Traditional views of materials synthesized enzymaticaUy focus only on the "bio-
logical" polymers, polyamides, polysaccharides, polyesters, polynucleotides and the
like. Three projects in the program are focused on expanding the applicability of
enzymes to the synthesis of polymeric materials that are normally regarded as
"chemical" rather than biological. The goal here is the use of enzymes to make
"classical" polymers with properties that are enhanced by the nature of the control of
structure or the low temperature synthesis achieved only through the use of enzymes.

Polysaccharide-Based Polyacrylamides and Acrylates
--Chemical Linkage of Sugart
M. BEDNARSKI, M. CALLSTROM*, P. WONG

In a project funded by the Cargill Corporation, enzymatically and chemically
modified sugars have been linked to methacrylate and acrylamide monomers which
were then polymerized. The resulting high mol_ular weight polymers have shown
very interesting properties (Figure 7). They are water soluble and are hydrogels and
continuing work involves investigating these and other solution properties. Most of
the work on these materials during the past year has, however, focused on their
remarkable ability to stabilize enzymes under unusual conditions. When bound to

HN_O (NH4)zSzOs _ H2N'_r:'_IZYME ]

la m 3a lb -- 3b lc-CPC(ENZYME ). 3c.CPC(ENZYME)

OH OH OH
OH _ H H H

OH OH

1 2 3

Figure 7

,, Scheme for synthesis of polysaccaride-based polymer and Its coupling to enzymes. (XBL 919-2058)

-_ * TheOhioStateUniversity
_ t Fundedby CargillCorporation,Minneapolis,MN
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this polymer, a wide variety of enzymes has been shown to retain activity in distilled
water (without the buffering agents usually required) (Figure 8). This is of great
importance to industrial reactions involving enzymes since the usual purification
step to rid the product of the buffers usually required to maintain enzyme ,_tability is
no longer required. The coupled enzymes are also stable at high temperatures (see p.
214) and in organic solvents (see above).

--Enzymatic Linkage of Sugar
H, BLANCH, D. CLARK, A, WANG

In addition, novel carbohydrate-based hydrophilic gels and water soluble biopoly-

mers have been synthesized through the use of the enzyme p-Galactosidase. This
enzyme, one of a class of glycosidases, is known to transfer sugar residues from
disaccharides to primary and secondary alcohols. The enzyme was used to attach
carbohydrate structures to the primary hydroxyl (OH) grm_p of polymerizable
monomers. Subsequent polymerization yielded a polymer with C-l-linked carbohy-
drate pendant groups (Figure 9). Glycosylated polymers and copolymers of allyl
alcohol, hydroxyl-alkyl-methacrylates, hydroxy-alkyl-acrylates, or any monomer
with primary hydroxyl groups can be modified in this method. This single step
enzymatic conversion can be accomplished without the requirement of protection
and deprotection of other potentially reactive groups that is often required in
chemical routes to the same product. Further, the synthesis of a single anomer is easily
achieved, in comparison to the presence of both anomers after most chemical
syntheses.

[3-Galactosidase effected the transfer of galactose to 2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate
(HEMA) using either lactose or phenyl-galactose as a substrate. The resulting
monomer, a galactose derivatized HEMA, was then polymerized and molded into
plane contact lenses 0.1 mm thick. The lenses were transparent and of high water
content (80% w/w) and are expected to have improved wettability and lower protein
adsorption, two important characteristics of improved contact lenses.

= Figure9
Enzymaticlinkageof sugarto polymerizablemonomer,
followedby polymerization,yieldsnovelcarbohydrate

derlvatizedpolymersandgels, n
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CatalyticAntibodies
P, SOHULTZ, A, BRAISTED

With the advent of technologies to produce monoclonal antibodies, tt has become
possible to generate proteins that selectively recognize virtually any given target
substrate, Research described last year demonstrated that it now is reasonable to
expect that catalytic antibodies can be created even for those reactions that involve
substrates that are not "biological" tn nature, These antibodies could then be used in
an almost unlimited range of reactions leading to the synthesis of the full breadth of
organic materials,

Completing preliminary work described last year, antibodies generated against a
[2.2.2] bicyclic transition state analogue proved to be effective catalysts for a bimo-
lecular Diels-Alder reaction, One of these antibodies catalyzed the reaction with a k=t
value of 0,67 sec "1and Kmvalues of 1130 t.IMand 740 I.uMfor the diene and dienophile,
respectively, The dissociation constant (K9) for the Diels-Alder reaction product is 10
I.IM which compares favorably to the KD of 126 IJ.Mfor the transition state analogue,
The _trategy used should be generally applicable to Diels-Alder reactions involving
acyclic dienes, thereby providing a methodology for producing catalytic antibodies

" to control the stereochemistry and regiochemistry in a variety of Diels-Alder reac-
tions.

Control of Interfacial Properties of Surfaces Using Biological Coatings

Peptide Films
M. BEDNARSKI, T. V'./ILSON, J. NAGY

As part of the investigation into the design and control of interfacial properties
using biological materials, a convenient method to attach peptides to a variety of
surfaces was developed. To accomplish these goals a new class of peptide-derivatized
lipids (PDL's) was synthesized and characterized. These PDLs can be self-assembled

• into monow, olecular films which can be used to control interfacial properties such as
wetting and adhesion, and provide a simple method to coat surfaces with poly-
amides.

Self-assembled PDL films are formed using a modified Langmuir-Blc_gett proce-
dure. The lipids are first spread at the air water interface and then crystallized by
inducing a differential cooling gradient across the interface. The crystalline mono-
layer film is then polymerized using UV irradiation and transferred onto other

surfaces by simply forming a contact between the two interfaces, Peptide derivatized
= surfaces containing alanine, phenylalanine, glycine, serine and ethanolamine have

been synthesized. These surfaces were characterized by contact angle measurements,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, ellipsometry, fluorescence microscopy and scan-

= ning probe micro_,copy. Four major applications of these materials are under
" investigation: 1) catalyst design/molecular recognition, 2) bioelectronic devices, 3)

tribology and adhesion and 4) microlithography.
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Sensors/Detectors
M, BEDNARSKI,T, WILSON,J, NAG¥

In a project supported by the California Competitive Technology Program, de-
signed to transfer technology derived from fundamental research at public institu-
tions to California corporations, films similar to those described above have been
modified to ca :y designed, specific binding sites on their surfaces, Binding of target
molecules to those sites causes a detectable change in the opto-electronic properties
of the film (Figure 10), Collaboration with Biocircuits Corporation is focused on
binding sites for detection of disease-causing microorganisms,

Enzyme Design and Engineering

Thermostabllltyof Enzymes
J, KIRSOH,P, SHtH, M, OALLSTROM*,M, BEDNARSKI,C,-H,WoNG

Reaction rates approximately double with a 100 increase in temperature. Thus, the
stabilization of enzymes so that they can function effectively atelevated tempera tures
will be an important advantage in bioreactors, Site-directed mutagenesis technology
coupled with x-ray crystallographic structure analysis offers the opportv.ltlty to deal
with this problem by explicit protein design,

Experiments described last year were extended in order to test the hypothesis that
simple aydrophobic packing could significantly increase the thermostability of
lysozyme. An excellent correlation was shown for 11 proteins prepared by site-
directed mutagenesis, Nearly 3°C increases in Tmare produced by each added -CH2-
group. Itwas suggested in last year's report that there would be a limit to the degree
of packing that could accommodated without seriously straining the enzyme struc-
ture, Two mutants have now been prepared adding the very large amino acids
phenylalanine and tyrosine. Results with these substantiate the hypothesis. They
yield active enzymes but ones which are significantly less stable than the variants
made with smaller amino acids in these positions. An exciting new finding is that
thermostable mutations in different parts of the protein can be combined to give the
most stable proteins yet realized. For example, the mutant protein D101S is 2,8°C and
$9lT is 2.7°C more stable than wild type, respectively. The combined murant,D101S/
S91F, is 5°C more stable than wild type.

The enzymes coupled to the polysaccharide based polymer (see page 12) have been
shown to have significantly increased stability at normal and high temperatures
(Figure 11). Continued exploitation of this material and its novel properties will be
pursued in the DOE program.

Figure 11
100 Stability of enzymes at elevated temperature

(50°) through their coupling to polysacoharlde-
based polymer, Solid symbols:uncoupled
enzyme, Open symbols: a variety of coupled

80 enzymes, (XBL 919-2061)
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Semi-SyntheticEnzymes
P,G, SCHULTZ,S.A. ROBERTSON,J. ELLMAN,D. MENDEL

Site-directed mutagenesis, although promising in its potential to help redesign
enzymes, is restricted to the use of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids, thus
limiting the fine tuning of geometry and functionality. As reported last year, this
problem has been overcome by the development of a technique that allows the site-
specific substitution of virtually any alpha amino acid that can be synthesized in the
laboratory, Technical aspects of the process have been significantly improved during
the past year and the techniques has been applied to the er_jnne T4 lysozyme.

A general and expedient procedure for the _,ynthesis of aminoacyl tRNA has been
developed. The system was also modified to involve preparation and photodepro-
tection of aminoacyl pdCpA derivatives containing nitroveratryl (NVOC) N-pro-
tected amino acids. The resulting tRNA was shown to be competent in an in vitro
protein biosynthesis system. These protocols greatly simplify the procedure.

Unnatural amino acid mutagenesis has been applied to the construction of a
photoactivatable enzyme. A stop codon was introduced into the active site _ of phage
T4 lysozyme by means of oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis. Suppressor tRNA
aminoacylated with the photocleavable aspartyl-_-nitrobenzyl ester (NB-asp) (Fig-
ure 12) was constructed and found to efficiently suppress the stop signal in a cell-free
coupled tran_:cription-translatton system. The full length polypeptide produced
under these conditions was catalytically inactive until irradiated at _, > 315 nm
whereupon full catalytic activity was restored. This method can be extended to other
amino acids within proteins to study a variety of biochemical problems.

The procedure has also been demonstrated to allow control of the size of active site
amino acids through the successful incorporation of carboxylic acids with 1, 2, and 3

methylene groups (Figure13).
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Staff
ProgramLeader GraduateStudents
MortonM, Donn Claudia M, Bachmann

AndrewC, Braistod
Pro/ectLeaders DouglasA, Doyens,Jr,
MarkD, Alper_Enzymattc Synthesisof Materials LauraJ, Dlotsche
MortonM, Denn_Anisotropic PolymericMaterials MlrthaM, Fernandez
DorosN, 'rheodorou_Polymer-SubstrateInteractions KaronFu

David Giles
Investigators VeronicaK, Lira
MarkD, Bednarskt Kovin F,Mansfield
AlexisT, Boll _ StevenP, Musarra
WilliamS, Bialek StephanleRobertson
Harvey W.Blanch JamasS. Shaffer
MatthewCallstrom(TheOhioStateUniversity) PhoebeF,Shih
Amp K, Chakraborty ' SplrldonS, Skourtls
DouglasS,Clark RebeccaE,Taylor
JaCkF, Klrsch AlbertY, Wang
Jen D, Nagy PengWang
BruceNovak
JeffreyA, Relmer TechnicalAssistants
PeterG, Schultz _ Lynn Oehler
C,-H,Wong (ScrippsResearchInstitute) Whitney T,Cat'rtco

PostdoctoralFellows UndergraduateStudent
Larry R,Dodd Troy E,Wilson
David P, Dumas Nancy Lacrolx
Christopher J, Hobbs

ClemensLamberth Awards
• Peter Schultz was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
• Harvey Blanch was elected Yellow of the International Institute of Biotechnology

(UK).

Industry Interactions
Collaborations

* A polysaccaride based polymer for enzyme stabilization was developed in
collaboration with Cargill Corporation,

e Substrate specificity of HAV protease was studied in collaboration with Protos,
Inc.

• Thin film-based mnsors and detectors were developed in collaboration with
Bioctrcuits,

Industrial Fellow
i

* Todd Guion of Cargill Corporation worked with Mark Bednarskt's group on the
production of novel carbohydrate-based polymers from carbohydrate residues.
This exchange was supported by the Department of Energy's Industry Labora-
tory Technology Exchange Program.

Gifts

• Mark Bednarski's group received a 10K gift from Biocryst.

Fellowships
. The En;_ymoproject received a 20K fellowship from Hoechst Celanese.

Contracts

• Mark Bednarskt'sgroup receiveda66Kcontract from Cargill Corporation for the
study of polysaccharide-based polymers.

* A grant from the California Competitive Technology Program supports work
with Biocircuits, Inc., of Burlingame, CA, on novel molecular self assembly
systems for bioclectrot_ics.
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Patents
k

• Self-Assembled Molecular Films; M,D, Bcdnarski, T,W, Wtl._on; U,S, Patent 07 617
988,

• Stabilized Proteins; P, Gruber, M,D, Bednarski, M, Callstrom; U,S, Patent 07 613

224, (Cargill Corporation)

Pubfications and Reports
Polymera and Oomposltes

Refereed Iournal Arttcle¢.

Chakraborty, A,K,, H,T, Davis, and M, Tirrell, "A Molecular Orbital Study of the Interactions of Acrylic Polymers with Alumi-
num: Implications for Adhesion," J, Polym, ScL: Polym, Chem, F,d., vol, 28, p, 3185, 1990,

Denn, M,M,, "Issues in Viscoelastic Fluid Mechanics," Ann. Pev, Fl. Mech,, vol, 22, p, 13, 1990,

Freeman, B,D,, D.S, Soane, and M,M, Denn, "Effect of Hydrostatic Pressure on Polystyrene Diffusivity in Toluene," Macro-
molecules, vol, 23, p. 245, 1990,

Giles, D.W. and M.M, Denn, "Strain-Measurement Error in a Constant-Stress Rheometer," J, Rheology,vol, 34, p. 603, 1990,

i liU, D,A., T, Has_gawa, and M,M, Denn, "On the Apparent Relation Between Adhesive Failure and Melt Fracture," J, Rheol-
0H, vol. 34, p, 891, 1990,

Kalika, D,S,, D,W. Giles, and M,M. Denn, "Shear and Time-Dependent Rheology of a Fully-Nematic Ther,,notroptc Liquid Cry-
stalline Copolymer," J, Rheology, vol, 34, p, 139, 1990,

Kallka, D,S,, L, Nucl, and M,M, Denn, "Gap-Dependence of the Viscosity of a Thermotropic Liquid Crystalline Polymer," ],
Rheology, vol, 33, p, 1059, 1990,

Kalika, D.S., M.-R. ,hen, X.-M, Yu, M,M, Denn, P, lannelli, N, Mascioocchi, D, Yoon, W, P_rish, C, Friedrich, and C. Neel,
"Structural, Dielectric, and Rheological Characterization of a Thermotropic Polyester Displaying Smectic A, Nematic,
and Isotropic Phases," Macromolecules, voL 23, p, 5192, 1990,

Mansfield, K.F. and D.N. Theodorou, "Atomistic Simulation of a Glassy Polymer Surface," Macromolecules, vol. 23, p. 4430,
1990.

Rosenberg, J., R. Keunings, and M,M, Denn, "Simulation of Non-Recirculating Flows of Dilute Fiber Suspensions," J, Non-
Newtontan Fluid Mech,, vol. 37, p, 317, 1990.

Refereed Conference Proceedings

Keunings, R. and S, Musarta, "Numerical Simulation of Viscoelastic Stratified Flow in Complex Geometries," Proc, 2hd World
Congress on Computational Mechanics, p. 611, 1990.

Shaffer, J.S. and A.K, Chakraborty, "Energetics and Near-Surface Structure at Polymer-Metal Interfaces," Polymer Preprtnts, vol.
31, p. 546, 1990.

Other Publications

Denn, M.M. and E.T. Samulski, (Chairman), "Liquid Crystalline Polymers," National Materials Advisory Board: Committee on
Liquid Crystalline Polymers, NMAB-453, National Academy Press, 1990.

l.ltL Reports (including journal articles submitted or in press)

Amundsen, K.R,, J.A. Reimer, and M.M. Denn, "Investigation of Microstructure In Poly(p-hydroxybenzoic acid co-ethylene
terephthalate) Using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy," Macromolecules. (In press,)

Dodd, L.R,and D,N. Theodorou, "Analytical Treatment of the Volume and Surface Area of Molecules Formed by an Arbitrary
Collection of Unequal Spheres intersected by Planes," Molec. Phys. (In press,)

Mansfield, K.F, and D.N. Theodorou, "Molecular Mechanics Simulation of Glassy Polymers at Interfaces," in Computer Simula-
tion of Polymers (In press.), cd. R.-J.Roe.

Nucl, L. and M.M. Denn, "Effect of Processing and Particulate Fillers on the Rheology of a Nematic Polymer Melt," Rheol.
Acta, (In press,)

Rosenberg, J.R. and R. Keunings, "Numerical Integration of Differential Viscoelastic Models," ]. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech. (In
press ')

Shipman, R.W.G., R, Keunings, and M.M, Denn, "Free-Surface Effects in Torsional Parallel-l_late Rheometry," lhd. l'ng. Chem.
Res. (In press.)
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Thakkar, B., F. Konstandinidis, A.K. Chakraborty, R. Tannenbaum, L.W. Ports, J.F. Evansl and M. Tirrell, "Interfacial Bonding
, ', and Chain Conformations at PMMA-Native Aluminum Oxide Surfaces: lR, XPS, and NMR Sudies," Langmuir. (In

,, press,)

Invited Talks

Denn, M.M., Stress-Induced Wall Effects and Polymer Flow Instabilities, Presented at University of Wisconsin, Chemical Engineer-
ing Dept., March 1990; Unversity of Illinois, Urbana, Chemical Engineering Dept., March 1990; North Carolina State
University, Chemical Engineering Dept., March 1990; University of Florida, Chemical Engineering Dept., March 1990,

Denn, M.M., Flow Instabilities in Polymer Melt Processing, 17th Annual Stanley Katz Memorial Lecture, City College, New York,
NY, April 1990.

Denn, M.M., PolymerSurface Interactions, Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Company, Specialty Chemicals Division, Tar-
rytown, NY, February 1990.

Denn, M.M., Rheology of Thermotropic Liquid Crystallitie Polymers, 33rd IUPAC International Symposium on Macromolecules,
Montreal, July 1990.

Denn, M.M., Liquid Crystalline Polymers, NATO Workshop on Defects, Singularities and Patterns in Nematic Liquid Crystals,
Orsay, France, May 1990.

Keunings, R., Progress and Challenges in Computational Rheelogy, Third European Rheology Conference, Keynote Paper, Edin-
burgh, Scotland, September 1990.

Rosenberg, J.R., M.M. Denn, and R. Keunings, Numerical Simulation of Fiber Suspension Flow in Complex Geometries, 6th Meeting
of the Polymer Processing Society, Nice, France, 1990.

Theodorou, D.N., Molecular Modeling of Polymers at Interfaces, Presented at: Polymer Science Lecture Series, Institute of Polymer
Science, University of Akron, January 1990; BIOSYM Seminar on Computer Simulation of Polymers and Polymeric
Systems, Irvine, TX, April 1990; Makromolekulare Chemic, Institut fur Polymere, ETH Zurich, Switzerland, June
1990; BIOSYM Polymer Project Consortium Meeting, Paris, France, June 1990; and Symposium on Models for Poly-
mer Thermodynamics, 1990 Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Chicago, IL,

: Novembez 1990.

Theodorou, D.N., Elements of Statistical Mechanics and Introduction to Techniques for the Molecular Simulation of Materials, National
Research Center for the Physical Sciences "Democritus," Aghia Paraskevi, Athens, Greece, July 1990.

Theodorou, D.N., Molecular Simulation of Polymers: Prediction of Thermodynamic, Mechanical Interfacial and Rheological Properties,
National Center for the Physical Sciences "Democritus," Aghia Paraskevi, Athens, Greece, July 1990.

Theodorou, D.N" Molecular Modeling of Interfacial Structure and Thermodynamics of Polymers, Third Workshop of the American
Chemical Society on Polymer Surfaces and Interfaces, Pacific Grove, CA, October 1990.

Contributed Talks

Dodd, L.R. and D.N. Theodorou, PVT Properties of Polymer Liquids from Detailed Chain Geometry and Energetics, Symposium on
ModeLs for Polymer Thermodynamics, 1990 Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Chi-
cago, IL, November 1990.

- Giles, D.W. and M.M. Denn, Rheometer Strain and Strain-Rate Errors, Golden Jubilee Meeting of the British Society of Rheology
and 3rd Evropean Rheology Conference, Edinburgh, Scotland, September 1990.

Keunings, R. and S. Musarra, Numerical Simulation of Viscoelastic Stratified Flow in Complex Geometries, 2nd World Congress on
Computational Mechanics, Stuttgart, Germany, 1990.

Mansfield, K.F. and D.N. Theodorou, Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulation of a PolymerVacuum Interface, Symposium on
Polymer Surfaces and Interfaces, 1990 Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Chicago, IL,
November 1990.

Theodorou, D.N., Molecular Modeling of Structure and Thermodynamic Properties of Polymers at Interfaces, 33rd IUPAC Symposium
- on Macromolecules, Montreal, Quebec, July 1990.
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Enzymati¢ Synthesis of Materla/s

'" Refereed Journal Articles

Braisted, A. and P.G. Schultz, "An Antibody-Catalyzed Biomolecular Diels-Alder Reaction," J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 112, p. 7430,
1990.

Chen, S.T., J.A. Bibbs, W.J.Hemmen, Y.F. Wallg, J. [.iu, M.W. Pantollano, M. Whitlow, P.N. Bryan, and C.-H. Wong, "Enzymes
in Organic Synthesis: Use of Subtilisin and a Highly Stable Mutant Derived from Site-Specific Mutations," J. Am.
Chem. Soc., vol. 112, p. 945, 1990.

Malcolm, B.A., K.P. Wilson, B.W. Matthews, J.F. Kitsch, and A.C. Wilson, "Ancestral Lysozymes Reconstructed, Neutrality
Te-_ted,and Thermostability Linked to Hydrocarbon Packing," Nature, vol. 345, p. 86, 1990.

Mastandrea, M. and M. Bednarski, "The Use of Self-Assembled Organic Films for Controlling Biological Adhesion," J. Mater.
Educ., vol. 11, p. 529, 1990.

West, J.B., W.J. Hennen, J.L. Lalonde, J.A. Bibbs, Z. Zhong, E.F. Meyer, and C.-H. Wong, "Enzymes as Synthetic Catalysts:
Mechanistic and Active-Site Considerations of Natural and Modified Chymotrypsin," J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 112, p.
5313, 1990.

Wong" C.-H., S.T. Chen, W.J. Hennen, J.A. Bibbs, Y.-F. Wang, J.L.-C. Liu, M.W. Pantoliano, M.Whitlow, and P.N. Bryan,
"Enzymes in Organic Synthesis: Use of Subtilisin and a Highly Stable Mutant Derived from Multiple Site-Specific
Mutations," J. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 112, p. 945, 1990.

Refereed Conference Proceedings

Bibbs, J.A., Z. Zhong, and C.-H. Wong, "Modification of Proteases for Peptide Synthesis," Mat. Res. Soc. Proc., vol. 174, p. 223,
1990.

Callstrom, M.R., _,LD. Bednarski, T.G. Hill, L.M. Oehler, and P. Gruber, "New Carbohydrate-Based Materials," Mat. Res. Soc.
Proc., vol. 174, p. 259, 1990.

Mastandrea, M. and M. Bednarski, "Sugar-Coated Semiconductors: Model Surfaces to Study Biological Adhesion," Mat. Res.
Soc. Proc., vol. 174, p. 277, 1990.

Rieke, P.C., P.D. Calvert, and M.D. Alper, eds., Materials Synthesis Using Biological Processes, 174, Materials Research Society,
1990.

LBL Reports (including journal articles submitted or in press)

Braisted, A.C. and P.G. Schultz, "An Antibody-Catalyzed Biomolecular Diels-Alder Reaction," J. Am. Chem. Soc. (Submitted°)

Mastandrea, M., T. Wilson, and M.D. Bednarski, "The Use of Self-Assembled Orgauic Films for Controlling Biological Adhe-
sion," J. Mat. Edu. (Submitted.)

Wong" A., D.S. Clark, and H.W. Blanch, "Enzymatic Synthesis of Carbohydrate-Derivatized Monomers," Macromolecules. (Sub-
mitred.)

Irzvited Talks

_. Alper, M.D., Enzymatic Synthesis of Materials, Presented at Xerox PARC, Palo Alto, CA, November 1990; Materials Research
Society, Boston, MA, November 1990; Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM, August 1990; U.S. Department
of Commerce, Federal Technology Transfer Series, Washington, D.C., Jv,ly 1990; DOE Bioenergy Coordinating Com-
mittee, Washington, D.C., June 1990.

Bednarski, M.D., Synthesis of Carbon-Linked Glycosides that Inhibit the Binding of Pathogenic Bacteria to Cells, XVth International
Carbohydrate Symposium, Yokohama, Japan, August 1990.

Becinarski, M.D., Carbon-Glycosides Bind to Cell-Surface Receptors and can be Used to Change the Antigenic Properties of Pathogenic
Bacteria, National Science Foundation Workshop on Organic Synthesis and Natural Products Chemistry, Ft. Collins,
CO, July 1990.

Bednarski, M.D., The Synthesis of Polymerized Polypeptide-Lipid Films to Control Interfacial Properties, NSF Biomolecular Materials
Workshop, Washington, D.C., October 1990.

Becinarski, M.D., L. Oehler, _.nd C. Hobbs, The use of Proteins in the Synthesis of Polysaccharides and Polypeptide based Polymers,
MRS Meeting, Boston, MA, November 1990.

Kirsch, J., Enzyme Design: The Lysozyme Paradigm, National Academy of Sciences Workshop on Catalysis, Washington, D.C.,
April 1990.

Kirsch, J., Protein-Protein Recognition: Lysozyme and its Complexes with Antibodies, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, June
1990.

Kirsch, J., Lysozyme: Binding and Thermostability, Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology, College Park, MD, March
1990._
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Kirsch, J.F., Site-Directed Mutagenesis of Aspartate Amtnotransferase, Presented at University of North Carolina, March 1990;
University of Maryland, March 1990,

Kirsch, J.F., The Circe Effect tn Enzyme Catalysis, Boston, MA, Pfizer Symposium in honor of James A. Wells, American Chemical
Society Meeting, April 1990.

Kitsch, J.F., The Aspartate Aminotransferase Mechanism, Syntex Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, January 1990.

Kitsch, J.F., Site-Directed Mutagenesis Analysis of the Asparlate Aminotransferase Mechanism, Ann Arbor, Ml, Parke..Davis Com-
pany, May 1990.

Schultz, P.G., Directed Mutagenesis with Unnatural Amino Acids, Mack Lectureship, Ohio State University, February 1990.

Schultz, P.G., New Opportunities at the Interface of Chemistry and Biology, Mack Lectureship, Ohio State University, February
1990.

Schultz, P.G., Catalytic Antibodies, Denkewalter Lecture, Loyola Uniyersity, May 1990.

Schultz, P.G., Mutagenesis with Unnatural Amino Acids, Irving S. Segal Memorial Lecture, October 1990.

a

d
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Metals for Advanced Applications
Mechanical Behavior
Materials Characterization

High-Performance Metals Program

The CAM program in HIGH-PERFORMANCE METALS is intended to advance
metallurgical science in those directions that are critical to the development of new
metals and alloys with exceptional properties. The research addresses problems that are
relevant to industry, and is done in close collaboration with industrial or national
laboratory groups who are the potential users of the research. The program includes
three tasks: Metals for Advanced Applications (J.W. Morris, Jr.), Mechanical Behavior
of Materials (R.O. Ritchie), and Materials Characterization (G. Thomas).

The overall aim of research in METALS FOR ADVANCED APPLICATIONS is to

understand and exploit mechanisms of microstructural ew,_ution to suggest new alloys
or processing techniques that establish useful engineering properties. This is accom-

_ plished through fundamental research on the nature of microstructure, its evolution,
and ways in which microstructure can be engineered to control properties. Current
research particularly concentrates on functionally unstable materials, whose properties
are strongly affected by microstructural instabilities during service.

Highlights of recent research include:
• The use of combined analytic and computer simulation techniques to clarify

the preferred shapes of coherent precipitates in solids and the configurations
of groups of elastically interacting precipitates.

• Demonstration of the relevance of diffuse scattering from random faults in
determining the diffraction pattern of non-stoichiometric YBa2Cu307. o.

• Development of an analytic solution for the low-temperature growth of the
intermetallic layer at a Cu-Sn interface.

• Demonstration that dislocation cell formation does not significantly affect
work hardening in low-carbon sheet steel deformed near room temperature.

• A collaborative work with DEC which showed that thin solder joints may be
made superplastic in the as-cast condition, with a dramatic improvement in
resistance to thermal fatigue.

• Determination of the influence of strain-induced martensite on fatigue crack

growth in metastable austenitic steels, and developed an appropriate consti-
tutive equation.

• Establishment of the normal mechanism of electromigration failure in thin
A1-Cu conductors is transgranular, and showed that the mechanism can be

_ suppressed by appropriate aging treatments, yielding a substantial increase
in electromigration life.

• Demonstration that the fracture toughness of metastable austenitic steel is
affected by high magnetic fields to a degree that depends on the stability of
the austenite phase.

• Demonstration that loss of solderability of pre-tinned Cu electrical contacts
can be caused by Cu diffusion to react with Sn in the pre-tinned layer.
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® A collaborative work with Hewlett Packard which found thickness limits for

Au coatings on Cu contacts to prevent mechanical deterioration of the solder.
The aim of the MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS project is to develop a

fundamental mechanistic understanding of fracture processes in order to provide
guidelines for improved life prediction and the design of superior fracture-critical
materials. It provides direct support to other CAM projects studying materials with
important and interesting fracture properties. Work during the past year includes:

• Characterization of cyclic fatigue-crack propagation behavior in ceramics
under variable-amplitude loading.

- • The first reported documentation of cyclic fatigue-crack growth rate behav-
ior along glass/copper and alumina/aluminum ceramic/metal interfaces.

• The identification of the mechanisms underlying the unique fracture-tough-
ness and fatigue-crack growth behavior of advanced aluminum-lithium
alloys scheduled for aerospace and cryogenic applications.

• The development of extrinsic methods for toughening ceramic/metal inter-
faces, and identifying mechanisms of cyclic fatigue and environmentally-
assisted crack growth along such interfaces (in collaboration with R.M.

- Cannon of the CAM Electronic Materials Program), with specific emphasis
of microelectronic packaging applications.

The aim of research in MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION is to utilize high-
resolution techniques in materials characterization to clarify microstructural features
and phase transformations in advanced metal alloys, and to determine their conse-
quences for alloy properties.Research during the past year includes:

• Characterization of weld and heat-affected-zone properties of weldments in
the aluminum alloy 2090 at room and cryogenic temperature.

• Demonstration that the coefficient of friction during forming of electrogalva-
nized sheet steel is proportional to the area of contact between sheet and tool
irrespective of coating microstructure. Found that the coating surface

recrystallizes during contact with the toolpiece.
• Identification of the mechanism underlying the unique fracture toughness

and fatigue crack growth behavior of AI-Li alloys intended for aerospace and
cryogenic applications.

• Experimental establishment of the two alternate mechanisms for the forma-
tion of 5' precipitates in Al-Li alloys: spontaneous ordering on fast cooling,
nucleation and growth on slow cooling.

_ • Characterization of the matrix-particle interface in Al/SiC meted matrix
_ composites, and showed the presence of a thin reaction layer of disordered

alumino-silicide.
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METALS FOR ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

This research project includes work on the theory of microstructural evolution,
microstructural effects in plastic deformation, microstructural influences on friction
and wear, microstructural instabilities in fatigue and fracture, microstructural changes
induced by electromagnetic fields, and microstructural consequences of welding and
joining.

Theoryof MicrostructuralEvolution

Almost ali materials of engineering interest have microstruc tures that are thermody-
namically unstable, and evolve continuously as the material is processed or used.

• These instabilities are intentionally utilized in processing to control the microstruc-
ture, and hence the properties, of the product. However, the microstructure contin-
ues to evolve as the material is used. Microstructural change during service usually
induces undesirable changes in material properties, and is, hence, studied to learn
how it can be avoided or forestalled. But microstructural instabilities can also be

useful; they can provide valuable defense mechanisms that are triggered by incipient
failure and help to defeat it..The theory of microstructural evolution in solids is mede
difficult by the kinetic constraints imposed by the solid state. Chemical diffusion is

. relatively slow, and structural changes are inhibited by the elastic constraint of the
surrounding material. The development of the theory of microstructural evolution
is essential to the understanding and control of material behavior.

The Equilibrium Shapes of Cubic Precipitates in Cubic Media with Negative Elastic Anisotropy
M. MCCORMAOKANDJ. W. MORRIS,JR.

Precipitates that form in the solid state ordinarily begin as coherent particles that
are elastically connected to the surrounding matrix. Their preferred shapes are

. determined by a balance between surface energy, which creates a preference for
spherical or equiaxed figures, and elastic energy, which is minimized when the
particle is a thin plate with a definite crystallographic habit. Since the elastic energy
is proportional to particle volume while the surface energy varies with area, the
preferred shape changes as the particle grows. We showed some years ago that when
the elastic anisotropy factor, ,_ = cll - c12- 2c44, is negative, as it is for most materials,
the preferred shape of a cubic precipitate evolves from sphere to cube to split cube to
thin plate as the particle coarsens. The present work treated the case of positive
anisotropy, and showed that, for isotropic surface energy, the preferred shape
changes from sphere to tetrahedron to thin plate. The results apparently explain the
tetrahedral shape preference of small precipitates in common ceramic systems.

The Shape Evolution of Coherent Precipitates in Cubic Media
M,MCCORMACKANDJ.W.MORRIS,JR.

Distributions of precipitates in cubic media tend to adopt stable configura fions that
coarsen very slowly. Prior work suggests that the stabilization is due to long-range
elastic interactions. To explore this phenomenon, we developed a computer simula-
tion procedure that calculates the change in surface and elastic energy during to an
arbitrary reconfiguration of small precipitate particles in two dimensions. The
simulation shows thatsquare precipi ratesspontaneously split into parallel rectangles
when they coarsen to a critical size, and that distributions of precipitates evolve into
metastable configurations, stabilized by elastic interactions, in which particles align
as split pairs. The morphological patterns of the metastable configurations are very
sensitive to the interfacial tension of the product phase.
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Theory of Long.PeriodSuperstructures in Ordered Intermetallics
T,F, LINDSEY AND J,W, MORRIS, JR,

Ordering in FCC-based systems is investigated using the pair potential approxi-
mation in the ground state and mean field limits. It is shown that the stability of non-
integer domain sizes in long-period superstructures such as Al3Ti and A_Mg may
result from a tendency of the system to reduce the number of non-dominant ordering
waves in its final structure; the common long-period structures can be obtained as
special cases of Khachaturyan's Maximum Amplitude Principle. Using this kine-
matic condition in conjunction with previously suggested forms for the Fourier-
space pair potential, V(k), leads to a simple interpretation of the dependence of the
long-period domain size on electron concentration and temperature.

Analysis of Low-Temperature Intermetallic Growth in Copper-Tin Diffusion Couples
z, MEI,A, SUNWOO,ANDJ. W, MORRIS,JR,

The properties of solder joints in microelectronic devices are strongly affected by
the nature of the intermetallic layer at the interface. In the most common case, Pb-Sn
solder on Cu, the intermetallic is a composite of two intermetallics: e-phase, Cu3Sn,
and_-phase, Cu6Sns. A multi-phase diffusion model was constructed and used to
analyze the growth of the e- and TI-phase intermetallic layers at a plane Cu-Sn
interface in a semi-infinite diffusion couple. The higher interdiffusivity in the 11-
phase has the consequence that the TI-phasepredominates in the intermetallic bilayer.
However, the lower activation energy for interdiffusion in the _l-phase has the result
that the e-phase fills an increasing fraction of the intermetallic layer at higher
temperature. The results successfully predict experimental observations on interme-
tallic growth at solder-Cu interfaces.

h

Diffuse Scattering from YBa_CuaOz._
A,G, KHACHATURYAN* AND J,W, MORRIS,JR,

This work was motivated by the observation of diffuse maxima in diffraction
patterns obtained fT'oreYBa2Cu3OT._ of intermediate stoichiometry (8 < 0.5) in the
absence of macroscopic domains of the ordered phases corresponding to the ob-
served maxima. Using a simple structural model that assumes the deviation from
stoichiometry is accommodated by non-neighboring, random faults in the ordered
pattern of oxygen in the basal plane of the unit cell, we showed that such random
faulting would produce diffuse maxima tat shift with composition in a manner
similar to that which is experimentally observed.

Microstructural Effects on Work Hardening and Plastic Deformation

Normal plastic deformation is caused by the motion of dislocations, and strongly
influenced by the interaction of dislocations with one another and with microstruc-
tural obstacles such as precipitatesand grain boundaries. Sinceboth dislocations and
microstructural barriers are densely distributed in a normal metal and evolve
together, the theory of plastic deformation is formidable. To make progress in
understanding it one tries to separate the effects of different microstructural elements
and identify or control those particular features that have the most dominant effect.
The separation can be subtle. Often the most obvious features of the microstructure
are not the most important.

*RutgersUniversity,Plscatawney,NewJersey
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The Influence of Dislocation Cell Formation on Work Hardening in Low.Carbon Steel
P,E. JoHNSoN, J,-H. SCHMITTANDJ,W, MORRIS,JR,

The most striking microstructural change during the large plastic deformation of
sheet steel at room temperature is the development of well-defined dislocation cells
within the grains, lt has long been assumed that cell formation dominates work
hardening. To test this hypothesis steels were deformed to the same roorn-tempera-
ture strength level by straining at room temperature, which creates awell-developed
cell structure, and by straining atlower temperatures, which creates a nearly random
dislocation distribution. The subsequent work hardening behavior of the steel was
found to be independent of the dislocation structure, showing that the cell structure
has, at most, a secondary effect on deformation behavior. Further studies, including
in situ deformation in a high-voltage electron mIcroscope, suggests that the rate of
deformation is dominated by the local motion of screw dislocations, on a scale that
is small compared to cell size.

The Influence of Grain Morphology on Work Hardening tn AI-Li-Cu Alloys
D. CHU, C. TSENG,D, YAOANDJ.W. MORRIS,JR,

AI-Li-Cu alloys canbeprocessedtohave two rather different grain structures:an
• equiaxedstructure obtainedby recrystallization, or a "pancake" structure obtained

by severelydeforming thealloy without recrystallization. At room temperature the
two structures havesimilar work hardening characteristics,However, at cryogenic
temperatures thepancakestructure hasa significantlyhigherwork hardening rate.
The change is apparently due to the difficulty of transmitting strain across grain
boundaries at lower temperature; grain boundaries are much more densely distrib-
uted in the glide plane of the dislocation in the pancake structure.

Superplastic AI-Sc-Li Alloys
T. BRADLEYANDJ,W. MORRIS,JR.

The alloying element Sc is well known to be both a very potent strengthener and
a good grain refiner in Al alloys. AI-Mg-Sc alloys have been made with excellent
superplastic formability at moderate temperature. To decrease the density of the
alloys itis desirable to add Li. To combine strength and superplasticity it is necessary

_. to use a double heat treatment in which Sc precipitates are formed and coarsened at
a temperature above the Li solvus to stabilize a fine grain structure, and Li precipi-z

tates are formed by subsequent heat treatment to impart strength. Using these
principles, a variety of Al-Li-Sc-based alloys have been cast and heat treated,
generating promising combinations of strength and formability.

Microstructural Influences on Friction and Wear

In most practical cases, friction between metals is not a simple interfacial phe-
nomenon. It is governed by the mechanical properties of the material adjacent to the
interface, which is polished, scored or locally welded during metal-to-metal contact.
We have recently been engaged in research on one important example of this
behavior: friction during the forming of electrogalvanized steel. The work is done in
collaboration with the Ford Motor Company, LTV Steel, Rouge Steel, and the Keil
Chemical Division of Ferro Corporation.

TheSourcesof Frictionin FormingElectrogalvanlzedSheetSteel*
- S. SHAFFERANDJ.W. MORRIS,JR,

. The source of friction during the forming of electrogalvanized sheet steel were
investigated by examining a series of steels, including both commercial product and

- steels electrogalvanized under controlled, laboratory conditions, that had been
tested for friction by draw-bead simulation. The electrogalvanized layers were

*Researchsupportedby FordMotorCompany,LTV
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characterized for grain size, crystallographic texture, and surface morphology. The
results suggest that draw-bead friction is simply proportional to the fractional area of
contact established between the bead and the coating layer during the abrasive
drawing operation, The microstructure of the layer is relevant in two respects: it
affects the effective hardness of the coating, and it influences the local roughness of
the co :ting, Both factors influence the fractional area of contact,

Changes In Crystallographic Texture During Forming of Electrogalvanlzed Sheet*
' S, SHAFFER,R, WENKt ANDJ,W, MORRIS,JR,

X-ray and metallographic analyses were used to study the change in microstruc-
ture and crystallographic texture of the coated layer near the interface of contact
during the forming of electrogalvanized sheet, The results !_uggest that the near-
surface material is recrystaUized by the severe deformation caused by contact with the
tool piece. Recrystallization establishes a final crystallographic texture that is nearly
independent of the initial texture of the coating, and apparently explains the simple
proportionality between the coefficient of friction and the area of tin,tact,

Mlcrostructuralinstabilities in Fatigue and Fracture

Mechanical failure may be promoted or inhibited by microstructural instabilities.
We have been studying two interesting examples of fatigue in materials with unstable
micro,_tructures: eutecttc alloys thatundergo recrystallization orpolygranular recon-
figurations when they are deformed, and metastable austenitic steels that transform
martensitically during plastic deformation. The first problem is relevant to the
thermal fatigue of soldered contacts in electronic devices the second is relevant to
crack growth in the structures of high field superconducting magnets that are made
of nonmagnetic steels and used at liquid helium temperature, Recent research
includes the following.

TheMechanismof ThermalFatigueInEutecticPb-SnSolder
D, TRIBULA,Z, MEI, D, GRIVAB, D, FREARt ANDJ,W, MORRIS,JR,

Soldered contacts in microelectronic devices are liable to thermal fatigue failure in
cyclic shear, caused by the difference in thermal expansion between the surfaces
joined by the solder joint. In the case of eutectic Pb-Sn solder, which is the most
common solder material, the fatigue is driven by a microstructural instability which
should be observed in many eutectic alloys. In the as-cast condition the solder has a
lamellar eutectic microstructure. At high homologous temperatures, deformation is
inhomogeneous, and concentrates in bands that cut through the microstructure. The
material within the bands recrystallizes into a new microstructure of fine, equiaxed
grains. The recrystallized material is relatively soft, so cyclic deformation is further
concentrated in the recrystallized bands. The concentrated local deformation nucle-
ates fatigue, and provides a preferential path for fatigue crack growth to failure.
Recent research shows that this is the usual mechanism of failure in solder joints of
reasonable thickness.

The Use of Alloy Additions to Inhibit Thermal Fatigue in Eutectlc Solder
D, TRIBULAANDJ,W, MORRIS,JR,

One method for inhibiting thermal fatigue in eutectic alloys is to introduce alloy
additions that disturb the regularity of the lamellar eutectic microstructure and
inhibit the formation of concentrated bands of deformation, An exploration of
possible alloy additions to eutectic Ph-Sn solder shows that minor additions of Inor
Cd refine the eutectic colonies and broaden the intercolony material with the
consequence that high-temperature deformation is relatively diffuse. Tests of In- or
Cd-modified solder joints show an improvement of more than 50%in the thermal
fatigue life.

tDept,of Geology,Universityof California,Berkeley
tSandlaNationalLaboratory,Albuquerque
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The Use of Grain Refinement to Inhibit Thermal Fatigue In Eutectle Solder*
Z, MEI,0, SHINE"tANDJ,W, MORRIS,dR,

When a eutectlc Ph-Sn alloy is rapidly solidified tt develops a fine-grained, nearly
equiaxed microstructure that deforms superplastically at moderate stresses, Re-
search has shown that such a microstructure can be formed naturally in thin solder
joints of the dimensions that are commonly used in microelectronic devices, Mea-
surements of thermal fatigue in such Jointsshows thatcyclic superplastic deforma rien
is nearly "free"; there is little or no fatigue damage so long as the cyclic load is kept
within the superplastic regime, Solder joints solidified at a sufficient rate to establish
a superplastic microstructure have thermal fatigue lives that are several hundred
percent greater than those of similar joints that are slowly cooled to create a eutectic
microstructure, These results apply not only to Ph-Sneutectic alloys, but also tc)other
solder materials than can be solidified into a fine-grained structure including hl-Sn
and In-Pb-Sn alloys,i

The Use of Second.Phase Particles to Inhibit Thermal Fatigue In Eutectlc Solder
T, S, SUMMERS AND J,W, MORRIS, JR,

The normal mechanism of thermal fatigue in eutecttc solder can be frustrated by
introducing second-phase particles that prevent the formation of continuous defor-
mation bands, One simple way to accomplish this is to use off-eutectic compositions,
Research on the fatigue life of slow-cooled Pb-Sn solder as a function of composition

. shows that the fatigue life is maximum at about the 50Pb-50Sn composition, where the
• microstructure is about one-third pro-eutectic Pb, The islands of Pb prevent the

formation of continuous deformation bands that cause recrystallization and failure,
while the surrounding eutectic material prevents early failure oi_the Pb islands,

The Influence of Deformation-Induced Martensite on Fatigue Crack Propagation In
Metastable Austenitic Steels t
z, MEIANDJ,W,MORRIS,JR,

This research in*;estigated the influence of the mechanically induced martensitic
transformation on the fatigue crack growth rate in metastable austenitic stainless

= steels. The steels 304L and 304LN were used to test the influence of composition, the
testing temperatures 298 K and 77K were used to study the influence of test
temperature, and various load ratios were used to determine the influence of the
mean stress, It was found that decreasing the mechanical stability of the austenite by
changing composition or lowering temperature reduces the fatigue crackgrowth rate
and increases the threshold stress intensity forcrack growth, However this beneficial
effect diminishes as the load ratio increases, even though increasing the load ratio
increases the martensite transformation. Several mechanisms that may affect this
phenomenon are discussed, including the perturbation of the crack-tip stress field,
crack deflection, and the work hardening characteristics and relative brittleness of the
transformed material, The perturbation of the stress field seems the most important;
by modifying previous models we develop aquantitative analysis of the crackgrowth
rate that provides a reasonable fit to the experimental results.

Mlcrostructural Changes Induced by Electromagnetic Fields

Comparatively little research has been done on the influence of electromagnetic
phenomena on microstructure and properties of engineering alloys. However, the
subject is becoming increasingly important, as modern devices employ very high
current densities or operate in high magnetic fields. We have been studying two
examples of these phenomena: microstructural evolution and failure due to elec-"

- *Researchsupportedby the DigitalEquipmentCorporation
_ 1DigitalEquipmentCorporation,Cupertino,Ca,

tResearohsupportedby the Officeof MagneticFusion
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tromlgrationinthinaluminum alloyconductors,and changesintransformation
behaviorfracturetoughnesswhen metastableausteniticsteelsarestressedinhigh
magneticfields,Recentresearchincludesthefollowing,

The Mechanism of Electromigration Failure )n Thin Aluminum Alloy Lines
J,E, SANOHEZ,T, MoNALL¥ ANDJ,W, MORFIIS,JR,

When a polygranular aluminum or A1 alloy conductor (AI-Cu or AbCu-Si) is
subjected to to a high current density, the current induces accelerated diffusion
(electromigration) in the alloy, and eventually causes failure by the nucleation and
Juncture of voids that fornt nn the grain boundaries, However, modem microelec-
tronic devices use conducting lines that are a micron or less in width, These have a
"bamboo" structure in which single grains span the line, The mechanism of elec-
tromigration failure in these lines was explored by following exposure tohigh current
density with high-resolution transmission electron microscopic studies of the failure
site, The results show a very different mechanism of failure; the lines usually fail by
a transgranular mechanism in which thin, slit-like voids or cracks nucleate at the
boundaries of the line and propagate across it, The details of the transgranular failure
mechanism are under investigation,

Accelerated Coarsening and Failure In Artificially Aged Al-Cu Conductors
C, KIM AND J,W, MORRIS,JR,

Cu is commonly added to Al conducting lines to inhibit electromigration failure,
though the mechanism by which Cu improves performance is not well understood,
We have used electromigration testing and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy to study microstructural evolution and failure in such conductors, The
results show that Cu is present in the form of fine precipitates is as-deposited lines,
When the currentis imposed the fine precipitates in the interior of the grains dissolve,
while those at the grain boundaries coarsen, The mechanism of dissolution is the
direct replacement of Cu by vacancies, with the consequence that the fine, intragranu-
lar precipitates are replaced by voids, The iI_tragranular voids grow and join to
produce transgranular failure of thin lines, This result suggests that the electromigra-
tion life of thin lines can be improved by artificially aging the lines to control the
precipitate distribution, Aging treatments that substantially reduce the density of
intragranular precipitates increase electromigration life by a full order of magnitude,
and change the mechanism of failure to a diffuse mechanism in which the line
grad ually thins until it finally pinches off, Overaging causes a loss of electromigration
resistance, apparently because Cu is fully depleted from long lengths of line, which
then behave as pure Al conductors,

The Influence of High Magnetic Fields on the Fracture
Toughness of Metastable Austenitic Steels _

_- J, OHANANDJ,W. MORRIS,JR,

If a material is ferromagnetic, or if lt is liable to transform into a ferromagnetic
phase, one must be concerned about the influence of a high magnetic field on its
mechanical properties, An important example is the structure of a high field
superconducting magnet, To test this issue we have studied the tensile and fracture
toughness of high strength steels at 4K in high magnetic fields, The results, which
have been reproduced in Japan, show that the tensile properties of common meta-
stable austenitic steels are only slightly affected by fields as large as 18T, However,

= the fracture toughness changes significantly, in a direction and by an amount that
__ depends on the degree of the martensitic transformation, Relatively stable alloys,

= such as nitrided 304 (304LN), increase in toughness by up to30%in an 8T field, Alloys
= that are less stable, such as 304L,decrease in toughness to a similar degree, The results

_Researohsupportedby the Officeof MagneticFusion
_
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show that the change in toughness is associated with the extent of martensitic
transformation at the crack tip. However, the results cannot be quantitatively fit to
any existing theoretical treatment of transformation toughening, which shows that
there are quantitatively important elements missing from the current theories.

Mlorostruotura!Effeotstn MetalsJoining
Metal alloys are welded or braised by Joining them with a thin, nnolten layer that

solidifies to create the Joint.The properties of the jointare ordinarily deteriorated over
those of the bulk metal for two reasons: the freshly solidified material in the joint has
an as-cast microstructure that may have poor mechanical properties, and the heat
from the Joining operation creates a heat-affected zone in the base material whose
mechanical properties may be relative!y poor. We have been engaged in research on
the welding of Al-Li alloys, which have promising properties for cryogenic structural
use but can only be used effectively if these properties can be at least partly preserved
in the welded condition. We have also been researching the solderability of copper
joints, which is a major problem in the manufacturing of electronic devices.

Mlcrostructural Consequences of Welding AI-LI-Cu Alloys
A,J, SUNWOO,J, CHANANDJ,W,MORRIS,JR,

The microstructure of the weldment and heat-affectedzonein the Al-Li-Cu alloy
2090 were investigated, Welding disturbsthe grain structureand distribution of
hardening precipitates in the heat-affected zone and produces a relatively weak, as-
cast structure in the fusion zone, leading to a significant loss of strength and
toughness, particularly at cryogenic temperatures. The problem can be partly
overcome by changes in the welding procedure (electron beam welding is preferred
to other techniques because of the tldnner weld zone), by changes in the chemical
composition of the weldment (raising the Cu content improves strength and tough-
ness), or by post-weld heat treatments that re-establish the precipitate distribution in
the weld region.

Effect of Surface Conditions on the Solderabillty of Pre-tinned Cu Sheet*
A,J,SuNWOO, d,W, MORRIS,JR, ANDG,K, LUOEY,JR,t

Coppercontactson printed circuitboardsareoften "pre-tinned" by coatingwith
a thinlayerof Snor soldertomaintainsolderabilityduring storageprior to manufac-
ture, The solderabilityof thepre-tinnedlayermay be lostif theCu-Snintermetallics
grow to penetratethelayer, We haveinvestigatedthisissueby artificiallyagingCu
sheetspre-finned with eutectic(63Sn-37Pb)or Pb-rich (95Pb-hSn)solders, In both
casesthepenetrationof theintermetallicisdue to diffusionof Cu into thesolderand
its subsequent reaction with Sn-rich islands in the solder. In the case of the eutectic
the intermetallic converts to the %o-phase (Cu3Sn) and the Pb withdraws into discrete
islands on the surface, so that the layer is poorly wet on subsequent exposure to
molten solder. In the case of 95Pb-5Sn Cu diffusion leads to isolated pockets of the Sn-
rich _q-phase(Cu6Snh)and solderability is maintained even after relatively long aging
at high temperature.

Effect of Gold on the Reliability of Fine Pitch Surface Mount Solder Joints t
J, GLAZERg, P, KRAMERANDJ,W, MORRIS,JR.

The effect of Au pre-coating on the reliability of surface mount solder joints
between plastic quad fiat packs and Cu-Ni-Au printed circuit boards was investi-
gated. Thin Au layers protect the Cu-Ni metallization and preserve solderability.
While the Au layer is dissolved into the solder, and re-precipitated into a dense

'Work supportedby the U,S,Army,HarryDiamondLaboratories
"_U,S,Army,HarryDiamondLaboratories
tSupportedby HewlettPackard
_HewlettPackardCorporation,PaloAlto,California
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distribution of Au-Sn intermetallics, accelerated service simulation tests suggest that
moderately thick Au layers do not cause early Joint failures. However, excessive
concentrations of Au in the solder joint induces void formation during soldering. For
this reason, it is cm_cluded that the thickness of the Au protective layer should be
constrained so that the Au concentration in the layer does not exceed 3 wt. %.

The Use of Au Protective Coatings/nFluxless Solder Joints _
R, CINQUEANDJ,W, MORRIB,JR,

Protective layers of Au were deposited on Ni substrates by electroplating and by
physical vapor deposition, and the resulting joints were tested for their solderability
in the absence of flux, The electroplated substrates proved to be solderable, while the
deposited ones did not. Auger analysis shows that the electrodeposition process
successfully eliminates oxide at the Ni/Au interface. Physical vapor deposition l
deposits Al, over the surface contaminant, which reappears when the Au is dissolved
into the solder and inhibits solderability,

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

The principal emphasis of this project over the past year has been to examine in
greater detail the fatigue, fracture and cryogenic toughness behavior of advanced
aluminum-lithium alloys, with special emphasis on the role of powder-metallurgy
processing and sheet material.

Fatigueand Fracture

Designers of modem commercial and military aerospace vehicles and space
launch systems are constantly in search for new materials with lower density, and
high strength, stiffness and stability at elevated or cryogenic temperatures. To meet
these challenges, much effort has been directed toward developing intermetallics,
ceramics and composites as structural and engine materials for future applications.
However, for structural airframes, age-hardened 2000 and 7000 series aluminum
alloys have long been preferred for many commercial transport and military aircraft
by virtue of their high strength-to-weight ratio, although the use of composite
materials, particularly for secondary structures, is rapidly increasing. To meet the
competition from composite materials, the aluminum industry has recently intro-
duced a new generation of aluminum-lithium alloys, by additionally incorporating
ultra-low density lithium into traditional aluminum alloys; these alloys represent a
new class of light-weight, high-modulus, high-strength, monolithic structural mate-
rials, which are cost-effective compared to the more expensive composites. The
emphasis of this project has been to fully understand the micro-mechanisms under-
lying the behavior of these materials, with special emphasis on their performance
under fatigue conditions.

Fatigue Properties of Alumlnum-Lithium Alloys
K. T. VENKATESWARA RAg, R. O, RITCHIE

Lithium-containing aluminum alloys constitute a family of low-density, high-
strength, monolithic metallic materials, which have been identified as inexpensive
alternatives to graphite-epoxy, reinforced metal-matrix and ARALL-laminate com
posites for many advanced structural aerospace applications. With added benefits
from improved elastic modulus and attractive combinations of fracture toughness
and fatigue properties, the alloys have been considered as prime candidates for
replacing 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys currently used in commercial and
military aircraft. In this work, the cyclic fatigue strength and fatigue-crack propaga-
tion characteristics of aluminum-lithium alloys has been reviewed with emphasis on

# Supportedby SandiaNationalLaboratory,Albuquerque
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the underlying micromechantsms associated with crack advance and their implica-
tions to damage-tolerant design and lifetime computations, Specifically, results on
the initiation and growth of fatigue cracks in binary AI-Lt, experimental AI-Li-Cu, '
and near.commercial AI.Lt-Cu-Zr and AI-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr systems havebeen examined
in detail, as a function of microstructure, crack size, wrought product form, plate-
orientation, temperature, environment, load ratio and loading sequence; behavior is
contrasted with that of traditional aerospace aluminum alloys, Observations strongl_
suggest a prominent role of crack-tip shielding during fatigue-crack propagation in
these alloys, principally due to deflected and tortuous crack-path morphologies,
induced by the shearable nature of coherent 8' strengthening precipitates, pro-
nounced crystallographic texture and strongly anisotroptc grain structures,

Fatlgue.Craok Propagation Behavior in 2090-TSX and 2091.T8 Sheet and Plate Alloys
K, T, VENKATEBWARARAO, R, J, BUGOI*,K, V, JATAt, R, O, RITOHIE

The influence of wrought product form on the fatigue-crack propagation resis-
tance of aluminum-lithium alloys has been examined; specifically, results on the
growth kinetics of long (> 10 mm) fatigue cracks in peak-aged AI-Li-Cu-Zr 2090-T8X
and Al-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr 2091-T8 alloyB, fabricated as sheet and plate, were analyzed as
a function of microstructure, load ratio and specimen orientation. Contrary to
popular belief, it was found that fatigue-crack growth rates at equivalent stress-
intensity levels were significantly faster and less dependent on specimen orienta rien
in sheet than in plate. Such differences were attributed to the prominent role of crack-
tip shielding during fatigue in these alloys, resulting from crack deflection and
consequent crack closure from wedging of fracture-surface asperities (Figure 1),
which microstructuraUy is related to variations in the degree of recrystallization,
grain morphology and texture between the two product forms.

, t' 'i
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Figure 1
Cornparlson of fatlgue-crack path and fraoture-

surface morphologies In 2090 alloy processed as
T83 sheet and T81 plate, showing (a,b) crack

paths along the oraok-growth direction, (c0d)crack
profiles across the specimen thickness and (e,f)

fracture surfaces. Arrows indicate the general
direction of crack growth.
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MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
i!

Microstructure and a-AI Base Matrix/SiC Particulate CompositesV. RADMILOVIC_,G. THOMAS_,ANDS. K, OAs_J ....
, : .

The microstructures of monolithi" AI-Fe-V-Si alloy and c_-Al base matrix/SiC
particulate composites (MMC) have been characterized by conventional and high
resolution transmission electron microscopy, microdiffraction and x-ray spectros-
copy techniques. Silicide particles of average composiition Al12(Fe,V)4Si are present
in both of these materials. These particles are unstable under the electron beam at
voltages above 200kV, and exhibit radiation induced disordering. SiC particulates
present in the MMC structure are predominantly of the hexagonal 6H polytype, but
the hexagonal 5H polytype is also observed. A very thin reaction layer is present
between thP matrix and SiC particles. No segregation of alloying elements such as Fe,
V, or Si at the m/SiC interface has been observed. The second phase present at the c_-
Al/SiC interface sec ms to be a disordered silicide.

EarlyMicrostructuralEvolutionand DeformationBehaviorin
SolutionHeatTreatedAluminum-LithiumAlloys

S, MIYASATO

The binary aluminum-lithium system is age-hardened by the metastable phase 8'
(AI3Li). The 8' precipitates are present in volume fractions of ,-0.2 in commercial Al-
Li based alloys and thus affect many of the mechanical properties. Diffraction
evidence from 5' is present after solution heat treating and rapid quenching; therefore,
8' either forms during the quench or immediately afterwards. In this investigation,
the formation of 5' during rapid quenching is compared with the precipitation
behavior during slower quenching in alloys with commercially important Cu and Mg
additions. The alloys used were in wt.% A1-2.4%Li-0.11Zr, Al-2.45Li-3.15Cu-0.12Zr,
and A1-2.6Li-lCu-0.5Mg-0.5Zr. The formation of the microstructures in different
alloys during different quench rates, and the effect of the microstructural features on
the tensile deformation behavior was correlated.

Conventional transmission electron microscopy and high resolution electron
microscopy showed that fine, irregularly shaped 8' domains were present in very
high volume fractions after rapid water quenching irrespective of additional solute
species present. The formation of d' during a low air cool from solution heat treatment
is shown to be a combination of heterogeneous nucleation at [3' (Al3Zr) dispersoid
particle/matrix interfaces and homogeneous nucleation of discrete particles. The
effect of the microstructure produced by slow air cooling was an increase in both
tensile elongation and strength as compared with the microstructure produced by
rapid water quenching. The superiority of the air cooling was lost with subsequent
artificial aging, as both strength and elongation fell below the values of water
quenched specimens due to the copious precipitation of coarse, equilibrium 8 phase

_ intermetallics.

A regime of zero strain hardening at very small plastic strains was obseved in the

AI-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr alloy in the as-quenched conditions and at 77 K testing temperature.
The yield plateau was attributed to the presence of a high volume fraction of _'(Al3Zr)
dispersoid particles which pin dislocations until a critical stress causes dislocations to
cross-slip around the obstacles. The extent of the yield plateau was observed to
decrease with slower quench rates and artificial aging. Direct observation of the

= dislocation substructure developed during ex-situ tensile straining revealed that the

plateau was not caused by the planar slip of dislocations through the ordered 8'
particles.
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Effect of Cooling Rate on the Formaion of 8'(AlaLi)in Aluminum-Lithium Based Alloys
S. MIYASATO,V. RADMILOVICANDG. THOMAS

The ordered nature of the f5' (AI3Li) precipitate is known to encourage planar slip

and hence shear failure in aluminum-lithium alloys. The effect of cooling rate on the

formation mechanisms of 15'and the degree of planar slip was investigated. Rapid

water quenching and slow air cooling from solution heat treatment temperatures

were evaluated in Al-Li-Zr, AI-Li-Cu-Zr and A1-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr alloys. Air cooling was

found to increase the total elongation to failure in tension tests due to a bimodal

distribution of 15'size in a high Zr content alloy, When rapidly quenched, 15'forms by

a homogeneous formation mechanism; when slowly cooled 15' forms by heteroge-

neous and homogeneous nucleation.
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Julia L. Freer James M. McNaney

_, Hiroaki Hayashigatani Shelly Miyasato
Seongil lm Wendy E. Nojima
Carl H. lwashita Aneta Nowakowska

Patricia B. Johnson Steven J. Shaffer
Abby Kavner Jian K. Shang
Anthony G. Kesl_nke Peter N, Skarpelos
Choongun Kirn Tammy E, Summers
Pamela A. Kramer Carol Tseng

- Christophe S. Kumat Ping Xu

Undergraduate Students Administrative Support
Desi Kovar Jane Fortado
John McNulty Madeleine Penton
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Awards

• Desi Kovar won First Prize in the National Aluminum Association 1990

Charles Martin Hall Award for best undergraduate research paper on
Aluminum and its Alloys.

• John McNulty won First Prize in the National TMS-AIME 1990 Best
Undergraduate Research Paper Award, sponsored by the Minerals,
Metals and Materials Society.

• John McNulty won Second Prize in the Na tional Aluminum Association
1990 Charles Martin Hall Award for best undergraduate research paper
on Aluminum and its Alloys,

• S. Miyasato won the Student Award, Electron Microscopy Society of
America.

Industry Interaction
ContractsandCollaborations

• Naval Air Development provided partial support for a program on the mecha-
nisms of corrosion fatigue in commercial Al-Li alloys.

• Northrop provided support for an experimental evaluation of the high-tempera-
ture fatigue properties of Al-Li alloys.

• Research on friction during sheet metal forming was supported by an indus,. _al
consortium including Ford Motor Company, LTV Steel, Rouge Steel and Keil
Chemical Division of Ferm Corporation.

• Research on the fatigue of surface mount solder joints was done in collaboration
with the Digital Equipment Corporation, and supported by them.

• Research on the use of Au coatings to permit fluxless soldering was supported
by the Sandia National Laboratory.

• Research on the influenc_of Au coatings on surface mount soldered contacts was
done in collaboration with Hewlett Packard, and supported by them.

• Research on intermetallic growth and its influence on the solderability of pre-
tinned contacts was supported by the US Army Harry Diamond Laboratories as
part of their manufacturing technology program.

• Materials for research on advanced aluminum alloys were provided by Alcoa.
• LBLlight alloy melting facilities were used by Alcoa to cast and process research

alloys for their use.
• Research on high strength steels for applications in aircraft landing gear is

supported by the Naval Air Development Center and done in collaboration with
Carpenter Steel.

• R.J. Bucci of Alcoa collaborated with the Mechanical Behavior group on the
fatigue of AI-Li alloy sheet.

• G. Thomas received support from Allied-Signal for research in the microscopy of
advanced aluminum alloys.

Publications and Reports

Metalsfor AdvancedApplications

_ ReferredJournalArticles

Morris,Jr.,J.W.,(withJ.W.Chanand A.J.Sunwoo)High-MnSteelWeldmentMechanicalPropertiesat4K,WeldingJournal,Research
Supplement,Vo169:1,January1990,pp. 30S- 38S

Morris,Jr.,J.W., (withA. G.Khachaturyan)DiffuseScatteringfromYBa3Cu2OT.0,PhysicalReviewLetters,Vo164:1,January1,1990,
pp.76-79

Morris,Jr.,J.W., (with J.Glazer)OntheTheoryofStrengtheningby CoherentOrderedPrecipitates,.PhilosophicalMagazineLetters,
Vo162:1,1990,pp. 33-36

' Morris,Jr.,J.W., (withJ.W.Chan,J.Glazer,Z.MeiandP.A.Kramer)FractureToughnessOf304StainlessSteelInAn 8TestlaField,
ActaMetallurgicalLVo138:6,May 1990,pp. 479-487

Morris,Jr.,J.W., (with Z.Mei)MossbauerSpectrumCurveFittingWithA PersonalComputer,NuclearInstrumentsandMethodsin
PhysicsResearch,I]47,May1990,pp.181-186

Morris,Jt.,J.W.,(withT.S.E.Summers), IsothermalFatigueBehaviorof Sn-PbSolderJoints,JournalofElectronicPackaging,Vol112,
June1990,pp. 94-99
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Morris, Jr., J.W.,. (with D. Trtbula), Creep in Shear of Experimental Solder Joints, Journal of ElectronicPac_gtng, Vol 112, Juno 1990,
pp. 87-93

Morris, Jr., J,W,, (with J.Glazer), On the Theory of Strengthening by Coherent Ordered Precipitates, PhilosophicalMagazine Letters,
Vo162:1,1990, pp. 33-36

Morris, Jr,, J.W, (with Z. Mei) Influence of Deformation-Induced Martensite on Fatigue Crack Propagation in 304-Type Steels,
Metallurgical Transactions A, Vo121A:12, December 1990, pp. 3137-3152

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with A. J.Sunwoo and E.L.Bradley, III),Effectsof Heat Affected Zone Peak and Temperatures on the Microstructure
and Properties of 2090 Alloy, Metallurgical Transactions, Vo121A:10, October 1990, pp. 2795-2804

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with A. G. Khachaturyan) A Possibility of Experimental Determination of a Nonequilibrium Free Energy of an
Ordered Alloy, Scripta Metallurgical et Materialia, Vo124, April 1990, pp. 391-394

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with P. E. Johnson, J.-H. Schmitt and S. A. Vincent, The Effect of Prestrain Temperatures On Dislocation Cell
Formation and Subsequent Tensile Behavior in Low Carbon Steel Sheets, Scrlpta.Met, Vo124, 1990, pp. 1447-1452

Morris, Jr, J.W., (with Z. Mei, D. Grivas and M. C. Shine) Superplastic Creep of Eutectic Tin-Lead Solder Joints, Journal of Electronic
Materials1Vol 19:11, November 1990, pp. 1273-1280

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with John E.Sanchez, Jr,and L,T. McKnelly, Jr)Morphology of Electromigration-Induced Damage and Failure in
A1 Alloy Thin Film Conductors, Journal of Electronics Materials, Vo119:11, November 1990, pp. 1213-1220

RefereedConference Proceedings

Morris, Jr.,J.W., (with A. J.Sun woo), Effects of Precipitate Distribution on 293Kand 77KProperties of 2090-T81Weldments, Advances
in Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89, Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 1167-1173

Morris, Jr.,J.W,, (with S. L. Verzasconi), Cryogenic Mechanical Properties of Low Density Superplastic AI-Mg-Sc Alloys, Advances
in Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89,Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 1127-1130

Morris, Jr.,J.W., (with J.Glazer and J,W. Chan), The Metallurgical Determinants of Toughness at Cryogenic Temperature, Advances
in Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89, Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 777-785

Morris, Jr,, J.W., (with Z. Mei), The Effects of Temperature on Fatigue Crack Propagation in 310 Austenitic Stainless Steel, Advances
in Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89, Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 1241-1247

Morris, Jr., J.W., (J. W. Chan, J.Glazer and Z. Mei) 4.2K Fracture Toughness of 304 Stainless Steel in A Magnetic Field, Advances in
Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89, Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 1299-1306

Morris, Jr.,J.W" (with D. Chu), The Effect of Hydrogen Charging on the Mechanical Properties of Aluminum-Lithium Alloy 2090,
Advances in Cryogenic Engineering Materials '89, Vo136B, June 1990, pp. 1151-1157

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with S. K.Hwang, H.S. Ryoo and H. Y. Lee) Effect Of Phase Transformation And Recrystallization On The Texture
Of Zircaloy, Proceedings of Recrystallization '90 Conference (ed. T. Chandra), 1990, pp. 163-168

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with S. J.Shaffer, W. E. Nojima, P.N. Skarpelos) Research on the Metallurgical Determinants of Formability in
Electrogalvanized Sheet, Zinc-BasedSteelCoating Systems: Metallurgy and Performance,G. Krauss & D. K.Matlock, eds, TMS,
Warrendale, PA, October 1990, pp. 251-261

Morris, Jr.,J.W., (with R. A. Emigh, E. L.Bradley, III,S. Miyasato) Superplastic Studies In The AI-Li-Sc-Mg System Superplasticity in
AerospaceH, edited by Terry R. McNelley and H. Charles Heikkenen, The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society, Juiy 1990,
pp. 303-315

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with S. J. Shaffer, W. E. Nojima, P.N. Skarpelos) Research on the Metallurgical Determinants of FormabiUty in
Electrogalvanized Sheet Zinc-BasedSteel Coating Systems: Metallurgy andPerformance,G. Krauss & D. K.Matlock, eds, TMS,
Warrendale, PA, October 1990, pp. 251-261

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with S.J.Shaffer and H. -R. Wenk) Textural Characterization and Its Application on Zinc Electrogalvanized Steels
Zinc-BasedSteelCoating Systems: Metallurgyand Performance,G.Krauss & D. K.Matlock,eds, TMS, Warrendale, PA, October
1990,pp. 129-140

Radmilovic, V., S. Miyasato and G. Thomas, "Subgrain Boundary Structure in A1-Li-Cu-Zr Alloy", Conf. Prec. Athens, GreeceIII Balkan
Congress on Electron Microscopy, p.478, 1989.

Kusinski, J.and G.Thomas, "Microstructure of the Deformed A1-Li-Cu-ZrAlloy", Prec. VII Conf. E.M., Krab.,w, Poland,VII Konferencja
Mikroskopii Electranowej Ciala Stalego, p.285,1989.

Other Publications

Morris, Jr.,J.W., "The Science Of Thermomechnaical Processing," Proceeding 1st JapanInternational SAMPE Symposium, January 1990,
pp. 787-792

Morris, Jr., J.W., (with D. Tribuia, T.S.E.Summers and D.I Grivas) The Metallurgical Mechanisms of Solder Fatigue, NEPCON '90
Proceedings, 1990

Morris, Jr.,J.W., (with John J.Sanchez, Jr., and James R. Lloyd), Electromigration Failure of Circuit-Level Interconnections, TheJournal
of The Minerals, Metals &Materials Society, Vo142:9, September 1990, pp. 41-45
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Thesis

Mtyasato, S,M,,Mterostructural Evolution in Al-Lt AUoys,(i_h.D.Thesis, Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering,
U,C. Berkeley. Advtsor: G. Thomas.

Invited Talks

Morris, Jr., J.W. "The Metallurgical Mechanisms of Solder Fatigue, NEPCON West '90, Anaheim, California, February 26-.March
1,1990

Morris, Jr., J, W. "Research on Electrogalvanization of Steel Sheets," Surface and Metal Formability Conference, Chicago, IL.,
February 8-9, 1990

Morris, Jr.,J.W. "Microstructural Mechanisms of Failure in Solder Contacts," Eighteenth Annual Electronic Materials Symposium
of the Northern California Section of TMS, Santa Clara, CA March 26, 1990

Morris, Jr., J.W. "Microstructural Mechanisms of Creep and Fatigue in Eutectic Ph-Sn Solders" First International Workshop of
Materials and Mechanics Issues of Solder Alloy Applications, Santa Fe, NM,June 6-8, 1990

Mortis, Jr. J. W. "Toward New Solders with Exceptional Resistance in Thermal Fatigue, TMS Annual Meeting, New Orleans,
February 1991

Morris, Jr, J. W. 'qnfluence of High-Magnetic Fields and Other Electromagnetic Phenomena On The Mechanical Properties of
Structural Materials," National Research Institute for Metals, Tokyo, Japan, December 10, 1990

Morris, Jr,J.W. "New Solders With Exceptional Resistancein Thermal Fatigue," Hitachi, Ltd, Production Engineering Research Lab,
Yokohama, Japan, December 11,1990

Morris, Jr, J.W. "Research of High Strength Steels," Kyushu University, Department of Iron and Steel Metallurgy, Fukuoka, Japan,
December 13, 1990

Morris, Jr, J. W. "Research of Electronic Packaging and Superconductivity," Kobe Steel, Ltd, Superconducting and Cryogenic
Technology Center, Kobe, Japan, December 15, 1990

Morris, Jr,J.W. 'q-ligh TcMaterials Magneticmechanical Behavior" (1)Toshiba, Tsunami, Ohkura, (2)Toshiba, Ukishima, December
17, 1990

Morris, Jr., J.W. "Advanced Cryogenic Materials and Topics," Tohoku University, Sendal, December 18, 1990

Morris, Jr., J.W. "Deformation and Fracture Behavior of Advanced Cryogenic Materials, National Research Institute for Metals,
Tsukuba, Jap0n, December 21, 1990.

Mechanical Behavior of Materials

Refereed Journal Articles

Dauskardt, R.H., F. Haubensak, and R.O. Ritchie, "On the Interpretation of the Fractal Character of Fracture Surfaces," Acta
Metall. Mater., vol. 38, p. 143, 1990.

Venkateswara Rao, K.T. and R.O. Ritchie, "Mechanisms Influencing the Cryogenic Fracture-Toughness Behavior of
Aluminum-Lithium Alloys," Acta. Metall. Mater, vol. 38, p. 2309, 1990.

Refereed Conference Proceedings

Venkateswara Rao, K.T., R.J. Bucci, and R.O. Ritchie, "On the Micromechanisms of Fatigue-Crack Propagation in Aluminum-
Lithium Alloys: Sheet vs. Plate Material," in Fatigue 90, ed. H. Kitagawa, and T. Tanaka, vol. 2, p. 936, 1990.

Venkateswara Rao, K.T. and R.O. Ritchie, "Fatigue-Crack Propagation in Advanced Aerospace Materials: Aluminum-Lithium
Alloys," in Prec. 7rh Inr. Conf on Fracture: Advances in Fracture Research, ed. K. Salama, K. Ravi-Chandar, D.M.R. Tap-
lth, and P.Rama Rao, vol. 5, p. 3787, 1990.

LBl. Reports

Venkateswara Rao, K.T., R.J. Bucci, K.V. Jata, and R.O. Ritchie, LBL 29514, "A Comparison of Fatigue-Crack Propagation
Behavior in Sheet and Plate Aluminum-Lithium Alloys," Materials Science and Engineering A. (Submitted.)

Venkateswara Rao, K.T., N.J. Ktm, P.P. Pizzo, and R.O. Ritchie, LBL28517, "Fatigue-Crack Propagation in Aluminum-Lithium
Alloys Processed by Powder and Ingot Metallurgy," Advanced Aluminum and Magnesium Alloys. (Submitted.)

Venkateswara Rao, K.T. and R.O. Ritchie, LBL28440, "Cryogenic Fracture Toughness and Fatigue-Crack Propagation Behavior
in Powder-Metallurgy Aluminum-Lithium Alloys," Metall. Trans. A. (Accepted for publication.)

Venkateswara Rao, K.T. and R.O. Ritchie, LBL28964, "Development of Microstructures with Improved Cryogenic Toughness
through Variations in Stress State: Aluminum-Lithium Alloys," Alloys Phase Stability and Design, Mat. Res. Soc. Prec.

- (Submitted.)
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Invited Talks

Ritchie, R.O., Cyclic Behavior of Advanced Structural Materials, DARPA Meeting on Fatigue and Reliability of Advanced Struc-
tural Materials, La Jolla, CA, July 1990,

Rttchte, R,O,, Fattgue of Advanced Materials, Fourth International Conference on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds: Fattgue '90,
Honolulu, HA, July 1990.

Ritchie, R.O., Overview of the Small.Crack Problem in Fatigue, ASTM Symposium on Small-Crack Test Methods, San Antonio, "IX,
November 1990.

Ritchie, R.O., Design of Analysis Methods for Advanced Materials, Sixth Annual North American Welding Research Conference on
Design and Fitness for Service of Welded Structures, Columbus, Oil, October 1990,

Ritchie, R.O., Fracture Mechanics and Fattgue, ASM Annual Conference: Materials Week, Detroit, MI, October 1990.

Ritchie, R.O. and K.T. Venkateswara Roe, Cryogenic Fracture Toughness Behavior of I/M and P/M. Aluminum-Lithium Alloys,
ASTM Spring Meeting, San Francisco, CA, April 1990.

Ritchie, R.O. and K.T. Venkateswara Roe, The Design of Materials wtth Enhanced Cryogenic Toughness: Commercial Aluminum-
Lithium Alloys, Spring MRS Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, April 1990.

Ritchie, R.O. and K.T. Venkateswara Rao, Mechanisms of Cryogenic Toughness tn Commercial Aluminum.Lithium Alloys, 119tll TMS
Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA, February I990.

Ritchie, R,O,, K.T. Venkateswara Rao, and R.J. Bucd, Mtcromechanlsms of Cycltc Crack Extension tn AI.Lt Alloys, Fourth Interna-
ttonal Conference on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds: Fatigue '90, Honolulu, HA, July 1990.

Ritchie, R.O., K.T. Venkateswara Roe, and W. Yu, Fatigue-Crack Propagation in AI-Li Alloys: Effects of Tensile and Compression
Overloads, ll9th TMS Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA, February 1990.
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Advisory Boards
Work_hop_

Industrial Fellows

Researchcontracts andGifts
Pubttcattons

Visits
Collaborations

Graduates

Industry Participation
CAM's mission statement calls for basic research in materials science.

The research programs described in the preceding sections of this report
are devoted to increasing our understanding of the fundamental prop-
erties of materials and materials systems. The mission statement also
states that this research should support U. S. industry and that there be
direct and continuing collaboration between CAM and U. S. industrial
research laboratories. The selection of CAM research topics and the
design of its programs are governed by the basic materials research
needs of industry and a major thrust of the programs Involves informa-
tion flow to and from industry. This includes discussions, research
collaborations, gtfts, contracts, industrial fellowships, visits, publica-
tion of results in the scientific journals, and publications from the
Center, such as Research Notes, and this Annual Report.

The CAM Industry Participation Office, in the office of the CAM
Director, is charged with the development and management of these
interactions with industry. Activities supported by that office include:

• program advisory board meetings
• industry participation workshops
• research collaborations

• CAM industrial fellowships
• research contracts, gifts and fellowships
• publications
• visits of industry scientists and research managers

Advisory Boards

Each CAM program, and some projects, are supported by an advi-
sory board made up of industrial research managers serving two or
three year renewable terms. The boards meet formally once each year
to review the focus and goals of the program and the research progress
made since the last meeting. A report is prepared on these aspects of the
program with specific suggestions and criticisms, primarily focused on
the question of which research directions are appropriate to CAM and
of greatest potential benefit to U. S. industry. Members of the advisory
board also consult with the program and project leaders informally
throughout the year. Listings of the advisory board members follow
each chapter of this report.
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Workshops
Each CAM program holds, at two to three year intervals, a formal workshop for

industry, These are open to all interested representatives of U. S. industry. The
workshops, which usually run for two days, involve presentations by the CAM
investigators of the research of their programs, and their planned directions for the
following few years. Industrial scientists attending the workshop are invited to
discuss the research and to express their views on appropriate directions of the
research programs--directions that will produce beneficial results for their own
companies and for U, S. industry in general. The workshops also include visits to the
CAM laboratories and informal discussions with its scientists and students.

Research Collaborations
CAM programs have established research collaborations with scientists in many

U.S. industrial laboratories. These are described in detail in the preceeding sections
of this report and involve companies in areas from petrochemical to automobile
manufacturing to biotechnology. In some cases, the collaboration involves exchange
of proprietary information or materials. Results of this work are published in the open

• literature by University of California and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory policy, but
only after protection of the proprietary information is assured.

Industrial Fellows
The Industrial Fellows Program at CAM is one of our most effective means of

technology transfer to industry. Under the program, industrial scientists come to
CAM to spend from three months to a year as integral members of one of the research
programs. The fellowships can also be arranged for one week each month for a year,
or, with local companies, for one or two days each week during the year. Industrial
Fellows not only pursue research projects while in residence, adding their own
background and experience to that of the programs s_.aff,but also serve as excellent
technology transfer agents when they return to their company's laboratories. Some of
the Fellows devote their time atCAM to the development and design of collaborative
research programs between their laboratories and the CAM Program. Two Industrial
Fellows worked atCAM during 1990.Two are scheduled for appointment in 1991and
more are now being planned for 1992.

1990 Industrial Fellows

M. Colclough Conductus, Inc. HighTaSuperconduatlvltyProgram1

- T. Gulon Cargill, Ino. EnzymaticSynthesisof MaterialsProject

_

- The value of this program has been recognized by the Department of Energy.
Arrangements have been made for DOE support of the laboratory, living, and travel
expenses of many of the Industrial Fellows while at work at CAM through the

- Industry-Laboratory Technology Exchange Program of the DOE Office of Energy
Research. In 1990, both M. Colclough T.Guion were supported under this program.
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Gifts
Unrestricted gifts to CAM during 1990 totaled $204,000, raising the severt year total

to $836_000,This type of funding is the most valuable to the CAM programs because
Atgives them the required flexibility to deal with important and unexpected research
l'_eedsas they arise,

Gifts of Materials and Equipment
Programs at the Center benefit greatly from donations of used or new processing

or analytical equipment, or materials that are unavailable commercially, This year,
Chevron Corporation donated a Varian XL-MH z Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectrometer with a replacement value of 115K, The value of donated materials for
the past seven years exceeds two mtllton dollars,

Research Contracts
1990 research con tracts totaled $402,000,bringing that seven year total to$1,196,000,

The contracts allow for focused work on specific projects of direct interest to the
company involved, und enable the sponsors to maintain close contact with the
investigators and students,

California Competitive Technology Program
Two CAM programs have been selected to participate in the California Competi-

tive Technology Program, The program on Htgh-T cSuperconductivity, wtth support
from the U,S, Department of Energy, ts continuing Its collaborative effort wtth the
State of California and Conductus, Inc,, a start-up company tn California's SiltconVa-
lley, The goal of the project is to transfer to Conductus results of the fundamental
research supported by DOE that will allow the development of Superconducting
QUantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) using the new high-Tc superconducting
materials, The CAM prograrn on Enzymatic Synthesis of Materials has also received
a grant from the California Competitive Technology Program for a collaborative
effort with Biocircuits, Inc,, (Burlingame, CA), for work on novel molecular self-
assembly systems for bioelectronics, The focus of the work is on designing and
synthesizing novel self-assembling organic films with application to the production
of bioelectronic sensors,

Pub//cations

Ali CAM work is published in the open literature, This year CAM researchers
published 211 articles in books, journals and conference proceedings, 146 Invited
papers, 49 contributed papers, An additional 188 journal arttcles are now tn press, The
Center also produces a number of its own publications throughout the year, These
include this Annual Report, and the trtannual Research Notes describing recent
research highlights, Research Notes also Includes the list of recent journal articles,
The_ CAM publications are sent, along with announcements of workshops and other
meetings, to those on our mailing list, The attached form should be used for adding

= names to that list,

Industrial Visitors

Representativesfrom U,S.industrial companiesareencouragedtovisit theCenter;
visits range from one day to a week or more, First visits usually involve discussions
with CAM management, industry participation officials, and selected program
leaders, Subsequent visits are focused on more detailed scientific discussions with
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program staff and often lead to continuing relationships including perlodtc ex-
changes of ideas and results, or active, formal collaborations,

Students and Postdoctoral Fellows

During the past seven years, 108 students received their masters or doctoral
degrees (18 in 1990) or completed postdoctoral fellowships, Of this group, 56 have
moved on to industrial research positions, and 12 more have taken University
teaching positions, Others continued their studies after leaving CAM,

r

1990 Degree.Reolplents

Name Degree C.,urrentEmployer CAM Program

R, Bternath PhD AT&T Bell Laboratories Polymers and Composites
S, Anthony-Cahill Phd DuPont Central R&D l_01ymers and Composites
L, Chan Masters Intel Corporation Electronics Materials
M, Corey PhD University of Colorado Polymers and Composites
J, Ding PhD Applied Materials Electronic Materials
R, Emigh PhD Precision Cast Parts Corporation High Performance Metals
D, Kapolnek Masters Superconductor Technologies, Inc, Ceramic Science
C, Kumai PhD Postdoctoral Fellow, LBl High Performance Metals
S, Lombardo PhD Max Planck Institute Surface Science and Catalysis
L, McKnelly, Jr, PhD Vitesse Semiconductor High Performance Metals
Z, Mei PhD Postdoctoral Fellow, LBL High Performance Metals
A, Michiels Masters Applied Magnetics Corporation Polymers and Composites
C, Noren PhD Postdoctoral, LBL Polymers and Composites
J,Rosenberg PhD Postdoctoral, LBL Polymers and Composites
C, Sheu Masters _,orthrup Aircraft Ceramic Science
R, Shipman PhD Postdoctoral Fellow, LBL Polymers and Composites
D, Tribula PhD [.,am Research High Performance Metals
D, Zeglinski PhD Surface Science Laboratory Polymers and Composites
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